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ABSTRACT

ThiS is the:history of:an important educational
institution in Australia. The work loOks at the problems of
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varying- fortunes through 50_years to 1980. It is more, however, than
an institutional history. It analyses early contributions to
educational research, its subsequent growth in importance, and
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evaluate_Australian_education_and_stir_the' conscience_of its_
educators. Throughout the book there are a number of interesting
biographical_sketches_of important Australian educators, such as
Tate, Cunningham, Radford, and Dunn, who had strong connections with
the ACER. (Author)
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THE FOUNDATION YEARS

The one greatest need in Australiaa need voiced by every leader
that I have met--,is for some means of checking impartially the work
of the school and of _supplying reliable information for continuous
development . .. An Institute of Child Welfare Research ... together
with a Bureau of Reference and Research, such as many of our cities
maintain, would be a god-send to _Australia. and New Zealand. The
only obstacles are the interstate jealousies which I fancy can be overcome by judicious restrictions on any grants that might be made for
the purpose)

This statement was part of a brief and pointed report on Australian
education in 1928 by James E. Russell, Emeritus Dean of Teachers

College, Columbia University, New York. Two years later, on
ro-- t I February 193o, a small conference of educators met in
Melbourne and formally established a new institution, the
Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER), to commence

operation on 1 April 1930.
The Australian Council for Educational Research was an
Australian institution founded by American philanthropy. It was
designed, staffed, and run by Australians but wholly sustained by
American funds for the first 13 years of its existence Its foundation
was the culmination of much_activity and thoughtful planning by a
group of leading Australian educators and the Carnegie Corporation
of New_YorE - The Carnegie Corporation had been established in
2911_ 'to promote the advancement and diffusion of knowledge and
understanding among the people of the United States'. Six years
later; a proportion of its resources were set aside as a special fund 'for
I.E. Russell, Australia and New Zealand, Report, 1928; pp.3 i 2, Carnegie Corporation (Camcor) archives.
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use in- Canada or the British colonies'', and in the mid-twenties it
started to look into the possibility of aiding educational effort in
Australia and New Zealand.'

Visit by James E. Russell
In 1928 from 20 March to 8 May, James Russell, recently retired
from Teachers College, Columbia University, which during the past
25 years he had built up into the finest school of education- in the
world, visited Australia on behalf of the Carnegie Corporation to
assess the current state of education and examine_ ways in which appropriate assistance might be provided; He was struck by the degree
of administrative centralization, the_extent of interstate jealousy; and

the urgent need to devise methods to keep the system alive and
alert'.''
In Sydney and Melbourne he had lengthy discussions with H.T.
Lovell, Professor of Psychology in the University of Sydney, A.
Mackie; Professor of Education in the University_ of Sydney and
Principal of the Sydney Teachers College:, and Frank Tate,_Director
of Education in Victoria. In April, while in MelbOurne, he wrote
from Menzies Hotel to Lovell, suggesting that he take the lead in
forming a proposal for an institute of child study and welfare, and to
Frank Tate requesting him to organize the matter of an educational
research bureau, so that by the time of his return to New York in
August 1928 there would be some reasonably concrete proposals to
put before the Corporation for its consideration and possible financial support.
In making these suggestions to the two Australians and their colleagues, Russell was following the principle that Keppel, the presi-

dent of the Carnegie Corporation, had developed. He had found
2 R.M. Lester, :Forty Years of Carnegie Giving, New York:
pp. t 7o- I, Charter of Incorporation.

Scribner's, 194 t ,

3 In 1927, the Carnegie Corporation made its first four grants in Australia: to the
Australian National- Research Council, the forerunner of the Australian Academy
of Science and the Academy of the SOcial Sciences in Australia, for general assistance with scientific research; to the University of Melbourne and the University
of Sydney for their adult education programs; and to the Central Lending Library
in Sydney for the purchase of books for tutorial classes.
4 Argsd (Melbourne), t 6 April 1928; p;14.
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from his experience with activities supported by the Corporation
thit models introduced from other_ countries were seldom a success.
it WAS better to use them as suggestions and stimuli to planning that
WAS undertaken by local interested people who with appropriate
support might develop,: for their own felt needs, viable institutions
and practices of their own creation. The Australian COuti-cil for
Educational Research was to be such an institution. From Russell's
diagnosis of Australia's educational needs and his suggestive prodding of selected educators, it was to be shaped, staffed, and directed
by local people according to their own views of what was practicable
and desirable in an Australian situation.

Preliminary Discussions
During May iijz8 there were discussions between Tate, iove11. and
several other educators in New South Wales and Victoria arid in
June, Tate formally consulted his fellow directors of education in the
Other States at their biennial conference in Adelaide: He argued that
althatigh during the past 3o years there had been a great advance in

providing better practical educational facilitim_ _'the time is
however, overdue for patient and careful investigation of the fundamental conditions determining the best lines of educational advance'.
In the ordinary course of their job, teachers; teacher-trainers, and
administrators had no time to spare for the necessary educational
research. It would', he suggested; he a_ wonderfully fine thing for us
if we had the means to release from the common round and daily
task a few of our forward-looking students."
Subsequent to this meeting; Tate wrote on 4 July to the president
of the Carnegie Corporation a formal application Tor a grant for

term of: years in order to provide for the establishment Of an
Australian Institute of Educational Research'.6 In his letter he
quoted the directors' resolution:
1_ F. Tate to H.T. Lovell, i May 1928, ACER archives, series 49, item 171:

6 In drafting this letter, Tate was assisted by K.S. Cunningham, a lecturer at the
Melbourne Teachers College, who had recently returned from two yeari of dck.=
toral work at Teachers College, Columbia University, where he had met Russell
and had been consulted by Keppel on the matter of the Corporation's grant to the
University of Melbourne in 1927.
K.S. Cunningham to J.E. Russell, 31 August [928, Carncor archives.
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That this Conference of Directors of Education heartily approves

the proposal to establish an Australian Institute of E....cation
Research to carry out enquiries on the lines of the Bureaux
Reference described by Dr J.E. Russell, formerly Dean of the Teache

College, Columbia University; during his recent visit to the Con
mon wealth .

.

.

The Conference feels sure that the several State Education Depar
ments would co-operate with goodwill to make the Institute a succes
and that the system of educational organization within each Australia
State, namely_ central control of all State supported schools under

responsible Minister and Director, offers peculiar advantages to ti
enquirer who wishes to collect data over the whole area of a State or t

try out an experiment covering one or more States.

Tate further pointed out that there was little doubt each depart
ment would unhesitatingly grant leave of absence on full or part pa
to any of its officers selected to work on an inquiry that commende

itself to the minister or director, that the Victorian Minister ha
assured him that this course would be adopted in Victoria, and tha
the other directors were confident that their States would act in th
same way: Such a procedure would save the new body a considera
ble amount of money. Despite the confidence of his prediction, i
was art. expectation that Tate was not to see fulfilled.
On the matter of organization, he wrote that there was a good an
successful model for it in the Council for Scientific and Industria
Research (CSIR) which_ had_in each State a strong expert committe
to make recommendations to a small central executive of three mem
bers who deterrifined policy and made decisions on all importan
proposals.' If the proposal:for an institute of child study and chih
welfare were also successful, and it too had the directors' support
both bodies should work closely together under the one central ex
ecutive.

He wrote, at the same time, to Russell of the `fine unanimity
among the directors in regard to the proposal, and that he himsel
7 Tate and Hansen, his successor as Director of Education in Victoria, had discussec
with Riven. the Executive Officer of CSIR; possible ways of organizing the nev
educational research body based on CSIR'4 _experience.

A.C.D. 'twat to A. Mackie supporting G.S. Browne's application for the posi.
tion of Executive Officer of the ACER. 21 January 1930. ACER archives. serie

49 item 172.
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lad 'got very much in love' with it. Russell replied on behalf of the
2arnegie Corporation in a letter addressed to Tate, Mackie, Lovell,

lnd other Australian educationists', stating that the Corporation
'iewed the proposal with interest. He added:
If and when you shall have perfected an organization capable of administering funds and of directing scientific investigations, this Corporation will grant a total sum of 5 o 000 payable in annual instalments of 1.:5000 from January 1, 1930.

t would also entertain an application for an additional sum to cover
easonable administrative expenses and the salary of an Executive
)fficer.

This was a generous agreement in principle on the part of the
2orporation, achieved without demur almost immediately on
tussell's return to New York. He went on in his letter, however, to
)oint out that there was some solid work to be done before the grant
yr:did actually be made. He suggested a meeting of 'leading repreentatives of education in all your States' to formulate a constitution
nd by-laws for the proposed Institute which should be:
independent of control by any University, State School system or political party. Its scope should be as wide as the Commonwealth and
its findings should be of service not only to Australia but of interest to

the world at large.

ome of the basic questions to be thought about were: what should
c the size and composition of the directorate; how to secure the co.,
,peration of the several States; haw to select a competent Executive
)fficer; what were his duties to be; where_should the headquarters
c located; _what was the estimated expenditure per annum of the
entral office; how to disseminate the findings of any investigation;
E travel grants were to be made by the Corporation, could the Intitute make appropriate nominations? These and many other relted questions were listed by_Russell for the sponsors to work on.
he Corporation asked that Tate, Mackie, and Lovell act as a comiittee to determine who should be invited from each of the States to
meeting which Tate should arrange in Melbourne. To facilitate the
,roceedings, a draft for £zoo was sent with which to pay the delegtes' travelling expenses; and, to give a possible future Executive

)fficer an opportunity to study the organization of educational
esearch in the United States, the Corporation offered to pay the ex-

.
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penses of a v;sit to tie iSA by on or two persons qualified
direct arid conduct research in etiucation': In another letter of
same date, Rus::ell advised Tate:
Represe.tv;tion on a state:uasis does not seem to me desirable : 1
one imi:or::nt matter is that you should be able to act together wi
in the interests of education in Australia.
out

The First E:iecutive: Tate, Mackie, and Dwell
On 5 December 1928, Tate met in Sydney with Mackie and Loy
as an executive committee to do the fundamental preparatory wor
These three were to continue as the executive group for the new i
stitution for the next t i years, Tate as President; Lovell as Vi<

President, and Mackie as the third member: On Tate's death
1939 Lovell succeeded him as president until 1948 and Mac;
became the vice-president: When the Executive Officer was a
pointed in February 1930; he too joined the executive and remain
with it until his retirement in 1954. There was thus a rerriarkal
degree of continuity throughout the planning stage and fOrinati
years of the institution;
Tate was undoubtedly the driving force. For a quarter of a te

tury; he had successfully directed and _developed the educati
system in she State of Victoria. He was dynarnic and Skilled in
ministration. He impressed the Carnegie Corporation eicecutil

with his quick grasp of ideas, his ability to formulate policy a
make decisions, and -the confidence which his fellow directors
education placed in him. He and Russell hit it off together perfec
and enjoyed one another's company immensely. He was a conviv
companion, and had a capacity to get the best out of his iintersr
colleagues with a minimum of friction. He had no experience
educational research but, at least, was able to appreciate the kinds
things that his fellow administrators might regard as important. Is
was he an educational philosopher: He was_an intelligent educa
of liberal principles, as they were understood in the I 92os, Witl
capacity to seize on and support the idea or practice that seemed
him best suited to the current situation and the foreseeable futhi
Mackie was_much_more of an academic educator.. He was a S
who had been principal of the Sydney Teachers College since Iso<
and had worked it up by the 192os into a sizable institution 1.4h
was making a greater contribution to educational research A

1 [IC FOLlnuaLivix

holarship than any other in Australia. Even so, Russell was not
Tressed with it He reported that the curriculum was narrow and
at although in the somewhat static system_ of New South Wales
hication it was imperative to keep the teachers college 'aliire and
ere, there was 'little evidence of such a state at present'. The staff
as good, but lacking in experimental and research ability. 8 Mackie

id bad a philosophical training, wrote several pieces on basic
lucatkmal questions; had a considerable interest in the newer ideas
education and educational research, had been involved with his
aff in some small empirical investigations, and had written a subantial _essay on the nature and= scope of experimental education.
is interests and his contribution were Sufficiently well known
broad for him to be elected an honorary member of the Society of
xperimental Pedagogy in Petrograd in 1914, at the instance of the
lehrated experimentalist, Netschayev. Since 1910 he had also
!en Professor of Education at the University of Sydney. He had a
itical mind and a prickly personality. In the 192os he was un-

)ubtedly the cleareSt, most incisive, and advanced thinker in

ustralian education.
Lovell had been a lecturer at the Sydney Teachers College; went
Jena in 1907 for doctoral work with the renowned_ educator of

le day, Wilhelm Rein, and was well read in experimental psy:
iology. He joined the staff of the University_ of Sydney in 1913
id, there, became the first Professor of Psychology in Australia in
928. He was a scholar and aiinguist; knowledgeable over a wide
eld of psychology and with a preference for functional views. Ac)rdingly he encouraged empirical investigation and the application
F psychology to practical situations such as education and child guinice: Nothing eventually came of the proposal that Russell had
wouraged him to put forward for an institute of child study and
iild welfare; and he joined wholeheartedly with Tate in the task of
eveloping the educational research organization. He was a patient
id agreeable person who worked well With Tate but had a difficult
!lationship with Mackie.
The three members of the executive were joined in the Sydney
ieeting by P.R. Cole, the nice - Principal of the Sydney Teachers
J.E. Russell, Australia and New Zealand. Report, isu8, pp.6 7, Carncor
archives.

College. Cole was a scholarly person whose principal interest

research was in the history of western education on which
published several widely read monographs. He was a local teac
who; in isms, had gone to Teachers College, Columbia Univen
for his doctoral work and, on his return in 19to to the Sydney c
lege; became its Vice-Principal. Cole too became associated 1.A.
the new research body from i93o to 1943.
The executive_ meeting in Sydney on 5 December 1928 m.
Mackie its secretary;_agreed upon six main steps in the organizat
of the proposed institution; -and informed the Corporation of the
(a) On 13 April 1928; a week after Russell left Sydney; a I'
tional Institute of Education of New South Wales9 had been est
lisped at a meeting at the University of Sydney presided over by
university's vice-chancellor and attended by 1_5 interested educat
mainly from the university and the teachers college.") Two we
later, at a further meeting, Mackie was elected president; and C
secretary, and a resolution was passed that a_program shall be p
pared of educational research and progress to be aimed at by the]
stitute.'" The executive committee decided that the New SO1
Wales National Institute was a suitable body for securing local
terest in educational research and could be used as 'a model for sir
lar institutes to be formed in the other States'. The pattern, they fl
9 On 17 Ck to tie r 1929 the name was changed to the New South Wales Institute
Educational Research (NSWIER) to conform to the names of the Institutes th

by then, had been formed in the other States.
I° Since 1910 there had been an Education_ Society at the Sydney Teachers Coll
which had been interested in the promotion of educational research and respon

ble for the publication of more than 4o monographs many of which were 1
result of research by members of the Society in its first t o years. With the fc
oration of the Institute and the absorption into it of many of the college staff;1
Society, which had not been active for some time, ceased to exist.
I I NSWIER Minute Book. 27 April 1928, Mitchenibrary, Sydney.
The proposed ACER differed from the existing CSIR in two significant way
In the CSIR, the state and national councils and the central executive were a
pointed by the Commonwealth Government; in the ACER, they were to
elected by interested educators in each State. For the CSIR, leading scienti
throughout Australia worked out and -endeavoured to cost an initial program
desirable research; the ACER was established without the preliminary of anal}
ing Australia's educational research needs, though the leading educators took p.
in the process; and without setting up a program which would justify its esta
lishment.

it
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orrespondeci somewhat to the state councils set up in conjunction
with what they referred to as the Commonwealth Bureau of Science
rid Industry. Accordingly theyiwrote to representative educators in
ach State informing them-of the current negotiations with the Carle& Corporation and suggesting that they form in their State an indune for educational_ research similar to the existing one in New
outh Wales; details of which were enclosed, and that in due course
hey send representatives, to a meeting in MelbOurne to discuss the
onstitution of the Australian InStitute for Educational Services and
tesearch';
(b) The membershiP of the council of the Commonwealth In;
titute for Educational SerVice and Research' was to consist of
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

the- present executive

one member nominated by each State Institute
three co-opted members
the executive officer or director of research.

t would be; they argued, a -representative non-political 1)-64 not

irectly connected with - any government department, State or
!deral; and; it could include Useful people who might not be chosen
3 represent a State Institute.
c) The future busineSS of the executive committee would be to
upervise the finanCes of the Institute, select an Executive Officer,
onsider or initiate proposalS for assistance in the study of educa-

ional problems, approve of the publication of reports, and report
nnualiy to the Carnegie Corporation.
(d) The Executive Officer was to be called the Director of Inestigation and Research. His salary should not be less than Xi 000
ler annum, and office expenses not more than £i 5oo; annual adhiniSttative expenses were therefore expected to be about £2 Soo.
"his was the amount that the Corporation eventually Paid when the
ouncil was established.
The Executive Officer- was to review applications for assistance,

rionitor the progress of- the various investigations, co-ordinate
emits, arrange publication; lecture _occasionally in each State, and
eport _regularly _to -the executive-. Although he was to be a person
palified to _conduct research, the executive apparently did not see
dill becoming personally involved in much research. In fact, the
.entral office appeared to be an administrative rather than a research

9:

o
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centre. The research work was to be associated with the State Institutes or with individuals in the field financially assisted and advised from the central office.
In- respect to the two possible research directors who might visit

the United States, the executive committee suggested Dr G.E.
Phillips and Dr K.S. Cunningham. Dr Phillips, who was then in
charge of the Glenfield Special School, New South Wales, and had
been a university lecturer on experimental methods in education
since 1918, was regarded by the executive as a person of great com-

petence in research. There is certainly no one in Australia', they
wrote to the Corporation, 'so well qualified in all respects for the
difficult and responsible position of director.' Dr Cunningham ran a
psychological laboratory at the Melbourne Teachers College and also
lectured at the University of Melbourne in psychology and experi-

mental education. The executive committee had 'a high opinion of
his: qtmlifications; but consider that his claims to the position of
director are not equal to those of Dr Phillips':12 Nevertheless they
thought it desirable that both should go:
(e) The first meeting of the proposed council was to take place in
1929 in February or later_
(f) If the Carnegie Corporation were interested in making grants
fOr travel and study overseas, the proposed council with its contacts
through the State Institutes would be well placed to provide the
Corporation with information and nominations.

The Institutes and the Constitutional Committee
During 1929 each State except Queensland established an Institute
on the New South Wales model. The executive sent letters to the
schools of education of the various Australian universities, or, in the
absence of a school of education, to the head of the teachers college'
suggesting that steps be taken by them to form State Institutes. Tate
reinforced the matter by sending a letter to each of the directors of
education informing them of current progress and enclosing a copy
of the executive's letter concerning the need to establish Institutes.
The South Australian Institute came into being in January 1929, the

Victorian on 22 May, the Tasmanian in October, the Western
12 A. Mackie, secretary of the executive committee, to J.E. Russell, i 2 December
1928, Carncor archives.
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Lustralian in November, and the Queensland in May 193o. In each
ase the director of education iraS formally elected patron of_the new
ody; and the professOr of education or head of the teachers college
ecame the first president.
Phillips was granted leaVe by the New South Wales Minister for
public Instruction and left an 4 April 1929 for the USA_to study the
rganization and state of educational research. Cunningham was to

ave travelled with him but was refused leave by the Victorian

This setback caused some worry _to the executive who
bought the Victorian action might be regarded by their Carnegie
Minister.

ponsors as evidence that Australian educational authorities Were not
Try solidly behind the proposal to establish a research council. The
natter, however, was not raised by _the Corporation. Phillips's trip
ppeared to increase the executive's expectation that he would be the
'executive Officer of the new institution. Lovell, apparently conrinced of such an outcome; even wrote ta Clinnirigham sympathizng with his being denied the visit to the United States, and enquir=
ng whether he would be_ interested in being Phillips's successor at
he Glenfield Special_School in NeW South Wales.
On 5 August 1929 a representative frOth each of the States except
Queensland and the three-man executive met in Melbourne to conider and formulate . . . the constitution of an Australian Educational

lesearch Council, capable Of administering funds and directing
;cientific investigation'." At that Stage only three of the State_ In;titures were formally in existence, New South Wales; South
kustralia: and Victoria, who sent respectively T.T. Robens";_a Iec;titer at Sydney Teachers College, A.J. Schulz. Principal of the
kdelaide Teachers College, and L.J. Wrigley; Professor of Educa:ion at the University of Melbourne. From the other two States
:acne R.G Cameron, Professor of Education at the University of
Western Australia, and J.A. Johnston; Principal of the Hobart
Teachers College. These men together with Tate, LOvell, and
Mackie, the three executive members; were the fOunding fathers of
F. Tate to J.E. Russell, 6 August 19z9, Carncor archives.
4 In the Australian Council for Educational Research, Annual Report 193 o 193
it was wrongly recorded that the New South Wales delegate was Dr P.R. Cole.
Cole attended the first formally constituted Council meeting in February 1930
as the New South Wales representative.
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the new institution; in the sense that they were the first represent
tive and Australia-wide group to meet and agree upon the essent,
details of its structure and operation; and were the body responsil
for _the proposal which- the trustees of the Carnegie Corporatic
agreed to funds The meeting was attended also by Dr Phillips ri
cently returned from his- visit -to the USA, and by G.T. Fryer, ti

president of the Federal State School Teachers Association
Australia which had expressed great interest in the project: 1
satisfy the Corporation it was necessary to show that responsib
educators in most of the Australian States were willing to agree on
draft constitution_ for a workable national research organization. TI
state delegates did not write a formal constitution but they did con
to a unanimous agreement on the fundamental ideas and details fro
which a constitution could be drafted._

At the meeting Tate recapitulated the history of the movemen
Phillips reported on research in the USA, and the delegates had ft
consideration both the executive's proposals, of the previous Decent
ber to the Carnegie Corporation, and a brief proposed constitutio
prepared by _Mackie.

The meeting agreed on a name for the new institution. Over th
past year there had been many proposals. It had been variousl
called:
Commonwealth Institute for Educational Service and Research
Australian Institute for Educational Services and Research
Australian Institute for Educational Research and Service
Australian Council for Educational Research and Service
Institute for Educational Service and Research
Australian Institute of Educational Enquiry and Research
Federal Council for Research in Education
Federal Institute of Educational Research
Australian Institute of Educational Research
Australian Educational Research Council
Australian Council for Educational Research.

On the matter of the name there were three questions: Should thi
new body be called an institute like the state groups, or a council like
its scientific predecessor; CSIR: Should it be _called a common.
wealth; federal; or Australian organization? And should it_indican
that its concern was to be as much with practical service to education

as with research?

The meeting finally decided on the name

'
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Australian Educational Research Council, and it was under this
name that the Carnegie Corporation referred to it two months later
when it granted funds for its establishment and maintenance:
The meeting of state delegates agreed also on the objects of the
new Council, on its size, composition, and powers; and on the need
:o appoint an Executive Officer. The Council_ and the Executive
Dfficer were to hold office for three years, and normilly_to meet
ante a year in Melbourne or Sydney. The Sydney group proposed
:hat the Council should meet twice a year alternately in Sydney and
Melbourne, and later, in t 93 3 when the_ Melbourne members_of the
:xecutive were touring overseas;_managed to achieve their heart's
iesire by organizing two meetings much to the surprise and dismay
If the absent Victorians. It was an experiment that was to be repeated infrequently and only in exceptional circumstances.
Tate and Mackie took notes at the meeting, and the executive
subsequently discussed and agreed upon a draft constitution submitted to i_t_by Tate in September. The form and most of the wording
Df_the document which eventually became the accepted constitution
were undoubtedly Tate's. There are still in existence, in his handwriting; the various drafts through which he firmed up the final product. In -one of them, his lifelong contribution to education in the
State of Victoria apparently caused a Freudian slip when he wrote
that the first object of the Australian Educational Research Council
was to promote generally, as far as possible, in co-operation with
existing institutions the cause of research and investigation in education in Victoria'!

Carnegie Corporation Grant
Meanwhile, on the day after the August meeting, Tate wrote to
kassell in New York reporting on 'a very successful meeting of
representative educationalists from each Australian State', proposing
:he establishment of the Australian Educational Research Council in
:he terms that the delegates had agreed upon, applying formally for
is approval by the Carnegie Corporation, and asking to be informed
2f the decision by cable. On the copy received by the Corporation,
President Keppel noted in pencil: 'Cable when Dean Russell approves'. Russell, however, was in Europe for the summer._ Keppel
therefore cabled to Tate on t 3 September that a recommendation to
approve a grant would be put to the October meeting of his trustees.

4
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Russell on his return early in October duly gave the proposal hi,
blessing, not however without two misgivings about which he wrote
to Tate. He noted that the word 'service' had been omitted from the

title of the institution and that an emphasis was being placed of
research'. He warned against the possibility of 'over emphasis or
research of a sterile sort', and suggested the need in Australia for the
kind of service 'which ordinarily is not rated as research'. An informative survey of educational developments in Australia and abroac
or a critical study of selected teaching practices, for example, may be
'capable of application in professional service', and therefore worth)
of the Council's encouragement and support. His other qualm gay(
him more anxiety. He feared an Australian tendency to try tz
mollify sectional interests; particularly those of the States. The proposed organization being based on State Institutes might tend to tr)
to distribute funds equally between the six States: He wrote:
The doctrine of states rights has come so near to wrecking the Unitec
States of America that I dread to see it appear in a professional sphere
which should know no bounds short of national limits if indeed there
should be any sectional limits whatever.

It was therefOre most important that the central council should b(
strong and should act_only in the national interest. 'What is best foi
Australia' he concluded; Is the sole criterion of professional wortE
in the administration of your trust.' Russell was immensely in
terested in the project and pleased that it had made good progress. 'I
have so great personal interest in it he declared, that I shall watch
your progress with almost paternal solicitude.'" The executive con,

sidered Russell's warnings, agreed that they were apposite, and
decided to ensure that the idea of service should appear prominently
in the final version of the constitution. 16

On i s October 1929, the trustees of the Carnegie Corporation
had before them the following recommendation to which they gave
their approval:
AUSTRALIAN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

I I J.E. Russell to F. Tate, o October I 9zq, Carncor archives.

16 F. Tate to J.E. Russell, 4 December 929, Carncor archives.
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The most important recommendation made by Deanjames E. Russell,
upon his return frOM AU Strahisia, had to do with the establishment;_

under support by the Corporation, of an !Australian Institute of
Educational Service and Research. In his judgment, the whole, state
educational system needs stimulation from within, and :i small institute under highly eiimpetent direction which would not build =up its
own Staff, bin would assign needed pieces of work to men in the
educational system,: to_be_carried On in connection with their daily

tasks; would furniSh the best possible means of giving the needed
Three men who by common consent, are the
leaders in Australia; _Messrs Tate, Kickie, and Lovell, kive
agreed to direct the affairs iif the Institute if it is established. The plan
of oq;:iniiatiiih submitted has been approved by Dean Russell; who
regards it :is eminently satisfactory. !The Executive Committee
recommends the adoption of the following resolution:
RESOLVED, that, frinii the IN11:trice avaihib for appropriation in the

Speci:il kind (applicable elsewhere than in USA); the sum of two
!intuited and fifty thousand dollars ($2 10 000), payable Si I obb annually for ten_ years beginning 1929 -30, he, and it hereby 1-ti appropriated to the Australian Educational Research Council for support
of its program of educational service.

In the Australian currency of the time the sum was £5o 000

payable at 1:5666 annually, and the Corporation's treasurer was instructed to pay annually 321 000 or so much thereof as may be
necessary to_ make £0000'. The grant was to be available from
January 93o.
In a letter to Tate conveying the Corporation's_ resolution, the
secretary indicated that an additional sum for_ the payment of the
Executive Offieer'S salary and other administrative expenses would
be recommended at a later meeting: This grant of an additional
XI loo to cover council expenses for a five-year period was duly

agreed to in February too.

Thirty years later, on the occasion of its fiftieth anniversary in
196i when the Carnegie Corporation published a summary of its
activities, it recorded that the _A_CER had received, for a variety of
purposes, a total of US,S54 I 02 I. The next most substantial
beneficiary in Australia was _the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) with USSz 50 000 for the

16
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construction of a radio telescope. Most of its remaining 11:5 grants
to Australian institutions were for the support of art, music, libraries;
and scientific research. Over the first s o years of the Corporation's
history, a total of US$24.5 million was expended on various projects
throughout the British Commonwealth. The total of grants for
Australia was US$1.5 million and, in addition, abOut 400
Australians received travel grants to visit, principally, the USA and
Europe. In Australia, at least up to the outbreak of World War II,
most of its activities were channelled through the ACER which, as a
later chief executive of the program put it, 'became during the prewar period the eyes and ears of the Corporation in Australia'.17
First Council Meeting
The final step in the launching of the ACER took place on io--7
February 193o. The executive organized for that date the first
meeting of the Provisional Council of the new body in the board
room of the University of Melbourne. The personnel was almost
the same -as that of the meeting in the preceding August. There were
the three_ executive members, Tate, Lovell, and Mackie, and one
representative from each of the State Institutes, all of which had by
then_ come into being: Cameron again represented Western
Australia; Schultz South Australia __and Wrigley Victoria: The

newcomers -_ were Cole_lor New South Wales; KT: Parker for
Tasmania; From the Hobart Teachers College in place of Johnston
who was ill; and J. Morris; the Principal of the Brisbane Teachers
College, for the newly-formed Queensland Institute. W.T. Place;
an officer of the Victorian Education Department, who for some
time had been assisting Tate with his correspondence,was invited to
attend as secretary to the meeting."
Mackie, as the executive's secretary, put three main items on the
agenda: (0 the adoption of the constitution which had been drafted
and circulated; (ii) the selection of an Executive Officer, and (in) the
17 S.H. Stackpole, Carne :e Corporation: Commonwealth Program toll 1961, New
York: Carnegie Corporation of NeW York, 1963, p.1 2.

W.T. Place took his annual leave to attend to the organization of the conference
and its follow-up, and was duly awarded Xio for his services. He eventually
became Secretary of the Victorian- Education Department 1954-59, and a
member of the Public Service Board 1959 -66.
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consideration of the allocation of funds for the current year.
Adoptton of the Constitution

The draft constitution, with minor amendments, was adopted by the
Council.
The name was once more changed, and became the Australian
Council for Educational Research. The preceding meeting of state
delegates on 5 August had recommended that all -the State Institutes
should be called 'Institutes of Educational Research'. In October, the
New South Wales Institute, when it agreed to conform, put forward
the suggestion that the federal body should also be an Australian
Council of Educational Research. With a change of preposition

from 'of to `for', the Council agreed to the new and permanent
name.

There had been some support at the August meeting and on the
executive ford council of not more than I 2 members, one from each
of the six States; three co-opted members, and three other co-opted
members 'not being_professional educationalists'. The final version
of the constitution; agreed to at the_February meeting, dropped the
three outsiders and made provision for a Council of only nine members to be elected for three years. The Council was to make a report
once a year and to hold a general meeting in August each year; between meetings, the executive was to have the power to conduct the
Council's business. The constitution named Tate, Lovell, and
Mackie as the three co -opted members for the first three years, and
they were duly elected respectively president, vice-president, and
secretary.
The purpose of the- new institution_was stated at the beginning of

the constitution: The five 'objects of the Council' were:
(a)

CO promote generally, as far as possible in co-operation with ex-

isting institutions, the cause of research and investigation in
Australia;

(b)
(c)

(d)

to make grnts to assist in carrying out any research or investigation approved by the Council;
to publish in suitable form the results of research and investigadon approved by the Council;
to nominate or to advise upon students of education qualified to
carry out research either at home or abroad;
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(e)

to take such action (including the making of grants) as in the
opinion of the Council may afford suitable and effective assistance to any - educational experiment or development.

In pursuit of these objects, the constitution gave the Council three
powers or functions:
(a)

the initiation and carrying out of researches in connection with
or for the promotion of education in all -its grades;

(b)

the training of research workers and the establishment and

(c)

awarding of educational research studentships;
the making of grants in aid of educational research, investigation and service.

Selection of the Executive Officer

The constitution also provided for the appointment of an Executive
Officer bra period of three years in the first instance. He was to be
the permanent full-thrie officer responsible for advising the Council
on research matters, conducting research himself; and _maintaining
liaison with the State Institutes. The executive had advertised_ the

position prior to-the February meeting with a closing date of 24
January 1930. The advertisement stated that applicants were expected to have an honours degree in at least one of the subjects of
education, psychology, and philosophy, and that experience in the
conduct of educational investigation and in administration was
desirable. A salary of £l000 was offered to make the position comparable to a university chair. The quality of the field was most impressive, and the new Council had a list of ten applicants to consider.

G.S. Browne, who three years litter became Professor of Education at the University of Melbourne, was 39 years old, a graduate of

the University of Melbourne and Oxford University, and VicePrincipal of Melbourne Teachers College: He had previously_ been
Vice-Principal of the Lancaster Teachers College in England -and
had served with distinction in the Australian army in World War L_
He was a part-time senior lecturer in education at the University of
Melbourne lecturing in educational psychology and comparative
education: In his first degree at Melbourne he had completed two
years of purr mathematics; and subsequently had studied experimental education and statistics at Oxford and Teachers College, Colum4

19
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bia University. In 1929 he edited a volume, Education in Australia.
The Master of Balliol College, Oxford; where he had studied, described him as
full of mental activity, quick in observation, open to new ideas; a man

of much force of character, as well as great personal attraction
altogether, one who is bound to do great things in the future)
A.G. Butchers was 45, a graduate of the University of Melbourne
and the UniverSity of New Zealand, had taught in Victorian schools
and, from 19z 3 to 1930, was principal of John McGlashan College,
Dunedin. In 19i9 3o he published -two substantial volumes on the
history of education in New Zealand--

K.S. Cunningham was 40, a graduate of the UniverSity of
Melbourne with first class honours in philosophy, had taught in
Victorian primary schools; and served in the Australian arrny in
World War I. He had recently completed a PhD degree at Teachers

College, Columbia University with a good grade average and a solid
thesis published as The Measurement ofEarly Levels of Intelligence. He
was a lecturer in educational psychology at Melbourne Teachers
College where he rang psychological clinic, and a part=tirne lecturer

in experimental education and psychology at the University of
Melbourne, For the past 15 years he had been involved in aspects of
educational testing and research. Hansen, the Victorian Director of
Education; wrote to Tate:
Not only his training and academic standing constitute strong claimS
in this case, but his personality and his insight into educational prob.:
lems should render him most valuable in connection with any research
work to be undertaken by the Council.'"

R. de V. Dreyer ran a Clinic of Odic Therapy in Middle

Brighton as a psychoanalyst and irridologist. He would not have
improved his chances With the selectors by including in his application some advice on the criteria for selection:
I note that among other faculties; the position is open to psychologists
119 GS. Browne, Application for the position of executive officer; Australian
Council for Educational Research, January 193o, ACER archives, series 49;
item 172.
20M_.P. Hansen to F. Tate, T6 December '929, ACER archivei, series 49, item
172.

3,

with a university qualification, and allow me to point out, sir, that the

Movement is going to be handicapped by this restriction. The
university product of psychology is an anomaly and a negative
quality. in him you see a psychologist who is not psychic, nor able to
teach others to be psychic 2'

H.L. Fowler was 39 and had served in the Australian army in
World War I. He had an MA from Western Australia and a PhD
from London University where he had worked with Spearman and
developed a strong interest in measurement and empirical studies.
He was a lecturer in psychology at the teachers college and part-time
lecturer (later an Associate Professor) in psychology at the University of Western Australia.
H.A.K. Hunt was z 7; a Sydney graduate in classics then teaching
at Melbourne Church of England Grammar School: He was a firstrate_ scholar and teacher who later became Professor of Classical

Studies at the University of Melbourne, wrote The Humanism of
Cicero, and had a monograph published by the ACER on Training
through Latin.

E.N. McQueen was the headmaster of the Presbyterian Ladies
College, Croydon, NSW, and had had a monograph published by
the British Journal of Psychology.
C.R. McRae was 27_,_a young man of great intellectual gifts. He
had an MA from the University of Melbourne and a _PhD from
London_ University under the supervision of Spearman, Nunr4 and
Burt. He was a lecturer at Sydney Teachers College in educational
psychology with a strong interest in mental testing and experimental
education, and was to be Mackie's successor both as Principal of the
Sydney Teachers College and Professor of Education at the University of Sydney. He eventually became Deputy Vice-Chancellor of
the University of Sydney. In 1929 he had published a widely used
textbook, Psychology and Education, and An Oral Group Scale for
Measuring General Ability.
G.E. Phillips was 43, a graduate of the University of Melbourne;
MA in philosophy, and DSc from the University of London where
he had worked in Spearman's labOratory for three years,
21 R. de V. Dreyer to A. Mackie, 14 December 1929, ACER archives, series 49,
item 172.
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9I 5 1917: His thesis on Mental Fatigue was described by SpeArhi5
inati as 'among the best that has ever been done here.. Clti
ed

to Australia; he taught experimental psychology and

and

developed a_ psychological lab-Oratory at the SydneY-fekhers College, and lectured in methods of educational research at the Oliversity of Sydney. In 1924 he published The Meastiretnent die Gewrsal

Ability; an Australian version of the Binet scale, and-in 15 8 became
superintendent of the Glenfield Special School, the first residential
schooL in Australia for subnormal children. He eventually became
Principal of the Sydney Teachers College.
TOiikin was 46,_a graduate of the University of Meibqurrie
and the headmaster of Mentone Grammar School. 5"1)seeluentlY
from 1932 to 1949 he was the headmaster of Cainber4.1vell Grarhipar
SChbal.22

Clearly, Browne, Cunningham, IyIcRae, and Phillibs sniere All
strong and attractive candidates. Browne was _the most Fcitillg perSolidity, McRae the youngest, sharpest; and most oriCnd
Phillips the most accomplished and productive researcilt, and-Z013ningham the most experienced in the organization of clinical and
educational research.
The Council had considerable diffic-ulty in making its chclice

Eventually they managed to narrow the field to three zodidates
took a ballot on the preferential system, and selected K.5 cooningham as their Executive Officer.
Initial Research Program
In the remainder of their first meeting the Coun-cil n4ce 6 first
22 Interest in the position had also been shown by H.R. HarrileY

to enquire about the job but had not _put in a

hie, 1.4 had wiitten

formal 0P131i4at-ion.
he had

-t(cpjjA

however,had been impressed by him and sent to Tate reference
on him from two _leading American educators, Truman fil.1.61.___raeltki"at,7111t; ;:csi
favourably: impressed and W.H. Kilpatrick who wrote,
spirit pick him out in an unusual_ degree'._ Hamley, anotherMeir4tine134%.10-C,'
1,./ip 1/4604
was 47 years old. He had taught mathematics at the UniversitY
Melbourne, before going to India to_a professorship in Wilson °I1egc NITIPY
pa he
and the: principalship_of_llombay Secondary Training_ College.
became Professor of Education at the _University of LOndriii.

In IiJ

eii influence in the English-speaking world, and for many Nrs Leading
of
figure in educational-research. His death in 1949 moved _a fiour professor
rivtj.
education in England to write a memorial poem in The Joartudi °f
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research grants, in each case to two of its own members: Li oo was
granted to Professor Cameron to help with some experimental work
on the Winnetka Plan, and Ls o to H.T. Parker for investigations
into variations of intelligence among subnormal children.
The Council further decided that the first research to be undertaken by it would be:

(b)

the standardization of scholastic and mental testing for
Australia;
a study of the number of children aged 1 o to 18 in each school

(c)

grade or type of occupation; and
the fundamental problems of the primary school curriculum.

(a)

The Council's work was to start officially on 1 April 1930.
It is somewhat strange that in all the discussions and negotiations
that took place in the two years that passed between Russell's. letter
in April 1928, suggesting the organization of an Australian research
and service bureau, to the beginning of the Australian Council for
Educational Research in April 1930, there was never any careful
and detailed analysis of the kind of research or types of services that
were needed by Australian education and could possibly be provided
by the new institution: When CSIR was contemplated, a detailed
list of desirable research studies was _compiled to help provide some
direction for its- efforts: At no stage did Tate,_Lovell;_and Mackie or
any other group of educators seek to gat- together suck a statement;
nor, surpnsingly; did the Carnegie Corporation request it; _nor was
there any effort made to work out how various significant pieces of
research might be carried out, costed, and adequately staffed. The
ACER was established on the basis of a general feeling that some
kind of research and service was needed in Australian education, but

its founding fathers were, with only one or two exceptions, not
practising research workers who were conversant with research
possibilities and with the kind of educational research that might
make a significant impact on Australian education. A gesture was
made at the first Council meeting towards a listing of the research
projects to which priority should be given, but the brief statement of

them provided only vague guidelines for the future work of the
ACER.
In so far as there was a policy on research, the view was widely
held among the members of the Council and the Institutes that most
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of the research would be done through the Institutes_ The central
body would assist- by grants-in-aid and by some _co-ordination;
supervision, and advice from the Executive Officer; and perhaps by
eventual publication. Through the Institutes it would be possible to
develdp work that was relevant to the needs of each State and
perhaps, if carefully orchestrated, of value also to Australian education as a whole.
In all its negotiations the executive firmly kept in mind that the
new institution was an Australian body; planned_ by Australian
educators in the interests of Australian education. Its research and
its other activities, thoughidependent largely on the State Institutes,
were somehow to be managed so as to ensure that educators would

see it as an organization of broader purposes, interested in the ediita=
tion of the whole Australian community.

2

ESTABLISHING THE NEW INSTITUTION

Educational Research before 193o
The ACER inherited a small but respectable legacy of educational
research. Since the beginning of the century, research in Australia
had slowly been building up in parallel with contemporary interests
and movements overseas. The work of Wundt, Meumann, Binet,

Sully, Spearman, Burt, Hall, and Thorndike was known and
reasonably well understood by a small group of interested- educators
in several of the Australian States. Some of them studied with the
leading researchers overseas, and returned to put their research training into practice. Lovell and Smyth; for example; learnt about ex,

perimental psychology and education _in Germanys Phillips and
McRae worked closely with Spearman in London; and Cole studied
in_ New York_ at Teacher& College, Columbia University. Others
learnt their trade locally and kept it up to date with the increasing
number of journals and books that were appearing in the field. Some
of them, for example, Harnley, Porteus, and Cunningham later went

al road to the sources of inspiration; the remainder, such as
Cameron, Parker, Roberts, and Whiteoak had to be content to
develop their talents and interests without the benefit of postgraduate study abroad.
In the 3o years of the twentieth century before the establishment
of the ACER, interesting pieces of research were occasionally reported from country and city schools and from the staff of several
teachers colleges in various States, but it was not until the second
decade that significant research studies began to emerge. In 1907;
the editor of the Australian Journal of Eaittration considered the holding of an interstate conference of educational research workers; but
concluded that, since there was little _work that could 'properly be

called original research', the proposed conference would not be
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instilled. Within ten years, however, a small band of talented and
productive researchers had emerged. Most of the work was concentrated in two institutions, the Sydney and Melbourne Teachers
Colleges. Both were situated in university grounds, had close relationships with the teaching of education, philosophy, and_psychology in the universities, and were able to enlarge their opportunities for research and gain some small support from that connection.
For much of the period the two colleges had as their principals
two men, Mackie in Sydney and Smyth in Melbourne; who had a
considerable interest in experimental education_ Neither was a pro,
ductive researcher, but each was interested in appointing to his staff
men with research interests to whom they gave encouragement and
provided facilities for woric. The Melbourne college had a psy-

chological laboratory; established initially about 1910 and

reconstituted in 192 3 ; and between 1910 and 1925 had a formidable group which at various _times included Porteus, Fitt, Phillips,
Cunningham; and J. and C.R. McRae', who published their work
mainly in the Australasian Journal of Psychology and Philosophy and in

the_ Education Gazette and Teachers Aid of the Victorian Education
Department:= In Sydney, at Sydney Teachers College, research in the

history of education and child development had begun and a psychological laboratory had been established before World War I; by
the 19zos systematic work had started in mental and achievement
testing and several other experimental studies. Phillips and, later;
C.R. McRae were attracted to the Sydney college and joined what
by the mid - twenties became the most productive and significant
source of educational research in Australia. They published their

work for the most part through monographs of- the Education
Society set up at the college in 1908; and through articles in Schooling, a professional journal founded by the college in 1917.
Most of the Australian work was commonplace, but some of it
was outstanding. There were four areas in which Australian educational research workers mainly became interested: child study;
I Porteus eventually became Professor of Clinical Psychology at the University of
Hawaii, _Fitt Professor of Education at the Auckland University College, Phillips
Principal of the Sydney Teachers College. Cunningham Director of the ACER. J.
McRae Director of Education for Victoria. and C.R. McRae Professor of Education and Deputy Vice-Chancellor at the University of Sydney.
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history of education; school achievement; and mental testing.
Child Stay
A Child Study Association was established in 1903 in Australia;
and study groups were set up in several States.2_ Much of the work
done in child study did not qualify as research but was a matter of
analysis and discussion of ideas, practices, and findings from over,
seas. The movement in Europe and the USA was in a flourishing
condition in the pre-World War I period and was responsible for a
considerable body of literature, part of which found a number of interested readers in Australia. In the research, both overseas and in
Australia; there was considerable involvement by classroom
teachers; it was a kind of action research in which the requirements
of she classroom suggested the problems, provided the instruments
and the setting for the investigations, and determined the relevance
of the answers.
There were four kinds of research favoured by those involved in
the child study movement: anthropometrical, observational, survey,

and experimentation. Anthropometry, the measurement of the
physical clia.racteristics of children; was a popular and basic approach. The medical profession's developing_ interest in school
children early in the century and the contemporary popularity of
anthropological studies based on physical measurement were
reflected in the attitude of teachers and educational_ authorities.
They acquired complicated apparatus for, measuring height;_ weight,
chest size, respiration, head size, cranium capacity, banagrip; and
muscularity. Maria Montessori, then at the beginning of her educa,
tional career, wrote a substantial textbOok in 19'3, Pedagogical
Anthrootogy, detailing the kinds of measurements and apparatus; the
factors affecting children's stature, and the implications of
anthropometry for education. She invited teachers to a 'vast task of
observation', pointing out that the school constitutes an immense
field of research'.; The New South Wales Department of Public Instruction anticipated Montessori's summons by undertaking an
anthropometric survey of 30 000 children throughout the State in
2 G.1-1.-Knibbs, Society for Child Study: Presidential Address, Australian Journal

of Education, 1904, 2(4), 6-7.
3 M. Montessori, Pietagogical Anthropology, New York: Stokes, 1913, p.37.
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1907 to provide data on possible climatic, social, and physiographical effects on the children's stature.
Observation was used as a source of information on the- psychological as well as the physical development of children. Teachers

were encouraged to study children's art and such things as their
preference in colours, their interests; and their play_to try to infer
their characteristic traits and their emotional dev_elopment. Studies
of language development in young chilslren were also attempted, and
a beginning was made in _relating language to intellectual development This work was _closely associated with the kindergarten
movement which in the first two decades of the twentieth century
was becoming firmly established in Australia. None of these studies,
however, appears to have been of any great significance, and none of
the pre-World War I researchers in Australia managed to establish
any reputation.
Surveys of large samples of children, usually by questionnaire, to

determine the incidence of various activities and interests were
popular in the child study movement abroad. Few appear to have
been undertaken in Australia and none of any great significance.
Questionnaires were certainly introduced into Australia and used at
that time, but it was to be another ,o or 4o years before they became
one of the main tools in child study and social research. One of the
most extensive, but at the same time rather useless, non-questionnaire surveys was made in 1913 by Roberts at Sydney Teachers
College. Reflecting G. Stanley Hall's and Ballard's work overseas,
he made a study of what children in primary schools like to draw; as
a basis on which to estimate children's interests between the ages of
five and sixteen. Six thousand and sixty children were involved.
Boys, he found, mostly liked to draw ships; and girls plants; neither
sex was keen on fish! Nine categories of drawings were made; but
the relationship of the children's drawing to their interests was not
analysed in any depth.4
A small number of classroom experiments were undeita.ken in

such _things as encouraging children's imagination and memory,
changing the length of lessons and the position of various subjects on
the daily time-table; and studying mental fatigue. Outside the arca
4 T.T. Roberts. A Study in Children's Interests. (Records of the Education Society
No.17), Sydney: Sydney Teachers College, 1916.
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of mental testing, the most substantial and scholarly piece of exper

mentation by an Australian was done on mental fatigue by G:]
Phillips; for his doctoral degree at the University of London_durit
World War I in tgt 5 16- Phillips's researchwas a first -rate pie,
of work: The published thesis began with a perceptive and exhau,
tive study of previous_ empirical work in the area; examining
detail the work and ideas particularly of :Kraepelin and his scho
and those of Thorndike. He then reported his own ingeniously ar
carefully designed experiments in multiplication and cancellation
numbers with a number of groups of boys in Spearman's psycholog
cal lab-oratory at University College, London._ In a_ closely argue

and, what now seems, inordinately: dull analysis, he defined tl
nature of mental fatigue and examined with a careful statistic
treatment the extent to which it was transferable from one iment
function to another, reviewing the current Spearman-Thorndike di:

puce over the existence and relative importance of general an
specific factors, to the rather unanticipated conclusion that fatigue
produced generally, but transferred specifically') He concluded h
research with an examination of the work curve, and he proposed
theory of mental fatigue and incitement which was intended to tal
account of both the physiological and psychological elements of ti
process.
History of Education

In the field of the history of education there was a small underbrus
of district and school histories appearing mainly as articles in joui
nals or local papers. A few more extensive but undistinguished stai
and institutional histories were also compiled. In the 1920s in pal
ticular, a number of state histories appeared: Smeaton briefly create
the growth of education in South Australia; Rankin tried his hand ;
Western Australia; Smith and Spaull and also Gollan summarize
the progress of education in New South Wales; and Sweetmai
Long, and Smyth celebrated the jubilee of Victoria's Education Ac

of 1872.6

Undoubtedly the principal scholar in the history

5 G.E. Phillips, Mental Fatigue, (Records of the Education SOciety No.4o), Sydney
Sydney Teachers College, 1917.
6 K. Gollan, ThcArleganiwion_and _Administration of Education in New South Wedo

Newtown, NSW: Sydney Teachers College, i924.
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education was. P.R. Cole. He ranged widely over the field. From
his first p_ublication in I go7 up- to 1950, he prOduced monographs
on_Herbart and_ Frocbel, Later Roman Education, the encyclopedist
Alsted; social Foundations of Greek education, education in New

So_uth. Wales up to 1886; and wrote a series of short articles in
Schooling outlining the history of education from Homeric times to
thA. renascence. MuCh of thiS work was gathered together and
publiShe--d in 193 i as A History of Educational Thought .7
Sihool Aihievement

Research on school achievement was concerned with performance in
school subjects, principally_ language and mathematics in the primary
school. The most notable contributions came from the Sydney
Teachers College kiaff in the igaos. A team consisting of Cameron;
Meldrum,: Phillips, Roberts, and Willcock analysed theinature of errors in arithmetic. The results were presented by Phillips at the
Melbourne Meeting of the Australian Associationfor the Advance,
Merit Of:Science in 192 1 , and by Roberts and Willcockin a series of
articles in Schooling, t 9 z t 71 92 3: These studies were a lead up i-o-

Subtahtial piece of research to establish norms in the fonrD.H. Rankin, The Htstoriof the Development of Education in Western Australia
1829- 1923, Perth: CatT011S, 1926.
T:H: Smeaton; Education in South Australia from 1836- :927, Adelaide: Rigby,
S.H. Smith, and G.T. Spin!), Hillary of Eli-gallon in New South Wales; Sydney:
George Philip, 1925.
E, Sweetman; C.R. Long, and J. Smyth, A History of State Educatton in Victoria,

Melbourne: Education Department, 1922.
P.R. Cole, lierhArt and Froebel: An Attempt at Synthesis, New York: Teachers
College, Columbia University, r9o7.
Later Roman Education in Autonius, pe#a; and the
_, {Ed. and
Theodosian_Cade, New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 19o9.
A:Neglected alutator; Johann Heinrich Alved, (Records of the Education
Society

Sydney. Govt Pr, 191o.

Sodal Founda:,,- fGreik Ediwation: A Sylidna, (Records of the Education
Society No.11), Sydney: _Govi Pi, 191 1.
; Stadia in :be _History of Education, 2 vols, Newtown, NSW: Sydney
Teachers Colkge, 192o.
New South Wales 1788- 1800, Introduction to K. Gollan,
, Ediicatiori
Organization and Administration of Education in New South WU, Newtown;
NSW: _Sydney Teachers College, 1924.
--, A History of Educational Thought; London: Oxford University Press, 1 01.
,
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mental operations in arithmetic. The team published their result:
1924 and revised them subsequently in 1929, with McRae talc
Cameron's place in the group. The work marked, according to
,
current Director of Education:
an important advance in the development of educational practice
New_ South Wales
Teachers should strive to ensure that all d
pupils reach at least this minimum standard. If used regUlarly, con,
tently, and intelligently, these norms should help towards a gen,
improvement in the teaching of Arithmetic in our schools.8

The_tests devised by_the research team were tried out in 137 sell()
scattered_ throughout New South _Walcs;_ and class norms_ _w

calculated for each of the _four processes of addition; subtracti,
multiplication; and_ division for_ grades three to six in_ the prim;
school._ The tests and norms were published with detailed _instil
tionsi_ and advice to teachers on their use __ At the Melbou
Teachers College in 1926; Cannon also devised; with _rather 1

sophistication than his Sydney colleagues; a test of the ifi
arithmetical processes; and produced norms for Victorian child]
from grades three to eight.' These were the first of a number
efforts _during this century to provide state,. or nation-wide stz
dards for assessing achievement in basic subjects. They were

forerunners of the ACER's arithmetic and reading norms of I
19305; its curriculum survey of the 19405; and the literacy a
numeracy study_of the 197os.

A few small studies were also made bath in _Sydney a
Melbourne of various psychological factors affecting school achiei

ment, such as attention, persistency, and memory. One neat stu

was that by Phillips in 1925. Ina small carefully designed a
analysed experiment, he examined the problem of whether memc

8 A.G. Cameron. H.J. Meldrum, G.E. Phillips. T.T. Roberts. and H.P. Wi.ico
Norms on the Four Fundamental qlerations of Arithmetic. Sydney: Department
Education, 1924. preface by S.H. Smith, Director of Education.
J.G. Cannon, Reports of the Psychological LaEoratory. Teachers College. No.'

Teachers College Test in Arithmetic. Simple Operations, Grades IV to V
&Vacation Gazette and Tedrhers Ad, 192.6. 26(8), 266 7; N. VII: Norms
Arithmetic Tebt, Simple Operations, Ediccation Gazette and leachers Aid. t9;

26(9). 300 I.
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had any important part to play in arithmetical ability; and concluded
that there was no Significant relationship between them:1°
Mental Testing

Mental testing had its inspiration in Binet's work. Goddard's
American version of the Binet tests in 1911 was tried out and
adapted in _thitibt ways in Australian schools. Cameron; for example, from the Sydney Teachers College first used Bitter's 1908 version, and then, after the 191 t revision; translated and applied it to

children in the city and country covering a range from 18
months of 1 3 years; he commented on the suitability of the items,
and on the implications of his _results for the school curriculum.
Elizabeth %lien reported in 19'3 on her modification and application of these tests to 6o kindergarten and infants school children
aged from four to nine years in a Sydney sChool." More significant
WAS the work of S.D. ,Porteus in a suburban school in Melbourne.
Ih 1915 Porteus was _put in charge of_ a_ newly established Special
School at Bell Street; Fitzroy; an industrial suburb of below-average
social and residential_ grade':1_2 Stibnornial and maladjusted children
from the ordinary state schools Were selected and sent to Bell Street
where the school children-and Others; brought by parents or referred
by doctors, were tested and taught by the currently poptilat Montessori method: - Porteus spoke of the work as 'a mental clinic, the
first of its kind -in AtiStia lia and one of very few in the world'." He
relied heavily on the Goddard Revision of the Binet tests to determine levels_ of intelligence but found he lacked a mental measure
which would Cake prudence, foresight, initiative, and purpose into
account.
TO meet thiS need he- devised a series of motor - intellectual tests:
I° G.E. Phillips, Arithmetical ability and memory, Schooling, toi S 8(4), 130 4.

R.G. Cameron, Binit's Tests foi Intelligence, (Records of the Education Society;
of
No. t4), Sydney: Govt PG 1913; = Elizabeth Skillen,_The
( Records of the Education Society; No.16), Sydney-:- Govt Pr, 1913.
Cameron in 1927 became Professor of Education in Western Australia.

12S.D. Porteiii, A Rocbotogist of Sorts; Palo Alto; Calif.: Pacific Books, 1969,

p36

13 ibid., p.37.
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The problem of making one's way to a set destination through the
maze _of_streets and blind alleys in Fitzroy was the stimulus. He
devised pencil_and paper labyrinths _which the child could survey as
a whole_ and plot his course_through_ from _entrance to exit. The
mazes provided_a goal to be sought and an opportunity for planning

or 'prehearsal' by the pupil of _what was to be done. Throughout
1913 he_ devised a_graded series of mazes for children from the ages

of three to 14; To_obtain data on normal performance with which
to standardize his tests; he used a Melbourne kindergarten and subsequently a large group of children in the School for the Deaf. With
the encouragement of Dr John Smyth; in 191_4 he presented a well,
received _paper at the overseas meeting in Melbourne of the British
Association for the Advancement of Science. His work was
published in 1915 in journals in bath England and America"; and
he was at once launched on his international career.
In 1914 Porteus joined the staff of R.J.A. Berry; Professor of
_

Anatomy at the University of Melbourne; and worked on the
measurement of _human skulls to chart the course of brain development from infancy to maturity.
Several articles on this

anthropometrical work Were published in 1917 19, and a
monograph in 1920. In 1916, he was appointed part-time lecturer
in experimental education at the university. In his work he was
assisted by various mature students, _including K.S. Cunningham
who worked on acomparison of the Maze and Binet tests. At the
time, the Binet tests 'served as a touchstone of validity for any newly

proposed measure of intelligence'." Porteus and his associates'
research showed a close relationship between the measures. Cunningham reported that, in comparing the results of testing too normal school children, the Binet and Porteus tests were In practical
agreement in 84 per cent of the cases', and that the coefficient of
correlation by the Pearson formula works out at r = . 0 7 '.16 More
14 S.D. Porteus, Motor-intellectuX1 tests for mental defectives,
Journal Of Etcperset
mental Pedagogy fEilgland), 1915. 2. 1 2:7 T-5; Mental tests for feebleminded:
A new series, Journal of Psycho-Asthenics, 1915, 19(4); 200- 13.

11 Porteus, A Psychologist ofSorts, p.59; see also S.D. Porteus, Porteus Maze Test:
Fifty Years Appliorion, Palo Alto, Calif.: Pacific Books, 1965, pp.17 2 2.

16 K.S. Cunningham, Binet and Porteus tests compared: Examination of one
hundred school children, Journal of &twat:anal Psychotogy, 1916, 7(1o), 55 2,
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standardization_ Of the :Maze tests took place on large groups_ of
Australian children during 1915 to 1918, and tests were also made
on delinquent and on Aboriginal- children.
In 1919 _Porteus was offered the directorship of the research
laboratory at the Vineland Training School for feeble-minded in
New Jersey in succession to Goddard. He stayed there until 1925;
working also at the University of Hawaii from 1922, and finally
moved full-time to a chair in clinical psychology at that university
where he remained until his retirement in 1948:
In 1921 H.T. Parker who had trained at the. Sydney Teachers
College _and moved to Tasmania published an - interesting _and
thoughtfUl account of his revision of the Stanford_ version of the
Binet tests for Tasmanian children. He regraduated the scale,
hated some items, rewrote others, and arranged_them all in a single
series of progressive difficulty without age levels. He then standardized his scale on 320 children drawn from fourprimary schools in
different kinds of districts throughout the State."
In the early 19205, Phillips undertook a major revision and star=
dardization for Australia of the Binet tests. This was later described,

in the first annual report of the ACERB 1930 31, as the major
piece_ of research in Australia to_date'.18 In his report in 1014,

Phillips explained that he used Goddard's revision as a baSig, arnittirig unsatisfactory items and _consideiablir supplementing it by
other tests, purloined from various sOurces'.19 A novel addition was
the use for this individual type:of test; of many items involving
analogies, opposites; and _similarities that had recently been
developed in group _tests. He also Made extensive use of internal
grading, and repeated; for various ages, items in the same form with
1.14. This article, published with Porteus's help while Cunningham was on active service with the AIF, was Cunningham's first venture into scholarly writing.

17 KT. Parker; A tentative revision of the Binet -Simon scale, &I/rioting, 193

,

4(4), 144 55.
la G.E. Phillips, The Measurement of General Ability; Sydney: Teachers College
Press and Angus & Robertson. 1924; Australian Council for Educational
Research; Annual Report ry3o 31, Melbourne: t 93 x , p.39.
19 Phillips, The Measurement ef General Abili*, p.i j.
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increasing difficulty or requiring a more sophisticated answer. The
items were standardized on a population of 3346 children in primary and secondary schools selected from three different socio-economic areas. Phillips's book incorporating the test and directions for
its administration was a comprehensive and perceptively written

text on the measurement of general ability, on the reliability,
validity, and objectivity of his test; on its relationship to social class
and sex; and on its application to grading in schools. This Australian
version of the Binet _was used in New South Wales during the next
15 years but did not have much currency elsewhere:211
Phillips at the same time was working on a group intelligence test
which he published in 1924. The test items were tried out on 6000

children aged from_7 15 years in Sydney primary_ schools- In a
series of articles in Schooling he pointed out the usefulness of a group

test of general ability, noted that it must be valid, reliable, and discriminative, demonstrated how he devised six_sub-tests of lig items
of opposites, completion, dissected sentences, best reasons, analogies,
and absurdities to meet these criteria, and provided detailed instructions for using and scoring the group scale. In a separate publication
on the 'opposites' section of the test, he made a classical statement of
the process of norming and scaling that he had followed.21

20 In 1933, the ACER made a grant of i.:2oo to Phillips to enable him to restandardize his test.
21

G.E. Phillips, Sydney Teachers College Group Scale for measuring the general
ability of primary school_ children, Schooling,_x 924, 8( ), 22 3-I
, Sydney Teachers College Group Scale-II, Test material and specific directions f o r each test, Schoolirg,

924, 8(2). 48 59.

, Sydney Teachers College Group Scale III, Schooling, x925, 8(3).
These three articles were collected together_and published as:
, The Sydney Teachers College Group_Scalefor Measuring the General Ability of

Primary School Children, Sydney: W.H.B. Pdnting Co., x92 5.
Variations in the average general ability of classes in Sydney metropolitan
schools, Schooling, x 925, 8( 5). 165-8.
; Studies in Experimental _Mutation. No,l; The Stan4retization of Tests of
General Ability for Australian Children, Part i, The Opposites Test, Sydney: Pepperday, 1923'
In 1954 Ruth Thomas published a rep_ort of her standardization of this test on
59oo_children in Perth, Western Australia, with resultsvcry_similarto those:obtained by _Phillips in Sydney. See _R.D. Collmann, Ai. Marshall, and Ruth
_

Thomas_Comparative_ Intelligence of English, American and Australian Children,
(ACER Educationil Research Series No.22), Melliourne: Melb-ourne University
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Soon after Phillips's work, Cunningham. Cannon' anci
McRae at the Melbourne Teachers College produced and stao,d3rdized on city and country children in Victoria another grt)ur test of
general ability for primary school grades 4 8. The te0 (c)nsistd of
186 itemS. 20 in each of nine areas: best reasons, rnir"1 sentences,
arithmetical problemS, crossing out analogies, niinlikr serie$
similarities, OppoSitieS, and completion." SubsequentlY Wbiteoak
and Cunningham constructed an oral group test of :general ability for
Victorian School children in 1928 and, in 1929, Mcgae corl'Aleted
and publiShed in Sydney an oral group scale for rnea5uritig getwol
ability for Which he had obtained norms from testing A°1)0 fintba.rY
school pupils aged nine to 15."

By 1930 therefore, when the ACER was founded' AusNlian
teachers had available, as a result of Australian resejrvh vtiotic, a
reliable and relevant individual test of intelligence on the tiiriet
model, pencil and paper and oral group tests that had 19eetlOrqullY
constructed and well tried on large populations of Au5tr'iliao school
Press, 1_934. 1111938, McIntyre accepted Phillips's norms for 0- qt,d
old_ students, but was critical of those for other age_gronps. corl'hmNtiog kielY
'The method adopted for correcting by passing a straight line f,_"Ntigh the 10"

Mc/0'
and 11-year norms is more geometrical than psychometticar,fR
7e Educational
re, The Standardization of:Intelligence Tests in Aissraft4. (AC
tyre,
Research Series No.54), Melbourne: MUP. 1938, p 3.
22 J.G. Cannon, Victorian Teachers College Group Test. Grades Iv viq 1\10.1:
Description of test and age norms; Education Gazette and Teaclier4 AiP 5,2u
2-6(3). 73 4.
d be- C.R. McRae, No a: The validity of the test, EducationGal./MO t-ea rs At

1926,2041 129- 31.

J.G. Cannon; No. ;:- Mental age and grading of school chiictret,; PlIk.410"
Gazitte_and Teachers Aid; (1926 2 6( 5 I 55.
P. McKay and C.R. MeRat, No.4: MenW tests and grading of scschool
1926, 26(6), t 77 /5.
Education Gazette and Teache rs
C.R, McRae, No.5: The relation between intelligence and snc` tatU#'
00-

tion Gawk and Teachers Aid; 1926. 26(7), 241-2.
In 1935, H.T. Parker administered a revision of the test to 211

?e0.-

old students in Tasmanian schbols, and obtained interesting difte"tice beiVice6
urban and rural children.

23 L.J. White-Oak and K.S. Cunnitighani, Victorian Teachers COIJ,c8 001 j.-Otif
Test for Grades IV to VIII, E4cation Gazette and Teacher! Aid' 192//f 28(1 1l'

C.R. McRae, An 0611 Group Seale for Mean. uring General

& Tombs, 1929.
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children, and a non-verbal test of international importance. The.e
was a small but quite significant interest in educational research.
There was not much impact from research on practice in the schools,

and there were not many individuals involved in educational
research. The volume and quality of the work, nevertheless, had
steadily improved and there was a small group whose work was
quite impressive. Three of the most distinguished of them were applicants for the position of Executive Officer of the ACER, and each
continued to be prominent in educational research for many years.

K.S. Cunningham, the First Executive Officer
When Cunningham became the Executive Officer of the ACER in
193o, he saw the ACER's work initially as a continuation of the
work -of -the psychological laboratory of the Melbourne Teachers
College that he had re-established in 1_923. In that year he explained the function of the laboratory as one that
should make it possible to systematize and carry further the work on
intelligence tests that has been proceeding for some years at this institution. It is proposed to investigate the various group and individual tests now in use; to ascertain more of the nature and extent of
feeble-mindedness, and on the other hand, of special ability, to ascer-

tain physical and mental norms for Victorian children, and to investigate the correspondence between these two forms of measurement.24

In several short articles he looked at the nature- of-experimental
educationthat 'attempt to introduce scientific method and research
into all the arrangements and work of the school' as Smyth, his college principal; had phrased it nearly ten years earlier." He
emphasized the need for accurate measurement, and enthusiastically
expounded the importance of intelligence testing. 'We may regard',
he wrote, 'intelligence tests as the most delicate of all the wonderful
instruments which modern science has invented for measuring pur-

24 K.S. Cunningham, Proposed laboratory at Teachers College, Edicatton Gazette
and Teachers Aid, 1923; 23(4). 72.
2; J, Smyth, The training of teachers: paper read before the Educational Section of
the British Association in Melbourne, August 1914. Education Gazette and
Teachers Aid, 191 5, t 5(2), 61 4.
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poses.'m Though he saw the need to inquire into the effect of a
child's environment on his educational opportunities; he thought
that only in extreme cases would environment affect test results
seriously.: Intelligence tests were important for 'grading; promotion,

and curriculum, the fitting of these to the requirements and

capaeiries of the individual, and the exact measurement of the success Of our educational efforts'.27
Cunningham was born in 1890 in Ballarat; Victoria, the son of a
Presbyterian minister. As his father -moved -from charge to charge in
Victoria and Tasmania, his son was educated in a variety of state and

private schools and was eventually accepted by the Victorian
Education Department, at the age of t 8; for 2 six months practical

course in teaching at the Specimen Hill School in Bendigo. In 1909
he began his teaching career in charge of a one- teacher school in an
old selector's but at Gunbower Island on the Murray River, and for
the next three years taught in a number of schools throughout the
State, finishing up in a dairying district in the Gippsland hills not far
from the now Tarra Valley National Park. His inspectors reported

that his work and attitude are Very promising' and that his in-

fluence is rather impressive. In 1-91 2 he was selected for a two-year
primary teacher training course at the Melbourne Teachers College
where he _remained for three years. He transferred to secondary

teacher training and started an arts course at the University of
Melbourne in his second year His, principal interest at the university was in philosophy which then included psychology; in each of

the subjects of the philosophy school during the two years

1915 14; he consistently gained first class honours: During 19 t 5;
while still studying at the university, he taught with Porteus at the

Bell Street Skeial School._ There, his school report referred to him as
'a young teacher of considerable promise.; and noted that he 'teaches
woodwork and drawing most successfully', It was during the nine
months spent with Porteus that he had his first experience of educatiOnal research, collecting data for aicomparison between scores on
Binet and on Porteus's new maze tests: The results appeared in the
26 R.S. Cunningham, The theory and measurement of intelligence (concluded),
Education Gazette and Teachers Aid. 1923. 2 3(I 2), 20 I.
27 ibid.
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following year in Cunningham's first published atticle.28
In September t 9 t 5, he enlisted in the Australian Imperial Forces
in the Army Medical Service and was sent on active service on
April 1916 to France as a private in a field ambulance unit. He remained in the military forces until September 19 t 9, serving as a private and subsequently lance: corporal until eventually_ being ap-

pointed a lieutenant in the Army Education Service after the armistice. He worked in this area with ambulance groups and on his
return troopship, where he met and established a lasting friendship
with R.C. Mills, who was to become Director of the Commonwealth Office of Education.

He was much moved by his war experiences. Throughout the
war diaries which he kept from 1916 to 1919, he constantly referred to the horror and futility of war. The civilian reader , he wrote,
it seems to me, owes it as a duty to men who have gone through the
physical and mental torture of war to try to imagine just what those
tortures are . . :29 His life was spent in confused lines of trenches
and saps where it was easy to wander unknowingly into the German
lines, and in a featureless landscape among desolate villages reduced
by bombardment to a mere few feet of brick wall. He endured the
great slaughter of Paschendaele and the final German offensive on
the Somme and as the enemy retreated burning the villages as they
went; he wrote imaginatively as he observed the distant fires: They
were_thecolumns of smoke rising from altarsFrench homes were
being sacrificed to the god of war`.;'?__
The war experience in his view; made a great contribution to his
own informal education. Serving as a private; he got to know more
intimately a wider cross-section of the population than he had previously encountered. He was impressed by the lack of rational

thinking among the ordinary soldiers. It appeared obvious that
schooling had produced little capacity to think for oneself, and to
weigh evidence before coming to conclusions.'" His work in Army
28 See note 16.

29 K.S. Cunningham, Lt, sth Field Ambulance and Education Service, AIF, Original Diary, (f books), 7 June 1917, Australian War Memorial, Canberra.
30 ibid.; 9 September 1918.

31 K.S. Cunningham, rnss comments prepared in April 1968 on D.W. McElwain;
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Aucation was directed partly to correct this deficiency, and it gave
im a lasting interest both in adult education and in the more effecive teaching of intellectual skills in schools and universities.
In September 1919 he resumed his interrupted university course,
lith a term's lectures in sociology. It was the beginning of his in:rest in the interrelationships of the social sciences and their signifiance for the study of education. In January 1920 he was married,

nd in March he finally graduated with first class honours in
hilosophy. 'I doubt', he afterwards remarked, 'whether I_ have
pent a busier six months.92 In the same year he took his Diploma
Education with first class honours, first place, and the Dwight's
prize. In I920 he was also appointed to the staff of the Melbourne
"eachers College as a Master of Method (Primary). He remained
here until he was appointed Executive Officer of the ACER in
95o.
At Melbourne Teachers College he worked with J: ivicRae, later
a become Victorian Director of Education; in teaching p&ychology
nd experimental education, and from 192_3 on was immersed in the
fork of the psychological laboratory: This work lay mainly in three
irections. He was interested in developing Rather research in inelligence and achievement testing; he became substantially in-

olved in clinical work, testing for the _Education, Children's
welfare, and Prisons Departments; and engaging in some embryonic
hild and vocational guidance; and he had an extensive teaching
program of general psychology and experimental education. In adtition to his teachers college work. he started in 1921 to give adult

xtension lectures for the University of Melbourne. From 1923 he
gas a part-time lecturer at the university, continuing until 1930,
nd: then resuming in 1938 until the mid-forties. He taught psy-7
hology to first year philosophy students, and to commerce and
ncdical students, and he lectured in educational psychology and experimental education to diploma of education students. In 1923 he
ielped to design the MEd degree, the first postgraduate degree in
ducation in an Australian university, and thereafter was responsible
or the experimental education section of it.
A Near Century of Psychology in Melb-ourne, p.18.
2 ibid., p.21.
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In 1925 Cunningham went overseas at the age of 35 to study for
a doctoral degree in education. Initially he had intended, like his
colleagues Phillips and McRae, to study in London with Spearman.
He received, however, the offer of a Macy Fellowship at Teachers
College, Columbia University, and went to New York. His two

years at Teachers College, from November 1925 to June 1927,
confirmed his interest in educational measurement.
Cunningham had the great good fortune to attend Teachers College at the height of its prestige and influence. During the 19205

and 193os it was the finest centre for educational studies in the
world. Its dean described its object as that of 'training for leadership

in the educational world.", and it did train most of the leaders of
American education and attracted many overseas students who
became distinguished educators in their own countries. Many of its

staff were acknowledged leaders in their fields whose articles,
research reports, and books were widely and attentively read, and
many of them became textbooks throughout the English-speaking
worlck Under the leadership of E.L. Thorndike, the educational
psychology division_was particularly strong. Its experimental and
neo-,behaviourist emphasis was one of the main influences in educational thinking throughout the first half of the twentieth century in
Australia as elsewhere,
In his application for admission. Cunningham nominated mental
tests as his major subject in the general area of educational psycholcgy. Del Manzo, recently appointed as Assistant Professor, was
his adviser and from him he took a course on Problems in American
Education. Other similar kinds of courses in Problems of Secondary
Education and Comparative Education which he attended were

taught by I.L. Kandel and W.F. Russell, son of Dean James E.
Russell. Kandel, Russell, and Del Manzo were part of a group recently established to look after the increasing number of international students at Teachers College and develop the study of comparative education. It was the beginning of Cunningham's connection with this field for which he was to retain a lasting enthusiasm.
He took most of his courses, however, as he had originally intended,

33 L.A. Cremin et al, A History of Mothers Gliege, Colon:brit UttiversiD,, New York:

Columbia University. 1954 P.79.
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in educational psychology and measurement. Two semesters of ad=
vaned educational statistics; one in research in intelligence testing,
and one on the analysis of the individual earned a series of B grades
for which he compensated by consistently gaining A grades in his
clinical and theoretical_ psychology courses with Thorndike,
Hollingworth, and WoOdworth, and in a philosophy of education
course with Kilpatrick and Raup. Gates, Pintner, Rugg, Symonds,
Goodwin B. Watson, and McCall also joined in an extra non-credit
seminar in educational psychology that he attended throughout the
whale of his time at Teachers College.
His dissertation was his first substantial research publication. It
appeared in 1927 under the title The Measurement of Early Levels of
_

Intelligence.

He was concerned with the problem of whether the

lower level items of an adult intelligence test which were suitable for
imbecile adults would also be suitable for administration to young

children of similar mental age. He used a version of Thorndike's
CAVD (Completions, Arithmetic, Vocabulary, Directions) test for
which there were data available for a group of imbecile adults and,
with it, he tested a group of young normal children aPed from 21 to
51 years old. Binet tests were also administered to about half of the
children.
He found evidence of a very high correlation between the young

children's results on the Binet and CAVDiests and; in the CAVD
tests, a steady progression of rising scores for successive-chronological ages and decreasing scores for successive levels of difficulty.

From this he concluded that 'it would= appear that a scale for the
measurement of intelligence based on the performance of adults of
very inferior ability may =be strikingly succes5ful in its grading of
young children of equivalent mental ases'.34 Use of such a test,

however, would have to be modified in the light of the other
analyses that Cunningham made. He thought that the greater experience of the older imbecile adults probably caused them to score
higher on some of the vocabulary, while the children of normal intelligence showed up better in the appreciation of spatial relationshipshence his cautious suggestion that the level of the thinking
14 K.S. Cunningham. Thi Measurement of arty Levels of Intetkence. (Contributions
to Education No.259). New York: Tcachcrs College. Columbia University.
p.64.
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processes and the areas in which _they performed best might be
different between the two groups. He gave serious consideration to
the _possibility that, although recorded as the same mental age, the
performance of the young children of normal ability might be
different in quality from that of the mentally deficient adults. 'Our
results', he concluded, are not so self-evident that they can be used
to justify dogmatic statements, but we have ventured to interpret
them as suggesting characteristic differences in the mental processes

of the two groups.'"
The dissertation was a competent and well-planned piece of
work. It made use of his increased statistical knowledge and clinical

experience, it presented some well-tested results with clear and
careful argument, and it tentatively related the findings to more
general and `fundamental questions as the true nature of the concept
of mental age, the true rate of growth of intelligence;_the existence or
non-existence of qualitative differences in mental processes', though;
he modestly confessed, it would be folly to expect that an investigation as slight as the present one would do more than throw a faint
glimmer of light here and there' 36

The experience at Teachers College, Columbia University,
strengthened Cunningham's interest in intelligence testing, measurement, and clinical _psychology; raised his knowledge and skill in each
of these areas; gave him a taste of the ideas and capabilities of a group
of the world's leading= educational psychologists, and widened his
awareness of other fields of education. On his return to Australia in
1927; he resumed his work at Melbourne Teachers College and,
during the course of the next two years, taught psychology and ex-

perimental education, worked with Whiteoak to produce an oral
group test of general ability, continued his partial connection with

the university, and gave considerable assistance to Tate in the
negotiations that led to the establishment of the ACER.

His appointment to the position of Executive Officer of the
ACER in 193o was initially on secondment from the Victorian
Education Department. This arrangement was continued until 1934
when he finally resigned from the department. He came to the new
35 ibid., p.67.
36 ibid., p.5.
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job at the age of 4o with a background of practical experience in
small rural schools, ten years of study and teaching in the area of
research and experimental education, and some modest achievement
in research on educational testing.
He brought to his task a great enthusiasm for the new venture, a
conviction of the importance of sound educational research and testing for the future development of education, a critical _view of the
current inadequacies of the teaching profession, and _a desire to see
the new institution point the way to more progressive views and
practices in Australian schools.
He was ambitious both for the ACER and for himself. He had

been keen to apply for the chair of psychology that was seriously
contemplated at the University of Melbourne in 192 5 z6, and he
did apply, unsuccessfully, in 1955 for the chair of education. In
1945, 'I still had traces', he records; of the ambition in my system',
when the chair of psychology was eventually established; he was
dissuaded from applying by the vice-chancellor who made him a
member of the selection committee. He was nevertheless a cautious
person in most matters and particularly in the management of the
ACER and in the conduct of research. Through Tate's forethought
and Cunningham's careful management, substantial savings were
made each year ont of the Carnegie grant and a sufficient reserve was
built up throughout the t93os to tide them over several years between the time when the Carnegie funds ceased and the Australian
state and federal governments were persuaded to support the ACER.
His own research writings were models of careful expression. In the
interests of scientific accuracy, he insisted on editing the ACER's
research publications in the same vein. He spent a great deal of time
and effort writing to authors pointing out the limits of inference that

their data could bear, and rewriting their material to present more
cautiously worded conclusions.
Cunningham was a hard-working person of great persistence. He
would worry his problems through in detail, and he would pursue
his ideas and activities with determination. He spoke of himself as a
shy person and tended to he somewhat diffident in_ discussion; but
his staff and acquaintances found him very companionable and in
his career with the ACER; he showed himself' to be very sociable
both with individual contacts and with larger groups. At the time
when he was due for reappointment in 193 3, Tate at the Council
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meeting gave _as hiS opinion that 'he has made a great success of his
poSition and has more than ordinary power in getting the sympathy
of the people Working for the Council'. His appointment was
renewed for a further seven years, the balance of the time for which
the ACER, through Carnegie funds, had a guaranteed existence.
And when he was in New York in 1954 just before his retirement,
the president of the Carnegie Corporation in a speech of appreciation for his work spoke of his hospitality to American visitors in
Australia and of the 'warm feeling' that Carnegie executives always
felt for him.

The First Year
The ACER's research was not a new departure, It was a continuaWin of the ideas and lines of development already established in
Australian educational research in the t9zos:_ Indeed the existence
and promise of this research gave some feasibility to the establishment of an Australian research council at that time, and the direction
already being pursued provided lines which the ACER could hope
_
readily to extend:
The new institution had_ ta establish administrative procedures
and routines; to start to build an appropriate and desirable image; to
formulate a policy; and to organize a program of activities. All fOUr
tasks were seriously tackled in the first year of its existence.
Establishing -Adininistrative Procedures

Ina letter of 2 August t 93o replying to a New Zealand headinaSter
who had been enquiring about the ACER, Cunningham wrote, 'AS
you can well understand, a good deal of the time up to this stage has
been occupied with establishing methods of procedure'.
EVen befOre the fOrMal beginning of the ACER on 1 April 1930,

the executive met in Sydney for five days from 17 21 March
main:y_to set up appropriate machinery for the conduct Of the new
institution.
The preSident, Frank Tate, played a substantial role in the initial
even in the day-to-day work of the ACER for many
yearS to come. His reputation as one of Australia's great educational

administrators helped to give stature to the ACER both with the
public and with educational authorities in the period when it was
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trying to get itself soundly established. He was the dominant personality_ in the organization until his death in 1939. In the early
thirties he was in daily consultation with the Executive Officer and
Often in daily attendance at the office. Later his visits were reduced
to one or two days a week. He was an astute organizer; had great
drive and vigour, and entered into the business of the new Institution
With great enthusiasm. In 1931 he wrote to Russell:
My function in administration here is mainly to supply practical experience in dealing with administrative problems. I find the routine
work quite interesting and it gives me a few hours each week reminis-

cent of my old job."

With Cunningham he chose the secretary, decided on the accommodation and equiptnent;_condocted a steady correspondence, lobbied on the ACER's behalf; and took part in a variety of its activities. In 1937; for example; he helped toplan the New Education
Fellowship (NEE) Conference and, with Cunningham, joined the
lecture group to tour the capital cities for the two-month period of
the Conference:
A secretary was appointed at a salary not to exceed Xzoo a year.
The first appointee; Miss M.A. Campbell, a Canadian and an arts
graduate from the University of Melbourne, and her successor four
years later, Miss W.J. Knee, who had a master's degree also from the
University of Melbourne, could boast that, apart from the Executive
Officer; they were for many years academically the best qualified
persons on the ACER staff. They were fortunate choices: Both
were efficient, personable, and responsible women. Cunningham
was an indefatigable correspondent and kept the successive secretaries busy coping with the extensive mail and devising a filing
system for it.- The secretary was part of the research team, going to
schoolS, administering tests, and marking and analysing them. She
catalogued and summarized the new books required for the library.
There was also a duplicator to manage in order to provide copies of
reports and information for each of the Institutes and to reproduce
large quantities of test materials for a variety of projects, The secretary had to keep the establishment going when the president and Executive Officer were away on interstate visits or vacation. When
31 F. Tate to J.E. Russell, 3o January 193 1, Carncor archives.
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they both went overseas at, the invitation of the Carnegie Corpora-

tion from September 1932 to April 1933, for example, Miss
Campbell astutely saw to the finances, kept up a continuous correspondence with the travellers, and, with the help of the two research
assistants, managed to keep all the Council's activities running without mishap.
Rooms for the ACER were found in the Temperance and General
Insurance Company's (T & G) building on the corner of Collins and
Russell Streets in the centre of Melbourne's business district. Initially two rooms sufficed for the work; later more accommodation
was acquired in another part of the building. The ACER stayed in
the T & G building until a move was made in 1958 to larger premises at 369 Lonsdale &rem described over-optimistically in the
annual report as 'its permanent home'. Five years later, in 1963; the
ACER moved to its present site in Hawthorn:
Equipment had to be purchased: As testing had by then moved
well into its pencil and paper stage, the equipment was not elaborate
and was economically purchased by persuading the supplier to agree
to government contract rates, It was mostly office furniture: a long
table round which the research assistants could work, and an adding
machine to ease the burden of calculating innumerable squares and
square wets for the standard deviations and Pearson's r on which the
analysis of the testing programs rested. This Peacock calculating
machine was affectionately known as the chaff-cutter and served the
ACER well ibr many years."
Financial arrangements had to be made to deal with the Carnegie
grant. All funds were paid to the Union Trustee Company who
made them available at short notice and also permitted them to earn
interest. The trustee company made all payments on behalf of the
ACER and furnished an annual accounting to the Council. This arrangement proved to be so convenient that it was maintained for
almost 20 years until in 1948 the ACER employed its own accountant to look after its growing volume of test sales.
Procedures in dealing with the Institutes were an early concern
for the executive. The NSWIER gave the matter of the Institute's
38 W.C. Radford, The Australian Council for Educational Research: address to
staff, November 1 969. p.2. ACER archives, series 54, item 141.
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powers and relationships to the central Council some considerable
thought, and resolved on 3o June 1930 lo write to the Executive
Officer suggesting that the Institute should be consulted on all applications for grant:, from New South Wales, and should be informed of all decisions on grants made to persons in their own State.
It thought also that Institutes should be informed of the dates of
Council meetings and receive the minutes of them. The ACER, it
advised, should become an incorporated body, and it should make a
oo to the NSWIER for administrative purposes. The
grant of
Council responded by making a grant of £zo to each Institute for
clerical and general expenses, agreed to providcinformatiort about its
meetings, and decided that the Institute of the State in which an application originated should be given art opportunity to express an
opinion before the Council made_ the final decision. In the following
year, the NSWIER offered a further parcel of advice to the Council,

at its meeting on 17 18 August 1931:
(a)

The ACER's constitution should be changed so that the term of
office of the Institute's delegates be left to the discretion of the
Institute instead of being a mandatory three years. The Council
turned the proposal down.

(b)

The grants should not be made for the general support of

(c)

organizations. The Council noted the suggestion and decided
not to make any formal declaration of policy.
Any applicants who made _a direct approach to the Council
should be referred back to -the State Institute. The Council let
the NSWIER know that this was already its policy, except in
the case of requests for publication of work already completed.

After this not very well-received effort, the NSWIER desisted
its efforts to make the Council see reason and henceforth left it
to its own_ devices.
The organization and = procedures that the Council set up proved
to be remarkably frictionless. There were very few cross words betfrom

ween the Institutes and the Council, and there is no record of the
Council losing confidence in or seriously criticizing its executive.
The possible friction that J.E. Russell had anticipated between the

New South Wales and the Victorian members of the executive
smouldered for a short while but did not ignite, and Russell,
delighted that they could work effectively together, wrote to Cunningham on 26 June 1930:

.
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In selecting the three men as executives, I was fully aware of the
differences olopinion-7-not to say-7!-critical aloofness; but l_ felt that
Australia needed the active and cordial support of all three. It is very

cheering, therefore. to know that they are giving such cordial and
patriotic service.

From the very beginning; the effective power was the three-man
executive._ It would meet several times a year either in MelbOurne or
_

Sydney; and report to the Council at its meeting normally once a
year in August. Cole; at the 1930 Council meeting, argued persistently for six-monthly meetings but he had no support, and the
Council decided to continue with annual meetings until the_need for
more frequent meetings became apparent. Through Tate, the president of the Council and chairman of the executive, a close contact
was_ maintained between the executive and the daily business of the
institution. The executive was therefore never out of date and never
unaware of what was going on, and the Council appears to have had

complete confidence in their ability and judgment. Cunningham,
the Executive Officer, was sufficiently reasonable and competent to
be relied on by his Council and executive, and sufficiently prudent
and, tactful not to be tempted into provocative activity. In sum-

marizing the first ten years in his annual report of 1939, Cunningham wrote:
As an organization the Council has worked remarkably smoothly ...
It is impossible to recall any instances of internal friction whatsoever.
There must surely be few organinttions with the same potentialities
for geographical and local difficulties with as happy a history.°

Creating an Appropriate Image

What kind of public image did the ACER seek to build? At the
time of its establishment; the high expectations of those who were
aware of its birth_ could probably have been summed up in a leading
article that appeared in the Melbourne Age of 8 April 1930:
Alterations in much of the theory and practice of teaching in the
Commonwealth will probably follow the investigations of the
Australian Council for Educational Research established a week ago ..
39 Australian Council for Educational Research, Ninth Annual Report p38- 1939,
Melbourne: 1939, p.18.
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Those responsible for the development of the ACER shared the
enthusiasm of the writer but would have had a rather less ambitious
view of the future of their new foundation.
They were at all times very conscious of the _need to make their

work and intentions widely known to the general public and the
teaching profession in particular. During the first year articles on
the ACER were supplied to newspapers and to the departmental
journals in_ each State; and items were supplied from time to time for

the schools columns in the newspapers which ran them. All the
members of Council gave talks to groups in their States, while Tate
and Cunningham dealt with the teachers, doctors, businessmen, and
parents in_ their local scene, broadcast over the- national radio, and
visited and talked to groups interstate. This initial activity set a pattern of continuing and fairly modest publicity through newspapers,
journals and professional organizations throughout the 193os.
The image that the ACER built up with moderate success was of
an institution. that could be seen to have four characteristics.
First it was to be_a centre devoted to the scientific study of educa-

tion. In the week following the establishment of the ACER, Cunningham talked to the Constitutional Club in Melbourne to explain
to its members the new institution as a_ much needed stimulant to inquiry into all aspects of education. 'Research', he wis reported to
have said, was the questioning of a system with science as a background.'40 What remained to be learned was much greater than
what was known and, because of the new foundation, it had become
possible for the first time in Australia to seek out this information
and probe our educational practices scientifically. The ACER, as its
founders saw and expressed its role, was to be the main promoter of
investigation into Australian education; it was to undertake its own
investigations and to encourage well-qualified persons throughout
Australia to undertake similar work.
Cunningham's interest in the scientific study of education had
something in common with the interest in the scientific management

of business that for zo years_ had been steadily growing in
popularity; and that his contemporary; Essington Lewis, was endeavouring to apply to Australia's largest industrial firm; Broken
Argus (Melbourne), 8 April t g op, p.7.
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Hill Pty Ltd; BHP's workers were expected to measure up
certain standards of efficiency and production that were careful]

gauged by observation and objective _testing of the individu
workers. Cunningham's main research program of the 193os w;
thestandardizing of a series of tests in the performance of basic skil
and in general ability for the pupils in all the Australian education
systems. Taylorism in business management and Thorndike's net
behavioari.sm_which underpinned the educational testing program
were compatible doctrines. 'Taylorites and Thorndikeans seek pr(
cise measurements and the analytical reduction of either brickla0
or learning to spell into all its calculable atoms of behaviour.'" TI

outcome of the scientific study of education, however, was n(
necessarily to be the more efficient standardization of teaching an
learning._ Cunningham's scientific approach_ was mellowed by h
slight dalliance with progressive education. He was interested in er
couraging individual development. He saw the tests which d
ACER might produce as instruments which would provide a ma
accurate picture of each student's performance and potentiality, an
would enable teachers to cater better for their individual needs.
was a view which Essington Lewis would have applauded with
different purpose in mind. Both educator and businessman were it
terested in finding out what an individual could do and in trying 1
ensure that he worked to capacity. Cunningham was conscious
the dangers to education of over-using efficient examining- instil.
ments.

'Systems', he wrote, 'highly centralized like those in a

Australian States readily lend themselves to examination abuses.'4
He pointed out in detail the advantages of having standardized tcs
41 G. Joncich, The .5one Positivist: A Biography Of Edward L. Thornlike, Middle

town, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press; 1968, p.308. The quotation con
tinues:

The disciples of Thonridike's In:raw:on to the Theory of Menral and olSi
Measurements are building statistical laboratories in university departments c
psychology and education; founding research bureaux in city school system
and state departments of education. and calling in survey teams ... Out of th
same spirit, enthiziastic readers of-Taylor's The Principin ofScientific Manage
meat ( 191 1) which was translated into nearly a dozen languages, have pro
posed laboratories in factories, created time-study engineering, and invaded c
established graduate schools of business.

42 PeR: Cole (Ed:); The Primary School Curriculum in Australia, Melbourne: MU!

1932, p.275.
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that were reliable and valid" but did not examine all the possible
consequences for Australian education_ that might ensue if the ACER
were to spend much of its_time developing, selling, and promoting
the use of such tests. and if its image were to become primarily that
of a test agency.
Secondly the ACER was_to he seen as a knowledgeable sort of institution that could be used by Australian educators to improve their
information. It was a source of reference on what was the best and

latest in educational thought and practice. Those who spoke and
wrote in its name_ were- expected not only to he well informed but
also to draw on the evidence of the soundest research and experimentation throughout the educational world.
As it was seen to he ahead of the local educational world in its infOrmation and to act as a stimulus to the improvement of Australian
education, its public image was, in the third place, that of a supporter of progressive education. Individually almost every member

of its Council during the 193os would have been found in the
progressive camp, some rather more openly than others. Browne,
Cameron, Tate. and Mackie associated themselves with the
progressive movement and later, in 1937, took a leading part in
organizing the NEF Conference. Browne in 1935 congraudated
Cunningham on a recent article and suggested that they combine to
promote the cause of progressive educAtion.4_4 Cunningham was a
temperate but consistent advocate of educational reform and activity
education, and it was on his suggestion that the NEF Conference
was held in Australia: 'We conceived of the ACER'; he later wrote.
'as an agency: for challenging the complacency which was far too obvious in those_ days24'

Fourthly, from its very beginning. the ACER tried to be tonThe policy was not wholly successful. The
ACER's office was in Melbourne, and its president and Executive
Officerthe two main spokesmen--were both Victorians. Hence
_

sciousl y Australian.

41 ibid.; pp294--

s

4'4 GS; Browne to K.S. Cunningham. 21 July 193s. ACER archives. series 6.
41 K.S. Cunningham, revised_ typescript of interviews with B. Bessant. in the
State College. Victoria. p.23.
possession of J.R. Lawry, Bur
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there was much more contact with Victorian schools and educators
and there was an excusable suspicion by educators in other State

that the ACER tended to show undue interest in Victoria.
Nevertheless the Council was representative of all the Australiat
States; the executive always had members from at least two, am
they tried to make sure that there was an equitable distribution o
grants and activities among the States. In the first ten years it Wa
impossible to avoid a heavy and obvious reliance on New Soutl
Wales and Victoria, the two most populous States and the oneS it
which educational research had made the most progress. Of the re
ports that the ACER published during that period, t 7 originated ii
New South Wales, is in Victoria, and 19 in the other four StateS;
of the grants that were made for research projects, 23 went to Vic.
toria, 17 to New South Wales, and z5 to the remainder of Australia
of the Staff that was seconded for two-year periodS from the stati
education departments, there was a much more even distribution
one coming from New South Wales, two from Victoria, two fron
Queensland, one from South Australia, one from Western Australia
and two from Tasmania. In all of these concerns, the Executive Of.
ficer consulted conscientiously with the State Institutes.
The ACER was to he seen, however, as something more than;

mere broker between the States. It was to be a body with at
Australian outlook. Prior to its establishment there had been tit
educational institution with an Australia-wide interest. There was

Directors of Education Conference for the state departments;
headmasters conference for the independent schools, an Australiat
Teachers Federation, and an Australian Vice-Chancellors Commit.
tee for the six state universities; _there was also section J for Educa
don in the Australian and New Zealand Association for the Advan
cement of Science which acted as a forum for the diScussion o
educational questions of interest to Australia as a whole, and then
was the CSIR, recently established to develop and encourage scien.
tific research throughout Australia. But there was no single inStitu

tion set up with a central interest in the general Welfare ant
progressivi? development of Australian education as a Whole. Thl
ACER set out to become such an institution,
A large proportion of the work undertaken and directed throng);
the head office consisted of Australia-wide projects.: In the very first
Council meeting, a survey of correspondence education throughout
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Australia and a plan for the preparation and standardization of tests
in arithmetic for AuStralia were announced. They became the principal research_ contribution of the ACER during the next three years,
and were followed by national surveys of primary; post-primary,
and rural education, and the standardization -of reading. spelling,_and
tests Of general ability for Australian children. In 1937 the ACER
ran the educational event of the 193_o5 in Australia, the New Education Fellowship Conference, and commissioned some of the distinguished overseas visitors to the conference to report on Australian
education. It also published reports from Australians travelling
abroad on their experiences and _their views on the state of
Australian education.; it published a great -number of monographS by

research workers throughout Australia, and later in the 193oS
started to publish periodical_ reviews of Australian education. It
began, in effect; to build up a consciousness of the condition of
Australian education as distin-ct from that of Victoria, or New South
Wales; or some individual State and started to provide an educational literature with an Australian orientation. Tate and Cun ningharn both wrote articles on Australian themes in education for
overseas yearbOo-ks, and began to be seen from overseas as the
Australian voice in education; and the ACER became the reference
point for overseas organizations wanting information on Australian
education.

The ACER alSo acted as the clearing house for

Australian educators who wished to apply for or who might be

specifically invited to accept a grant from the Carnegie Corporation
to visit the United States and other countries.
To increase his information on the nationwide scene, to keep in
touch with the State InStitutes and other educators, and to strengthen
the ACER'S national image, Cunningham visited the various States
from tines. to time Perhaps his visits were not over the years, as
frequent as the all- Australian image demanded. Certainly he was
Much more knowledgeable about the practices of his home_ State and
its perSonnel, and surprisingly uninformed about some of the activitieS and individuals of interest elsewhere in Australia. This at all
events, was the view of some of_the senior executives in the Carnegie Corporation in 1938. John Russell; the president's assistant,
became a little uneasy at the lack of knowledge on non-Victorian
candidates for Carnegie travelling grants in Cunningham's reportS to
the Corporation and; after talking with him on a visit to Melbourne.
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reported, Tfound he didn't get away from his desk very often .
K.S.C. really doesn't know enough about other States. He shoUld
travel morc'.46 In consequence, the president wrote tactfully to Tate
Indicating that the Corporation was constantly seeking more infor-

mation from Cunningham on a varsity of matters throughout
Australia and that, as the ACER would naturally prefer to spend its
money on research rather than on travelling expenses, the Corpora7
tion would be interested in making a small travel grant, over and
above its regular grant, to enable the Executive Officer to visit the
other States at least once a year. Cunningham, unsuspecting, wrote a

letter in due course to thank the president for the Corporation's
unexpected and unsolicited generosity to the ACER.
Developing Policies for the ACER

The ACER's image was, of course, closely related to the policy
which it developed for the conduct- of its work: There was no
general announcement of policy: It arose initially out of the argu=
merits that preceded __the decisions which set the precedents in the
course of the two executive and two Council meetings that _were
held in 1_93o. They were lengthy meetings- -she first meeting of the
executive _went on_ for five _days_frorn Monday to Friday; 17 zit

March 193oand they established common trends in thinking
among the_members who maintained their position on the governing
bodies with remarkable stability throughout the opening decade of

the instution's history.
(a) The Council and its executive by their decisions during the
course of the first year clearly favoured an emphasis on research in
the activities of the new organization. There had been much talk
during the founding peribil of the importance of stimulus and service
to Australian education. These were not to be forgotten, and they
were mentioned in the constitution, but it was research that became
part of the formal title of the institution, and it was to research that
its funds were to be allotted as far as possible.
In making ,:he initial grants to applicants in 1930 the Council had
to consider the purpose of them. Should they provide money only
for research projects? In view of the statement in the constitution
46 Record of interviews between J.M._Russell and Cunningurn, July 27 and
August 1 1938, Carncor archives, Offices of the president.
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empowering the ACER to make grants in aid of educational
research; investigation and service', how far should grants be made
in support of educational service? Could they be made not for a particular service operation or investigation but for the gcncral support
of a service or research organization that put in an application?
Mackie thought service meant less scientific research, not service in a
more general sense. Lovell and Schulz from South Australia disagreed; and thought the_ACER should be free to aid educational services in gcncral. Thc Australian Institute of Industrial Psychology
in Sydney was a case in point. This institution, recently established
and directed privately by Dr Martin, a member of Lovell's staff at
the University of Sydney, tested secondary school students, offered
them vocational guidance, and undertook research in that field. The
Council decided that it could not grant money for the general support of the institution and, in this, confirmed the view that the Executive Officer had already expressed in correspondence to other potential applicants. The eventual decision was to provide a grant
specifically to support two research projects into vocational tests and
guidance. A similar request to support the New South Wales Board
of Social Studies in the training of social workers was refused; but _a

grant was made to the body to make a survey of social agencies
throughout the State. Following on the Council's discussion; a form
of application for grants was devised in which the application was
referred to as an investigation; and particulars _ were requested conccrning the qualifications of the _investigator, the proposed lines of
inquiry, and its anticipated duration. Thus the Council declared
firmly in- favour of support for research not service;, and for specific
projects that could bc_identified and approved rather than general
research or service programs. Service to Australian education was to
ae pcn ided and encouraged by the ACER but not by grants-in-aid
From the Council's resources.
kb) The second general policy_ that emerged was aninterest in
building the ACER into aclearing house of educational informatir
about educational developments as well as research both in Austr.
and overseas. It was to be a centre to which educators abroad could
write for information abbut Australian cducation, and on which
Australian educators could rely for accurate and up -to -date information about their own and other countries._ For this purpose the Ex-

ecutive Officer was to start immediately to build contacts and
E
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develop an appropriate library.
(c) The ACER was seen initially and for some time by its Council
as a body whose- research and other significant activities functioned
through the Institutes. - It proved to be an unworkable concept. It
was possible to use the Institutes as sources of advice to headquarters,

as bodies providing assistance for the field work involved in
Australia-wide projects, and even as groups who might identify and
supply authors or resource persons for jointly written publications.
But as soon as the Melbourne office started to plan national projects
and recruit full-time staff to help cope with research work of that
kind, the possibility of the Institutes becoming the principal centres
for the research done by the- ACER began to lessen, And it- was
from the very beginning that these practices got under way, The na-

tional projects were few_ and_ the staff was minimal; but by the
mid: -1_93os it was no longer possible to thinkoLdre Institutes to any

serious extent as originators of or key participants in the ACER's
research program. Nevertheless it remained the Council's policy to
involve the Institutes_wherever possible in its activities. The Institutes offered useful and welcome advice on research gants, took a
substantial part_ in the organization of activities such as the NEF
Conference, and some of their members found themselves advising,
assessing, and sometimes participating in some of the ACER's surveys and research, but they did not become a central part of the
Council's activities.
(4) It was not the policy of the ACER to restrict the research
which it undertook or supported and the services which it offered to
any category or level of education. Investigations, for example, as
the researches were usually called, received appropriate grants
whether they were survey studies, experimental projects, documentary researches, statistical analyses, or testing programs, in educational psychology, curriculum, history of education, teaching techni-

ques, or school administration. The broad policy that did emerge
from this catholicity of taste was that preference should be given to
research which could be seen to be of value in understanding or im,
proving the work of the primary and secondary schools in the state
systems-.

An early task for Tate and Curmingham was that of talking with
the directors of education at- their biennial meeting in May 193o, to
report on the ACER's recent establishment and explain their aspira-
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ions for it._ After an extensive discussion, the directors passed a fornal resolution affirming their desire to co-operate with the ACER
n every way. The_effect of the meeting was, as Cunningham put it,

o give 'our investigators or myself access, for the purposes of iniuiry nd reasonable experimentation, to all state-controlled schools
These schools and their pupils became, not
n Australia'.47
urprisingly, the main concern of the ACER's work. Every single
nember of the first Council was on the staff of a state teachers colege,except Tate and Lovell who had previously served in teachers
alleges; they were all products of or had a current involvement in
he SLUG schools, and the same could be said of Cunningham and his
escarch staff. Hence for many years the ACER had little to do with
universities, independent schools, the Catholic school system, or
with adult education. It did not omit those areas entirely from its
Program but it gave its_ attention primarily to the needs of the state
ystem; For this it had good justification; The state schools; with
Aid' the sympathies of the-Council and staff lay; were the central
part of the- Australian educational operation. If the Council was to
crve Australian education;_it was obviously sensible for it to seek to
;et ftill access to and to make as strong a connection as possible with
56e schools and their pupils, teachers; and administrators.
(One fifth andlinal line of policy that emerged from the discusions and actions of the first year was an interest in training research
workers. There was clearly a lack of competent and qualified educaional researchers in Australia. The only training available was the
dEd course at the University_ of Melbourne,_ reasonably pertinent
nurses in psychology at the University of Sydney and the Univerity of Western Australia, and the possibility, through appointment
o a teachers college, of working part-time on some project with a
nore experienced researcher. The most talented individuals tended
o go overseas to a university in England or the USA to get their
raining by working for a higher degree.
The Council resolved to ask the directors of education to second
o the ACER and pay the salary of a teachers caller s.tudent or pronising young teacher for a period of two years in which he would
ssist in the on-going research work and, at the same rime; receive an
7 Cunningham so J.E. Russell, I 3 May T93o, Carncor archives.
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informal training in educational research. He would also be en
couraged to study for a Diploma of Education and, after 1936 whei
it was established, a Bachelor of Education degree at the Universir
of Melbourne. In this way, it was hoped steadily to build uj
throughout Australia a growing body of interested and experience(
researchers who could put their skills to the service of their respec
tive education departments. It was, at the same time, an inexpensive
way of getting the Council's research done. In accordance with thi
policy of encouraging the ACER's efforts in research training, Cun
ningharn; who had given up his teachers college and university lec
taring when he became Executive Officer; resumed his part-timi
work in educational psychology and experimental education in thi
DipEd and BEd COUTSCS at the University of Melbourne in Ig38:
Over the years; lie built up with the university a strong connectior

with the measurement and research courses in education that thi
staff of the ACER has continued to the present day.
Starting a Program

The_ early program was built up out of these policies, depended on
the opportunities that the current educational scene presented, and
was subject to limitations of finance and availability of manpower.
It had four main components: research; directed from head office or
supported by grants to individuals or groups; publication; clearing
house and library: and educational services; official and informal.
Four national projects of different kinds were agreed to by the
Council in its first year. There was to be a stir !ey °Exile. history; administration, methods of teaching, progress n pupils; and problems

of providing primary education by corre;po dense in Australia
This was to be undertaken by the Executive Oaken A start_ was to
be made on a survey of the primary school curriculum, methods of
curriculum development, and possible means_of revision. It was to
be guided by a committee of the Council and to involve significant
educators in each of the States. Plans were laid for a major program

of producing standardized arithmetic tests- for the whole of
Australia, which was to be directed by the Executive Officer and
carried out in the state schools by teams organized by the Institutes.
Finally the Executive Officer was given the task of compiling a set of
basic educational statistics for Australia on post-primary school at-
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:endance, holding power -of the schools; teachers' salaries, and the
Length of the teachers professional life.
These four projects were representative of the research concerns
3f the ACER for many years to come. The most extensive, the testing -one; was an extension of the work Cunningham and his assccines and_the Sydney Teachers College group had been ,doirigiii their
psychological labOratories before the establishment of theActR. It
was soon to be extended to a range of achievement and intelligence
esting, and to blossom into the elabOrate test division of later years.
The two surveys demonstrated an interest in taking up an aspect of,
pr issue in, Australian education,_seeking to establish its dimensions,
Ind suggesting possible ways of improving the situation that the
survey had unearthed. It was a process of survey with evaluation by
informed minds that was to be characteristic of a considerable numPer of the ACER's subsequent tasks and publications. The compila:ion of educational statistics was a continuing necessity of an institu:ion claiming to speak for Australian education. It sparked a lasting

interest in the project of trying to persuade the Australian state
lepartments, and later the countries of the world, to produce corn Parable and standardized sets of statistics, a task of interest to the
Commonwealth Office of Education after its establishment in r.941.
Although it would be true that, of the lines developed in the researclt
program, the testing aspect received the most emphasis from 0, '!
xginning and for some time to come, it was also clear that c-Lr:iculum studies were early in evidence and continued to be pursut:::,
.f not with the same rigour as the testing program; at least with the
support and interest of a number of leading educators:
Research supported by grants in the early years_far outweighed
:hat undertaken by the Council _in the number of _projects and inithe
:ost to the Council. It was a large and important part of the ACER's
:ontribution to research _tht_ughout the .193os. The sum of
Er 5 934 was spent -on research grants in the first ten years, and only
C3955 during the following 15 years when the Council projects had
ecome the more significant element. The reports written on their
projects by the individual researchers constituted the bulk of the
publications that appeared in the ACER's Educational Research
;cries. These publications began in the first year and, by the time
:he second annual meeting was held in August 193 i, six had already
tppeared. It was a speedy and sound beginning to the career in
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educational publication which was to be one of the ACER's most
important _contributions to Australian education, and an important
means through which it became known to educators overseas.
&fore Cunningham had settled down thoroughly_ in his office in
the T -& G building;_he was receiving requests for information about

educational_ practices in America; England; New _Zealand, and
various othercountries; and he was being asked to deal with requests
for informationabout Australian education from overseas correspondents: He began immediately to set up a network of overseas contacts with whom he could correspond personally and who might
supply journals and reports to the embryonic ACER library. It was
very much a case of_groping in the dark. Few Australian educators

knew the names of significant research institutions and jorrnals
Even the SC- ccish Council for Research in Education
(SCRE) was a mystery. It had been established in 1928 but Cunoverseas.

ningham knew nothing of its activities. Accordingly he wrote to the
Office of Special Inquiries and Reports, Board of Education, London, asking that his letter be forwarded to the appropriate address in
Scotland." In due course a regular correspondence and an exchange
of publications were organized. From the SCRE and from other institutions throughout Europe and North America; reports_ were accumulated, correspondence entered into, and articles written and ex,
changed with overseas periodicals. This clearing-house function vas
underpinned_ by starting a professional library; Current and_ back
numbers of Australian serial publications, selected-overseas periodicals, sample tests of all kinds,-,-by 1933; 402 tests had been acquiredand recently published books_ were steadily accumulated,
catalogued, and lent to research workers throughout Australia.
'sf Cunningham with SCRE, 29 September t930, 9 December 193o,_and 23 January 1931; Scottish Council for Research in Education archives, ACER archives,
SCrICS 28, V01.70.

It has sometimes been suggested that the SCRE provided the mode/ for the establishment of the ACER. It is, however, never mentioned in the early discus-

sions an& from the tenor of the subsequent correspondence between Cunningham and the SCRE, its very existen c seems to have been only vaguely
known to perhaps_one or two of those connected with the ACER such as the
Scot, Mackie, and Wngley. It was not until the SCRE sent copies of its reports
to hit: that Cunningham realized the likeness between the two Councils, and
wrote to the SCRE on 9 December 193o, Call see from your reports that your
aims and interests are very similar to our own'.
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1934 Was forCunningham was delighted when the ACER
mally recognized as the national centre for educational idormation
Australia under the auspices of the League_ of Nations Committee
in Intellectual Co- operation, -and the directors of education concured in the arrangement. It was; he wrote, 'perhaPS die most imporant development for the year',"
A substantial amount of rhe ExientiVe Officer's time was taken
p in serving on a variety of educational committees, mostly con=
iected with various educational_ authorities in Victoria. It was a kr=
1::oth state and national levels
ice that he continued to peabin
luring the remainder of his career with tl.e ACER, and it became a
Pattern followed by subsequent directors and other members of the
taff.
_Much of the dAy-tO-day work of the Executive Officer was the

nswering of a wide range of correspondence from all parts of
iustralia. Cunningham was a voluminous and well-informed corespondent He Wnite_hiCial y, expressively, and indefatigably. He
Cara-gie Corporation staff after each exeported at length
cutive and Council ine-ting, ad answered their queries at length in
letters, he took to task the headmistress
ietween times. In 1:',
if the Melbourne Girls H4;m School who bad spoken slightingly of
ntelligence tests at her annual speech night, letting her know, `My
iwn view is that intelligence tests have made the most important
:Ontribution to educational science of recent years', and pointing out
ier misconceptions on the matter' °; he warned an enquirer of the
be advised
:harlatanism of a certain vocational guiclanc:
lie principa: of the Emily McPherson Colleg: of .1.."--..,tmestic Ecortstheoretica.
ny on the balance and arrangement of her practicz
mirriculum; he had an interesting exchange of letreif Over several
nonths with an experimentally minded teacher in Walcha, an isol-

Lted town in the New England ranges of New Smith Wales, who
lad been collecting data on norms `in all primary school subjects for
he past ten years: 'I acct astonished', wrote Cunningham, at the
19 Australian Council for Educational Reiearc'n, Fourth Annual Report iyjj
1134, Melbourne: 1934; pp.6;8.

° K.S.= Cunningham to- Miss CS. Montgomery 8 December, t930, ACER
archives, series 22, vol.2.
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amount of work you have done in securing results on standardi2

tests "; and he encouraged another researcher, Lucy Firth wl
using intelligence tests supplied by the ACER, was studying suco
in.high school in New South Wales and, in the course of the corn
pondence advising her on problems of technique and analysis,
prOduced a statement typical of his caution in dealing with resear
data:
Since investigations have shown -that the norms of the Terman

sion of the Binet Test seem to hold fairly accurately for Australi
children, it might not be a very unsafe assumption that the norms
group tests could be used as approximately applicable."

In all of his correspondence, he argued continuously the case 1
the scientific study of education and for the development of me
extensive and effective educational research. The whole program
the ACERits research, publication, clearing house, and service a

tivities--were directed to the same end. It provided a demo
stration of well-constructed research; it circulated reporrs and infc

mation on research, and it offered continuous advice to aspiri
researchers and to other educators who asked for or were judged
be in need of it

II K.S. Cunningham and A.E. Couchman 3 Aprtl_i_s_May. 4 August 1930: ar
Couchman to P.R. Cole. c8 December c 9z9. ACER archives. series z z. vol.
12 K.S. Cunningham to Lucy Firth. 16 February c93 c ACER archives, series
vol.' .
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THE FIRST TEN YEARS
OF RESEARCH AND SERVICE
A good proportion of Cunningham's time in his first two years at
the ACER was taken up with the organization of two important
P rojects: a survey of correspondence education in Australia; and the
preparation and standardization of tests in arithmetic.

Correspondence Education
In his_ survey of correspondence education, Cunningham in
mid,r_sqo sent a lengthy questionnaire to the head teachers of the
six correspondcnce schools, one in each State, visited four of them,
and studied recent reports made on the work- of the schools in
Western and SOuth Australia. From these data he sketched the 14
years history of the_movement, gave details of its achievements;
pointed out some of its features of particular interest, and commented on its problems and fundamental principles.
He wrote factually and appreciatively of the work: The growth
of = facilities in the various Australian States for teaching young
children by correspondence is nothing less than an educational romance%1_ He explained that each correspondence school was raft by
a state education department, and was housed in a city school staffed

by perhaps 8o teachers surrounded by books and papers but no
pupils. The children regularly posted in their work, and received
back from their invisible teachers correction; assessment, encouragement, and further graded assignments. `here is not the hum of
children's voices usually associated with the wry +. of an ordinary
school, but there is a marked atmosphere of quiet busy efficiencyf2
Correspondence, (ACER Educational
I K.S. Cunningham, Primary Education
Research Series No.3), Melbourne: MUP, 1931, p.9.
2 ibid., 13.1 S.
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At the end of 193o there were 1 3 284 pupils, 1.5 per cent of the
elementary school population of Australia, enrolled in the six corres7

pondence schools which, since their establishment, had provided
primary schooling for some 5 5 000 children. Pupils were required,
for the most part, to live three miles or more from the nearest rural
school, or to have some disability which made it difficult for them to
attend school. Additional facilities were available in_each State for
some secondary and technical courses: Pointing out that; _for_ the
whole_ of correspondence education in Australia; the average number
of pupils per teacher_ was_ 5 5 he showed from his survey_ that each
teacher in a correspondence school was dealing with very large class
sizes; and that the cost per pupil; even when the State paid postage
and supplied free textbooks; was considerably less than for children
in the ordinary primary schools, and was probably less than half that

of pupils in the small primary rural schools. He found that somewhere about lo per cent of correspondence school pupils had never
attended an_ordinary school, and that about_ z 5 per cent would probably complete their primary education entirely by correspondence.
He summed up his research by indicating:some of the difficulties
of correspondence educatiop, such as the isolation of pupils and the
climatic and domestic disabilities under which many of the pupils
suffered. He !pointed out :he importance of a teacher's personal in-

volvement with a pupil, the significant role played by the child's
mother in ensuring the success of the correspondence process, and
the possible impact of rural life made by the dispatch of books from
the school library, the development of a rural school magazine, and
the encouragement of home gardening by the supply of plants, seeds
and advice. He took particular care to point out possible_beneficial
implications for the ordinary state schools. He suggested that pupils
in the ordinary schools lacked opportunity for independent thought;
the exercise of initiative, and self-reliance All three virtues were
characteristic products of correspondence_ education fmm whose
methods other schools might greatly benefit. In particular;
Australian teachers as _a whole might well study the way correspondence school assignments were constructed and used to cater for individwd differences and for the varying circumstances of each child.
The survey was a _useful one and was attractively written. It was
not a major nor profound piece of research. It served to intrOduce
educators in Australia and overseas to a unique local educational

s6
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development; it demonstrated the ACER's interest in working on
an Australia-wide research - topic; and it gave notice of the
moderately critical and reformist -tendency that was ui_be Charat:
teristic of Cunningham's _work and Of the ACER's publicatiOns,
In 1949 _S.k_ Rayner; in a comprehensive and workmanlike
survey, revised; updated; and considerably extended the report on
correspondence education. He gave a more extensive history of it.
included_the work done in technical, teachers college. and university
courses; and added a chap-ter on correspondence education in New
Zealand)

The Standardization of AChievement and Intelligence Tests
Arithmetic
While the survey on correspondence education was proceeding; preparations were being Made fbr a national survey of achievement in
primary school arithmetic. The main aim was to produce a series -of

age norms in arithmetic which would indicate to teachers _the
average performance by pupils to be expected at various ages
throughtint the primary school. It was to be followed immediately
by a similar study of primary school reading. ThiS_kind of national
survey was to be undertaken again by the ACER,,,in the samesubstantial way but with added sophistication and some change of purpose, in the mid-194os and midT197os:
The report of the first study was strikingly _introduced: with the
words: In October 195 1, the Australian Council for_ Educational
Res-earth conducted an investigation_into one phase of educational
achievement on a scale hitherto unattempted in Australia'.' It was
the
statistical _analysis which _formed the core of the work was done by

designed by Cunningham who also wrote the final report-,

\CT: Price; the-first- teacher seconded to the ACER. He came from
the Victorian Education Department, and was joined a year later by
W. Wood; seconded by the Queensland educational authorities.

S.A. Rayner. Correspondence Education in Australia and New Zealand, (ACER
Educational Research Series No.64). Melbourne: MUP. 1949.

4 KS. Cutirruighatt_and W.T. Pricc. The Standardization _Of an Australian
Arithmetic Telt, (ACER Educational Research Series No.2 I Melbourne: MUP.
1934. P.9.
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When the proposal was first canvassed, the NSWIER reminded
the Executive Officer that it had done a similar standardization in
arithmetic with grade norms for New South Wales schools in 1924
and had updated it in 1929. Cunningham in July and August 1930
sought information and copies of the New South Wales tests as a
basis on which to develop his progran:. hoping to he able to extend it
to the other States. During the course of the next i 2 months, he
constructed and administered trial tests in a number of Victorian
schools and sent his work for comment to the Institutes. The New
South _Wales group were _very critical of it and, in consequence,
Cunningham went to Sydney in July_ 1931 for consultation: A
variety:of modifications was made; a second trial testing was done to
establish the order of difficulty of the items and the equivalence of
two forms of the test; and the instruments were ready for the testing
program's starting time in October.
There were six tests:
(a)
(h)
(c)

(d)
(e)

(0

speed and accuracy in addition:
speed and accuracy in subtraction:
speed and accuracy in multiplication;
speed and accuracy in division;
mechanical arithmetic;
problem arithmetic.

Each test had two Forms. A and B. of approximately equal difficulty
and similar construction. The first four tests were speed tests to be
completed in three minutes_ each_; for the last two there was no
prescribed time limit: The tests covered a range of difficulty from
Grade 3 to Grade 8 of the primary school; and each test started with
simple items and increased steadily in difficulty.

Except in Victoria where the ACER staff did the selection; the
State Institutes chose the schools that were used in the project. In
total there_were 39 939 pupils in_ loo schools divided between the
States on the basis of school population. The schools were classified
by size and selected_at random within each category. All the pupils
came from state schbols except for the inclusion of nine private
schools with toot pupils in South Australia.

The tests were distributed to the schools, administered and
marked by the school staff, and returned to the ACER for analysis.
Results were analysed for each test, each State as well as Australia as
a whole, each category of school, each age, grade, and sex. The Vie=
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torian Railways hired out a punch-card machine for processing the
results and, although the work was considerable and the staff small;
the work was done expeditiously.
Price, a science graduate of the University of Melbourne who had
just convicted his training at the Melbourne _Teachers College.
joined the staff for his two-year secondment on 27 January 1931.
He was s competent mathematician who took charge of the task of
analysing the results. _ Most of the period of his two-year secondment, until April _19-33 was spent on this_ particular piece of
research, and he managed_to_have national and state age and grade
norms available by mid-193 2; although the final report did not appear until 1934.
During the course of the research_Cunningharn went overseas for
seven months_on a grant from_ the _Carnegie Corporation. and Price
was left in charge assisted by Wood and the secretary, Miss
Campbell,_ Wood, according to_Cunrungham, had `becf,rrr a very
helpful addition to our staff, and, in due course, was to , ,,ne the
first head of the research- and guidance branch of Queensland's
education department. Miss Campbell wrote frequently to Cunningham on his travels with information on their activities and snippets of gossip. 'I hope', Cunningham wrote as he was heading for

the USA. 'that things are going fairly well with you allthat Mr
WOOd. for exam_ple,_is not still complaining about your methods of

making tea.' Miss Campbell duly provided her quota of news, and
added that Mr Wood's complaints had ceased and so had the tea:_
'You will be sorry to hear that since your departure the morning and
afternoon tea has been cut out of the day's programme . . . When I
am_paricularly thirsty I can always run downstairs to the tea room'.'
In the analysis of the results, several interesting matters appeared.

There was no significant difference betweti the performance of
pupils in large urban and small rural schools-, or instate arm independent schools: and boys and girls performed equally well on the
speed and accuracy rests, but bays were slightly superior in mechanical arithmetic and clearly superior in dealing with the tests of
arithmetical problems; There were positive correlations between
/ Cunningham to Miss Catnpbell, SS Mariposa. 23 September 193z, and Miii
Campbell to K.S. Cunnmghar . 7 October 1932, ACER archives; series 32.
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performance in arithmetic and intelligence, ranging from fairly low
with the test in addition rising through subtraction, multiplication,

division, and mechanical, to a high positive correlation with the
problems test. There were discernible differences in performance
between the States. The research, iking all age levels into account,
reported a difference of 13 months in educational age between States
in norms derived from a composite score for the six tests. Queensland children, in particular, returned a consistently high perfor7
mance, the Queensland age norms being highest of all States on all
tests. As a partial explanation for this, it was pointed out that

schools in Queensland devoted 'a considerably longer time to
arithmetic in the first three grades tested', where the basic four processes are learnt, than did the schools in the other States, that they
tended to introduce various arithmetical concepts at an earlier age
than most other States; and that they were oriented to a scholarship
examination, for high school entry; in which arithmetic was one of
the main subjects:6
The study commended ; itself to the- educational_ authorities
throughout Australia by producing soundly established norms_ for
use by classroom teachers in one_of the basic- primary_school subjects;

and therebyiielped -to demonstrate the usefulness and practical good

sense of _the ACER. It_ made_the point that a subject such as
arithmetic was a composite_of different skills and processes; and that
a pupil's performance differed in each area; consequently methods
of teaching and testing needed to be varied according to the process
that had to be learnt. It demonstrated to Australian educators that
by reasonably simple statistical means, it was possible to select basic
common elements that had to be mastered, and to indicate the standards that teachers could expect pupils to attain at different ages in
various school grade_ levels. Later Cunningham was to state: We

developed a good deal of emphasis at the ACER on measuring
. . . you can't get anywhere until you can really set up criteria..' The arithmetic testing project was the first substantial step in
that direction. A reviewer in the British Journal of Educational Psy-

devices

6 Cunningham and Pricc. op. cit.. p.62.

7 K.S. Cunningham. interview with B. Bessarst. p.2 3
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bology __ wrote _that__ the _w_ork _was 'probably the most_ _precise of _all

itandardized.arithmetic_tests_ona large scale" and_that it 'gives an eximple of good scientific method in educational research'.8 It was a

)ositivei.and demonstrable :move towards developing a body of
f;lowledgc_ of and opinion about_ Australian education that could be
to be based on evidence authenticated by careful! measurement.

frnp
['he primary school arithmetic project was followed immediately by
program on primary school reading. Lois W. Allen, who in S)uth
kustralia had assisted in the selection of test items in the arithmetic
Project and had supervised the testing in the South Australian inde-

pendent schools, started work in 1931 on a set of tests for young
hildren in oral reading and in 1933 was able to provide individual
eading tests for word familiarity, speed of reading, and comprehenion, and to compile tentative norms for them. They were published
I y the ACER in 1935. Ruth Thomas in 193i in Western Australia
legan to work on items for the silent reading test.
The main project to develop national norms for primary school
hildren in silent reading proceeded much as the previous project on
rithmetic. Using Gates's work on the testing of reading in the USA
s a basis, five sub-tests were devised:
(a)
i(,)
(e)

(d)
(c)

word knowledge;
speed of reading;
reading of general significance;
reading to note details;
reading for inference.

le test was applied on _idOetober 1933, in two equivalent Forms;
and_B, to 32 624_pupils throughout Australia; by the teachers in
36_schools_ who administered and scored the test according to
irections sent to them by the ACER. Wood, who succeeded Price
s the senior research assistant early in_ 1953, was principally
grganizing the testing program,
:sponsible for devising th,
Review of The Standardization of un Australian Arithmetic Test, by K.S. Cunningham and W.T. Price, British Journal of Educational Psychology, 1936, 6(2),

217 t8.
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and starting the analysis. He was succeeded in February 1934 by
G.A.. McIntyre. a secondment from Western Australia who was_a
science graduate of the University of Western Australia and a firstrate statistician. McIntyre remained until 1940. During_his sec,
ondment, Tate was informed by the Western Australian Director of
Education that, on his return from the ACER, McIntyre would have
to return to the status of monitor, the most junior rank in th
vice.' He was so valuable to the ACER that, at the end ()ibis twoyear secondment, he was offered the post of full-time research _4ficer, and became the first permanent researcher other than the Executive Officer to be appointed to the_staff of the ACER. Subsequently he joined the CSIR as a biometrician."'
McIntyre was an important acquisition for_an institution which
placed a high value on measurement in education and _yet lacked a
trained_ statistician. He gave a professional solidity and finesse to the
statistical treatment_oldata in subsequent research work throughout
the 193os. _The_difference was immediately apparent between the
pre-McIntyre report on arithmetic in I 934_and the reports on reading for which he and Wood were responsible in 1935, and_ on in-

telligence for which he was solely responsible in 1938. The preMcIntyre arithmetic report was competently done and lucidly written; the other two, on the standardization of reading Land _in,
telligence_ tests; were rigorous pieces of statistical analysis spiced
with subtle- comment on the limits and possibilities revealed by the
analysis. The report on arithmetic was important to teachers and
administrators who wished to know how the standardizing process
was carried out; the reports on reading and intelligence testing were

important for the same reason but were, in addition, significant
documents for the research worker who wished to learn the questions to ask, the extent to which they might be answerable, and the
statistical techniques that it might be feasible to use.
The reading report provided age and grade norms for the whole
J. A. Klein to F. Tate. zó November 1934. ACER archives, series 9. vol. s 1.

") G.A. McIntyre. 19097-74, joined the Di Vision of Mathematical Statistics in
GSM in i 94o and remained therefor 34 years until his retirement. He was invoked in a-wide range-of-agriculturatand biological work in Australia and New
Guinea, and was described in The Canberra News. 1 s January 1974, on the occa-

sion of his death as Australia's leading biometric consultant.
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le>: Australia and for each State. It revealed
ch!-:.ereryres between the States, the greatest between any
No S,t; - ,ro.t:nr:nt, to ten months of average progress. South
consistently performed best in all parts of the
tustn.]
:Si air:3 .i-1)

as a partial explanation of this superiority that
It
:hool library facilities, though not impressive..in_any State, were_
reatest in South Australia. that the hours _given_to the teaching of
rst.

'fading were more than in any other_State;and that South _Australian
hildrn commenced school ;name:it-her age than those of -any other
tate except Queensland. Children in small rural schools did- less

than those_ in large schools, and there was no significant
ifference in performance between _the pupils of state and 'rider:nem schools: There was little difference between the sexes; _girls,
iiwever, tended to read faster than boys, and boys to perform better
and to have a wider- scatter of
h the tests of reading. to note d,
:.sults_than girk. A discussion of the validity of the test in the last
haptcr made a _thoughtful conclusion to the report.
-tell

Between 1934 and 1936 two more tests were-standardized.
:W: Stanhope, a New South Wales high school teacher, had done a

Limey of: chemistry teaching in New South Wales which was
ublishd byi the _ACER in 1932.- He-continued with his interest
lid produced a chemistry test which McIntyre assisted in standar'zing for Australian schools. At the same time, a spelling test, conisting of six liSts of io words, was devised, standardized, and
ublisl:d for the use of Australian teachers in 1931.
intelligence

lie third major project in the standardizing_program._f011owing_the

rithmtic and reading ones, dealt with tests of intelligence. Two
rsts. a verbal and a non-verbal tine: -were involved. The Otis Selfadministering Test.- Intermediate Form; which was widely used in

it USA, was selected as the verbal test, and work was begun in
934 on the preparation of anon- verbal test. This task fell largely
a new research assistant: D.J.A. Verco, a young man_ seconded
om_ the staff of the Sydney Teachers College at_ the beginning of
931: Verco had majored in _psychology_ at the University of
vdney. and was later to head the research branch and eventually
ecome Director-General of the New South Wales Department of
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Education. He devised items and tried them out in various state pri
mary schools and on small church and YMCA groups and, being
prudent and foresightful person, was reputed before his marriage t(
have tested the parents and family of his future wife. The genera
conduct of the project fell to McIntyre who also wrote the final re

port in 1938.
The team of McIntyre and Verco was a formidable one. It 1.4a
Cunningham's preferred_ combination. In 1933 he had written n
the Western Australian Institute:
A goad deal of the work in the office is statistical in character; and it i
a handicap if the student is not well trained on the mathematical side.
Next to this in importance I would place a training in psychology anc
in educational theory."

McIntyre fulfilled the first of the requirements, Verco_the second:

They were supplemented in 1937 by the appointment of C.W
Branson on secondment _from _Sauth Australia_ Branson subse
quently became a prominent public servant and general manager o
the South Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
The iruciligence tests_ were administered to 3o 427 schoo
children aged 8 14 in state schools throughout Australia in Marci
1936. The sample was selected by the ACER staff to provide
reasonable_ representation for reach State, for large, medium, anc
small-sized schools; for age and grade levels and sex. Careful check
mpling and appropriate adjust.
were made on the adequacy of
ments were_made to get the same ,o conform to state age-grade ta
tiles at the time of testing. In the event, clic research concentrated or
the age range 8 _13 years. The tests were administered and scarce
by the teachers. Information was also provided to the ACER on chi
occupation of each child's father and the nature of the area in which
the school :was situated.
National norms were calculated for children aged 8 13 and ex
the Non-Verbal Tests.
trapolated to age 16 for both the Otis
Norms for each school grade, also, were estimated and_confirmed_b3
the match obtained when the two tests were applied to all Grade
children in the New South Wales primary final examination at tht
I I ICS: Cunningham w H.L. Fowler et al.; t 2 September [933; ACER archives;
under WA.
series lc), vol 58,
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nd of 1937. On the assumption that the median IQ score for each

ge group would be too with a standard deviation of 15, which
Iverseas research practice suggested, percentiles corresponding to
'arious IQ values were calculated, and the Otis and Non-Verbal
7-est scores were converted to IQs.
The research team conducted three small experiments to deter-

nine the effect of practice and coaching on the test results and
ound, with children o t 3 years of age, a moderate practice effect
then the tests were repeated on the following day or even a year
tter, and a substantial gain in scores when the pupils were
clibcrately coached with explanations and practice on similar items.

.omparisons were made between performance on the Otis, Nonrerbal, and six other reading, arithmetic, and intelligence tests, by
dministering_the tests to a small sample of -year-old children in
school in Hobart. The correlations between the tests were farprized by the Thurstonc Centre of Gravity Method. The analysis
bowed an expected degree of association between the_verbal _in!lligence and silent reading tests; there was also a reasonable associ-

Lion between the Stanford-Binet intelligence test and the ACER
Ion-Verbal one: McIntyre reported:
7f the magnitudes of the projections on the first axis arc taken to
represent the demands of various tests on general intelligence or to in-

dicate the saturation of the tests in Spearman's '6'; then the parts of
the Non-Verbal Test compare favourably with the Stanford-Binct."

This was the first time that the technique of factor analysis had been
sed in any substantial piece of educational research in Australia. In

he year that this research was published, C.A. Gibb, recently ap-

ointed an assistant lecturer in psychology at the University of
ydney, gave a lecture to the NSWIER on 'An introduction to factor
nalysisA new technique in psychology'. Factor analysis had
h Spearman's article in
ccn introduced into mental measurement
:ined and measured'.
904. 'General intelligence objectively d.
and G.H. Thomson's
1 a modest way it had appeared in W. 4 )2 I , but it did not
!xtbook The Essentials of Mental Measur

nter the mainstream of educational and psychological research
Tsr.t in Australia; (ACER
G.A. McIntyre, The Smndantiwion
Educational Research Series No.34). Melliourne: MOP, 1938. PP.53-4.
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:ethlxls until the mid-thirties when Thurstone and Hotel ling in t
.SSA, and Thomson and Burt in the UK published significantly
the area."
The research exposed differences between the States. Mch
wrote:
There is a strong tendency for the order of merit of the States_on ca
of the rests_ to remain roughly constant with South Australia, Queci
land, and Victoria first, West Auti -ilia and New South Wales tic

and Tasmania last."

The difference in median scores at the age of to years betwe
Tasmania and South Australia amounted tc approximately sev
months on the Otis test, or five points of IQ There were the
pected differences between city and country children; the_pupiic
small rural schools doing significantly less well than those in
other schools. Significant differences also emerged according to t

socio-economic _status of the pupil's father; showingi when
analysis was made -in two States; 'a rise in mean score through t
occupational grades fr.orrt theilabOurer to the professional_ worker'
with a_range in South Australia_of 14 and in Tasmania of it poii
of_IQon_the Otis test. Sex differences were small. The mean sec
for o-_to 13 -year-old girls on the_Otis was slightly higher than ti

for bOys; boys scored slightly higher on the Non-Verbal Test,
on both tests, their scores were more widely scattered.
In planning_the standardization program the newly establish
New Zealand Council for Educational Research (NICER) had be
invited to join. In New Zealand 2 5 000 children between the of
Multiptel Factors and- A Simplified Multi
13 L.L. Thurstonc published Theory
Factor Method in 1933, and subsequently The Vectors of Mind in 1915 wh
gave a complete: exposition -ollyis centroid method. end H. Hotelling ublish
his articles on Analysii of a Complex of Stat6rical Variahles into Principal Compo
vents in 1933 and Simplified Catculation of Principal Components in 1931: -G.
Thomson wrote many papers leading up to the hook The Factorial Analysis
Human Ability in 1939, and C. 13v.-t, similarly, contributed a considerable nul
her of articles before his The Factors of the Mind in _194o. J.P. Guilford, P
chometric -Methods-, New York: McGraw Hill. 1936,_ was for many years
most widely used textbook introduction to factor analysis.

14 McIntyre, op. cit., p.62.
11 ibid., p.73.
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of t o and 1 -3 were-tested-with both theOtis_and_Non-Verbal_ Tests,_
When results_ were_ compared; it_ was _found _that_th New Zealand
mean and median_ scores were _sligtaly_ and uniformly higher than the

Australian; and the differences_between New:Zealand boys and girls
was ro_ughly_of_the same_ order as_ for Australian children.
This_standardization _program_ by the ACER was the forerunner
of a more extensive use of intelligence tests in Australian schools. In

an article in 1936, Cunningham had deplored the reluctance of
Australian educational authorities to _follow overseas precedents in
this area. 'No_Australian authority', he wrote; has yet made use of
such tests except in experimental and tentative fashion.46 In 1938
the breakthrough came when the New South Wales Department of
Public Instruction requested the ACER to prepare an intelligence
test for use with sixth-grade primary school children.

Studies of Australian Education
The Primary School

At the first Council meeting in August t93o, P.R. Cole proposed a
study =of the primary school curriculum by 'mature' people. It was
agreed to form a committee to draft a scheme. After some consultation with the Institutes, a number of essays were commissioned from
prominent educators on aspects of the primary school curriculum.
These studies were directed and edited by P.R. Cole, and published
by the ACER in 1932. Reporting to the Council in that year, Cole
said of the manuscript: 'It contains results of experiments and investigations of a number of leading educationalists in Australia, and
it gives a wonderful background to all revisions of the curriedurn'.17
The NSWIER in 1933 voted the book 'a distinct success in_ form
and quality% and Cole,_ the president of the institute gave his- presidential addre,_s on_Mte primary school curriculum in Australia.'
The book brought togzther contributions from Tate,_ BOard, and
Andrews; three of Australia's leading educational adm=_nistrators;
from Mackie; Browne, Lovell, Cameron, prominent academic commentators on education; and from McRae, Parker, and Cunningham
16 K.S. Cunningham, A critical account of Australian educztion, Year &ink of
Education (London). 1936, p.639.

17 ACER Annual Meeting, The Teachers College, Sydney on isth and 16th
August, 1932, verbatim report, p.2.
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WhOSe _interest lay in educational research. Despite this collection

Australian educational_ talent; it was not an Oiginai or influent
V&A. It was an effort -to do _three things: to -find out the currc
State of thc primary school curriculum throughout Australia;
Make some assessment of its condition; and to act as a stimulus!
reform. The authors_ managed_to present a useful picture of exigtil
practices: SeVerai of them __conducted small surveys of subjec
taught,- time a I.. tments; and materials available; and built up a pie
which, interestingly; showed considerable differences in pra4
tices not only between Statcs but a!so between schools within tl
same State.
The assessment was mainly subjective It was largely a matter
putting forward a set of reasoned principles on curriculum construe
tion and judging -the current state of development in the light of suc
criteria. In the process, Tate made an interesting statement on
advantages and disadvantages of centralization in educational ad
ministration, Lovell an entertaining plea for 'original thinking; crca
tive effort, aesthetic sensibility, and character"; and Mackie _a soli
argument for more attention to children's needs; more flexibility i
the primary school, and more tolerance for innovators. Most pith
writers came forward with suggestions for reform. Cunninghar
made a strong appeal for the introduction_ of standardized tests; ani
Cameron for more learning and less teaching in primary sehOols.
The most stimulating of all the contributions was that by -Brown
who wrote a chapter sumniarizing his ACER publication The iCas
for Curriculum Revision;

it was a spirited plea for more activit

education and a carefully worked out plan of a possible process
curriculum revision.
Secondary Education

Three years _later; in 1931;
second series of studies appeared.
Again Cole planned and edited the work of a number of Australiar
iduCators u ho described_and analysed the education of the adolescent. It was a very timely publication.
Secondary education had been a part of the structure of public
Australian Council for Educational Research. The Primary School Cnreaulum in

Australia: Melbourne: NIUR 1(.2. P:44

Ss

nc rust i cn i cars
:ducationin most of Australia for only about 30 years. Since World

War L and especially in the 193os, opinion throughout the
leveloped nations of the world on the nature of secondary education
bad_been changing. Cole expressed it well in his introduction to the
fitiak when he wrotc, The old theory of secondary education was
that it should select and train leaders; -the new view is that it should
embrace and socialize air." Nevertheless, in the first sentence of his
chapter on types of curricula for secondary schools, J.A. Seitz; chief
inspector of secondary schools and, later, Director of Education -for
Victoria, announced that the aims of sccondary education werebetter citizenship, the provision of further opportunities for develop,
mcnt, and the selection of 'those who by- intellect and ability mill:be-competent to direct and govern the society to which they belong'20;
and J.R. Darling, headmaster of Geelong Grammar School, wrote
that the common view was that 'secondary education is that extra
training to the mind and body which a parentis willing to give his
son if he can afford it'.21 Clearly there was _need for a comprehensive discussion on the purposes of secondary_ education in what Cunningham in his chapter described as the present confusion in secondary cducation'.22
Thc contributors were similar to those in the bocik_on the primary
school curriculum and about half of them were identical. Board and
Tate looked at the_bacicg,round and administrative problems, Lovell
at the characteristic.s of adolescencei Mackie at teacher training, Seitz
and Cameron at curricula,_ Cunningham, at examinations; Harris, of
the Sydney Teachers College; at legislation connected with secondary education; Fletcher, who later became Director of Education for

Tasmania; at school buildings, and Darling at current trends and
problems._ There was no agreed-upon or coherent view put forward
by the contributors. There were considerable differences expressed
on the nature of secondary education and no effort to resolve them.
19 P.R. Cole (Ed.), The FJcication of the Adolescent in Australia, Melbourne: M UP.

1931, pxii.
z° ibid.; p.1 oo.

21 ibid.; p.321.

u ibid., p.2 28.
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The most extensive contribution was that by Seitz.. His chapti
which occupied_ almost a:third of the book, was an important revic
of secondary school curricula._ It analysed_ students' performances
public examinations in each of the States, listed the subjects and ur

allotments for them in the different types of schools in all Stau
looked at the differences between the- States in _every seconda
school subject, and provided a number of interesting examples of e

periments in different ways of organizing he curriculum current
operating in some Australian schools.
On the whole it was a disappointing book which did little
stimulate thought about secondary education.
Rural Evluration

Cole also edited the third book in the series, The Rural School
Australia;: published in 1937. A similar team and formatwereuse
Braithwaite and McRae analysed, from t zo schools in New Soy
Wales and Victoria. time allotments for subjects, as they had pri
viously _clone. for the primary school hook, and provid. d samples

time- table, fry= various schools: Wyndham, then research offic
and laterarector,General.in _the. New South Wales Department
Educatiorhprovided a useful statistical analysis_of_rural. schools ar
pupilsi from which it emergcil _that 90 _per cent of _primary_ schoc
and Ealf the school.population_in Australia_were_rural_ancLin_nun
hers; had been remarkably stable for the preceding ten -year peric

From:1926 to 1935.: Osborne senior inspector of .primary schoc
in Victoria and Parker of Tasmania in their respective chapter
looked at aspects of the curriculum. Parker provided a somewhatir
spirational advocacy for activity methods and greater individualizz
tion in rural school teaching, balanced _by close study of and: assoc

ation with the local rural community so that education in rur
schools -would become the expression of all that is best in rur
life'." He also gave early in&.-,rrnation on the new development
Tasmanian education, the area school introduced in 1936, that
to be a major innovation in Australian rural education."
2) P.R. Cole (Ed.). The Rural School in Australia. Melbourne: MUP. 1 9 3 7 . p.1 3 3
24 ibid.. pp. t t 8 ff. Fcr. Parker subsequently was one of the two authors of one c

the main sources of information on this development, the book issued by th

.9 0

The three books on primary, secondary, and rural education were
useful compilations. They were solid accomts 4 the current state of
most aspects of Australian educatiou: They _ provided reliable inior,
mation and intelligent analysis both _for conteriprar
later historians. They also made .known. the or,irio:1
Australian educators on some of the fundium
ministration and curricufunL They were
stimulating books. _Perhaps. the most lively oi:tr!KJ:,
.

one,_ but it did not sparkle nor did it provide
challenging ideas for Australian educational students to v.ork
did the other_A_CER publication of that time, Education
Living; that came out of the ACERs involvement in the 193 i NE1'
Conference:

Reviews of Australian Education
In 1938. the .first of a series of general reviews of Australiiui education _was. prepared by the headquarters staff of the ACER.-- I he
Review of_Edniation Ui Australia;: 1933 was Intended to be the- first of
a _series of annual reports; but in the event, it was followed by four
others at irregular intervals for the years 1939, 194o -48,
i948 _54; _and_ 1955 62. The 19_38:volume was prepared mainly
by_Gi A.: McIntyre and_ W.C. Radford under Cunningham's direction;.and the 1939 one byiCunningham and J.J. Pratt. Radford was

seconded from the Victorian Education Department for 1938 39,
and Pratt from the Queensland Department of Public Instruction for
19397 4021

A previous comprehensive suivey of Australian education,

Educa:ion iir Australia, had been published 12 years earlier, in _t_9_27

and:edited by G.S.:Browne. The ACER Review in i 938 was similar but less extensive. It added, " wryer, other useful features.
There was a short account of the Catholic system_ of .education, a
well-balanced statement and evaluation of recent developments in
Tasmanian Education Department, The Area School, Hobart: Gm t Pr, !94z.

n Radford was to succeed Cunningham as Director of the ACER in 195 5, and
the ed!Ication departPratt returned to Queensland, established a research
ment, became Deputy Director of the Commonwealth Office of Education, Professor of Education at the University_of Ncw South Wales, and finally chairman
of the Higher Education Board for New South Wales.

education throughout Australia,_ and a superb bibliography c
Australian education_which_revised and extended the one_that hal
appeared in the ACER's second annual report:__The 1939 Reviev
provided a detailed account of the main _educational _activities a
1939, and supplemented it with several substantial chapters on sig

nificant aspects of :lucationeducational administration; educa
tional statistics, agricultural ediicatiori._ and handicapped children=

each by a separate author. Cunningham contributed the length'
statement on educational administration. It was a fine analysis of the
nature_of centralized administration, of the function of the st
11
education, and r , posiible future administrative reform. The c
te

wii: a funher development of the critical analysis of Australia)
education that he had started in a contribution to the Year Book q
Education in 1935 and extended in a further :article in 1936.26
The two Reviews and the three volumes edited by Cole were tho
most prominent examples of the ACER's effort to implement it
policy of becoming the national clearing house for educational infor
mation. They collated a variety of information from officia
publications, research reports, and personal experience on Australiat

education to present an intelligible and sometimes critical view a
the whole. They provided basic information through whicl
Australian and overseas educators could study Australian education
and they did much to enhance the image of the ACER as an institu
tion with an Australian outlook.

The ACER and -the Establishment of the New Zealand Council
for Educational Research
Cunningham became mildly interested in the_possibility of helping
to developer _ research institute in New Zealand based onlunds from
the Carnegie Corporation. In 1931 he wrote to Keppel_askinE

whether the Corporation would be willing to increase the gram
slightly to enable the ACER to make research grants to New Zeabnd applicants and to set up some form of advisory body in New
Zealand!' Keppel mplied that he and James E. Russell thought the
K.S. Cunningham, Australia. Year /kok vit.:duo:mon (1.:ondoni, !9; 5. 26o -72.
F.:due-a:ion (LonA critical-account of Australian educa...::. Year

don). !936; 618 -4o.
27 KS. Cunnin::;ham to FP, Kcppcl, 2 May 193 1. Carncor archives.

plan a gOod one, but that the initiative must come from New Zealand.
Since Russell's visit in 1928, a New Zealand connection had been
established with the Corporation, travel grants had been made; and a
number of educators, stimulated by the establishment of the ACFR;

had shown interest in the possibility of an educational research
organization for New Zealand. In November 1931 L.D. Coffman,
the president of the University of Minnesota; was sent by the _Corporation to New Zealand and Australia__on a- lecturing _and in
vestigatory tour similar to James E._ Russell's earlier visit. _ Cunningham suggested to him _when he visited Australia_!:hat_ there
should be a New Zealand Institute for _Educational Research parallel
to: the Australian State Institutes as a part of the ACER organization
which _would _then be an _Australasian__Council for Educational
Research: Coffman; however in -his report pointed out with_a little
exaggeration that the distance from New Zealand_ to:Australia was
almost -as _far as from_ England to New York and further, that there

ions.

was a_substantial degree _of national pride separating the
Fie_explored__ with_ educational :authorities and with th .
General the possibility of establishing a separate counci.

nor-

ii-

" that
mendedthat the Corporation should consider making
:o the
effect and thatCunningham should be appointed as an
New: Zealand_body for a year or two. Coffman in_May 193z was
asked by the Corporation to write to the-Governor-General suggesting that Cunningham shoUld visit New Zealand to make a prelimin7
ary:survey and report of the situation with appropriate recommendations. The letter was passed to the New Zealand Minister of
Education who turned the proposal down."
In September 1932, Tate and Cunningham consulted briefly with
se veral educators in Auckland who met their ship on their way to
America. In the next month, October 193z, D.M. Rae, Principal of
the Auckland Training College, acting on behalf of a group of nine
which included professors of education, heads of training colleges;
and principals of schools, submitted a formal proposal to the Carnegie Corporation for a grant to establish a research council in New
,

28 L.D. Coff -nan to Lord BiediSiOC. z May 1932; and Minister of Education, NZ.

to L.D. Cullman. 29 June 1932. Carncor archives.

Zealand.

He pointed out the beneficial effect of the ACER

Australian education, and suggested that Tate and Cunningham,
their return from their current trip to the USA.
sinned to spend a month in New Zealand in order to,.
:

Council'.29

Tate and Cunningham discussed the New Zealand_situation w
Coffman when thy visited Minneapolis in_Nove_mber 1932. Su
sequently they -spoke with John Russell; who explained_thatthe fe
ing in_the Corporation was_that the_New_ Zealand council should I

be_ a branch of the Australian enterprise; and with Keppel w
agreed to act on their recommendation that a committeei of dr
New:Zealanders should be invited to make a case for New Zi
land.3° :Tate; Lovell; and Cunningham _were-constilted by the col
mittee during the next few months, and by September 1933 an a
propriate plan was received by the Corporation. We are: mu

pleased'; iKeppel -wrote -to Cunningham, with the proposal trc
New Zealand which has just come in.'" In accordance with_tht pi
submitted to them, the trustees on 19 October 1933 agreed to pi
vide for five years a sum of US$14 000 for research and US$3$
for general expenses per annum and, in 1934, the NZCER began
Work.32

A brief from Keppel to the Corporation's trustees began with

words, The success of the Australian Council for Educatiol
Research has not gone unnoticed in the sister Dominion of N,
29 Sul,nossion to the PreSident. Carnegie Corporation by D.M. Rae. 14 O'
c
Carncor archives.
30 Tate nd Cunningham put forward the names of D.M. Rar, F. Milner. Recto:
Waitaki Boys High School. and T.A. Hunter. Vice-Chancellor. lin; wwity
New Zealand. Keppel accepted the Avice and invited the there men to be:o

the committer. L.D. Coffman to F.P. Kcppel. 3 November 1932: memo:
clum of interviiew of J.M. Russell with E. Tate and K.S. Cunningham. 2 Dece

her 1932. and 12 December 1932: Carncor archives.

31 EP. Kcppel w T.A. Hunter. 15 September 1933! ,nd F.P Keppel to K
Cunningham 14 September 1933. Carncor archives.
52 In the same year. the South African Council-for Fducational_and Social_Reseat
came into existence. It was an outgrowth of a governmental National Bureau
Educational and Soclil Research dating from 1929 which was expanded into

Council on recent o; a grant from the Carnegie Corporation in 1934.

Zealand': and the establishment of the NZCER was obviously
modelled in many respects on the ACER's experience. The initial
exploration by a leading American academic, the appointment of an
exploratory committee of three, the form of annual funding withits
division between research and administrative expenses; an offerirom
the Corporation to fund a visit to the USA by two potential candidates for the Executive Officer's job, the advice in the letter of offer
nom the Corporation 'against over-emphasis on_research of a sterile
sort' and an encouragement to undertake _'a kind of service which ordinarily is not rated as research', even the choice of terms, 'Executive

Office:'' and 'Council for Educational_Research', described in the
trustees' brief as being organized 'along tl.: lines of the Australian
Council for Educational Research', were all part of the pattern which
had been worked out to the Corporation's satisfaction in setting up
the ACER." The NZCER, however, even if it had much of the ap-

pearance of the ACER and studied its activities with care, was
wholly a local product; designed, set up, and run by New Zealanders; and it _developed; distinct from the ACER, its own ideas on
publication policy, educational service, and the support of research.
It could be said nevertheless that the ACER by its example and
by its advice_ played a substantial role in the establishment of the
NZCER, and it was therefore not surprising that two of the early
notable activities of the NZCER were linked with the ACER:- the
standardization of two group tests of intelligence in 1936, and the
NEF Conference in 1937. Thereafter the contacts, though friendly

and at various times close, were somewhat irregular and unsystematic.

950 the Corporation, aware that the contacts between the
two Councils were somewhat desultory, made a smalL grant of
USS3000 to each body to promote closer relationships. The money
was intz,,ded to help the officers of the two institutions visit one
another, (o promote the exchange of staff; and perhaps to build some
degree 07 co- ordination between_ the work of the_ two Councils.
Several visits took place during the next few years. Later, during the
frequent. There was collaboration on
were much -r
197os,
some tcv:: ,g prrams; aria. each acted as the other's agent from time
;79 ()mot. 1933; F.P. Keppel to T.A. Hunter, z October
33 Memo k
1933, Carncth archives.
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to time. The fund was replenished occasionally by small animal
and has remained in existence to the present time
Educational Research Series
Divalg_ its first ten ye s; the 6o or in publications of the ACE
Educational Research
-overed an interesting range of resear
activities. Most_of the reports were not of great significance. Pet
Sandiford,:a well-known Canadian sducator who Airected a depat
ment of educational research at_the University of Toronto, let Cm
ningham know that many of them were no more than the sorts
exercises he would expect from graduate students. 'You may
justified', he wrote, 'in printing all these things in Australia, but
Canada it would be looked upon as a waste of money.' =He went
to point out that in Canada they did not like the ACER, underta
projects that were not strictly scientific research. We think',
tactfully remarked, that a small amount of work well done is
more permanent value than the covering of a wide field in a som
what superficial manner.'34 Some in fact could scarcely qualify

research. The reader at the Carnegie Corporatin

asked I
Keppel to comment on a number of the ACER's ptit,lic:Acions in i
night b: is
research series in 193 2 bluntly stated rho 'lough
nom: of thrm was tl
teresting and useful in the Australian
pr6duct of research. It happened the, tvv.., of the very best in ti
whole series appeared in that year viz G.. S. Browne, The Czse
Curriculum Revision, and H.S. Wyndham, Class Grouping in the PriA
a!), School, and Wyndham's was certainly a piece of sound rescarcl

But r 2 reports were published in 1932 and neither Browne's
Wyndham's book was included in the list that was passes:10n
Keppel's reader who was undoubtedly making a significant poini
Of the 6o volumes that were publishechip to 194o; probablY abO
39 would have -been_ based; for the most part, on some kind
research._ Six were pieces of historicaLreseareb; r r were surveys
questionnaire and intervi:: w, eight had an experimental design, at
the remaining _rwere empirical analyses.
The first ACER publication, Educational Research Series No.'
" P. Sandiford to K.S. Cunnicpham, z z October 1936. ACER archives, series zE

vol.73.
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i93o, was C. Fenner and A.G Paull; Individal Education, a_paper
read to the education section_ of the Australasian Association for the
Advancement of Science in Brisbane in that= year. Cunninghamliad
gone to the confrrence to speak on the functions and prospects of the
newly established ACER; had been impressed with Fenner and his
paper, and had arranged for its publication. h was an account of an
experiment in individualizing the process of learning and teaching
by using a modified Dalton Plan. The scheme was well developed
and had been operating in a South Australian technical high school
for the past four years.

This little book, though not in itself of great significance, did
reveal something of the way in which the research series was to be
managed and developed. It was to be very much Cunningham's
own responsibility. He chose Fenner and Paull's book, and he made
the decisions on all the other publications in the series except those,
such as Cole's three surveys, that had been commissioned by the executive or Council. He acted as editor for each b'ook, indefatigably
correcting the author's writing style, checking his calculations, advising him on statistical techniques, and examining carefully his inferences and _conclusions. Even his old friend and well-established
researcher; H.T. Parker; did not escape his critical eye. Parker's
manuscripts received the benefit of extensive discussion and editorial
correction; In 1933; for example; he wrote:
Under separate cover Lam returning your report on 'Thc Development of Intelligence in Subnormal Children'. For your consideration
I have made comments in pencil at all the points where there seemed
to me any possibility of misinterpretation.3'

On_another occasion he had McIntyre send a lengthy statement to
Parker evaluating his statistical procedures.
With the younger writers he was particularly demanding, conceiving it his duty to the reputation of the ACER and to the future
development of scientific educational research in Australia to insist
on the best academic standards in research and writing. On
Wyndham's manuscript on Cass Grouping in 193z, done with the
aid of an ACER grant, he was caustic. He complained to Lovell and
35 K.S. Cunningham to H.T. Parker, i November 1933, ACER archives, series
32, V01.42.
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Mackie of its looseness and prolixity, and Lovell, equally irritated
with it;_replied with a Freudian slip he would have appreciated had
he realized it:
AS regards Wyndham's research. I am sure you are quite right: We
cannot let these researches go forward to publication unless they are
presented in a scholarly way. So many persons with degrees seem
unable to right kid with any distinction of Style.

And he would not agree to the publication of the research until Curi7
ningfiam was satisfied in all respects with it.36 Wyndham, who was
to beCOnie the first head of the research brarich in the New South

Wales Department of Education, and subsequently Directon,
General, apparently profited by Cunningham's ruthlessness: When
he submitted Ability Grouping in 1934, it was accepted without
demur. Cunningham was equally severe on another young man
from New South Wales who had a grant _from the _ACER. W.M.
O'Neil, who was to make a considerable_contribution to Australian
education as Professor of Psychology and Deputy Vice-Chancellor

Of the University of Sydriey; submitted the manuscript of his
research on volitional traits in 19_3 ;._i_Cunningham thought it was
too wordy and full of unwarranted assumptions and, when his opinion was confirmed by Fowler; decided not to publish it." Later, in
1943, Cunningham was happy to commission an apparently much
improved O'Neil as the author of From School to Work, one of the
key wartime Tbe_ Future of Education pamphlets where clarity of
thought and expression was essential.

This was apart of Cunningham's work in which he had a free
hand; and which he managed with great competence and determination: It enabled him alSO to give to the series a direction characteristic of his own thirikirig. The book by Fenner arid Paull typified
the apprOach. There were three principal demerits that he sought
and frequently found. The series should contain reports of soundly
cOndiicied educational research, they should be relevant to some
aspect of existing educational practice, and the ideas expressed in
36 H.T. Lovell to K.S. Cunningham. 21 December 1931, ACER archives. series
31. vol.39.

37 K.S. Cunningham to H.L. Fowler; 16 May 1935. ACER archives, series zo.
voI.58; filed under WA.
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them should be a little ahead of current thinking. The first publication was a mild example of all three. It was not to be expected,
however, that each liook would always meet these criteria. It was a
pattern for the series rather than for each volume.
The series included the research monographs on standardization
of arithmetic, reading, and intelligence tests, the curriculum surveys,
and various observations and reflections on Australian, American,
and British education. Most of the research-based publications,

however, were contributions by individuals many of whom had
received grants made to them by the ACER with the approval of the
State Institutes. The series was the principal means of publication
for research workers in the 1930s. Some were working for a univer,
sity degree but most were not: The series provides a reasonable

record of the kind of quality of the work being done during that
period:
The handful of historical works were not in any way remarkable.

The _surveys were competently and interestingly done. the most
notable being those done by Cunningham at the beginning of the
193os on correspondence education, the two by H.S. Wyndham,
Class Grouping in the Primary School in 193z , and Ability Grouping in

1934, and one by Cunningham's eventual successor, W.C. Radford,
The Educational Needs of a RUral Community in 1939.38
Class Grouping in the Primary School was both an extensive survey

by questionnaire of schools in Sydney. and an intensive program of
testing and observation of 000 primary school children during
x93o and 1931. The study fOund_that none of the_schools succeeded in organizing_ classes that could be regarded as effective work,

ing groups. Wyndham _recommended the establishment of special
schools for atypical children, the wider use of intelligence tests, and
the reorganization of the classes in ordinary schools with mental age
as a major determinant. Two years later in Ability Grouping, his
doctoral thesis from Stanford, he looked carefully into class grouping
procedures in the USA. This volume provided a useful historical
background on American efforts to secure more satisfactory methods
of class grouping, reviewed experimental evidence on the effects of
the various arrangements currently in use, and discussed the ap38 Sec Chapter 7 under. The New Director.
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propriateness of ability grouping in SChools in a democratic society.
The reports of _experimental_ research were uniformly of high
quality: Five_of the eight carne from Perth and were done either by
or under the supervision_of H.L. Fowler who was an associate professor_ in psychology; a leading member of the State Institute; and
one of Cunningham's ClOSest correspondents. One of the others,
EG. Biaggini's Englith in Australia: Taste and Training in a Modern
Community, published in 1933, was a distinguished piece of work

Biaggini asked students at the University of Adelaide and some
senior secondary Students to state which they preferred_ of various
passages of written English on a number :of topics; and to give
detailed reasons for their preference. He was_ seeking for an assessment of their taste, and an indication ofthepossibility of improving
it by deliberate teaching. His findings were devastating. He reported:
We have found that; in general, the bad is preferred to the good; that
the good is sometimes preferred for reasons which are bad; : : and
that what We tall education often involves the inhibition if not the
prohibition of thought:

Forturiately,ihe found also_ that the Students 'profited from a little
realistic teaching',39 He save an indiCation of the nature of this
teaching; and argued the social and cultural importance of improving
the students' capacity to distinguish the worthwhile from the commonplace: F:11: _Leavis; Who Wrote an introduction to the book;
summed up impressively what he saw to be the significance of
research:
If sch-O-OlS and universities did what, given the will and the educated

teachers, is perfectly possible--if they undertook seriously the function that a survey of contemporary civilization shows to be theirs
and a
, . then it would be possible to produce an educated community
living culture."

Among the empirical researches contributed to the series by in7
dividiials other than the ACER staff; there were a number of useful
39 E.G. Biaggini; Englith in Amaralia: Tasti and Trawnpn 4 Maern ammt-40-12Y;
(ACER EdncitiOnAl Research Series No. i 9). Melbourne: M UP, 193 3, p. i oco.
4° ibid., p.7.
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small studies, including several by Parker, and a substantial one by
G.E. Phillips, The Constancy of the Intelligence Quotient in Subnormal

Children, which appeared in 1940. Phillips's monograph was a report on the successive testing, for ten years from 1_929 to I 938, of
subnormal children at his residential school near Sydney to determine the extent to which IQ could be used as _a measure to predict
future school progress. Using his awn_ Australian version of the
Binet, he found that; for children with an IQ from so to 8o, there
was a tendency for the IQ to decline from year to year especially
among the children with lower IQs. He found also that there could
be substantial variation both upward and downward between tests,
and that change in environment had an appreciable influence on the
IQ scores. His conclusion was a salutary one, in a period in which
IQ tests were beginning to become fashionable and the ACER's sales
of them io burgeon. He wrote:
The educationist using the Binet test for purposes of prognosis must
exercise extreme caution, and must consider not only the IQ itself but
also the individual's chronological age, his emotionality and the type
of environment, both home and scholastic, from which he comes.4'

41 G.E_Phillips; The Constancy of the Intelligence Quotient in Sub-Normal Children,

(PACER Educational Research Series No.6o), Melbourne: MUP; t g4o.

4
EARLY COMPARATIVE EVALUATIONS
OF AUSTRALIAN EDUCATION
Australian Visitors to the USA
One of the ACER's earliest publications was a boolc written jointly

by Cunningham and Phillips containing their observations and
reflections on their experience of education in the USA: and the im,
plications which they drew from it for Australian education. It was
the first of a number of _such= comparative studies either by
Australians who had visited the USA or by Americans in Australia.'
It :produced several _articles that Cunningham had written in i928
after his return from his doctoral work, and was rounded off with a
short chapter by Phillips on educational research- in the USA based
on his observations in 1929. America was seen by Cunningham to
be steadily becoming more liberal, more vital, and more scientific in
its educational programs. He was impressed by the spread of
progressive methods of teaching, by the application of educational
psychology to the classroom, and by the development of individual
and standardized testing. Phillips, too, was attracted by what he saw

in the USA, and in his short report recommended that the ACER
should follow a number of American practices in undertaking and
funding research, and in providing facilities and training for research
workers:
I K.S. Cunningham and G.E. Phillips, Some Aspeas of Education in the United States
ofAmerica, (ACER Educational Research Series No. z), Melbourne: MUP, 193o.
G.S. Browne;_ The Case for Curriculum Revision, (ACER Education Research

Series-No.8), Melbourne: MUP, 193 2.
T.G. Cannon, Comments on Education in USA and Victoria, (ACER Educational
Research Series No.18), Melbourne: MUP, 1932.
C.R. McRae, An Australian Looks at American Schools, (ACER Educational
Research Series No. zo), Melbourne: MUP, 1933.
R.D. Cullman, A.J. Marshall, and R. Thomas,- Comparative Intettigence of English,
American, and Australian Children, (ACER Educational Research Series No. zz),
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A somewhat different and significant report on a visit to the_USA

was G.S. Browne's The Case for Curriculum Revision in 193 2:
Browne was one of the first two Australian educators to receive_a
Carnegie grant through which he was able _to extend a visit he was
making to the USA and make a special study of ways in which the
primary school curriculum was being reformed in that country._ The
essence of the movement; he Thought, was_in the discarding of outworn ancl formal material; and_the infusion into the curriculum of
more reality and activity'.2 Browne reported at length with extcrisive and pertinent illustrations on the psychological basis of the new
curriculum, on the process of putting more reality intoiit, on testing

procedures, and on varieties of activity programs. He related his
findings to educational practice in Victoria and put forward a suggested plan of curriculum revision. His book was interesting, forcefill, and entertaining, and had an appreciative introduction from the
Melbourne: MUP. 1934.
K.S. Cunningham. Educational Observations and Reflections. (ACER Educational
Research-Series No.24). Melbourne: MUT), 1934
H.T. Parker. The Eackgroand of American Ediaation (ACER Educational Research

Series No.34). Melbournc: MUP, 193/.

J.E. _Cramer. Australian Schools through American Eyes. (ACER Educational
Research Series No.42). Melbourne: MUP, [936.
I.F. Kande', Impressions of Australian Education,_Melbourne: ACER. 1938:
Types of Administration. Melbourne: MUP, 1938.
F. Tate. Education in Australia. Year Book of Education (London), 1932.

570-99.

, Australia: _some present problems in primary. post-primary and secondary
education. Year Book of Education (London). 1-953. 532-48
Australia: technical education. Year Book of Educatton (London). 1933.

149-54.

K.S. Cunningham. Events in education in English-speaking nations: Australia.
Year Book of Education (London). 1934. 294 125. Events and special features in education in the English-speaking nations.
Year Book of Education (London). 1933. 260 77.
. Survey of educational systems: Australia. Year Book of Education (London).

1933. 06-73.

, A critical account of Australian education. Year Book of Education (London).

1936. 618-43.

For Educational Yearbook of the International Institute of Teachers College. Columbia University. New York; articles on Australia were written by P.R. Cole in

1924. 1930. 1932. 1935. 1936. 1938. 1939. 1940. and 1943. and by Cunningham in 1944.
2 G.S. Browne. The Case for Curriculum R-vision. (ACER Educational Research

Series No.8). Melbourne: MUP. 1932. p.19
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Victorian Director of Education. It was a seminal work which
effectively introduced many Australian teachers to the edge of the
world of progressive education, offered a plan for co-operative and
continuous curriculum revision by the whole teaching profession,
and affected educational thinking considerably during the course of

thei93os.
Cannon, a Victorian inspector of schools, whose visit to the USA

was made in 1932 under a grant from the Carnegie Corporation,
was less enthusiastic about American education. His report was
forthright and witty. Where he saw things he admired, he faithfully
reported- them, but lie tended to see the schools dominated by gross
materialism and individual ambition. The American teacher's open-

mindedness to new ideas, his sense of vision, and some of his
progressive methods such as the project or activity program were
features of American education that one should try to develop in
Australian education; on the other hand he 'was not prepared to ac-

cept fully some teachings which American educationists have
adopted as cardinal articles of faith'; in a system which_ 'allows so
many inequalities of opportunity'.4 Cunningham; a little perturbed
by Cannon's views and their possible effects on relations with the
Carnegie Corporation, sent the manuscript to New York seeking
Keppel's views on it. Keppel sent a firm reply that it was not the
Corporation's policy to comment in advance of publication on reports by Carnegie visitors:'

in 1932 33 Tate; Cunningham, and C.R. McRae went to the
USA on _Carnegie grants: One of the useftil functions that the
ACER performed for Australian education was to serve as an agent
for the Carnegie Corporation travel grant program. ThC ACER had
the task, discharged principally by Tate and Cunningham, of suggesting names and writing short evaluations on the people it proposed or on other applicants for the grants. The Corporation itself
made the decision on the persons to be invited and the amount to be
granted in each case. Up to 194o, when they were suspended
3 J.G. Cannon, Comments on Encation in USA and Victoria, Melbourne: MUP;
1932, P.52.
4 ibid., p.29
s John M. Russell to K.S. Cunningham, 24 October 1932, Carncor archives.
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because of the war, 7o such travel grants had been made to enable
the recipients to visit usually the USA and Great Britain for periods
of from three to six months. Grants were made to established
leaders, promising younger men and women, and sometimes to individuals with some particularly interesting piece of research or topic
to pursue overseas. The Corporation was interested in supporting a

variety of fields of which educational administration, teaching,
librarianship, museum studies, and agriculture were the most
favoured. Several of the directors or potential directors of education
received travel grants with the effect of desirably widening _their

horizons and making them noticeably well disposed towards the
ACER. A reciprocal program operated on a smaller scale under

which 14 educators from the USA and Great Britain visited
Australia during the 93ossome; such as Munn; Cramer; Kandel,
and Spencer, to make signifirarn reports on aspects of Australian
educational and_ cultural development.6
McRae's account of American education, written on his return in
1933; was done partly to redress the ba.lance, and included a reply to

'Mr Cannon's first chapter', he wrote, 'includes many perfectly true individual statements. On the other
Cannon's_ comments_.

hand; it creates in the mind of the reader a general impression which

is decidedly misleading': and he proceeded to review Cannon's
book indicating some of the author's virtues and many of his
shortcomings as an observer of American education. McRae found
American = education uneven but full of interesting practices,
especially in ways of individualizing methods of teaching, that could
be usefully adapted to the Australian scene.
Cunningham, from the same trip, produced a report which he
considered, quite rightly, as a contribution to comparative education.
His was an attempt 'to concentrate on observing the growing points

6 R. Munn and E.R. Pitt, Australian_ Libraries, Melbourne: ACER, 19_35; IF.
Cramer, Australian Schools through_American Eyes, Melbenime: MUP. 1934; I.L.
Kande], Types of Administration, MelbOurne: MUPV 1938; F.H. Spencer, Techni-

cal Education in Australia, New York: Carnegie Corporation, 1939.
7 C.R. McRae, An Australian Lonkf at American Schools, Melbourne: M UP, 1933,
P:58:
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of educational practice'8 and to make 'some attempt at a critical
analysis of the circumstances which made them necessary or possi,
ble'.9 He formulated the main questions that educational circles in
the USA were concerned_with; he compared Australian and Ameri-

can reactions in education to the current depression, and he examined American culture and scholarship. He was impressed with
the high level of training; objectivity; and willingness to investigate,
discuss; and criticize, that was to be found in the teaching profession;

but he thought, in regard to his favourite area, that some of the
younger educators, who while lacking a broad background of studies
had become leading specialists in educational measurement, might
suffer from a loss of perspective. Cunningham's visit to the USA in
J93 2 was at a time when progressive education was at its peak, and
G.S. Counts had just been arguing the case for the school to become
an agent for the reconstruction of society. In view of his subsequent
interest in the NEF, Cunningham in his report gave the progressive
movement rather tepid support, preferring more sedately to 'move
along a steady line of advance'.10 His book included also a brief ac-

count of his educational observations in England, and concluded
with two chapters of reflection on the nature and state of educational
research. This was the first occasion on which Cunningham had set

out his views on research at any length. He regarded 'the coming
into existence of a science of educational measurement'" as the most
striking development in education in the present century. Valid and
reliable measurement was the basis of a science of education _which
was to be built up by sound educational research: He suggested that
there were five kinds of educational research in ascending order of
significance:
investigation that _merely collects =facts such as the number of
(0
hours spent by children on out-of-school activities;
(ii)

devising and standardizing tests and measuring devices, i.e. preparing reliable and valid tools of research;

8 K.S. Cunningham, Educational Observant:as and Refintrons, (ACER Educational

Research Series No.24), Melbourne: MU', 1934. p.4.
9 ibid., p.5.
it) ibid..
I I ibid., p.69.
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(iv)

(v)
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experimental investigation of a specific educational problem,
e.g. the relative advantages of two different methods of teaching a particular school subect;
investigation which seeks to add to our knowledge of human
beings, the stages through which they develop, and the factors
which may affect development':
analysis of the nature and interrelations of mental processes and

abilities, such as is exemplified in the work of Spearman,
Thomson, and Kelley."
Levels (iv) and (v) were the more fundamental types of research.
Though he did not point it out, his description of his contacts with
various institutions showed that research bureaux in the USA and
the British Empire concentrated their efforts on types (i) to (iii); the

higher-level work was usually to be found in universities. An exception would have been the Jean Jacques Rousseau Institute in

Geneva, not visited by Cunningham, in which at that time,
Claparede and Piaget were nurturing funthmental research on child
development that was beginning to make an impact on psychology
and education. But there was a connection between the Institute and
the University of Geneva which gave it academic strength and inclined it towards more fundamental research. The ACER work was
done at the first three levels, moving occasionally into the fundai-

mental work of levels (iv) and (v). It did not; however;_ try to
develop anything more than a loose and short-term connection with

any university and never sought to develop a reputation as an
academic institution.
Cunningham's report was temperate_ and reserved. It did not
bubble with enthusiasm like Browne's The Case for Curriculum ReviSoth,_ in the course of their professional lives, promoted American educational ideas and educational reform; but in keeping with
the difference in their personalities, the one was a carefully balanced
advocate; the other vigorous and ebullient." Cunningham's ap12

lulu., p.7 3

13 Two other statements were also published at that tune. Collmann. a lecturer at

Melbourne Teachers College. contributed in 1934 a short statement on his
research which_ showed that,_on the Otis Self-Administering Intelligence Test,
Intermediate Examination, Form 13, mean scorns for to- and t t-year ,old
children in Victoria were almost identical with those of children in the USA.
Parker in 1935, in a brief report after a visit to the USA on a Carnegie grant,
supported Cunningham's point of view.
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proach pleased McRae, who thought his report the best so far produced, and also delighted Keppel. As he thought the report would
be very good for many American educators to read, he_proceeded to
distribute copies among his friends and colleagues. One of them,
Charles A. Beard, the distinguished social historian. wrote:
It goes to the heart of many fundamental matters . . . the tone and
substance of the book ought to be made a part of our educational
thought. It was a good job to bring that man to the United States."

American Visitors to Australia
In 1936 the first of a number of what proved to be rather provocative reports on Australian education by overseas visitors was written

by J.F. Cramer, a school superintendent from Orq3on. None of
these reports which were commissioned by the ACER in the late
193os, and subsequently again in the 195os, was deliberately provocative. They were written by experienced and perceptive educators whose frank, reasoned, and temperately expressed observations
penetrated the thin skins of Australian educational administrators
quick to resent criticism of their systems.
Cramer, who had already studied Australian education for some
years, spent three months in 1935 in the eastern States of Australia
on a Carnegie grant visiting urban and rural schools, teachers colleges, and universities, and talking with administrators, teachers, and
academics.) s He disclaimed any intention to criticize, and expressed
a wish _merely to show in his report how Australian school practices
appeared to one brought up in an American tradition.
The first feature to impress one', he wrote; 'is the uniformity, SG
lacking _in most American States:" Uniformity resulted from the
centralization of educational administration that was an Australian
characteristic. The general excellence of rural education and the extensive provision of medical and dental services were admired by
14 F.P. Keppel to K.S. Cunningham. 12 December 1934. ACER archives, series
30,

" Cramer revisited Australia in 1951 as a Fulbright lecturer at the University of
Melbourne.

16 jF. Cramer, Asetralian_ Schoots through_ _American fyea, (ACER Educational

Research Series No.42), MelbOurne: MUP. 1936, p.io.
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Cramer and seen as some of the _beneficial consequences of
centralization. But there were many aspects of Australian education
that did not meet with his approval, Schoollibraries were poor, the
schools were_ not- properly _cleaned; promotion for teachers was slow,

young men seldom managed to get into positions of administrative
responsibility; the practice of inspection rigidified an already conservative system; and selection for and differentiation in secondary
education were severe handicaps to the educational development of
the great = majority of Australian children. In short, Cramer saw a
good deal of evidence in Australian education to justify a remark

that Parker had made in his book: 'America is a new world;
Australia is an outpost of the old'." Australian education, Cramer
though, placed its emphasis on scholarship, American on citizenship, _The conservatism of Australian educationexemplified in the
traditional curriculum, the administrative policies of state school ad-

ministrators, and the great prestige of non-state Great Public
Schoolswas, in his view, a marked contrast to the flexibility and
democratic approach of American education. Cramer's report was
salutary but unpopular. It shrewdly homed in on the vulnerable
points in Australian education and goaded some of the leading administrators into exasperated response.

In the previous year 1931, Cunningham had written an article
for the Year Book of Education and had provoked a 'rather nasty let-

ter' from B.J. McKenna, the Queensland Director of Education;
protesting that Cunningham had not given sufficient attention to
developments in Queensland._ He- threatened to see the editor of the
Year Book on his forthcoming trip to England and advise him_ that
the proper persons to write such articles were the directors of education. In 1936 they brushed again. McKenna complained in the
Brisbane_ Courier MaiLthat the Carnegie Corporation 'which is run in
Australia from Melbourne' had omitted to select _a delegate from
Queensland -for a conference on native education in Honolulu. Cunningham replied with a_letter to the Courier _Mad pointing out the
contributions that bOth the Corporation and the ACER were making

to Queensland education and culture, that neither had been con17

H.J. _Rarker. The EWdesround of American Education as an Austrandn Sees :It,

(ACER Educational Research Series No. i4), Melbourne: MUP, 1935, p.18;
Cramer, op. cit., p.5 3.
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cerned in the selection of delegates to the Honolulu conference, ani
that McKenna by his present refusal to co-operate in the NEE Con
ference scheduled for the next year was denying Queensland educa
tors an opportunity to take part in an event of unprecedented im
portance in the history of Australian education'.I8 McKenna, i
could be said was hardly in the mood to take kindly to much furthe

criticism, and some of his fellow directors were similarly edgy.
Moreover,- in-i936; he was the current chairman of the Conferenc
of Directors of Education,
For the 106 Ythi. Book, Cunningham wrote A Critical Account

Australian_ Education_ Which was published subsequently as
pamphlet by the ACER. In it he pointed out the imitative natur
and intellectual timidity of Australian culture, and he described th
general theory of education held in Australia as predominantl
EngliSh with a colouring of ideas from America'.19 He commente
on the lack of national policy or even any comprehensive state pla
in education. He wrote disapprovingly of the fetish of academic at
tamment in formal school subjects, the neglect of aesthetic apprecia
tibn, the lack of attention paid to a study of the Pacific area the hig
percentage of untrained and poorly trained teachers, the absence c
an effective public opinion on or interest in educational question:
the rigidity of the States' hierarchical administrative systems; and_ di
impossibility of combining the functions of stimulation and assess
ment in the one person of an inspector: Secondary education wa
the area most in need of attention. The snbordination of the whol
secondary school program to the interests of the minority destine

for tertiary education was inappropriate; and the transition fior
school to work in the current period of depression needed rethink
ing.

The essays by_Ctumingham and Cramer were a jolting criticise

Keppel wa
surprised and greatly pleased by Cunningham's forthrightrieSS. H
had previously regarded him as an efficient, loyal, and scimeWha
colourless subordinate to Tate who seemed to make most of the day

of Australian _educational thought and practice.

18 K.S. Cunningham to EP: Keppel, t 3 August 1935; and 23 June 1936 witl
enclosure. Carncor

19 K.S. Curinin.:larn, A critical account of Australian education, Year Book
Education (London), 1936. p.643.
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to-day deciSionS. Initially Keppel's estimate was probably true.
Cunningham had a relaxed and good working relationship with his

staff and helped them in making various decisions involving the
organization of their professional work. But, in the general conduct
of the ACER in its early years, it was Tate who called the tune. The

successive secretaries; Miss Campbell and Miss Knee, thought high=
ly of Meg flair and intellectual drive, but the seconded research
workers regarded him as- somewhat dictatorial and with his lack of
research experience, rather out of Place in a research orgariiiatibh.20

As Cunningham became more established, he began in the late
19305 to emerge from the chaiiiiian's shadow. Keppel rightly

detected that Cunningham's Critical Account of Australian Education
was a sign of hissrowing confidence and stature. 'How finely Cunningham is rounding out', he Wrote to Tate, and what full advantage
in his own development he is taking of the opportunities which his
Cunningham did not finally conic into his
present johgives
death
in ions. Significantly at that point the
own until after Tate's
Council changed his_iitle from that of Executive Officer to Director
The criticisms of Australian education offered by Cramer -and
Cunningham were neither new _nor unique. Similar views had been

expressed by PrOfeSsOr Francis Anderson of the University of
Sydney--in an influential address in 1901 and, with suitable adjustments for the occasion, they had been mildly voiced from time to
time subsequently. They were points for discussion by aspiring
teachers in diplaina of education courses at the universities in the
19305. But they had not appeared before_ with solid argument
teased out at length and supported by overseas comparisons and a
body of educational literature from overseas which questioned

educational practices arid advocated extensive reform.
Australia's educational- administrators were defensive about their
reputations and their systems. Harassed, in the prevailing economic
depression, by lack of money and redtictions in staff, they felt capable of conducting nothing more than a holding operation alleviated
by some minor reforms. Their deep conservatism did not rise to the
20 These views are baSed on interviews with Miss M.A. Campbell (Mrs H. Boyd-

Petifold). Miss W.J. Knee (Mrs C.M. Toop). and W. Wood.

21 F.P. Keppel to F. Tate, 22 June 1936. Carncor archives.
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social and educational challenge of the depression as many influenti
educators did in the more flexible educational climate of the BSA
They were readily irritated by suggestions that they shotild do bet

ter. The chief target for their attack was the foreign crit
Cramer, according to the Queensland Director of Educatior
McKenna, was only 'the superintendent of a few schools in a corm
of the State of Oregon, and cannot be regarded as an authority';
did not make a thorough study, and did not consult adequately wit
high administrative officers. Accordingly, at the Conference c
Directors of Education of all the States held in Brisbane in 1936, th
following resolution was carried and conveyed to the ACER:
This Directors' Conference has given consideration to the Australia
Council for Educatio_naLResearch repom Australian Schools throng
American Eyes, by J.F. Cramer, and is of the opinion that the stric
tures therein contained on Australian teachers and upon their relation

with inspectors; and on the methods of administration, are ill
founded and misleading, and likely_ to create a false impression in th
minds of readers unacquainted with the true position.
It is strongly felt that the publication of such reports, manifestly -base)

upon_ the slenderest and most unreliable data; is liable to give
definitely erroneous picture of Australian education, and shotill
_

therefore be discouraged."

Cunningham with the support of his executive wrote to each o
the directors pointing out that, if the ACER was to fulfil one of it
most valuable functions, it should have no fear or hesitation ii
publishing comments on Australian education made in good faith b:
competent persons: He stated further that Cramer had taken grea
care in gathering_his data;_and that press_reviews had been remarka
big favourable -to -the- books teachers had given it unqualified ap.
proval; and two directors had _expressed to him their appreciation_o
it." McKenna, however, was unmoved._ He Challenged the_ state.
meat that teachers had given the report their unqualified approval;
'A few of the poorer type have probably donc so', he wrote; 'but 6[4

22 13. McKenna to K.S. Cunningham, 13 October 1936; and 8 December 1936,
ACER archives, series 9, vol.5 2.
23 K.S. Cunningham to B. McKenna. 12 November 1936, ACER archives, series
9, vol.5 2.
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majority of earnest teachers look upon the inspector as a friend.'24

One director, however, wrote to say that too great significance
should not be attached to the resolution. It was prompted rather
hurriedly, one wrote, after it was found that the teachers unions in
two States 'had given unfair prominence in the columns of their
journals to Mr Cramer's criticisms of Australian administrative
methods'. Two other directors appeared to find some useful ideas in
the hnok. At that point the controversy lapsed, one of the directors
pointing out that it did not fundamentally reflect their view of the
work of the ACER. That view was expressed in another resolution
passed at the same meeting.
In 1935, Cunningham wrote to all the directors to let them know
that funds from the Carnegie Corporation for the support of the
ACER would not be available beyond 1939, and that if the work

was to continue it would have to be supported by the state and
federal governments. In September 1936, a month before the directors conference, he sent a detailed statement of the ACER's activities
as background material for the directors' discmcion of the matter:_
McKenna; as might be expected; confessed himself definitely hostile
to the suggestion' -2s In the event; the conference unanimously
passed a very favourable resolution:
This Conference, realizing that the annual_grants to the Australian
Council for Educational Research from the Carnegie Corporation will
cease in a few years' time affirms the desirability of steps being taken
to ensure the continuity of this work in educational research. To this
end it recommends that each director approach his own minister with
a view to having the question raised at the next Premiers Conference
of the provision of Commonwealth and suite subsidies to enable this
work to continue unimpaired.

This Conference also suggests that the value of the work of the
Australian Council for Educational Research would be considerably
enhanced if closerso-operation were maintained with the state education departments.26
24 B. McKenna to K.S. Cunningham. 8 December 1936, ACER archives, series 9,
vol. 5 2.

25 B. McKenna to K.S. Cunningham, i June 1935, ACER archives, series 9,
vol. 5 2.

26 j. McRae to K.S. Cunningham, 27 October 1936 and enclosure. ACER
archives, series 2, V01.1 14.
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S, further solid criticisms were forthcom
Two years later If..
The oll.;f:rver o'f 641: occas:on was I.L. Kandel; Professor (
Education at Teachers College, .-.:olumbia University; and a_ di:
tinguished sch,,lar in comparative education. Cramer had _been
more or less unknown Ainei.::_on school superintendent; Kandel vc
Mg.

a man of "riff:motional stature: ;.-ie wrote; for the ACER an
NICER, small thoughtful volume; Types of Administration; i
which he p t the administration of Australian and New Zealan
education, which he regarded as almost identical in pattern, into
world perspective: His analysis was supported by two_radio tall
published also in r938 by the ACER as Impressions of Austra&
Education:

Kandel characterized Australian education as- education fOr eff:
ciency. He saw some genuine benefits in its high degree i

centralization through the provision of equality of educational OF

portunities and the 'fact that all pupils had access to teachers
uniform training. He acknowledged the progress recently made
new experimentation in schools, in the raising of the level of ti
professional preparation of teachers, and in the stimulation i
research by the eStabliSlunent of the ACER and research officers i

He drew a distinctioi
several state education departments.
however, between the provision of education and the spirit whit
characterized it. Australian education, though widespread, efficien
and highly organized, was radically flawed in the spirit of its opera
tion. Centralized administration had become bureaucratic, teaches
devotees of conformity and a 'middling standard', inspectors ovei
worked servants of a machine, and community co-operation neglig
ble. The system was 'dominated by the aim of securing efficiency
a somewhat narrowly conceived round of educational _prescriptior
and requirements'.27 Education; both secondary andprimary,
'standardized, unimaginative, and istatre:28 The remedy lay i
remodelling the inspectorate into a son of regional advisory servic,

in reforming the school's curricula and examination practices; i
transferring responsibility for the training of all teachers to it
universities; in underpinning the whole system with an infOrnie
27 I.L. Kandel. Types of Administration . Melbourne: MOP. 1938. p.82.

28 ibid.. p.67.
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and active public opinion; and; above all; in_developing throughout
the process of educational administration a spirit of partnership by

encouraging consultation and discussion between all the various
groups concerned with_ education:
Kandel's book was- clearly the product of a first-rate scholar._ It
was judicious-and convincing; and _there were few to cavil at it_.
Perhaps the Leaven of the NEF Conference, which had intervened in
1937 between Cramer's and Kandel's bOOk-s_and the declining im7
pact of the depression had_had their_effeci. Thc later book was well
received and the Acting- Director Of the Ncw South Wales Department of Public InstrUctiOn Wrote: 'Dr Kandel has done splendidly
and can be _read with profit by all of LIS'.29 In 1961, when it was
reprinted after 23 years, its analysis was apparently still pertinent.

New Education Fellowship Conference, 1937
Since its establishment in 1921, the New Education Fellowship, a
European-based association of progressive educators, had held international conferences every two or three years in various European
Cities and had attracted members from many countries throughout

the world. In 1934 its conference for the first time moved out of
Europe to South Africa. Cunningham was invited to attend; was
deeply impressed, and resolved to try to organize an international
conference in Australia in 1937. He was successful in his bid;and
the ACER became the host for one of the most exciting events in
Australia's educational history.
In South Africa, Cunningham studied carefully _the_ way the conference was organized, and formed a friendship with E.G. Malherbe
the organizer and Director of the South_African National Bureau of
Educations Preparations_for the Australian conference started in
193_5 with the approval_ by the ACER; at its annual meeting, of a

proposal from Cunningham. A central organizing committee
chaired by Tate with Cunningham as secretary was set up and met
for the first time on 4 November 1915. In December of the previous year; the recently established NZCER heard of Cunningham's
intentions and Offered to join in. The offer was accepted and the
two bOdies collaborated in bringing overseas visitors in 1937 to suc29 B.C. Harkness to K.S. Cunningham, 21 December 1938; ACER archives; series
9, vol. 53.
H
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cessive conferences in July in New Zealand and in Australia i
August September;
The organizing _committees had approximately _18 months i
which to prepare, but Cunningham would have found himself in
volved for almost four_ years from the_ time of his preliminary enqu

iries in 1934 through a period of intense and often full-tiM
organization and travel from mid-1936 to September 1937, to th
Final collation, editing, and publication of the speakers' manuscript
towards the end of 1938.
The general organizing committee was the ACER executiv
together with R.E. Priestley, the Vice - Chancellor of the Universit
of_ Melbourne, and J. McRae recently Director of the Victoria;
Education Department. Each State had its own committee with
wide representation of educational and community bodies. Th
State Institutes were heavily involved, and most of them provided
secretaries for the state committees." The vice-chancellors of all th
Australian universities, and the directors of education in each State
except McKenna in Queensland, were also involved in the planning
The Concerence', Cunningham wrote, was indeed a huge co-opera

tive effort carried through with the greate:t of good-will:3'
There was much to be done. Adequate financial support had td
be arranged, extensive publicity had to be set in motion, organiza
tional details of conference sites and the daily conduct of the con
ference had to be settled, accommodation and hospitality had to b
provided for speakers and visitors, and most importantly, speaker
had to be selected, invited, transported to Australia, and program
med throughout their six-weeks visit_
The Carnegie Corporation provided a subsidy_ Keppel hat
visited Australia in 1953_for two months, and during that perio<
had discussed the proposed conference with a great deal of interest
Cunninghamhoped that _half the expenses would be met by those at
tending the conference; and the balance by grants fromiederal ant
state governments and the Carnegie Corporation. The Corporatioi
The state committee secretaries were E.A. Payne (Queensland), H.S. Wyndhan
(NSW) K. Birtns (ACT), L.G. Whiteoak (Victoria). H.T. Parkcr (Tasmania)
H.M. Lushey (South Australia). H.L. Fowler (Western Australia).

31 K.S.-Cunningham (Ed.). V-ureition for Complete LivitT Melbourne: ACER
1938. p.xxvii.
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made a grant of US$ t z 000 (A£3 044); to be used principally to pay
fares for speakers travelling from overseas to Australia", and also
met the full expenses of I.L. Kandel and A. Lismer who were initially on overseas visits for a different purpose. In November_t93 5,
Cunningham had an interview with the Prime Minister, J.A. Lyons,

and was hopeful of a sizable grant. The States too were willing.
Such was not entirely the case, however, in the early stages of planning. Under McKenna's influence, Queensland did not join in. His
memo to the Premier recommending the refusal of financial assistance to the conference was a virulent example of self-satisfied ignorance compounded with personal and interstate jealousy.
In August ofthis year,I attended a conference held under the auspices
of the New Education Fellowship at the University of St Andrews, in
Scotland. The conference lasted one week.
The organization known as the New Education Fellowship is not_con,

nected with the Board of Education in Britain; or with any Local
Education Authority. It functions independently, and has the- reputation of fostering advanced and irregular ideas in educational matters;
and; although within its ranks are many prominent educationalists, its
actions and objectives are not taken at all seriously in some responsible
quarters. The members are regarded as being privileged, as one high
administrator put it, to 'say what they like'.
The conference at St Andrews was financed by Fellowship organization. A fee of £ i / i /- was charged for attendance. Lectures by experts were given on various subjects, but there were few discussions
after; and certainly no discussions that were worthwhile.

A few prominent men with whom I discussed matters agreed that
some of the opinions and ideas were too extreme to be seriously considered. An exhibition of work from Scottish schools was staged in

one of the public buildings of the city, and was perhaps the best
feature of the conference. The gathering also afforded the opportunity
of meeting educationalists from different parts of Britain and America.
The conference, however; was small compared with that staged by the
National Union of Teachers the previous week in- Oxford.
Mr Tate, of Victoria, is the moving spirit in the suggested conference.
The sittings are to be in Sydney and Melbourne. A few stray crumbs
are to be thrown to the capital cities in the other States. Experience
has shown that in such matters as this, the glorification of Victoria is
kept well in the foreground; and there is no reason for doubting that;
32 F.P. Keppel to K.S. Cunningham, 18 November 1936. Carncor archives.
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if this conference takes place, the ohly people to reap any worthwhi

benefit will be, firstly, the teachers in Victoria who elect to atten
arid-secondly, the teachers in and around Sydney who attend the se
sions staged there,_ The benefit that will accrue to teachers in the oth
States will be negligible.
I can see no justification for granting either federal or state financi

assistance to the movement. Conferences of teachers and othc
engaged in educational work have been held for many years in tl
capital:cities of the various States, and no monetary assistance has bt1
asked for or received. The expenses of the invited lecturers (estimau
at_X8000)_will be_paid; Mr Tate wiltbe voted by them a really goc
fellow, and he or Dr Cunningham will probably be invited to anoth
Fellowship conference in America or some -other distant place.

I have no hesitation in recommending that financial assistance
refused. A few shillings will buy: copies of the lectures given at

I

Andrews, and, as probably some of the same lecturers will be invit4
to-- Australia,-the addresses will be to some extent at least a replica
what was heard at St Andrews, and much of it was commonplace.

McKenna retired at the _end of 1936. Ea_ Edwards; who i
193 5 had been abroad_on a_grant_ from the Carnegie Corporatioi
became the new Director of Education in _193 7; and Queenslan
iained_the other States in support of the conference. The federal an
state governments eventually contributed AX z175 between them
The federal and state governments also provided free rail travel fi
the delegates; and; with -the mayors of the capital cities, helped 1
provide entertainment. In the event, the conference was such a sue
cess_that there was a handsome surplus which was used to set up

publication fun& and also to make a contribution of AXI oc
towards the running expenses of the NEF headquarters in Londoi
Publicity for the conference turned out to be simple and inexper
sive. Education, which, except when associated with religious cor
troversy, had_seldom in Australian history been a topic of public it
terest and debate, became 'overnight an immensely popular matt+
for discussion. For a very small expenditure of money; pamphle
were produced advertising the _forthcoming conference and _notio
were inserted in teachers gazettes and local newspapers._ _Onceitf
conference started and the quality and liveliness of the speake:
33 Memo by ff._ McKenna for the Premier of Queensland 3o December 193!
Queensland Department of Education files.
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became apparent, newspaper and radio coverage was enormous.
Cunningham was surprised by its amount. He wrote:
The files of cuttings are so large that one would need to have
unlimited leisure to settle down to reading them- fully: There is not
the slightest doubt that the Conference has succeeded in one of its
chief_ objectivesthat; namely. of stirring up public interest in educi:
tional problems. I personally had little doubt that this aim would be
achieved, but I did hot anticipate that education would become so
much the topic of the day:"

The conference began in Brisbane on 4 August 1937, =moved
around the continent to each capital city in successionSydney,
Canberra; Melbourne; Hobart; Adelaide--7-and, after seven weeks,
concluded its seventh session on r8 September in Perth. Nearly 366
addresses were given by 21 speakers. In each city, the universities
provided the site and the buildings for lectures and small group diS=
cussions; and university students and teachers acted as ushers, door
attendants; and guides. Entliiisiastic individtials provided accorn
=dation in their horries for most of the visitors, took them on ek=
cursions, and helped to provide transport and entertainment. The
general organization ran smoothly and amicably. The only major
crisis was the outbreak of an epidemic of poliomyelitis in Victoria at
the time of the conference.- Despite this difficulty, the Victorian ses-

sions had the largest of all Australian attendances, and were
memorable for the large number of participants who paraded the
grounds of the University of Melbourne and sat through the lectures

in protective white gauze masks. The total number of persons
enrolling for the conference was 8718 of whom, 1343 attended in
Brisbane, 1847 in Sydney, 2302: in Melbourne, 677 in Hobart,
i 175 in Adelaide, and 13 74 in Perth. In addition; another io 469
tickets were sold for single lectures;
The selection of speakers was the_ task of the general committee.
In practice it was left in Cunningham's hands; He had advice from
NEF headquarters;_ from the Carnegie Corporation, and
Australian colleagues; His initial list of 2 f contained a feW _NEF
stalwarts but was not a characteristicgly progressive group. It in=
cluded General Smuts; Lord Eustace Percy, Sir Percy Nunn, R.H.
34 K.S. Cunningham to F.P. Keppel, z8 September 1937. Carncor archives:
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Tawney, A.D. Lindsay, Cyril Burt, Godfrey Thomson, Joh.
Dewey, and Hu Shih, none of whom was able to come. The fin
list of z I acceptances; looked much more like an NEF team wit]
perhaps only four or five who accorded strangely with the company
The leader of the group was Beatrice Ensor; the president and on
of the_founders of the NEF: She was a vigorous and persuasive lec
turer_devoted to the cause of progressive education: She was abl:

supported by Laurin Zilliacus; a sincere and_ well-balanced _in
dividual who was a school principal from Finland and current chair
man oEthe NEF;_ and by the venerable looking and gentle Pierr
Bovet, Director of the J.J. Rousseau Institute of Geneva, an origina
member of the NEF_ who had coined the phrase 'activity school' t(
characterize one of the central ideas of progressivism. Representa
tive of one of Europe's great contributions to adult and communit'
education was Anders Vedel, the headmaster of a folk high school it
Denmark.

From the USA came Harold Rugg, E. De S. Brunner, and I.L
Kandel all from Teachers College, Columbia University, and F.W
Hart from th_ University of California. Rugg and Kandel were
complete contrasts. Rugg a thorough, practical, mid-Westert
American was a leader of the progressive movement whose con
tributions to curriculum reform and to the rethinking of the Ameri:
can democratic tradition were radical, exciting, and presented witl
conviction. Kandel, born in Rumania and educated in England anc
Germany, was a scholar of considerable reputation, who still re
tained a conservative leaning towards European traditions even after

3o years in America; he was somewhat out of place in an NEI
gathering. Brunner was a well-organized young man with an expert
knowledge of rural education. Hart, an ebullient professor of educational administration; proved to be an uninhibited and frankly critical lecturer; attractive particularly 'to the _young people with_whorr
he was extremely popuiar':_" From Canada there was one represen,
tative; Arthur Lismer; a leading artist, innovative art teacher; and
fascinating lecturer. He produced two cartoons on the final night of
3

K.S. Cunningham to F.P. Koppel; 3o October it 937, Carncor archives.
This was_ a lengthy, informal, and fascinating letter from Cunningham's holiday
home at Mt Martha to Keppel a month after the end of the conference. in which
he commented on each lecturer's performance and personality, and discussed the
difficulties and successes of the tour.
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the proceedings in Melbourne, during which Kandel delivered an
address, The Strife of Tongues, pouring scorn on child-centred
progressive education. One called The Tongue of Strife' showed
Kandel in academic dress putting an extinguisher over a lighted candle labelled NEF; the other was a picture of Kandel himself about to

disappear under a large candle extinguisher with the caption Out
Brief Kandel'. The cartoons drolly expressed Lismer's view of
Kandel's incongruity and of the end of the Melbourne session of the
conference:
The United Kingdom supplied; besides Beatrice Ensor; nine other

speakers. _William Boyd; a Scot from Glasgow University, was a
staunch supporter of the NEF and an educational historian who subsequently wrote a short history of the New Education. He was

overly critical of Australian education and, in South Australia,
became embarrassingly_ embroiled with the _local director of educa-

tion. Threofithe English contingent were liberally minded administrators: E. Salter Davies and Percy Meadon were directors of
education for local authorities, and G.H. Hankin was one of His
Majesty's inspectors of schools interested in the teaching of history.
From the Institute of Education, University of London, came H.R.

Hamley, an Australian and a leading professor of educational
research in England, and his colleague Susan Isaacs who had run a
progressive school in Cambridge and was noted for her perceptive
Frank Debenham, another
research in child development.
Australian, joined the group from a chair in geography at
Cambridge. F.C. Happold, headmaster of Bishop Wordsworth
School at Salisbury, spoke attractively of the experimental work in
history at his school. Cunningham found him rather full of his own

importance, and he irritated Tate so much by his frequently ex,
pressed prejudice in favour of everything English that; when_ on one
occasion he said 'I hope you don't think I am unduly_dogmatie; Tate

retorted, 'I don't object so much to your being dogmatic; but I do
object to your being pig-matic'.36 Cyril Norwood formerly_ headmaster of Harrow and author of The En,glish Trallition of Education
was a considerable drawcard for his authoritative manner of putting

what was regarded as a typically English viewpoint on a liberal
36 F. Tate to F.P. Keppel, zo September 1937, Carncor archives.
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education. He; like Kandel with whom he had much in common
did not share the progressive convictions of educators like Beatrice
Ensor; Boyd; Rugg. Bovet, Zilliacus, Lismer,_and Susan Isaacs.

The Director of the National Bureau of Education in &iutl
Africa, E.G. Mallerbe, came to consult with Cunningham on educa
tional research and to give a number of well-received addresses or
research_ and the education of atypical children.
Finally there were two somewhat incongruous members whc
were particularly disquieting to Rugg and Zilliacus. Paid Dengler
an educational administrator from Vienna, was suspected by some o
his fell.ow speakers of being a Nazi sympathizer, especially when it
his talks he argued for more tolerance and understanding of Nazi an(
Fascist policies, and was enthusiastic about the work of the Germai
youth movement. He was, nevertheless, a person of great charm an

eloquence and proved to be easily the most popular speaker
newspaper review of the- conference referred to the smile and read)
gesture of Dr Dengler, the magician'." Also in a difficult positioi
was a Japanese speaker, Y. Tsurumi, who was not an cducator_but
journalist and member of parliament. Some of_the party refused t(

travel or associate with him and, although his audiences receive(
him well, he was clearly not at home in the progressive educatioi
movement."
Tate anc Cunningham accompanicd_the large party of speakers
many of whom had also brought wives and relatives, throughout th
37 The Herald (Melbourne), t September 1937, p. i o.

38 To celebrate the presence of -such a distinguished band of scholars. the isb
Australian universities decided to award honorary degrees to them. dividing
them approximately three to each institution. It was a serio-comic performance.
Several of the universities found_that they had the power to award only honorai7
ad eundiim--degrees, and in consequence could award doctorates only to thos
who already possessed them. There was some upset to the dignity of a numbe
of the speakers and some heart burnings when, -for example,--Tsurumi scored al
LW from Melbourne and Norwood, who had an honorary_DLitt from Oxford

only managed an MA from Sydney._ Mrs Ensor who had no previous dire
received a doctorate from theUniversity_ of Western Australia which had no in
hibitions, and Lismer who likewise had no degree, not being on the Wester]
Australian list, received nothing at all from any university. Se-veral, rathe
quaintly; received honorary PhDs, a degree which, at that time, did not exist ii
any Australian_ university._ Zilliacus was offered an honorary BSc from th
University of Adelaide -and, before_ he refused it, was hastily transferred to th
Melbourne list and an hOnorary LW.
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whole trip from Brisbane to Perth. It was a tiring; exacting; bat
rewarding journey made principally by train sometimes without
benefit of sleepers.
The conference was concerned; basically; with relating education
to the needs and conditions of_modern life. Several of the speakers
looked at the international situation as a race between education and
catastrophe in which democracy; which, in Zilliacus's view, meant

'building all human institutions around an educational aim and
measuring them with an educational measure', was the hope of
mankind:39 Rugg struck the keynote of the conference when he said:
We stand at the crossroads of a new epoch . . . the first on the timeline of history in which man can bring forth a civilinition of abundance; of tolerance; and of beauty . There is no way toshort- circuit
the solution to the problem of building this new epoch. There is only

the way of education, and It is slow, not sudden.4°

The kind of education that was called for was suggested by other
progressives such as Happold, Boyd, Lismer, and Beatrice Ensor. It
was to be an education for citizenship that would produce persons
with a highly developed sense of democratic, social, and political
responsibility. It would involve a thoroughly reconstructed cur,
riculum with a more realistic relationship to life: It would place
more emphasis on the social studies; on the creative arts as the
authentic expression of experience; on_continaity of education from
nursery school through to old age; on methods of teaching_ that
stimulate intelligent inquiry; on greater pupil activity_and first-hand
experience,_ and_ort _enjoyment and deep-rooted affection in the
teaching-learning_ process.

In each city the speakers dealt with a range of topics and related
them to the general_theme. In examining the relevance of education
to the modern world, they offered their views on the international
situation_, on the possibility of reconstructing society through education, and on the ways of dealing with social topics and controversial
issues in school. Some proposed new approaches in rural education
and described overseas developments in adult education and library
39 K.S. Cunnin &ham (Ed.). Education for Complete Living. Melbourne:

x938, pp.8 9.
40 ibid., p57
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services for both rural and urban populations. Educationaladmini:
tration and examination practices were explored, and the Australia
systems were put under careful scrutiny. Much time and attentic
were given to their ideas and experience with school curricula ar
the intellectual and emotional growth of young people from kir
dergarten through primary, secondary, and university levels.
On Australian education, most of the speakers were sharp critic

Centralization, inspection, public examination, teacher trainin;

promotion of teachers by seniority, uniform and tradition
syllabuses, and lack of public involvement were subjects of cor
siderable comment. In a final statement, Hart summed up his ow
views, and undoubtedly those of several others, on what he call(
the major barriers to educational progress in Australia: They we'
four: the absence of a feeling of ownership or control of the_schoo
by the people; the use of seniority which in his opinion was almo
equivalent to senility as a basis for promotion; _ the prevailing vie
that education should be_valued chiefly for the job and income that
might lead to and the devaluing of state schools and promotion
social divisions by the widespread attitude that 'anybody w_ho
anybody sends his children to a private school-_--an issue of profour
importance to a_country that claims: to be a democracy'.41
The 1937 NEF Conference was the greatest event in the ACER

history; and a great personal achievement for Cunningham wlconceived and organized it. Lovell had written six months before
opened: It will certainly add to the prestige of our own Count

both here and abroad'.42 He could not have anticipated the hul
success that it proved to be
In the mid, t 93os Australian educators by and large appeared
be satisfied with the existing state of education throughout the ni
tion. There was little questioning of its mode of organization, i
processes, or its outcomes. The ACER's publications and the critic
isms of persons such as Browne, Cameron, and Mackie had begun I
make a small stir, and the onset of the depression had caused son
reflection on the adequacy of the social system and education's pa

41

ibid.. p.664.

42 H.T. Lovell to K.S. Cunningham. 10 April '937, ACER archives, sem:, 3
vol.93.
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in it. There was, however, no fundamental and widespread uncertainty among teachers and administrators about the appropriateness
of their work but, on the contrary, considerable impatience under
there was !ittle knowledge; except among an
criticism.-

interested minority, of the other ways that overseas countries
organized their educational efforts, and of the great movements of
reform that had been seriously canvassed in the teaching_ profession
overseas for the past 3o years and brought into sharper focus in the
1930s. The conference dramatically changed that situation.

For the first time in the_ history of the country. Australian
teachers were exposed to the compelling eloquence and penetrating
criticism of a large group of most intelligent and creative educators.
Their impact on their audiences was extraordinary. Cunningham
recorded that there was an 'unprecedented interest' among teachers
and the_conunurtity:" It was more than a mere interest. For many
it_ was an exhilarating emotional experience and an intellectual inspiration_ If the vows they took in the lecture theatres can be relied

on'; wrote one reporter, 'hundreds of those teachers will soon be
making small experiments; and thousands of children should feel the
benefit.'44

_

The conference, however, was not without its critics. McKenna
in 1936 had let his contempt for NEF critics be known to his minister and in:somewhat similar vein to Cunningham.'" Aftcr the con-

ference, Adey, the Director of Education for South Australia,
enthusiastic but sensitive of criticism, wrote:
I fed that some of the remarks that were made were in the air, and

some of the criticisms offered were without actual first-hand
knowledge of conditions in Australia. Notwithstanding this,
however, it was a glorious experience.46

Other administrators, though putting on a brave front; according to a

43 Cunningham. Education for Complete Living, p.icion.

44 The Herald (Melb-ourne), 1 September 1937, p. io.

41 B.N. McKenna to K.S. Cunningham. ,o January 1936. ACER archives; series
37; vol.go.
46 W.J. Adey to K.S. Cunningham, 18 October 1937. ACER archives, series 37,
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secondary school headmaster, in the face of sweeping criticisms, ha
raised their defences and would, at least temporarily, be difficult I
move.'" Some Catholic educators were dubious of the value of tl
ideas expressed in the conference. The influential Archbishop Duh
of Brisbane, for example, let it be known that he thought that the of
ways of educating had produced the great men of the past, and in h

view were better than costly new experiments with the lives (
young children48; and Father Keane, a leading Jesuit in Melbourn
while admiring the freshness and devotion of the new education

apostles, thought that in many cases their bask philosophy 1m
flawed by too much attention to behaviourism and the naturalism
Rousseau. Others who had attended the conference deplored ti
enthusiasm of almost religious proportions that it had aroused, sui
gesting that it was anti-intellectual and insufficiently attentive to ti
sound traditions of scholarship.49 Others again thought that tl
visitors were too far ahead of Australian educational possibilities an
presented educational programs that were 'beyond the limits of prat
tical application'.")
Public criticism, however; was _very limited. The critics we,
remarkably few: There was undoubtedly a wide enthusiasm for
speakers and their - various messages. The general stirring that ha
taken place was lasting. The great effect of the conference was tk
it initiated a change in the climate of Australian education, Many

the thousands of teachers who attended the sessions of the cor
ference were never quite the same again. The teachers and adminii
trators who were affected did -not go away and immediately refori
the structure and processes of Australian education. Many of tlpractices that came under criticism remained for many years, but tlpractitioners were aware of them, were more tolerant of criticisn
and worked gradually to change them. The wartime conditions
World War II, which followed only two years after the conference
47 L.C. Robson, Sydney CEGS, to K.S. Cunningham, 11 September 1937, ACEI
archives, Series 37, vo1.92.
48 courier Mall (Brisbane), 9 August 1937.

49 See, for example, the editorial in The Australian Teacher, 1937, z 5(z).

" U E Copland, Faculty of Commerce, University of Melbourne to K.S. Cun
ningham, 5 October 1937, ACER archives, series 37, vol.92.
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brought with them more flexibility in organization and more social
relevance in school activities. Post-war_ educational proposals, in
consequence; had in them a great deal of the spirit of the conference,
and set much of the pattern of educational thinking for the next two
decades. For this_outcome, its impact on the climate of educational
thought in Australia, it could be said that the ACER was in no small
measure responsible.
The conference was followed up by the publication in the next

year of a distillation of 71 of the addresses in a volume entitled
Education Jr Complete Living. It took many months before all the
manuscripts were finally collected. The NZCER had decided to
publish a _similar volume, Modern Trends in Education, on the shorter
conference held in New Zealand immediately before the Australian

one. The procedure was the same in both cases. The editor with an
assistant selected appropriate manuscripts, abbreviated them, and
grouped them under appropriate headings. In Australia the work
was done by Cunningham with Radford's help. About a quarter of
the selected addresses were common to both publications which appeared in 1938. Education for Complete bving was an unwieldy
volume of 682 pages. It became a reference book used occasionally
by students in teacher education courses; and a source of quotation
and inspiration for a variety of lectures on educational topics during
the next ten years:
Another useful outcome of the conference was the establishrrient
of sections of the NEF in each of the States. Tasmania already had a
group in existence in 1936; in 1937, following the conference,
Queensland; New South Wales; and South Australia established
NEF_ sections; and, in the following year, Western Australia and
Victoria. The:Victorian section had its headquarters in the ACER
offices and Radford was its first secretary. New Horizons was started

in 1938 as the journal for the Australian NEF. The Australian
branches flourished_in the immediate post-war perm:id, organizing a
second similar conference in 1946 with 1 5 overseas speakers and
over 8000 registrations for full attendance, and in 1951 they were
able:to report to headquarters in England that their continuing membership was 1 000.

Cunningham, on the occasion of his retirement, listed the
organization of the NEF Conference and the contribution of the
ACER to the improvement of library services in Australia as among

6
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the highlights of the ACER's activities. Each, he thought, mis
have been regarded 'as a border-line case for a research centre to to

up'". but each seemed appropriate at the time and proved to be
considerable significance for Australian cultural life.

The ACER's Contribution to ibrary Development in Australi
In the 193os and 194os, Tate and Cunningham made a consideral
contribution to the movement to improve library servic
throughout Australia. Their work was not done as a part of al
ACER policy but stemmed from the personal interest that each m
developed in that field. In their efforts they had the support of t
Carnegie Corporation which had a strong interest in the improv
ment of libraries and, with the Council's approval, they were able
make use of the ACER's facilities in their activities.
Tate's interest in library- affairs preceded his- appointment
president of the ACER in 193o. On behalf of _the Library Assoc
ation of Victoria of which he was president; he had written to t
Carnegie Corporation in 19/9 to sound out its interest in sponsoril
a survey of library conditions in Australia_ The Corporation w
unable to accede to-the request at the time and suggested a later a:
plication. Three years later, therefore, in 19 3 2, Tate raised the ma
ter again on_a visit to New York, and in 1933 he sent a letter fo
many asking for the survey and indicating that his request had t
support of the state and parliamentary librarians, the university vic
chancellors, library associations, and directors of education. I
wrote:
An important thing just now is to inform Australians authoritative
where they stand in the matter of library facilities. When that is do
our public will know what is expected of them.s2

'The Australian Council for Educational Research', he added, 'wou
assume responsibility for organizing the survey'.
The response was favourable and Ralph Munn, Director of tl
Carnegie Library in Pittsburg, and, later, President of the America
" Australian Council for Educational Research. Twenty- Fourth Annual Repo
150-3-1.9j4. Melbourne: 1954. p.10.
12 Frank Tate to F.P. Keppel, z8 November 1933. ACER archives. series 4
vo1.85, filed under C.
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Library Association, and Ernest Pitt, Chief _Librarian of the Public
Library of Vittoria, were appointed to conduit the survey*
Munn- arrived in May 1934 and spent two_ months inspecting
libraries throughout Australia: TheMunn7Pitt _report. published by
the ACER in t931, was in Keppers_ view 'one_ of the best surveys

ever made for the Corporationand_CunninghaM thought it one
of Australia's irnportant_social clocuments'.54. It was a trenchant criticism of Australianlibraries*As a:whole'; the reportsaid; 'Australia
was better provided.. with -local libraries in x:88o than it is today

[19341:" In theiestablishment of free public libraries, 'Australia
ranksbelow most of the other English-speaking countries'.'6 Libr=
ary stocks were pathetically out of date, there was not an acceptable
children's lending- library in all of Australia7, there was no SatiSfat=
tory:libra ry to be Found in any secondary school, librarians Were
poorly trained, there was no library school or system of examination
and certification for_:libiarianS, and the professional services proVided in Australian libraries were weak and out of date. The report
recommended that _the: Commonwealth National Library should
develop a substantial role after the style of the Library of Congress;
that :the state public libraries should provide both: reference and
lending services, that rate-supported municipal free libraries_ should
be established, that regional schemes should be developed* and that
Standards of entry to the librarian profession should_b_eiraised.:_
The report was the beginning of a new era forAustralian_librarieS,

whose history is now frequently divided into A.M. and P.M.;
before and after Munn' It stimulated. the ifree library movement
that, with Tate's enthusiastic support; began in New South Wales in
Kcppd to ER. Pitt; In K.S. Cunningham, The Australian Council for Educa. tional RiSiarch and Libraij, Services in Australia, Melbourne: ACER, 1961
p.16.

53

54 ibid.. p. t 5.

SS Munn and Pitt. Australian Libraries. p.z 3.
/8 ibid., p. a ;.

57 ibid., p.103.
/8 N. Fiiiirekkg, The Qrnegit _airpoeation of New York_and its Impact on _Libra'',
Development in Australia, (PhD theiii. University of Pittsburgh 1971). Ann At-

bor. Mich.: University Microfilms. 1973. P214.
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and spread throughout most Australian States during the n

years. In Tasmania- in particular, the movement had a strc

connection with the ACER. G.V. Brooks, the Director of Edul
tion, who had recently travelled overseas on a Carnegie grant,
influenced by Tate to play a greater part in improving Tasmani
library services. Parker also was encouraged to increase his parti
pation, and the Tasmanian teacher then seconded to the ACE
C.C. McShane, developed an interest in library work while
Melbourne and on his return to Hobart in 1934 became associat
with Parker. He took a leading part in the free library moverm
when it began in Tasmania, and eventually became deputy st
librarian. Each State, following the Munn-Pitt report, had its of
independent inquiry which led to the passage of a library act setti
up a library board to promote municipal free libraries, and encour
better training for librarians. Cunningham became a member of1
board of inquiry eventually set up in Victoria in 1940; whose rep
in 1944 led to action in 1946:
The- Munn-Pitt report. also led to the_ establishment of
Australian Institute of Librarians. The initial meeting was chair
by Tate; took placein Canberra during the NEF conference there
1937; and was addressed by Salter Davies, one of the NEF_speak
who; in 1934 35; had_chaired a committee in England to look it
libraries in secondary schools. The Institute with an initial mernbl
ship of 144 was an association of professional librarians establish
with a determination to improve standards of librarianship. It set

a board of examination and began to hold annual conferences
which professional papers were offered, discussed,- and eventua
published. Tate was elected an honorary member in 1938, and
1.941 Cunningham also, as a sincere expression of appreciation
the enthusiasm with which you have assumed Mr Tate's mantle
this as in other educational matters'."
The report and the widespread discussions and enquiries tl
In 19.37. the ACER published a pamphlet which_ set out the alms and need:
libraries in Victoria. and urged readers to join the Free Library Movement: f
Library Movement. Free Public Libraries, Melbourne: ACER. 1937.

19 E.R. Pitt to F. Tate. 2 June 1938. ACER archives. series 41. vol.86; Dear
Arnot to K.S. Cunningham, 9 September 1941. and H.L. White to K.S. Ci
ningham. 2 $ September 1941. ACER archives, series 41. vol.87.
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followed initiated a new spirit of co,operation between libraries.
Inter-library loans;- the compilation _of union catalogues; the distribution of documentary films; and assistance by the stronger libraries in the training of staff for the weaker ones were some of the
evidence that Australian librarians were beginning to work substantially together to bring Australian library services intoa responsible
relationship to the needs of the twentieth century. 'Till about ten
years ago', a librarian wrote in 1948, 'Australian libraries had not
played a very wide role in our social and cultural life, but since 1934
there have been developments so promising as to give great hope for
the_ future . '6°

Progress was not rapid, but it was at least discernible. It took
almost ten years for all the States to pass the appropriate legislation,
and it took even longer before the effects of improved training could
be fully seen in library practice. To try to keep the library question
before the public and to maintain some momentum in the program,

Keppel and Tate agreed that the ACER might collect together a
small committee of librarians to advise the Carnegie Corporation
from time to time on any further assistance that it might give. The
Library Group, as it was called, consisted of Tate, Cunningham, and
usually the four principal public librarians from Sydney, Canberra;
Melbourne, and Adelaide. It was set up in x 935 and remained in

operation until 1948. In 1936 and x 94o it asked she Corporation
for funds to support the Free Library Movement and to promote _the
training of librarians: The amounts received from the Corporation
totalled about_AXx o 600 and were deposited with the ACER to be
used as the Library Group decided. The funds were used to assist in
travel, in_ publicity for free libraries in all States, in_ the subsidizing of

students and courses of training at the public libraries which the
Library Group members represented", and in making grants to the
Australian Institute of Librarians to further its purposes. In 1947,
the balance of the money provided by the Corporation to assist the
training of librarians was handed over to the Institute, in 1948 the
Library Group was dissolved, and finally in 195o the remaining
60 N. Lynravn, Libraries in Australia; Melbourne: Cheshire, 1948, p.8.

61 The first formal training school for librarians in Australia was established by
J.W. Metcalfe at the Public Library of New South Wales, in Sydney. Its first
course, in 1938, was for teacher-libranans.
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Carnegie funds administered by the Group were transferred from
the ACER to the Institute which had by then become the Library
Association of Australia.

Two other useful contributions to library development were
made by the ACER during the 194os. In i945 it made a grant
towards_ the publication of a report, Libraries in Secondary Schools,
written by F.G. Kirby for the Victorian Institute of Librarians. Kirby found that seven years after the Munn-Pitt report,
as far as the State of Victoria is concerned, there still exists the lack of
any definite library policy for schools, of any scheme of training for
school librarians, and in most schools, of any clear conception of the
place of the library in the school curriculum."

In an enthusiastically written introduction, Cunningham endorsed
Kirby's proposals for the recruitment of fully trained librarians, the
development of special courses in school librarianship, and the
recognition of the library, by state education departments, as an essential service in modern education. He wrote:
Above all there should be _a new concept of the library as a basic
educational tool with its efficiency kept at its maximum through the
full use of modern library technique."

In 1946 47, L.R. McColvin, the City Librarian of
Westminster, England was sent to Australia by the British Council
at the request of the federal and state governments to advise on the
present condition and future possibilities of libraries in Australia.
McColvin was a skilled librarian and a dynamic speaker and broadcaster who provided great stimulus to the library movement The
Prime Minister requested the ACER to make all the arrangements
for the visit which lasted three months; and the ACER was responsible, with Carnegie funds, for the publication of the report in 1947;
McColvin's examination was a thorough one, as much concerned
with the processes of library management as with the provision of
libraries._ His criticisms were similar to those of the Munn-Pitt report, and he expressed disappointment at the slowness of the process
of reform. He acknowledged that substantial progress had been
F.G. Kirby.
63 ibid.. p.4.

Labrarres en Secondary Schools.

Melbourne: MUP. t 945. P.7.
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made in New South Wales and Tasmania, but overall, he wrote,
'Australia cannot afford to spend another I z years doing so little'.64
Provision of libraries was lagging and so were the services. He reported:
Australian libraries are not adopting; generally; the best and most upto-date methods. In some places methods are primitive, inefficient,

and expensiverneth6ds which, in fact, have long since been discarded in England."

McColvin's findings were a disappointment to those_who had
struggled for better library service during the past z years; but it
was a thorough and suggestive report which came very appositely at

a- time when the intellectual and financial climates were more
favourable -to educational and cultural expansion at both school and
adult_ levels.

Once the_ Library Association was firmly established and the lines

of development firmly pointed out and agreed_on, there was no
further need for = serious involvement by the ACER in the field.
Cunningham and Tate, with the support of the Carnegie Corporation and the connivance of the ACER, had accepted what Cunningham called a 'promotional' activity66 in an area where they were
persuaded there was a vital educational need. They regarded this as
a legitimate educational service for which the ACER's constitution
made provision. No serious effort was ever made to define the kind
of educational service that was appropriate to the ACER; it was not

restricted, for example, to service that might depend on or might
stimulate educational research. The organization of the NEF Conference and the activities directed towards library developmentthe

two outstanding examples of such services in the z9losnvere
efforts which appeared appropriate at the time, had a great deal of
professional support, involved evaluation and stimulation by overseas educators, and led to follow-up activities in which some ACER
officers could effectively take leading parts. They were relevant;
54 L.R. McColvin, Public Libraries in Australia. Melbourne: MUP for ACER;
1947, p.18.
5/ ibid., p.71.
Cunningham, The Australian Council for Eitucational Research and Library Services

in Australia, p.31.
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feasible, and potentially of great educational value.

The ACER in the 193os
Cunningham, later, thought that the rate of growth of ACER itself
was pretty slow'.67 This, he suggested, could have been an effect of
the depression years but he was not clear why this should have been
so. The main impact of the economic depression came in the early
193os, at a time when the ACER's income was guaranteed by the
Carnegie Corporation which in fact supported it throughout the
whole of the 193os. There was no lack of manpower, though not
yet trained for educational research, nor any lack of research to be
done; nor any falling off in the demand for services to be rendered
by the ACER. The simple fact is that progress was deliberately
slow. The_ Council in 1933 decided that it would not spend all the
annual grant that it _received from the Carnegie Corporation; but

would invest the Xzo coo it had already saved and, each year;
would set aside its savings to build _up an endowment fund that
would help to keep the institution afloat when the Corporation's
grants ceased at the end of the promised ten-year periOd. It managed to put into the fund somewhere about 5o per cent of its annual
grant." In the event it was probably a wise policy. The anticipated
support from state and federal governments was not forthcoming
when the Corporation brought its support to an end, and the savings
helped to tide the Council over a very lean period, during the war
years, until government suprir became available in 1946.
The record of the first ten years, however, was a very creditable
one. The institution remained small, an Executive Officer, one permanent research assistant, two teachers on two-year secondments,
67 K.S. Cunningham interview with B. Bessant, p.z 3.

68 The resolution was passed at the annual meeting, Melbourne, i8 2 i August

193

Capitalization of Portion of Income:
Professor Mackie moved and Professor Lovell seconded the following motion.
That from the present surplus be set aside a sum of £zo 000 as a capital fund;
secondly, that in each succeeding year of the ten-year period during which the

grant from the Carnegie Corporation is guaranteed a sum of not less that
£ 000 be added to this capital sum; and, thirdly. that the interest accrued
from these sums be added each year to the principal fund.' This motion was
agreed to unanimously.
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and a_ secretary; but the amount of interesting and useful work dccomplished by them and_through their influence was considerable:
The 6o publications in the educational research series that had appeared by: 194o, though of varying significance, were of good
quality and over all made a monumental contribution to Australian
educational literature. Several of them, such as those by_McIntyre;
Cunningham, Wyndham, Biaggini, and Phillips were regarded_ with
respect by educators in their respective fields overseas.. The reports:
however, in Cunningham's view, were not as widely noticed in

Australia as they deserved to be and their impact on Australian
education was disappointingly small.69
There were some observers, too, who were not convinced of the

worthwhileness of the ACER's accomplishment. When the Victorian Teachers Union was considering the possibility of a_ grant to

the ACER, one leading member declared that after watching the
Council with great interest since its inception and with a great deal
Of sympathy, he was prepared to say that it had not justified its exis-

tence and had not warranted any contribution from the union."
Even as late as 1945; the Brisbane Telegraph stated:
Few people realize that education in Australia is . . being probed
Scientifically by a body few people have heard of but whose work is
rapidly becoming more comprehensive. The Australian Council for
Educational Research is like the British Navyit works Silently."
The NEF Conference, with the resulting publication, Education
.

Jr complete Liviitg, however, was a striking and exciting stimulus to

Australian education which remained in the minds of many
Australian educators for many years to come. It was the most dra,
matic part of the ACER'S task of vitalizing Australian education that

Sir Fred Clarke, Director of the London University Institute of
Education, had commended in 1935 on a visit to Australia. He
wrote:
New Zealand and Aotralia seem to me to be in some danger of
69 Australian Council for Educational Research, Ninth Annual Reiter: 1.038 1p3p;
Melbourne: 1939; pp.2 2 3.
70 Teachers J0141714 (VICtOria), 1936, 14 2), p.85.

"Cutting from Telegraph (Brisbane). i August 1945, ACER architreS, series 49,
item 9.
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devitalization through excessive paternalism in government and the
inechaniiing of what should be spirited things. The ACER represents
a healthy counter- attack through an organ of free energies. More

power to it."

But perhaps the achievement of most importance was that the ten
years of steady research accomplished by the ACER had helped to
establish educational research as a recognized part of educational activity-in Australia and had begun to demonstrate for some persons
the possibility of a career in that field:
In its earliest years the ACER!s_ contribution to research was
made in :four ways:_ (a)_ its own _officers undertook some programs
they_ had themselves thought up _and designed; (b) it published

worthwhile research; both that _done by its own staff or with its
assistance and independently; (c) it employed a small talented staff
Of seconded teachers who had the :opportunity to gain some experience and training in research; and later to use theirskills on their
return_ to their respective education departments; - and (d) it subsidized reSearch by paying grants to individuals who applied to them
for support.
The research produced by the ACER staff was a:good solid con-

tribution and a demonstration of what was possible with a very
slender team of researchers. Its publications were the first substantial

biddy of research literature in Australian educational history and
were a considerable encouragement to further work in educational
research.

In the long run, the stimulation and research experience provided
to the temporary seconded staff were significant in the development
of educational research in Australia. Beginning with W.T. Price
from the Victorian Education Department in 193 t, the scheme of

seconding young teachers from the education departments to the
ACER for training in research continued throughout the 193 os and,
intermittently later;_ The _ACER did_not succeed in persuading the
departments:to pay the salaries of the seconded teachers; as had been
hoped; nor did it provide them with any-- systematic training: The
young recruits simply_joined in the work at the office, learning from

general discussion; from books; or from taking courses at the
72 F: IClarke to K:S: Cunningham, i

vol.49

1 36.

i

August 193i, ACER archives, series
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University of MelbOurne. -They actually did most of the research
that took place at the_ACER headquarters with occasional advice
from the Executive OffiCir WhO was mainly occupied with adminis=

trative work, travel, and the writing of speeches and articles on a
variety-. of educational topics. Of the nine seconded teachers at the
ACER during its first ten years, only two had, up to 1940, returned
to their States to positions in which they were involved in research.
Later, hov.-_e_ver, six of them_ became deeply involved in educational
research. Though Cunningham appeared to have little to do with

their selection, he was very fortunate in the quality of those chosen;
most of them subsequently occupied positions of importance in their
home StateS." Their stay with the ACER appears to have con-

firmed them in their enthusiasm for educational research; and to
have given them an opportunity to practise research techniques and
gain the experience of working within a small team of researchers.
There were c 55 grants made to individuals for approved projects
in the first ten years. The grants made their work easier and more
feasible but it is doubtful whether they provided a fundamental
stimulus. Other influences were also at work: :The university study
of education was beginning to be significant; particularly in the
Bachelor of Education course at the University of Melbourne, which
grew in popularity during the _t_93os and drew_ students from Al
States. It required students to complete apiece of research and gave
rise to many educational investigations similar to those supported by
ACER grants._ Many of the Melbourne graduates continued their
interest and subsequently _applied to the ACER for support _in later
researches:74 Sydney Teachers College too in the 192os and 1-0 OS
73 W.T. Price beeame a headmaster; W. Wood principal research md_guidance of-

ficer in the_ Queensland Department of Education and Liter chairman of the
Board of Advanced Education; CC. McShane research officer in the Tainianiati
Education Department, and laterDeputy Principal Librarian in Tasmania; G.A.
McIntyre, a biOrnetrician in CSIR; D.J.A. Verco, head of the research, branch
and later Director-General of Education for New South Wales; C.W. Branson,
chairman of the Industry Advisory Committee, and general manager of the
Chamber of Commerce and Industry for South Australia; B.W. Ross, a- regional
director, Headmaster in Tasmania; W.C. Radford; Director of the ACER; and
Commonwealth Office of Education, Profesj..t Pratt, Deputy Director (

sor of Education at the University of New South Wales, and chairman of tlit
New South Wales Higher Education Board.

74 Cunningham wrote in 1931, The building-up of good schools of education in
recent years at Some of the universities in Australia had steadily improved the
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had developed a substantial staff; some of whom were keer
researchers whose work appeared in monographs published by tho
College. In the 193os a beginning was made in the establishment 01
research branches within the state education departments: Tasmania
set up a research unit in 1934 with Parker in charge; to be joined b)
McShane in 1935 on his return from the ACER. They_began
survey of school libraries, and the development of standardized tests.

In 1935 Wyndham became the first research officer in the New
South Wales Department of Education; and undertook two substan,
tial projectsan analysis in successive years of high school entrance
results, and a follow-up study of the school history of gifted children
enrolled in special primary school classes in Sydney. In 1938 the
Victorian Education Department appointed J.A. Cole as research
and curriculum officer, and he began work on the revision of various
school courses. It would be wrong to assume that the ACER had
any responsibility for the establishment of these research branches.
Its example, however, probably stimulated the various education
departments to think more seriously about research, and there was a
close connection between the ACER and the research officers initially appointed. The branches were not generously staffed and did
not prove to be very productive for some considerable time. They
were; nevertheless, another resource in Australia's slowly growing
research effort; along with the universities, teachers colleges, and the
ACER.
The Carnegie Corporation was not _concerned that the ACER remained somewhat tiny. It monitored the progress of its child in
various ways. Iii 1931 L.D. CoffMan; president of the University
Of Minnesota, who was sent to New Zealand to study the possibility
of establishing a New Zealand Council for Educational Research
with a Carnegie grant, visited Australia, where he gave several
public lectures, conferred with educational authorities; discussed
ACER matters with Tate and Cunningham, and duly reported back
to the Corporation. In 1935, F.P. Keppel the Corporation's president toured the world; he spent two months in Australia,___much of

the time moving around the country in company with Tate and
Cunningham. On his return he produced a confidential and very
opportunities for advanced work in education'.- Australian Council for Educational Research, Annual Rrport ,93o pi 1, Melbourne: 193 p.21.
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favourable report on the ACER's activities for his trustees. Three
years later; in_1938_, Keppers assistant, John M. Russell the son of
James E Russell; visited Australia and looked very carefully into all
Carnegie activities, paying special attention to the ACER." Meanwhile Tate and Cunningham had visited the Corporation's headquarters in 1932, and many other _Australian visitors travelling on
Cainegi_rgrants had been consulted on their arrival in New York.
The ACER each year sent a formal report of its work and the state
of its finances, and both Tate and Cunningham wrote frequently to
Keppel and Russell with whom they were on close and friendly
terms._ Keppel thought highly of Tate whom he regarded as a fine
educational administratora man, he thought, from whom many
Americans could learn. Keppel and Russell looked on Cunningham
as Tate's loyal and diligent shadow, and a person whom responsibility was slowly developing into a sound and courageous educational leader.

From the beginning the Corporation was most supportive.
congratulate you all on its auspicious beginning', the president wrote
after the first meeting of the Council in 193076, and, in the following year, wrote again to Cunningham that he and his colleagues were
'all very enthusiastic about the idea, for which in the first instance

we're indebted to Dean Russell, and which is now being made a
John Russell celebrated his departure on the sea voyage to Australia by a lengthy
Ode, of which the following verses are a sample:
Oh 15_th is a pleasant street
and 52.2 has its charms

and I like my lunch at the Coffee House
and Manhattan fire alarms
But the Russell blood is full of salt
and the Russell heart cloth crave
the sight of the water's blue expanse

and the sound of the rolling wave
So I'm taking off for the Southern Cross
for the land of the Kangaroo
and I'll not return till September
and that gots for the Mrs too.
Camcor archives. 23 May 1938.
6

Keppel to Cunningham. t 8 November 1930. ACER archives. series 30; vol.34.
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reality by you and your associates'." In his report after his visit to
Australia in 1935, Keppel wrote about the Corporation's Australia]
and New Zealand activities:
The Australian Council for Educational Research is distinctly _th
most successful_general enterprise which the Corporation_ has under
taken .. . The Council has enjoyed from the first the sagacious leader
ship of Mr Frank Tate as its Chairman; it has a modest, incelligen
and resourcefuI director in the person of Dr Kenneth S. Cunningham,

Its pub (cations are attracting attention throughout the world."

At the end of 193_8 when J.A. Lyons, the Prime Minister o
Australia, wrote to Keppel on the occasion of the payment of th
final instalment of the Carnegie Corporation grant to the ACER
and expressed Lappreciation from the people of Australia' for the
generous contributions that made the work of the ACER possible
Keppel in reply spoke of the distinguished success' that was due 'to

the devotion and intelligence of Australian teachers under the
leadership of Messrs Tate and Cunningham and their associates it
the Council'." Eventually, when he looked back in 1942 over al
the Corporation's programs for the British Commonwealth, he cite(
the ACER and NZCER as their top two successes."
In 1939 Tate died. He had lived through the_ ten years of tho
original Carnegie grant, had organized the establishment of -thi
ACER, and driven it lustily through its first clecade In its earl)
years he had made the day-to-day decisions._ To the seconded staf
he had not been an object of admiration; _ He had no knowledge o:
educational research; and his manner_ was abrupt and dictatorial. 1=11

and Cunningham however, remained close and appreciative of cadother, and he had the unwavering confidence of the Carnegie Corporation: He was an active president of the Council travelling free])
77 Keppel to Cunningham, 15 October 1931, ACER archives. series 30. vol.34.

78 F.P. Keppel, Informal report of the president on a visit to the southern British
dominions, JanuaryJune 1931, (Confidential, printed for the information o

the Trustees of the Carnegie Corporation of New York). New York, 1935
P.17.

79 J.A. Lyons to F.P. Keppel, z z December 1938; and F.P. Keppel to J.A. Lyons
February 1939, Carncor archives.
80 F.P. Keppel, memo z6 January 194z. Carncor archives.
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on its business, corresponding vigorously with the appropriate
authorities when occasion required; contributing articles to journals
and newspapers on its behalf; and playing a dominant role in Council meetings. After the mid- ig3os; though still vitally involved in
ACER business; be gave the Executive Officer rather more rein.

Cunningham responded effectively; and assumed more responsibility in the direction and conduct of the Council. By 1939 Tate
could have been confident that he was leaving behind _him an institution well respected by educators, and a man with the presence
and skill to direct it as he would have wished. Asia token of the new

dispensation at the council meeting following Tate's death, Cunningham asked for and was given the title of Director of the ACER.

5

THE ACER AT WAR
At the annual general meeting in 1959, following Tate's death, a
new constitution was approved. With one exception the changes
made were minor. The position of secretary of the executive was
abolished, the Executive Officer became the Director, the executive
was required to keep council members informed of its activities between general meetings, the annual general meeting would no longer
be held in August nor in Melbourne or Sydney only, and a deputy

could be appointed where a council member was absent from
Australia. In a final section added to the constitution, the Institutes
were defined, their functions outlined, and a procedure established
to secure membership of the Council from a State in which no Institute existed. The one significant change was the raising of.the
Council's membership from nine to ten by the addition of a member

to represent those Australian governments which contributed
A.£ moo towards the financial support of the Council. The new
provision reflected the Council's growing concern about its financial
future. It also was a first infraction of the principle that the ACER

should, in the conduct of its affairs, be- wholly independent of
governments and other educational institutions.
Two months after Tate died, World _War_II broke outL The six
years of war brought to the ACER a very different set of contacts
and tasks, and had several lasting effects on its development.
The first impact of the war _years_was the involvement of ACER
personnel in a variety of federal government committees. Cun,
ningham noted in his Aso4o annual report that he and McIntyre had
been invited to become members of a governmental conference on
youth employment and that this was the first time in its history that
the ACER had been invited to take a constituent part in a federal
government inquiry._ He had previously served on Victorian com-

mittees but not till i94o, on one sponsored by the Australian
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Government. The committee was intended to be a permanent one;
and the ACER fed into it the evidence it -had recently collected on
the effect of raising the school leaving_ age on she employment of
youth. It was proposed also_to try to geta full_ occupational history
of every military trainee called up for compulsory service; but an,.
ningham was rightly doubtfd of the viability of the committee and
its schemes as the tempo of the war increased. He and other members of the committee were; interestingly; thinking at that stage of
problems and issues of post -war :reconstruction, and already the jolting influence of war had affected his perception of society. In 1931
he had written to Keppel in scathing terms about the irresponsibility

of contemporary Labor politicians who, with the onset of the
depression, had refused to cut back on social services, and wanted to
modify the prevailing liberal-capitalist _economy,' By 194o his
feelings had somewhat chan&ed, and he felt, too, that the climate of
thinking among a 'number of thoughtfUl people' had also changed.
He wrote:
Out of the present confusion, there is slowly emerging the conviction
that the individual in the post-war world will have to be prepared to
subordinate individual preference to a more rationally planned scheme
than that which we have been accustomed to.2

He added in an address-in 1944, 'There is no alternative between
social planning and chaos'. He was to find that in the war and postwar years his sympathies turned more towards the policies of the
semi-socialist Labor Party, and that it was through Labor governments that the: ACER in that period was to secure the financial support which it sought.
After discussion with the staff and the executive, Cunningham; in
June 1940, wrote to are Prime Minister; drawing his attention to

the ACER's grawing_ expertise in test construction and asking
whether any of the government departments and armed services
were interested in using psychological tests in the selection of personnel_ for various national services. The Prime Minister replied that

none of the departments was at that time regularly using any psyI K.S. Cunningham to F.P. Keppel, 26 May 1931. Carncor archives.

2 Australian Council for Educational Research, Tenth Annual Report /Ey /No,
Melbourne: 1940, p. t 6.
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chological tests. The ACER's letter; however; led to_a number of
cons Ul tations and eventually to involvement in several programs_
The navy responded first; obtained a report from the ACER on
possible testing procedures in the selection of_naval personnel; but
did not, at that time, take the matter any further.

Work with the Armed Services

The first significant activity was in November 194o when the
ACER examined 000 army signallers with a large battery of tests: It
was found that the two hours of testing provided results, in 92 per
cent_of the cases, that were very close to the ratings of the menigiven

by their instructors after three months observation of them. In the
following July, the army established an advisory psychological committee which included Cunningham, and commissioned the ACER
to prepare an intelligence test. In May 1942, H.L. Fowler, who had
long been closely connected with the ACER, was released from the

University of Western Australia to take charge of a newly established Army Psychology Service but was invalided out in the same
year The new venture nevertheless flourished, and henceforth most
of the ACER's contacts, previously largely with the Army Medical
Service, were made through this psychology service. The Australian
Army Classification Test, as the ACER's intelligence test was called,

had two equivalent forms of too items of which about one-third
were non-verbal. It was ready for use by the army early in 1942:
The ACER also made available a_test of mechanical comprehension;

three tests of clerical ability; and an adaptation of the Minnesota
Paper Form Board Test. From October 1942 all recruits were given
the full battery of the four types of tests. Subsequently; in_ 1943; a
completely non-verbal intelligence test was also prepared,'
From 1942, for the following three years the staff of the ACER
was largely occupied in activities connected with the war effort. At
the present time', Cunningham wrote in April 1942, to the Direc-_.
tor-General for Manpower, most of the regular work of the Council

is suspended and practically all activities are directed towards
research, advice, and service provided for Government DepartK.S. Cunningham to the Director-General for Manpower, 9 April i942, ACER
archives, series 6. vol.' to.
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ments.'4 To cope with this work the professional staff doubled in six

years, moving up from five in 1939 to ten in 1945. The main
burden of the work of test development throughout the war fell on
G.H. Bradshaw who had joined the staff in 1940 on secondment
from the Western Australian Education Department. Cunningham,
in 1945, acknowledged Bradshaw's contribution, expressing in his
annual report his 'special indebtedness to him'.
The ACER was not the only civilian educational and psychological group that helped to provide testing services during the war. The
Australian Institute of Psychology in Sydney, that the ACER had
helped in its early years, was represented on the army's advisory
committee and also played a useful part in air-force selection and
placement. The departments of psychology at the University of
Sydney and the University of Western Australia and the vocational
guidance section of Sydney Technical College also made substantial
contributions: When; in 1943._ Cunningham was asked by the
federal_ Directorate for Manpower to provide a list of trained psy-

chologists and to comment on their likely usefulness to various
aspects of the war effort; his assessments were brief and unsparing.
On the whole fie was pleased with his colleagues, but-he was not
blind to some of their imperfections. He, Lovell, and Fowler seem
to have been generally_ regarded at the time as persons who could
speak with most authority on psychology in Australia, and when the
Australian branch of the British Psychological Society was established in 1945, Lovell was its first chairman, and Cunningham its
second.
Cunningham was not satisfied that the psychological resources of
Australia were being adequately employed. He wrote to the Prime

Minister again in April 1942 to point out what he took to be 'a
grave weakness' in the war effort. He argued the case for the more
extensive use of 'scientific knowledge and methods in the selection
and allocation of manpower', and pointed to a number of misfits and
wasted effort that could have been avoided if appropriate tests and
properly trained psychologists had been used: The Prime Minister
circulated the letter to various departments; let Cunningham know

4

K.S. Cunningham. The use of psycliOlogical methods in war-time Australia. Ocarpational Psychology; 1943, 17(3) t 1 3 14.
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what testing was currently being done, and assured him that th
departments were keeping the _matter_ under notice.' The correspon
Bence served to keep the matter of psychological testing and_ the ex
istence of the ACER before the relevartt authorities. Gracluall)
testing and guidance procedures were extended in the armed service

and various manpower departments and the part played by th
ACER in the war effort steadily increased.
Among the armed services, the ACER worked mainly with th
army. It was the main test constructor for the army, and was in
volved from time to time in revising the tests it had produced. I
It also_s_up
1 944- 45 it provided about I 5o 000 copies of its tests.
plied copies of the Otis intelligence test for use in selecting NCC
and officers in the Australian Women's Army Service. Otis in
telligence tests were also supplied to the navy for use in officer selec
tion. For the vocational guidance section in the air force, the ACE]

provided the tests it had constructed for the army and a variety c
other psychological tests. For all three services, much of the time c
the ACER's staff was occupied with answering enquiries, for exam
ple, on the equivalence of school grades in the different States, of

methods of psychological warfare in other countries, and on th
numbers in each age group that might be regarded as potentia
recruits.

The main weight of the ACER's wartime contribution, however
was not with the armed services but with government department
involved in activities related to the war.

The ACER and the Department of Labour and National Servio
One of the first tasks, begun in 1941, was the development of a bat
tery of tests for trainee fitters and turners in munitions work; at th
request of the controller of technical training in the Department o
Labour and National Service. This_wasz substantial and distinctivi
part of the ACER's wartime testing program. It was a first and suc.
cessful venture into aptitude testing. The tests went into operatioi
in each of the States in 942. On the basis of this work, the Com
monwealth Government made a grant to the ACER of Aix 000 fo

$

K.S. Cunningham to John Curtin, 7 April 1942, 8 April: 1942; and J. Curtin tc

K.S. Cunningham, z July 1942, ACER archives, series 6, vol. s so.
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the financial year 1942 -43 to enable it to develop further suitable
aptitude tests in a variety of fields for munitions and aircraft trainees
and for post-war rehabilitation in several broad categories.6 It was a
most fortunate association. It was the first substantial commission

that the ACER had ever received, and it was the beginning of
several payments by the Commonwealth Government that led four
years later to an agreement by the Commonwealth and States to provide an annual subsidy for the ACER. Construction of the tests,
monitoring their use, and revision in the light of wider experience
continued throughout the remaining years of the war.
Two other sections of the Department of Labour and National
Service made use of the ACER. For the Reconstruction Division of
the Department, the ACER was asked to formulate a statement and
research program on two topics: educational policy, including the
school leaving age, and its relation to the social services; and educational opportunities in relation to income. Cunningham forwarded
an appropriate statement to the Department early in 1941. For the
Welfare Division of the Department; the ACER gave courses in
statistics; general_ psychology; and industrial psychology for welfare
supervisors and for welfare officers in training during 1941 43.
The ACER continued to advise and to supply tests to the Department during the course of the war and in the post -war_ year&
The Directorate of Manpower within_the Department decided in
1943 to set up a Psychology Advisory Committee of four members
two of whom were Lovell and Cunningham, Their task was to advise on the placing and employment of qualified psychologists7,_a_nd

to prepare a register of them. During that year two of the ACEIt's
seconded staff, S.S. Dunn from the South Australian Education
Department. and R.R. Priestley from the Queensland Department of
Education were lent for a six-month period to the Directorate of
Manpower to help staff a newly developed vocational guidance
bureau in Melbourne.

,

Eltham (Department of Labour and National Service) to K.S. Cunningham,

July 1942, and 4 August 1942, ACER archives, series 6, vol. to.
e work and_payment were Foch approved for the government by an official,
quaintly entitled secretary of the Local Dilution Committee.
r

.

vv.L. Wurth to K.S. Cunningham, 22 April 1943, ACER archives, series 6,
vol. I to.
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The ACER's Other Wartime Services
Tests were requested from the ACER and supplied by_ them to_a
number of other departments such as Aircraft_ Production; War

Organization of Industry, Supply and Shipping; PostmasterGeneral, and -the Repatriation Commission at different times during
the latter part of the war: Various small tasks and pieces of advice,

also were asked for and provided; The Department of Rationing,
for example; enquired_about data on_the size of children at various
age levels; War Organization_ of Industry wanted help in distinguishing between toys and educational apparatus, and Labour and
National Service asked the ACER to prepare a booklet on interview-

,-

ing.

Cunningham_ could feel that he and the ACER were making a
wide impact and had gained national recognition in the educational,
welfare, and personnel fields. His letters and his annual reports at

that time mentioned often how 'gratifying it was that the ACER
had been commissioned or he himself had been asked for advice or
invited to join a committee on various significant matters. He was
then in his early fifties, an associate of leaders in Australia's political,
military, and academic life. He and the ACER had arrived. It must
have been a considerable surprise, therefore, when in October 1944
an incongruous letter arrived for Lieutelant K.S. Cunningham curtly
informing him that as an officer on the retired list, he had neglected
to report his most recent address and that he was to comply with
this requirement immediately. He had retained his rank and mem-

bership of the reserve since World War L He duly notified the
army official that his address had not changed; and thereby discharged his military responsibilities for the year. 8
The ACER concentrated throughout the war on developing improved methods of selecting and_ placing personnel in the armed ser,
vices and in wartime civilian employment. Vocational guidance had
interested Cunningham from the time when he_ had first worked in
the psychology laboratory of the MelbOurne Teachers College and
he had tried without much success to stimulate interest in that area
_

of applied psychology. The requirements of the armed forces in
8 Australian Military Forces; Headquarters Victoria Line of Command Area to
Lieutenant K.S. Cunningham, 18 October 1944. ACER archives; series '5o;
vol.5o.
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World War II and the effort to rationalize civilian employment led,
after much initial hesitation, to an extensive demand for aptitude
testing and vocational guidance. The small number of individuals
with a background in psychology and experience in constructing,
administering, and interpreting relevant tests was to be found in two
groups, one in Sydney and the other in Melbourne, which managed
to maintain a reasonably close relationship.
The Sydney group associated with the University of Sydney and
the Sydney Technical College contained C.A. Gibb, who spent
several months at the ACER, W.M. O'Neil, who visited and frequently advised the ACER team, and J.F. Clark. All three subsequently became professors of psychology. From the same background were two who, during the war, worked in different sections
of the Department of _Labour and National Service: W.J. Weeden,
who later became Director_ of_ the Commonwealth Office of Education; and R.W. McCulloch, a member of the council of the ACER
from 196i -to _1965. RR Cook; a Melbourne_ psychologist; also
worked in the Department of Labour and National Service of which
he was later to become the head. He, Weeden; and_McCulloch were
among the ACER's main contacts in that department._ In 1944 the
ACER published Cook's The Theory and Technique of Child Guidance;

an introductory manual for students, one of the few books it was
able to produce during the war years.
The Melbourne group were at the ACER. G.D. Bradshaw remained there for six years throughout the war from 1940 till October 1946. After directing much of the ACER's wartime work on
testing and guidance, he resigned to enter the test construction and
research section of the Commonwealth Employment Service. He
was subsequently a leading member of the VIER and its representa-

tive on the Council of the ACER from 1967 to 1975. With him
[Or_ much of the time_was J.C. Kenna, a Sydney graduate, who was

ippointed in 1940, joined the RAAF from 1944 to 1947, and then
resumed work with the ACER for a further year. S.B. Hammond, a
gaduate in psychology from Western Australia; worked for- the
ACER from 94 i_until he joined the Army Psychology Service at
:he end of 1942. S.S. Dimn and R.R. Priestley; already mentionaL
:ame to the ACER in 1941 and 1942 respectively; and remained
intil October 1943. Elwyn A. Morey, a MelbOurne graduate; was
ippointed in 1942 and stayed until November 1945 when she left
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to work for a doctorate at the University of California._ She wrote
one_of The Future of Edueation pamphlets on The School Leaving AO

in 1943, and contributed to Children Need Teachers, a study of the
recruitment and training of teachers. These were enthuiiaitic and
bright young people whO all subsequently entered on academic
careers in various Australian universities.
In 1941 the Department of Home Security was concerned Witt
possible plans for evacuation in the event of the Japanese entering
the war. Kenna, WhO was then on the ACER's staff, wascommis=
sioned to analyie publications dealing with evacuation in England.
He produced a ihort report, Educational and Psychological Problems

Evacuation, which the ACER published and distributed widely foi

the Department in 1942. For the same Department, in 1942 -43
the ACER produced three other pamphlets and a technical paper:
The Care of Children in War-time for parents, Education with=
Schools describing New Zealand experiences in, organizing educatior

for children whose schools had been commandeered for militar3
purposes, Chalk and Talk in Civil Defence written by Priestley, or
teaching methods for instructors in air said precautions; and Menta,
Effects of Air Raids on Civiliam as a brief technical note for civil defence officials. Kenna and_Cunningharn also made a general surve3

and report for the Department on evacuation plans in each of thi
States. In 1942 Cunningham wrote an article for the Sydney Morn=
ing Herald on Australia7s Cultural Debt to America, and_SubSequently used it in 1943 to broadcast on short-wave to the USA foi
the Department of InfOrmatiOn.
_ The work of the Depart--ment_o_f Post-War Reconstruction was 6i
considerable interest to the ACER. Already in _1940 on the Youti
Employment Conithittee, Cunningham and McIntyre had discusses
possible post-war develOpments. When, therefore, he was ap=
prOached fOi- advice by the Department of Post-War Reconstruc
tion, Cunningham respOnded with interest. He attended a conference to co-ordinate the armed services testing procedures, ant
presided over the folloWing one to work out details of what information was required to provide the best advice on the rehabilitation
Of service men on their discharge. The ACER between 1943 ane
1943 prepared, for various sections of the Department; menioranch
on problems of rural education on the educational and psychologica
problems involved in housing development; and on the numbers ant
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school attendance figures of adolescents. The most significant contribution, however, from the ACER to serious discussion of postwar reconstruction was not in- the service it gave to a government

department but in the production of its own series of discussion
Pamphlets, The Future of Eiuration.

Effect of the ACER's Wartime Work
The ACER's involvement in the war effort had several important
consequences. It directed the staffs activities more than ever before
into the testing field.. Cunningham's own talents and interests were
very largely in this arca, and during the 193os the ACER had put a
substantial effort into the construction, adaptation, and distribution
of educational and psyChological tests. During the war years, except
for the production of The Future of Education series, the major work
done was exclusively in the area of testing. Fundamentally, during
those ycars, the ACER had become an educational and psychological
testing service. It was seen _to be such by the educational and other
governmental authorities who thought of using its services. It was
an image that was to persist and, with the establishment of an
energetic test division immediately after the war, to deepen during
the course of the next ten years. With this trend it became less of a
general research body_ in education. In 1955 a brief chronological
report of the Council's activities in its first 25 years, from 1930 to
1955, was published. The record from 1940 throughout the war
and up to 1955 is almost entirely a listing of tests constructed and
administered for various purposes. "There were few other research
items of any significance. Slowly the conduct of research over wider
areas of education moved to the research branches of sure education
departments or to the growing schools of education in the universities.

The ACER's war experience gave it some stature with federal
government authorities. Its_ wartime services caused a steady growth
in the number of its miff and it began to appear_ for the first time as a

substantial agency rather the somewhat shoestring outfit of the
193os. _Its surff advised and worked with public servants in respon-

sible positions; and the = Director corresponded frequently with
cabinet ministers and heads of departments. There is no doubt that
much of his contact was deliberately engineered by him, not merely
to assist the war effort but also to push the interests of the ACER
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and eventually secure Financial support from the government. 1"
ACER's efforts, however mixed their motives, were appreciate(
Cunningham's extensive service on federal government committ(

during wartime, culminating in an invitation to the ACER to
represented on the newly formed Unesco education committee
19479, was the beginning of a continuous subsequent involveme
by the ACER on federal consultative committees.
Though the ACER was principally engaged throughout the w
on test d"velopment for the armed services and for various fedel
gown-anent departments, contacts were maintained with the stz
education departments. In particular the preparation of intelligen
tests for Year 6 pupils in New South Wales schools, begun in 193

was continued through to 1948, and in 194o a program of col
structing high-level intelligence tests for the New South Wa]
Public Service Board was begun and was to continue until 1966
The extensive_wartime contacts that were developed and the se
vices that were provided by _the ACER at national and intersta
levels did lead to financial support for the ACER; and did confirm
as _a significant national institution. Of significance also was tl
prestige which the staff, and particularly the Director; acquired du
ing this period_ The_most impressive evidence of this was to I
found in the election of Cunningham by hi& fellow social scientis
in 1943 to chair for the next ten years the body that eventual
became the Academy of the Social Sciences in Australia.
The work done during the war period demonstrated a view
educational research that was bath narrower and wider than ht.
been adopted, up to That time, by the ACER or by other_Australiz
educators. The ACER's activities were largely restricted to testir
and to the sampling and statistical techniques associated with a tes
ing program. But the range of testing was extraordinarily broad
9! Detiman, Minister for Post-War Reconstruction to K.S. Cunningham 6 Ma
19.; 7. and K.S. Cunningham to J. Dcdman, 17 June 1947. ACER archive
series 6,
t 1I ,I..
W.C, Radford at Cunningham's request was accredited by the Department of Ea
ternal Affairs to attend the inaugural Uncsco Conference in London beginning c
1 September 1945.

Assistant Secretary, Department of External Affairs to K.S. Cunningham,
November 1945; and R.C, Mills to K.S. Cunningham, zo September 194
ACER archives, series 6, vol.'''.
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The general ability and achievement tests developed in the 193os
were still supplied to schools and were extended into- university
education. The ACER moved also into a range of vocational placement tests: mechanical aptitude for various occupations; speed and
accuracy tests for clerical aptitude, manual dexterity, adult general
ability, and officer selection tests. This was a venture beyond the
schools into the guidance and education of young adults.
The tests were supplemented by a number of related investigations and expressions of views concerned with the effect of some environments on educational opportunity, psychological development,
and adult culture. Educational research was expanded to include occupational psychology; _and, in considering educational development, social factors and the cultural context were seen to be relevant
factors. World War II stimulated interest in adult education and the
social sciences. In the post-war period, university studies- in the
social sciences, such as sociology, anthropology, social psychology,
demography, and human geography grew considerably, and research
in them came to have a great deal of relevance for education. Closer
ties, therefore, between educators and other social scientists became
important. In the cultivation of them, the establishment of a national forum, in which social science researchers of all disciplines
could meet to exchange ideas, co-operate on common tasks, and act
as a body of reference for the federal government, was a significant

development. In this matter Cunningham played a central part.
Social Science Research Council of Australia
In i942 the Prime Minister appointed a Conunittee on National
Morale to study civilian reaction to current developments in the
war. During the course of the same year, several members of it requested the Australian National Research Council (ANRC), to establish a committee to look into the possibility of establishing a
social science research council. The committee, which included
Cunningham as one of its members, was duly formed and it recommended that a council be set up. The ANRC,_ after considering the
recommendation, decided to establish a provisional Social Science
Research Committee, and to appoint Cunningham as its chairman.
This was done in April 1943, and the first meeting took place at the

ACER headquarters in Melbourne on 31 August I September
1943. Cunningham remained chairman of the committee for the
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ten years of its connection with the ANRC. The committee's fir
four meetings were financed by the ACER, out of the special con
ference_ fund it had established from what was left of the grant mad
by the Carnegie Corporation towards the expenses of the 1937 NE

Conference. When in 1952 the ANRC decided to become th
Academy of Science which would not include the social sciences, th

committee resolved to become an independent Social Scienc
Research Council of Australia (SSRC). It met under- its new narr
for the first time in August 1953; subsequently; in 197 r ; it becalm
the Academy of the Social Sciences in Australia.
The SSRC was a small body ofAustralia"s leading social scientist

growing from only 23 when the committee was formed is i943 t
o in -the -first year of the Council ten years later._ Education, psy
chology; history; anthropology; demography; economics, philoso
phy, political science, _law, and library science were representec
largely by academics from the University =of Sydney and Universit
of Melbournewith a few persons of distinction from several ()the
institutions and the public service. From 1946 to 1_954 it publishe
Social Science Abstracts summarizing, each year, books and articles

all the social sciences published in Australia, The ACER wa
responsible for the education section of these Abstracts. The SSR(
also made efforts to stimulate teaching and research in the sock
sciences._ Between r 941 and r 947, various members worked on an
pr6duced a document, The Teaching of he Social Sciences in Australia

Universities. Cunningham was responsible for the chapter on educa

tion, and for a revision of it for a new edition in 195 r ; it was
rather weak review confined largely to aspects of teacher trainin
with little or no consideration of the study of education_ as a sock
science. He was also instrumental in securing a grant from Urine

in 1947 for O.A. Oeser, a member of the SSRC; to work o
Unesco's first major research project on tensions within and betwee
communities.

Subsequently, in 1953; the SSRC applied to the Carnegie Cor
poration for assistance in developing its program. When the Cor
poration received the request; a letter was immediately sent to Cun

ningham for his opinion on the matter. He let the Corporatio
know that the SSRC held_great promise; and that a good atmosphet
had been built up over the years though the academic social scientist
in that body were not very experienced in collaboration'. He hope
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that help from the Corporation would 'enable us in a small way to
emulate your own Social Science Research Council'. i° The Corporation duly made a grant of AX8000 a year for five years to promote the SSRC's research activities.
The establishment of the SiRC and Cunningtiam & interest in it
were part of a wartime climate of opinion - towards some form of
social reconstruction. Many_ of the social scientists felt it as an intellectual challenge; for ovhers-, like Cunningham; there was also a
deeper emotional drive. Many years later he described the situation:
In the early years one sensed a distinct feeling among a number of the
original members that exciting possibilities were being= opened up by

the establishment of the new organization of social scientists . .
'There was a feeling abroad that we must critically examine our community life and construct better forms of society."

The Future of Education Series
The ACER's most striking response-to the wartime interest insocial
rebuilding was the publication between 1943 and 1946_ of a series of
i z pamphlet& on- The- Future of EzTuratim Two of the pamphlets
were written by members of the ACER staff u;_and the others by individuals with well-known interests in the particular areas.

Tie lust; _Education Tor Democracy; by J.D.G. Medley, ViCe,
Chancellor of the University of MelbOurne and Vice-Tresident of
the ACER; set:the tone and something of the direction for the series.
Medley took the point of view that Australia had not yet become a
democracy; and it shotild become one we are serious about planning a bcttcr world after the war'", that a society is no better than
IoS H. Stackpole to K.S. Cunningham, 21 April 1953; and K.S. Cunningham to
S.H. Stackpole, 27 April 1953, ACER archives; series ;o; vol.13 5.
I I K.S._ Cunningham, The Social Science Research Council of Australia 1942- 1972;

Canberra: SSRC, 1967, P.34.
12 A Ptah for Australia (1943) was a joint effort by the staff; The School Leaving
Age (_1941) was written by Elw_yn A. Morey. In the case of a third pamphlet,
Education for Livelihood, Cunningham, who did considerable editorial work on it,
became the joint author largely as a protection for L.W. Phillips Superintendent
of Technical Education in Western Australia, who prepared the basic manuscript
and thought that disclosure of his authorship might be officially embarrassing.
13 J.D.G. Medley, Edicalcon fir Democracy, (The Future of Education Series No. 1),

Melbourne: ACER, 1943, p.9.
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the_ education it provides; and that_ the first _step towards a den
cratic society is the - development- of an educational system relev
to that form_ of society. For this; two things were of vital imp,
tance: real equality ofeducational opportunity; and the provision
practical lessons in co- operation which would_cnable Australia
'ad_vance to &society based -far more upon communal and less ur
in_dividual effort than has been the case in the past'." The intenti
of the pamphlet; as- indeed; of the series; was to arouse interest
planning rele_vant education for a post,war democratic society; a
to stimulate discussion about aims and the ways and means of attai
ing _them.

Pamphlet No.z. A Plan for Australia, prepared by the ACI
staff, was the most controversial of the series. It was written mair
by the Young Turks on the staff and was intended to be stimulati
and radical but at the same time, logical and feasible. The plan su

gested the establishment of a federal agency which would devel
adult education through community centres and the subsidizing
libraries, assume financial responsibility for universities and tertia
technical education, initiate educational research and innovation
schools, and stimulate audio-visual, pre-school, and physical cduc
tion. The state authorities were to retain administrative control
primary and secondary education and move into pre-school educ
tion. The machinery should be modified so as to permit long-ter
planning, encourage more local participation, and convert the i
spectorate into a semi-autonomous district superintendency. Educ
tion should be compulsory from the age -of 6 -to 16, with part-tir
compulsory continuation schooling to 18. It should be _coeduc
tional at all stages and completely_free with_ living allowances wile
needed More consolidation or schools in rural areas was dcsirabl
and a considerable reduction in the size of classes in all schools. iSe
ondary education should be in multi-lateral non-selective schools
four years followed by two-year specialist schools. All examinatio_

should_ be_ internal; and generous_ provision should be made
educational and psychological guidance services. Teacher trainii
should involve a three-year course with entry at matriculation ley(
and the training institutions should not be under the control of tl
employing authorities. The existence of non-state schools, it w
14 ibid , p.I z.
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felt, infringed the democratic ideal which required 'a single system
rather than a dual system based on differences of income level'; and

it was therefore important that the state should not increase- the
educational gap by providing financial assistance to non-state
schools:'1

The nine members of the Council approved the pamphlet; but
each member had _reservations about some sections of it. Several

changes , were made in the draft, and several footnotes in Cun-

ningham s cautious wording were _inserted as modifications; but cm
the whole it remained a fresh and forthright statement embodying
the kinds of views expressed six years_earlier at the NEF_Conference
and made more apposite by the wartime mood of social reform. It
was well ahead of its time Most of its suggestionsfor example, on
the federal government role in education, consolidation, coeducation, free education, guidance, teacher education, regionalism, multilateral _secondary schools, and a four-plus-two year plan for seconc17

ary educationwere subsequently accepted by most educational
systems in Australia with variations in detail during the course of the

next 3; years.
Each of the pamphlets was submitted to the ACER staff, 'turned
over to the wolves' as Cunningham put it, for thorough analysis and
The work was done perceptively, critically, and
comment:
creatively: There was a touch of strenuous purpose and excitement

in the air. The Institutes at that time reported great interest in
educational reform, and it looked as if the pamphlets - were to be- a
timely _response and stimulus to the current interest shown by
teachers and the public in the possibility of redesigning _rducation in

Australia. The opening comments by the_young members of the
ACER staff on_the draft manuscript of pamphlet No.4, The Primary
Sihaak are a good example of the enthusiasm and forthrightness that
they displayed:
We consider that the functions of these pamphlets are:
(a)
to stir up a desire on the part of the public for extensive improvements in education;
(b)
to educate public opinion on education;
(c)
to present a concrete plan for reconstruction.
I/ Australian Council for Educational Research, A Ptan for Australia, (The Future
of Education Series No.2), Melbourne: 1943, p.31.
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We feel that the style and construction of the pamphlet prevent t
fulfilment of functions (a) and (b). The style is a little too learned a

consequently too dry to attract the to 090 readers we want; se
tences too long, too many long words of vague meaning, too mu
repetition. With regard to (c)- the section on activity programmes
good; especially the diagram !Experience in Learning'.
However, in the whole latter half of the pamphlet, there are very Ii
points made -... Woeild_you agree that we should try rather to give
picture (to the average Australian) of the primary school a cent
where teachers and parents co-operate in making life rich for the chi
and in preparing for a still richer life as an adult?

There followed three closely-typed foolscap pages of detailed a
ticism and suggestion. Cunningham's accompanying letter to tl
authors suggested that the pamphlet needed a 'touch of a vision of
promised land'.' 6
The blend of protest and reform, able argument and persuasi.
language was well maintained throughout the series. Education

Some, by La Nauze, which dealt with educational inequality
Australia and the dependence of a new social order on a substanti
reform of education, and Universities in- Australia; by Ashby_whil
argued_ eloquently for greater public_ appreciation of the part t]
universities could play in raising_the quality -of Australian life; we
two of the_most_impressive_of the series. But there was no falling c
in_ standard throughout_the whole series_ Each contributor wro
effectively; and the ACER staff provided bright and pointed edito
ship to the contribution.
When the series began; one of the members of the _Council, C.]
McRae; wrote to the Director: 'It seems to me that this is quite tl
most important job yet attempted by the ACER'." It is difficult

know whether McRae was right. The series proved to be vei
poptilar during the war years. In their first year of publication, mo

than s000 copies were sold of each of Medley's and La Nauze
pamphlets and A Plan for Australia. Sales figures of the later on
were less but were not much behind. It was by far the best perfo:
16 K.S. Cunningham with enclosure to C.R. McRae. 4 June t 945: ACER archive
series 42. vol.' 2 2 .
17 C.R. McRae to K.S. Cunningham. 2 February 1943. ACER archives, series 4
vol.122.
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trance of any of the ACER publications up till that time They were
widely reviewed. and were used in university, teachers college; and
adult education courses and with numerous discussion groups:__ They

were stimulating material and they- caught the spirit of the times._
They did for education what was done _on a wider_ scale by other
series of pamphlets published during the same period; such as the
Melbourne- University Press series_Rialities of &construction to which
Medley contributed a pamphlet on-Education and _Reconstruction ; and

the b;tok Abend Australia series pnblished by Consolidated Press in
Sydney which included a pamphlet by Ashby; Are We Educated?
The_ACER contribution was a continuation in excellent style of the
refOrming manner that it had adopted and developed throughout its
existence.
It is probable that the cumulative effect of the pamphleteering and
the_previous groundwork laid by the ACER and like-minded people
_

and organizations made some impact on the views and attitudes of
educators and some members of the general public; but there is no
clear and unmistakeable evidence of such an impact. The pamphlets
were not linked with any campaign of public arousal, any systematic
effort to work on educational authorities, or any program of research
planned by the ACER to bring the ideas in the pamphlets into concrete being throughout the educational systems of the Australian
States. It was a gadfly type of operation. It was not a _carefully
designed plan of innovation. There is no evidence that any of the
Council or staff had thought that the ACER might be involved in
some more substantial activity.
The whole trend of the ACER's_work_since_i_95o indicated that
it was interested in bringing about educational change; but no one on
its staff- had given any _thought_ to the nature of innovation and the
means by which it might initiate and:help:to develop a consistent
pattern_ofeducational diange-._ it relied on_ the construction and dissemination of tests; on the_ publication of somewhat unrelated pieces
of _educational research; on the general stimulation of teachers, administrators; and the general public by _talented and authoritative
educators :from overseas, and on the publication of critical and inspirationhl materiaLabOut Australian education. Could the ACER
have done more? Twenty years later it did. It did not manage to
formtdate a theory or even a general plan of educational innovation,
but it did begin to make a serious study of some of the factors in-
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volved in the process of educational change, and it did embark
the development of some curriculum materials through which usef
changes could be introduced into schools.

Financial Support from Federal and State Governments
It could hardly be expected that the ACER would embark on an
lengthy, ambitious, or expensive programs of research or education;
service while its existence depended precariously on a grant from th
Carnegie Corporation for a ten-year period which terminated on 3

December 1939; The only possibility for long-term viability la
either in building up an endowment fund of sufficient size for the in
stitution to live on the interest from the investment or in securin
some fOrni of continuous government support. In the event, th
ACER was able to do something of both.
From the very first of the ten annual payments of Pa75oo by th
Carnegie Corporation, the executive and Executive Officer_ hu-s
banded their resources with the utmost care and; in the course_ of th
first 15 months, up to the t:me when the first annual report wa

made, they were able to save approximately AE4000. in 1931 th
Corporation agreed to remit their annual payments in Americas
dollars, thus enabling the ACER to benefit enormously by the cur
rent rate of exchange. In that way the contribution of A£75oc
became in that year A£1 2 2 55, and in the following year rose tc
A.E1 3 2 20. In 1933 the Council decided to establi-sh an endow.
ment fund by investing its savings. In a report to the ministers o
education at their meeting in 1937, Tate revealed that the ACEF

had at that point received from the Corporation £78 957 it
Australian currency and, of it, had invested £40 55o in its capita
fund. The New South Wales minister, understandably, expressec
considerable surprise. Five years later, in 1942, the fund reached it:
highest point at £76 35o. At that stage, when, after a three-yew
extension, the final instalment from the Carnegie Corporation had
been received; the amount paid by the Corporation came in total tc
Z1 2 1 310.

The endowment fund was invested in securities that paid only
about 3.5 per cent in interest. The income, which in 1942 was
£2702, was therefore never sufficient to cover all the ACER's running expenses, but could be used for special purposes or in emergencies to make up the deficit in expenses over income. At least; Cun-
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ningham wrote; 'the existence:of such a _capital _fund _gives a _sense of
security and permanence -which it is highly desirable :for an organini,

tion of this kind to have'." The fund certainly made it possible for
the ACER to survive with reasonable confidence in the interval;
during the war, between the end of the Carnegie grants and the belated beginning of regular governmental support, and subsequently
when at times the grants proved insufficient for the commitments
the ACER had undertaken.
Tate and Cunningham began a campaign for government assistance in 1936, three years before the Carnegie grants were to end.
The Conference of Directors of Education was approached for support. They were a little ruffled by Cramer's book that the ACER
had just published, but agreed that each director should approach his

minister to raise the matter of federal and state subsidies to the
ACER at the next premiers conference. Their resolution had a slight
barb -in -its _tail when they added to it a note that 'the value of the
work -of _the Australian Council for Educational Research would be
:onsiderably _enhanced if closer co-operation were maintained with
$e -state departments of _education'. 19 Nothing came of the rcsolu..ion;_
the following year; therefore; an approach was made to the
ninistersi of education:
The directors_ conference had been_established in 1 -91 -6 and met
every second year In 193_6:a conference_of the ministers_of educaion was set up. k was :called the Australian_ Education _Council
AEC) and was attended by the ministers; who were accompanied
)y their directors and sometimes other adviscrs.20 Tate and Cun-

tingham were invited to address the 1_937_mecting at which all
;tams except Victoria_ were represented. Cunningham had preriously sent to each minister a statement of the ACER's history its
upport by the Carnegie Corporation, its present financial position,
nd details of the assistance provided by the ACER to each State
B

Australian Council for Educational Research, Fifteenth Annual Report

1944 194J. Melbourne:

94

p.30.

Summary notes of the eleventh Conference of Directors, 1936, P.9, Directors of
Education Conference records.

) The AEC met at irregular intervals of between one and three yeiirs. Thc early
meetings were in 1956, 1937: 1939, 194o, 1943, 194$ 1948, 19io, 1912 at
which point it lapsed for six years.
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with a costing of each item listed. At the meeting, Tate pointed o
that the ministers and other educators had promised_ enthusiastic cc
operation and support in the original discussions at the foundation
the ACER; and Cunningham suggested that if the States would gi,
a promise of assistance It would strengthen the ACER's cast whi
an approach was made to the Commonwealth.
The ACER's case was well supported by the South Australi

and Western Australian members, and the ministers eventual
agreed to a strong resolution in favour of the ACER:
That this Council, recognizing the very valuable work in the best it
terests of education in Australia performed by the_ ACER, renden
possible by the generous financial grants received from the Carne
Corporation, is of opinion that it would be a-disaster if the work we

to cease when such grants come to an end; and this Council w
recommend to the State Governments that they contribute betwei
them a sum equal to 5o per cent of the cost of continuing the work f
at least a further period of ten years with a view to its establishme
on a permanent basis."

This was the beginning of a tedious round of consultations for ti

next nine years. Armed with the resolution of the ministers cot
Terence of _1937, Cunningham petitioned, wrote, and interviews
federal and state premiers, treasurers, and ministers and directors
education persistently and with varied success.

There were three main difficulties.

The Commonweal'

Government had to be persuaded to contribute; -the Victorian Mit
ism- of Education had not been present at the ri957 kEe mectit
and Victoria, unlike the other States; was therefore_not committed I
the resolution; and the toad amount of governmental contributic

and the amounts to be provided by each State had not yet bec
determined:

A letter was immediately sent to the Prime Minister asking fi
federal government support, and in due course a predictable rep]
was received that; as education was a state function, It was not at
propriate for the Commonwealth to make a contribution."
21 Minutes of the second meeting. 2 1 - z2 May 1937. Appendix A. Australia
Education Council (AEC) records.
22 F. Strahan to F. Tate; zo November 1937: Australian archives, Prime Minister
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Tate and Cunningham had an interview with-the Victorian Minister of Education who argued that his government could not very
well pay money to an organization on which it was not represented,
but he agreed to put their case to the state treasurer who duly regret-

ted that he could not enter into a definite commitment 'at this
stage'."
By 1939 a definite allocation had been worked out for the Commonwealth Government and the States. The total sum was to be the
same amount that the Carnegie grant had been, the Commonwealth
to pay half, and the States the other half, each in proportion to the
size of its population, viz:
Commonwealth
£3750
New South Wales
£148o
Victoria
£1040
Queensland
£ 530
South Australia
£ 33o
Western Australia
240
Tasmania
£ 130
Total
£7 Soo
The directors of education conference took the matter up again in
1938 and recommended support for the ACER.24 All the States;
except Victoria and Western Australia, had in '938 agreed to pay

their share and had formally put the money on -their estimates.
There was, however, among most of them an informal feeling,
though it was not raised at the 1937 meeting, thrt the money should
not be paid unless all States entered the agreement.
In 1939 Western Australia agreed to co-operate. The only non-

co-operative crate, therefore, was, ironically, Victoria where the
Atari's headquarters were situated. In a further effort at persuasion
after Tate's death, the new president, Lovell, and Cunningham once
more saw the Victorian Minister of Education. To meet what apDepartment, correspondence file No.340/1/1. Education, Australian Co_
for Educational Research.

23 Secretary, Education Department :o F. Tate, 21 August 1938. ACER archives,
series 2. vol. 14.

24 summary of proceedings of the twelfth conference, 1938. p.27. Directors of
Education Conference records.
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peared to be his principal objection, they had the constitution
changed at the 1939 annual meeting to provide for an additional
member to be elected to the Council to represent the States which
contributed to the Council's funds. Lovell did not warm to the
Minister, a somewhat old-fashioned medical practitioner with little
sympathy for psychology, and the interview did not go smoothly.

Subsequently the Minister reported that he had submitted the
ACER's proposal to the State Cabinet which decided that at the
present time' no action would be taken." Lovell in vain protested in
a letter sent to several Victorian newspapers, and there was some
small and unavailing debate on the xnatteriin the Victorian Parliament. The procedure was _repeated in 1941 ©n -this- occasion;
Cunningham_ pointed out that all the other States had been waiting
for _three years for Victoria_to come into line and could not be -expected indefinitely _to_ place money fruitlessly on their_ estimates:
The Victorian response _was again the same temporizing negative._
_Meanwhile; at the request of the ACER's executive; the Carnegie

Corporation agreed to continue, from the beginning of 194o; to
make a grant for three years athalf the rate of the previous grant; in
the hope that by the end oLthat period; local government support
would have_been secured. The States were unwilling to waive the

condition that all or none would contribute, except Western
Australia which sent to the ACER a cheque for A:2 5o for the
1938739 financial year. This was the first payment by an
Australian government for the upkeep of the ACER. The other

States, however, did not respond to the Western Australian
challenge, and Western Australia did not renew its gesture.
In 194o, at the directors of education conference, Cunningham
made a strenuous effort to get firm and concrete support from the
directors. In a letter to the chairman of the conference he suggested
that, if the States could not give the ACER the full financial support
asked for, they might consider reducing their grant by half and pay
the salaries of the teachers which they seconded from time to time to
the ACER for training in _research: That level _of payment would
not enable the ACER to build -up its reserve to the desired point
where it was large enough to make the institution independent of
21 j. Harris to H.T. LovcU. 23 August 1939. ACER archives, series 2, V01.1 14,
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outside grants; but it would at least enable them to keep the existing
reserve intact. In his reply the chairman wrote:
I hate to throw cold water on a go-Od thing, but I kel that as long as
Victoria holds out it will give some of the States an opportunity of
which they will not be slow to avail themselves: At the same time; it
is well worth trying.

He put tilt ACER's case to the conference with success. The directors recommended that the States should give full support, on a
population basis, as asked for- by the Council'. They added, as
earlier, the need for the ACER to maintain closer liaison with the
various States. They did not favour their paying the salary of persons_seconded by them_ for employMent by the ACER, pointedly
referring to therm not as_ trainees but as employees of_the_ACER:26

At the t943 meeting of the AEC, the proposal to reaffirm the
937 resolution_led to an extensive review of the ACER's position.

Two of the directors; attending with their ministers; were highly
:ritical. Little; from Western Australia, complained:
So far as we are concerned, the ACER operates in a remote and irresponsible way and it does not carry any new ideas directly into our
schools; except by chance: Out representative attends meeting of the
Council, and on his return to the State, he speaks in a loose way of
what has been achieved. We hear of research being carried out, but
there is no transmission of its results into ourschools, I would like to
know to what extent; if any, the teaching practices in other States
have been affected by the work of the ACER.

dwaiiis, from Queensland, supported I.itcle's remarks:
I also would like research made into practical problems. As far as I
know; reseuch has been made into one subject only in Queensland;
bit I do not know the result.

Ile other ministers and directors, however, gave strong support to
lie ACER, and the motion was carried reaffirming the resolution of
1937 and recommending 'to the State and Commonwealth Governnents that they reconsider the question of providing support for the
kCER'.27 It was clear from the reiteration of these resolutions of
6 Thirteenth conferencr,_194o, agenda papers and resolutions, Dirt :*.lrs of Education Conference records.

7 Minutes of conference. May e943, pp.68 7o. AEC records.
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good intentions that there was much gocklwill among the States
towards the ACER but no immediate financial support.
It was the ACER's involvement in the war effort and its consequential connection with the Commonwealth Government that
finally led to success. The ACER's efforts to gain federal support
had begun immediately after the x937 meeting of the AEC. Tate
and Cunningham jointly wrote to the then Prime Minister; J A
Lyons, drawing attention to the AEC's resolution to support the
ACER, outlining its work and financial position, and pointing out
that both the USA and South Africa had similar educational research

bureaux that were maintained by the government They suggested
that the Commonwealth join with the States 'in providing for each
of ten years the sum of i7 5oo for the maintenance of the work of
the Council': The Treasury; however; was not well disposed. Its
secretary- pointed our that the Commonwealth had recently resisted
strong representations for financial assistance to the States for educa-

tional purposes on the ground that this is purely a state function.
The Australian Council for Educational Research, although not a state
government activity appears to be a valuable adjunct to the education
departments of the various States. For this reason the Treasurer is of
the opinion that if there is any justification fora government subsidy
to the Council . . . this is a matter in which the State Governments
should assume full responsibility.
The Treasurers view is that it is undesirable that the Commonwealth
should commence to subsidize educational institutions.28

In March 1938, Tate and Cunningham repei, ed their request and
had an interview with Lyons on the matter. The Tasmanian Director of Education, G.V. Brooks, a Carnegie grant e and supporter of
the ACER, joined in the campaign and pointed out to the Prime
Minister, his fellow Tasmanian, that the ACER's work had been of
extreme value to education generally in Australia and particularly to
the State of Tasmania'. The matter remained under consideration by
the Treasury for i z months. The Prime Minister meanwhile wrote
to the president of the Carnegie Corporation a letter of thanks and
28 F. Tate to J.A. Lyons, 13 September 1937: T. Tate and K.S. Cunningham to
J.A. Lyons. 14 September 1957: note from Assistant Secretary. Department of
the Treasury to the Secretary. Prime Minister's Department. 5 November 1937;
letter of F. Strahan to F. Tate. 20 November 1937; Australian archives, loc. cit.
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appreciation from the people of Australia for the contributions that
had made the work of theACER possible. The Treasurer still re,

mined unmoved. 'A principle is involved', the secretary to the
Treasury reiterated; 'namely, that it is undesirable that _the Commonwealth should subsidize ed_ucational institutions.' The Prime
Minister, accordingly, wrote to Tate early in 1939 turning down his
request.29

In May 1939, Cunningham wrote to congratulate R.G. Menzies
on becoming Prime Minister and to request ten minutes of his time
when he was in Melbburne. Menzies agreed but no interview ever
took place. Tate, in one of his last activities for the ACER before he
died, wrote in June 1939 to the Prime Minister asking for support

and enclosing a long statement on the work and finances of the
ACER and a number of supportive statements from members of his
own party and the leader of the opposition. Menzies promised to
consider the matter, and mentioned unhopefully that current defence
expenses were heavy.30
In October 1941 the Labor Party came to power. Cunningham
wrote to congratulate J.J. Curtin on becoming Prime Minister and
the routine began again---a detailed analysis of the ACER's work
and financial position, a request for an interview which never took

place, and follow-up letters from the ACER: The war, however,
made a difference to the tone and content of the letters. Cuti -ningham's correspondence with the Prime Minister for the next tvo
years was mainly concerned not with support for the ACER
with two other important matters; the efficient use of psychologicx1
tad educational resources in the war effort; and the need for thouFhr

tbout the role the Commonwealth would play in educational
econstruction after the war: Cunningham in a letter_ of 18 October
1943 argued for some single authority that would make a study of
kustralia-wide post-war problems and enable the federal govern,+ Lyons., t March 19_38_ and 3o November
t 938; G.V. Brooks to_J.A. Lyons. t December 1938,;_ J.A. Lyons to RP. Kcp-

F. Tate _an& K.S. Cunningham to J

pd, 22 December 1938; J.A. Lyons to F. Tate. t $ February t939; Treasury
minute to Prime Minister's Department, z7 January 1939, Australian archives,
_

loc. cit.

° K.S. Cunningham to R.G. Menzies,. z May 1939; R.G. Menzies to K.S. Cun-

ningham. to May 1939; F. Tate to R.G. Menzies. i9 June 1939; R.G
Menzies to K.S. Cunningham, 23 June 1[939, Australian archives, loc. at.
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ment to formulate and to announce its future intentions with respec

to education',"
Daring this-period- the -ACER had become extensively involvec
in the_war effort_and had built -up extensive connections with severa
wartime federal government departments; especially the Department
of Labour and National_Service._ No_chargc _was made for these ser

vices; but in recognition of the work on_aptitude tests for defence
and repatriation training; the Department of Labour _and Nationa,
Service made a grant of X t 000 to support the work_of the ACER foe

the financial year 1942 -43.- This was the first federal grant to du
ACER and the forerunner of its permanent support.
In April 1943, Lovell and= Cunningham interviewed_ the federal
Treasurer, and in June the decision of the AEC was sent by the conference secretary to the_ Prime Minister and to the ministe. rot
education in each State

a statement of the contribution expected

from each government. The Minister for War Organization of Industry also made representations on behalf of the ACER, and in July
the secretary to the federal Treasury approved a further grant of
X23oo for the six months period up to 31 December 1943. The
assistant secretary wrote on 4 August 1943:
It has been decided to provide for this expenditure under Other War

Services, Prime Minister's Department, Division 13oC
MiscellaneousItem 4: Australian Council for Educational
Research- Grant -for services in connection with problems of defence
and repatriation training and reconstruction.

The conference _secretary and the Director of the_ ACER were informed of the grant by the Prime Minister's_Department,_ A -week
later, news was received that the Victorian Cabinethad decided 'not
to approve of the proposal to= make a grant towards the support of
the Australian Council for Educational Research'."
31 K.S. Cunningham to J.J Curtin. 16 October 1941. 1 0 November 194 I and J.J.
Curtin to K.S. Cunningham. z3 October 194 t. Australiamarchives. loc. -cit.;
K:S. Cunningham to J.J. Curtin. 18 October 1943. ACER archives. series 6.
vol. i 10.

32 J. Laird. Secretary. AEC. to J J Curtin. Prime Minister. 9 June 1943 and zi
June 1943: F. Strahan. Secretary. Prime Ministers Department to H. Laird; I
August 1943: D.H.H. Lalor: Secretary: Victorian Education Department. to H.
Uird. 13 August 1943: memos of Treasury to Rime Minister's Department 4
August t y43. i 2 August 1943. Australian archi..-es. loc. cit.
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Two things stiii remained to be done. The federal government
grant had to be put on a permanent footing, and the States had still
to be persuaded to make the contributions most of them had agreed
to in the past.
In December 1 943; the Treasurer agreed_ to refer the question of
the- continuance of the grant to an inter-departmental committee
which had been set up to consider various aspects of education in
which the Commonwealth had become interested as a result of the
war. The Walker committee, as it was named after its chairman,
E.R. Walker, then Deputy Director-General of War Organization of
Industry, made a special report on the ACER case. Up till that
point, the federal moneys had been grantol to the ACER not on the
basis of its contribution to Australian education but as a result of its
services to the Australian war effort and its potential service to postwar rehabilitation and reconstruction. The Walker committee was
inclined to take a slightly broader view of the ACER's usefulness
without being specific on the matter. It recommended that £25oo
be paid to the ACER as a c.int:; .,anon of the grant at the rate of
e,!cl of the current financial year on 3o
1.:5000 per annum until
June 1944, and that the fut.:: r Aicy of the Commonwealth should
of a jailer investigation by the committee
be considered in the
relations with_state governof the ACER's fittanc:
ments, and its constitution and_activities: The Treasury accordingly
made_a_ further grant al 250:1_to the ACER. The Treasurer continued the grant of is000 per annum until the end of 1945 in order
that the ACER 'should be given one last chance ;. settle its finances
so far as the States were concerned and 3ist December 1945 was set
repared tc,
as the dead !He'. Thereafter the Commonint.a:tr.
match the state grants up to 1.:3750 provided rb all ,..te States
agreed to contribute."
At that point the States introduced a complication. The AEC,
which for some time had been interested in establishing more subs33

Inter,departmental Committee on Commonwealth Educational Activities
(Walker committee). special te.,,rirt on request from Australian Council for
Educational Research for continuation of Comn-amwealth Grant; J. Brophy,
Assistant Secretary. to the Treasurer 14 December 1_9+3; H.J. Goo-des. Assistant Secretary. Treasury to Secretary, Ur iversiti. Commission I 7 August t94f ;
Goodes to the Direct( Office of Educie.on. 27 June 1946; Australian
archives. loc. cit.
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tantial machinery for its conference, resolved at its meeting in 1945
to set up a permanent_secretariat, an Interstate Bureau of Education,
which would collate and promote the exchange of information between States, act as_ the executive of the AEC, and conduct educational- research as required hy_the_ ministers for education._ A research

officer_ in each state education department was_ to be appointed to
work closely with_ _the Bureaus In the same year; 1945; the_Com,

monwealth Government established a Commonwealth Office of
Education with functions overlapping in part those of the proposed
bureau.

Some of the directors of education. notably Little of Western
Australia, saw the ACER as a rival to the Bureau. and were reluctant

to support a grant from their States for the ACER. In [945 the
long -lived Country Party- overnment in Victoria, that_had held out
for eight years against making a contribution to thei ACER, lost office. Its Labor Part-y successor, after a short caretaker government;
agreed in February 1946 to pay. its quota to the ACER for a threeyear period. Tasmania paid its Ei 3o without waiting for the other

States to pay, and Queensland compromised by agreeing to pay
when two other States contributed. By the end of 1945, the CommonWealth's deadline, Tasmania, Victoria, and Queensland had actually paid their quota or were about to. New South Wales, South
Australia, and Western Australia had made no move and appear to
have, been a little mesmerized by the prospect of the Bureau.
The directors at their conference in 1946, however, had by then
become unenthusiastic about the Bureau in view of the establihment

of the Commonwealth Office of Education. The concept was
shelved by the AEC but lingered on, and was raised again at the
AEC meetings in 1948 and I 95z and was eventually brought into
being in small way in 196o:
The proposal for a Bureau_ - prolonged_ the _lean years for the
ACER., finances. As all the States had not agreed to pay by the
beginnirizz of 1946. the payments by the Commonwealth were not
continued for the $econd half of the financial year up to June 1946._
The A CER had to exist. therefore, on the payments made by four of
the States, the interost on its endowment fui d. and revenue from
sales."
34 R.C. Mills. Director. Office of Education. to Secretary. Department of the
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A new financial era for the ACER started in July 1946. 'It is',
wrote Cunningham, 'a great satisfaction to be able to report that the
problem of financial support appears to be solved.'" One by one,
the three more reluctant States, New South Wales, South Australia,
and Western Australia agreed by September 1946 to pay their contribution for the 1946 -47 financial year. The Commonwealth
therefore contributed its half, £375o; and agreed to continue until
30 June -1948 and then take stock of its position, In 1948 the grant
was renewed_ without difficulty at the same- rate fora- further three
years to 19 I 36 The_ACER; therefore, in 946 and for some subsequent years received £75oci _from government grants; the same
amount that the Carnegie Corporation had paid each year in its in,
itial ten years. The Council; however, was no longer able to benefit
from the exchange rate on American dollars, and could not build up
its reserve Fund as freely as it had in the 193os. In fact, the reserve
henceforth dwindled slightly as calls were made on it to meet occasional excesses of expenditure over income.
The accompanying table illustrates the fluctuations in ACER
come during the war years. The final payment of the full Carnegie

grant was for the year 1938-39. With the payment of a reduced
Treasury. 5 May 1946, Australian archives. loc. cit.; History of the Australian
Education Council. AEC records.
Sixteenth conference. 1946, notes on conference (Victoria) and resolutions. p.7.
Directors of Education Conference records: K.S. Cunningham to T.T. Hollw.ty.
Victorian Minister for Education. 18 April 1945: Secretary. Victorian Education Department to Director: ACER: 6 February 1946: J. Larcornbe: Queensland Minister for Public Instruction to K.S. Cunningham. 17january 1946 and
zo February 1946: R. Cosgrove. Tasmani-an Premier and Minister for Educa-

tion to the President. ACER. 9 October 1944 and to K.S. Cunningham. 7
December 1945. ACER archives. series 2. vol.1 14.

3 Australian Council for Educational Research. Sixteenth Annual Report
194i 1946. Melbourne: 1946: p.11.
6 R.J. Heffron,iNSW Minister for Education to K.S. Cunningham. 3_ May
1946: R.J. Rudall. SA Minister of Education to K.S. Cunningham. 6 June

19_46: and j.T. Tonkin. WA Minister for Education to K : Cunningham. 27
September 1946. ACER archives. series 2. VOL I 14.
Hj. Goodes to Secretary, Prime Minister, Department: 11_ September 1946:
R.C. /vials to Secretary. Prime Minister's Department. 24_December 1946 and

t6 March 1948: memo. Prime Minister's Department. Estimates 1947748.
Australian Council for Educational ResearchGrant. 5 June 1947. Australian
archives. loc. cit.
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grant from the Corporation for the next three years, the ACER's income declined noticeably but not seriously through to 1941 42.
The Council in those three years was still able to make savings of
about £6000 per annum. In the year 1942 -43, when all Carnegie
grants ceased. there was a dramatic change. Income dropped frorr
.1:11 841 to £4261. and the balance of income _and_ expenditure
changed by £7726 producing a deficit of 781. This was the
lowest point in the ACER's finances: Thereafter income rosca litt1(
unsteadily and the deficit ceased to be serious. Finally,:for the

194647 financial year when the Commonwealth and all State:
provided their contributions in IA. the ACER's income was once
more back at something like its pre-war level.
Three changes._ however, had taken place. First, expenditure hac

mounted considerably from £5427 in 1939 -4o_ to LI 3 983 it
1946
-47; in consequence there was a continual difficulty hence.
forth inbalancing the Council's budget. Secondly, the government
grants. though equal to the nominal amount of the Carnegte grant
were well short of the actual amount received by the ACER., Frorr
time:to time these grants were renegotiated and moved steadily up.
ward but there was no margin for savings as there had been in the
I93os. Income from the interest on investments therefore remainec
fairly constant at_ between £2000: and £3000. Thirdly, income

from the sale of tests and publications increased rapidly. Ir
1938-739 it was £503, by 1946-47 it had increased six-fold tc
.1:3225 and was the second largest item of income. Ten years late
in 1955 56 it was .f.:33 862, three times the amount of the ther
government grants.
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ACER Income 1938-39 to 1946-47
Year

Income

Subsidies

Interest

Saks

£

1938-39
1939-40
1940-41
1941-42
1942-43
1943-44
1944-45
1945-46
1946 47

12 743
10 795
11 443
841
4 621

ii

8 954
9 924
9 247
13 287

Carncor

b Carncor

and Western Australia
c Commonwealth

Balance

£

9 824a

2

155

503

+7316

953b
696a

2

092

2

+ 5 797
+ 5 903

7

723a

2

478
702

540
712
711

+ 5 945

1

000`

2

000c

2

/30d

2

610

833
178
767

1 781

5

743
755

2

499
498

7
7

4 539c
7 500'

2

2
3

153
225

+770

-146

693

696

d Commonwealth and Tasmania
C. Commonwealth and four States
t Commonwealth and all States

173
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THE POST-WAR YEARS
The immediate post-war years were an important peri6d for the
ACER. They marked a switch away from war work back to the
schools which, though not totally neglected during the war years,
had certainly not been at the centre of the ACER's interest. In particular, they saw the beginning of serious work on an important curriculum survey that had lain largely dormant since it had been first
requested in 1942; and they witnessed the establishment of the test
division as evidence of the rapidly growing importance of the Council's test activities.
The ACER was in a very changed situation. It was no longer a
small, experimental, independently financed establishment. It had
become dependent on government finance, it had started to carry out

research and services commissioned individually or jointly by
governments, it was rapidly increasing it size to cope with its new
responsibilities, and, as each of the governments set up its own

research and service units, it had to adjust its activities and its
policies to meet the new position: In particular; it had -to work out
its relationship to the recently established Commonwealth Office of
Education. Fortunately, this task was not a difficult one

Relationships with the Commonwealth Office of Education
Until 1945 when the Commonwealth Office of Education was established; the ACER had remained the only educational institution
with an Australia-wide concern. It had encouraged and supported
researchers in all the States, it had undertaken research on a_natiorial
scale, and it had become the Australian centre of reference for overseas contacts and enquiries. The Commonwealth Office was in-

tended to be a centre for the co-ordination of most of the federal
government's interests in education. It was initially very much concerned with the rehabilitation of ex-service men and women who
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were undertaking university education; with relations with overseas
bodies such as Unesco; and with research and surveys on Australiawide topics.
During_ its first year the Director of the Commonwealth Office;

LC._ Mills, met with Cunningham and the ACER's president,
Medley, to_ discuss their mutual responsibilities. Cunningham had
prepared a long list of matters to be discussed on overseas contacts;
relations with Australian state education departments, subsidies for
and sponsorship of research, publication policies, construction and
distribution of tests, and encouragement of public interest in education.- Cunningham wondered whether the ACER's constitution

should be altered to make the Director of the Commonwealth Office
a member. This was not done, but a representative of the Office was
henceforth invited to attend_the ACER's annual meetings as an observer. Several other meetings were held between the two Directors;
Mills would visit Cunningham at home or in his office w},rn he was

in Melbourne, and Cunningham would drop in at the
wealth Office headquarters in Sydney when visiting that city. Mills
and Cunningham had formed a friendship on the troopship returning from World War I and it stood the two organizations in good
stead 30 years later. It was no disadvantage, also, that J.J. Pratt, one
of the Office's senior members, had spent two years as a research
assistant at the ACER and was the brother-in-law of W.C. Radford,
the Assistant Director. Through constant contact- and disci ssion
between the main parties throughout the early years of the Office's
existence; relationships between the two institutions were organized
smoothly and amicably:
__The Commonwealth Office became responsible for all formal inter=governmentat overseas contacts in education, inCluding she new
and important educational organization; Une: co. The ACER retained its links with many overseas organizations and sent a representative to thr Australian Unesco education committee. The Commonwealth Office ascumed responsibility for some interstate surveys
such as the project to secure uniformity in educational statistics, but
it used the ACER's experience and expertise in that and other matters. The ACER's memorandum of 1940, for example, Comments
and Suggestions on Educational Statistics in Australia, was revised
,y Keats and he was invited by the Commonwealth Office in 1947
:o present it at an interstate conference. The ACER and the Com-
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monwealth Office consulted annually on their existing and proposed
research plans, and tried to ensure that there would be a minimum of

overlap while each organization was fulfilling the functions for
which it had been established.
It was a vital relationship for !e ACER. As federal government
interest in education grew, it was Important that the ACER should

be well regarded by federal officials, and should be seen to be
developing a significant role in Australian education that was not
being adequately performed by any other body The Commonwealth Office had the responsibility for making an annual recommendation to the federal government on funding for the ACER.
Becintse_ of the sensible _working relationships established between

them, it does not appear to have had much difficulty each year in
justifying the continuance of the grant. W.H. Shepardson of the
Carnegie Corporation; in a letter co Cunningham, when requesting
the ACER to administer the funds the Corporation had granted to
the Commonwealth Office's proposal on the adjustment of youth,
aptly characterized the understanding that had been developed be=
tween_ the federal agency and the autonomous, though financially
semi-dependent, research council:
The excellent relations between Mills and you personally, plus the
happy situation which exists between your Council and the Office of
Education, insure a simple, natural, and effective collaboration.1

The State Institutes of Educational Research
At the back of every annual report from the first which appeared in
1931 through to the present time, there has been a short section
recording the officers and activities of each of the State Institutes of
Educational Research. It was evidence of an unfulfilled expectation

that the Institutes would be a network of research organizations
throughout Australia interacting vigorously with the ACER headenutrjndumby K.S.
111.C. Mills to K.S. _Cunningham, zo September- 1945;
Cunningham. 26 September 1y ; q; K.S. Cunningham to R.C. Mills, 22 November 1941; R.C. Milk to K.S. Cunningham, 10 July 1946 and 28 April 1947:
K.S. Cunningham v,_ -R.C. Mills. z z August 1947, ACER archives, series 6,
W.H. Shepard-son to K.S. Cunningham, 7 April 1948. ACER.archives.
voLi 1
series 42, vol. 1 -1 2. The nature and tone. of the _reimionships described _in _these
pages were confirmed by ;an interview with W.J Weeden who was Mills's Assisas Director in 19$3.
tant Director from 1946, and succeeded him
1
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quarters in Melbourne: There was always one and no more, in the
capital city of each State except in the case of New South Wales. In
addition to_the orig;nal Institute in Sydney; another was formed in
1940 in_Newcastle._ It was a short -lived - war casualty: In 1_960 the
r'f a :Newcastle branch_ was successfully revived. The branch
3blished: in 1966 and has remainedin being to the_present:
el-thde_ss; the rather tenuous_ connection that had been_ estab,
-Led in educators' minds between the Institutes and the ACER_was
exemplified_by the enquiry from one of the founders; the Director -of

Education for the Newcastle area; as to whether or not the Nzw
South Wales Institute.:w_as 'in any way connected with the Council
of Educational_ Research'!' In _197 5 the Tasmanian Institute ceased
to exist, and the South Australian temporarily suspended its meet-

ings in 1972 until it was reactivated at the end of 1977.
The Institutes probably reached their peak in the 195os. By that
time there was a reasonable number of trained and enthusiastic
educational research workers to organize interesting discussion programs and some research through the Institutes. Other organizations
such as the Australian College of Education and the Australian As
sociation for Research in Education had not yet been formed, and

the Institutes for a while were in the position of being the only
Drganizations designed for professional educators interested in
educational research and development. At that time their representatives; one from each State Institute, had a majority of the places on
Cono,ciL They were seen as an_ACER presence in each :apical
ity an provided_ _hospitality for_ the ACER's overseas visitors
rheyihad been_ a _useful_ source of advice on the grants for research
:hat -the Council had made to many individuals as a regular practice
947 when the grants began to dwindle and then vanish comDletely during the next: five years.
_

Slected members helped to referee the ACER's numerous
,ublications in its Educational Research Series: in the 193os and
i940s. All of them:encouraged young researchers to report their
work and listened patiently to
Tome, in particular Western

:heir young members to

C

papers at their regular meetings.
and Tasmania, encouraged

!itibmit their manuscripts for

2 W.A. Grifius to R.W. Stanhope. May I96o. ACER archives. series zo. vol.1.8 5

7 -1
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publication in the Educational Research Series. Fowler and Parke
from those two States took immense pains to get their authors
write well'.;

The Institutes had also carried out some valuable projects a
educational pressure groups. The New South Wales Institute; fo
example, resolved in 1941:
The Institute should undertake to influence public opinion on educa
tion by means of
(a)
radio discussions and broadcasts,
(b)
(c)

lectures,

preparation and distribution of brochures and articles on educa
tional topics.'

In 1942, it put together and published a useful report on the struc

ture of secondary education, organized several radio talks, am
throughout the war years was a vigorous forum for the discussion o
educational issues. Queensland drew up a report in 1946 and lob
bied successfully for the establishment of a research and guidanc
branch in the education department.
The Council had sought advice from them on its major researcl
programs and they had been extensive and indispensable participant
in the large exercises- such as the standardization projects and th
curriculum survey: They had also undertaken some research but hai

never made it a major activity: Cunningham wrote in 1939:
Our hope has always been that the Institutes will have an active pro
gramme of their awn. This has been achieved in practically all States
. . so tar as meetings and discussions are concerned. There has no
been- very much, however, in the way of actual investigation spon
sored by the Institutes.

He listed a report on the teaching of history and one on occupationa

opportunities done by the Victorian Institute; a survey of in
telligence. school libraries; and the teaching of arithmetic it
Tasmania ; and an investigation of the educational effect of `moving

picture shows', and an inquiry into delinquency in Westeri
3 H.T. Parker to K.S. Cunningham, 12 November 1937, ACER archives, serie:
28, vol.18.
4 NSWIER, Minutes of the General Meeting, 17 October 1941.

1,4440

1 ISZ 4

Th e New South W:t!z. Institute appointed a research oft and for srvg..;;;I ':-/cirs regular reports were made of the
progress=xt_ r niemEcrs' rese_ard. Queensland, too, had a research

Australia
ficer in

committee in i95;- - 54 7: hiCh organized a survey of extra-curricular activitter: itt ,condari ..tellools_; it was followed in 1955 -. 56 by
an_ interest
school _broakits;::,

study of different methods of using

The research, however, of even the most active
Institutes tended to be infrequent, and at no stage did they give the
.appearance of becoming important centres of research in Australia:

Post-war Staff
In the three years following the War, there were a number ofsignift,
cant new appointments to the Staff of individuals who were to make
considerable contributions to the future development of the ACER.
In these years, W.C. Radford, S.S. Dunn; J.A; Keats; and D. Spearritt were appointed to the permanent staff; and Daphne M. Waddingtot and S.A. Rayner were secondments: Some of them overlapped_ 1-Ath G.D. and Diana M. Bradshaw_ wha both_ la; in OCiciber
;946. Radford. was Assistant Director from_ 1 946 to ;954- and then
Director till 1976; Dunn was head of_the test division from ;947
to 964 and Assistant Director from 1959 to 1966; KeatS was the

principal statistician from- 1946 to 195 5 and a member of the
Council from 1971 to 975; _Spearrim appointed _in 948 remained till 1960 and subsequently :served on the Council from
1965 to the present time;_ Daphne Waddington _(Keats) seconded
from the New South_ Wales Department Of EditcatiOn for ;947 48
later became &first woman member of the Council from 1977 to
the present time; Rayner seconded from the Queensland Depar merit of Education for:1947 48 has been a member of the Council
since_ 1966 and President frOM 197 3 to 1979; George Bradshaw
Was a Meinber of the ACER staff from 1940 to 1_ 946 and a member
of the Council from ;967 to 197 $: and Diana Bradshaw seconded
from -the New South WileS Department of Education for 944__to
1946 returned to the staff in i961 and, again; from 1963 part-time

and ;968 itill-time to the present.

It was the beginning of a second generation of continuity in the

K.S.- Cunningham co H.M, Lushey. 27 Mircli i§i§. ACER archives. keies 28.
vol. ¶ 8.
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service of the ACER The first generation of Tate, Lovell, Mac
and Cole was tanning out :Lovell alone rem - tined, and was to c
tinue on the Council till 195 t: Cunningham was to remain until
retirement in 1954 and leave_a solid impress on the new generatii
Hislormer student;_CR:_McRile;_ also provided an important lii
McRae had been associated_with the ACER since its beginning
did not become a_raember of the Council until in 1940, on Mach
retirement, he succeeded him as Professor of Education, head of
Sydney Teachers College; and co-opted member_ of _the Counc
McRae Was to remain a Council member for the next _z4: years, as

executive member from 1943 to 196o_ and president for
1959-6o year. It was the longest period of service so_ far recorc
Of any Council_ member._ In 1954 another farmer member of
staff joined the Council. W. Wood who, in 193z, had been then
and teacher seconded to the ACER, was a member of the Cour
from 1954 to 1977, initially representing the Queensland Instit
of Educational Research, and subsequently becoming a vice -pre
dent.

Growth of Library Work
In_ 1945 the first full-time, professional librarian, Fanny M. Am
was appointed: For the previous t 5 years the library had been
in spare moments by the secretarial- and research staff. Though I
McColvin inquiry_ in 1947 reported favourably on it as an exam]
of a specialist library, it was very small,inaclequately catalogued, a
poorly housed. Fanny A:nor hac!,
sts_degree-, a diploma ofedut
tion, and some training in the libiary school established_ in Sydn
Under the auspices of the institute of librarians, She was succeed
three years- later_ by Catherine: F. Dwyer, w:th a similar acaden

background and training, who held the position of librari
1948' 54_ and 1956 58. Throughout _that_ period, the work
cataloguing was seriously undertaken and holdings were_ conSidi
ably expanded. The two principal functions of the library a]
librarian were the lending of books and journals_and the
of enquiries. The librarian and subsequently the library Staff, Whi
began to _expand in the mid- '95 os,_ were processors of books al
periodicals and, at the same time, information officers.
One of the principal services offered by the ACER had alwa
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been that of providing answers to enquiries_on educational matters
and, in particular, providing information about research relevant to
the subject of enquiry. From t 945 on; this began to be a function in
which the librarian had an important_ share, and led to the development of various schemes for the storage and retrieving of information. A List of Theses in Eduiation and EdUcational Psychology Held at
Australian Universities covering the period 1919 to 195o was prepared and circulated in 1952; and a list of periodicals in i-Acation,
Psychology and Related SUbjects in Melboiniii Libraries appeared two
years later.
In t 956 the librarian proposed a more substantial reference tool,

quarterly Australian _EdUcation hide* and in 1957 the work was
started: Frances_ McPherson (Amor) returned_ part-time and collaborated with Catherine Gigante (Dwyer) Onithe project. The first
issue_ was a specimen volume sent free to libraries and interested
educators throughout Australia, and comment was invited on it;
There_ was sufficient encouragement for the project to continue. In
its early years entries were Compiled by many librarians in each
State; in 1960 there Were as many as 24 collaborators; but by the
early 1970s the Australian- Education Index had becorne
ACER_ project. It was initially modelled on Wilson's Theiii-aiion Indix published ih New York, and used _Library of Congress subject
headings.

The range gradually expanded__ to take in 46616,

monrygraphs, journals, research reports; conference Papers, theses,
newspaperarticles, book reviews; legislation, and parliamentary debates, published iii Australia; and averseis biiiikS and articles by

through the inAustralians or on Australian education. In
terest of the librarian, Margaret_Findlay, ERIC descriptors replaced
Library of Congress subject headings, and a new forrhat made the
Australian Education Index suitable for computer search.
Establishment of the Test Division
The -ars '1945 to 1947 were the period i' hich the test services
.rate from the rest of
of the ACER were made into a test divisioand distribution
activitics. From the beginning the del
.ork.
By the end
-.:Eh
a tests had been an important part of the
of the 193cs it had started to become a regular activity 'Tricked',
had
the Director wrote in 1939, 'the meeting of orders for

Si
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become one of the major operations of the Council._6 It_was an orc

130 000 Otis intelligence tests from the _New South _Wa
rlepartment of Education in 1937, and ia further commission frc
e same department in 1938 to the ACER to construct a group i
telligence test for use with the sixth class at the primary final
aniiiiatibn, that launched the ACER_on a career as a large-scale
((lir

Oki of tests.' In 1938 the ACER, which had previously di
tributed its tests at a financial loss:through MelbOurne UniVersi
Press, decided to take over the distribution itself and; while keepi,
the sale price close to the cost uf prol!uction,_ managed neverthelt

to make a small profit. The New South Wales Department
Education and Public Service Board became regular annu
customers and the Victorian Education Department, in 1945, joint
1n- the yearly. demand for selective tests. The ACER's concentrat(
wartime experience in test construction and distribution confirm(
the_ growing trend:

in 1944 Cunningham suggested to the Council in a memorar
dum that the side of-the ACER's work cancel ned with the construe
tion and_ase_of standardized _tests should be partially separated froi
the rest of its activities:_ The ACER; he contended, had become .1
generally_ recognized -as a_centre for test construction that it was ab,
to find little_ time and- opportunity to do_anything else: He regarde
the test:programs as important; bur thought_ that they were bestcon
ducted by a separate staff that could be -added to as needed withot
impinging on the rest of the ACER's work._ _Hefurther suggested;
a natural corollary to separation; that the cost of the -test division
expansion might well be met by increased test slies the long -rang
implication being_that the test division should becoine self-support
The Council agreed to Cunningham's suggestion. By 194y_
able to rearrange accommodation so as to provide a separate are
6

7

AUStraliiii Council for Educational Research,
Melbourne: 1939; p.37.

Ninth Annhal Report jog epij

New South Wales _Department of Education, Stores Branch order no.716,

September_ 1937: B.C. Harkness to

,S. Cunningham, 1 June 1938 and ro jun
1938; K.S. Cunningham to B.C. Harkness. 6 September 1938, ACER archives
series 9, vol. _52. The orders resulted largely from the interest in more efficien
testing and placement that H.S. Wyndham, then a research officer, had beef
stimulating in the New South _Wales _Department of Education, and were part o
the program abolishing the primary final examination in 1938.
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for the test activities; and to organize a separate accounting System
for them.
At the beginning of 1947 S.S.: Dunn, Who early in the war had
been seconded from- the Stiiith Australian Education Department,
returned to-the new position of officer in charge of the test division._
Dunn had been brought up in a country area of South Australia: He
left high school during the depression of the toos to get a variety
of unskilled jobs; and eventually joined the education department as
a junior teacher. He started a university course and was seconded to
1941. He stayed for three years; took part in the
the ACER
ACER's_ wartime testing activities, and continued _with his u-niversky studies. Cunningham and Dunn had a strong regard for each
other- which was reinforced when Dunn was appointed to a permanent post at the ACER in :1947. He became Assistant DirectOr in
1919. Dunn was an ebullient character _with considerable
energy, and entrepreneurial skill: Under him _the test division
prospered. In his first year; sales increased from_ 600 000 to
8-66 000 copies, prices were raised;_a_ quarterly bulletin The ACER
Tee." News was issued, and steps_ were taken to increase the range and
number of tests from both Australian and overseas sources. It was
intended that the test division_ should expand with the demand for
its Services; Dunn ensured _that the demand was forthcoming.
A significant move was taken in October .1947 by the new test
division in calling together the first Test Users Conference. It was
attended by 20 people_from state education departments, guidance
and employment services; the Commonwealth Office of Education,
Army_ Psychology Service; the Institute of Industrial Management;
an independent school; and the ACER. The conference members
made their needs and preferences 'in. own, stated their probable future
requirements; and _pointed out that some of the available tests
already needed renorming. Studies into the validity of tests; more
in the ii.se of tests, and the standardization of in.,
training for
structions for the administration of tests were other suggestions that
arose and were agreed on.8
The_cordettnce was the basis for the preparation of a paper on the
future development of the test division. The existing staff; it was
8 Conference of Test Users. to- 3 I October 1947, ,mmary report, ACER
archives. series 49, vol.1 58.
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clear, could not meet the probable demand for the construction
new tests and the- renorming of old ones;_and_also maintain existi,
commitments. The basic_ principles behind the proposals for futu
development were that the selling of_!ests_ shodd_not_overshadc
but rather contribute to research aimed at the improvement of test
that a discount on the pricei of tests should be given:_to federal at
state governments because of the general grant made by them _to_ ti
ACER, and that prices should be kept low to schools to enco_ura
them to use
Any rapid expansion would need a solid capit
far_:-.__to_cope with initial construction_ expenses which would 1
recouped_by subsequent sales, but a careful accounting system- woti
be needed_ to _help estimate the- proportion of the Council's incon
that would have to be invested. The memo rashly prophesied:
It seems quite improbable that proceeds from-sales,- however mu(
they expand, could be large enough not only:to meet:overhead cos
but to cover the cost of the necessary research as well.

The_merno_proposed that, initially, a sum of approximately one fift
of the _Council's income should be allocated each year to the te;
division_to_co_ver the cost of its research, that the test division shotil

pay proportionally_ for the common Council facilities that it usec
that 15oao_ credit_be _made _available as a development grant and th

test division would pa_y_interest on the amount it withdrew, that th
staff s-hotild be expanded_ without delay, and that the test divisio
should organize its activities and costing procedures to ensure that i

did not run at a loss.'

The Council accepted the proposals and the test division formall'
began its semi-autowmous career, _During the next five years its in
come from sales and services rose from_Xz6r s_to £14 37r, and
the 1950_51 financial year the division showed_ a profit` for the firs
time. In that period the division was in_a_cloubly precarious posi
tion. The inflationary: condition of the Australian economy causec
expenses to escalate while the ACER was trying to hold its price:
down to stimulate more ,:c5tom for its tests: Then;_too_; the _divisior
was very dz-;,cndent on- one_ group of customers. Half _its_sales income came from New South Wales usersi and just over one-third
9 Proposals for development of test division, November 1947: ACER archives;
series 49: item t
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from the New South Wales Department of Education. A slight
change in policy in that State could have a: drastic effect on the
prosperity of the .divisiom It managed to maintain and increase its
profit in the first half of the r 95os, only to become a victim of the
country s general monetarY inflation and a decrease

demand from

New South Wales in the second half. By the early t96os; largely
because of its involvement in an extensive and continuing program
of basic Skills testing in New South Wales, A had again begun to
show a handsome profit._
In its:first five years, it constructed and standardized_ junior and
intermediate_ verbal and non-verbal intelligence tests-,_endeavoured
to establish the degree of equivalence between them and the Otis In,
terinediate tests, and prepared a number of special tests of general
ability fat the New South Wales. Public Service_Board and the ViCititian Education Department. It prepared norms and a_mannal for
achieVeinent tests in reading, English_usage;: spelling, and arithmetic
that had been constructed for the curriculum survey recently corn=
pleted produced a manual for the_ French: test recently constructed
With ACER help by S.W. Cohen,_and published a CiviC VoCabiilaty
Test for which S.A. Rayner had been responsible; Many of the tests
prepared during_the war had inadequate norms. When national set=
vice, was re-established; the A_CER_was able to take the opportunity
in t 05a 55 to norm a number of tests it had available for adults,
against which others could -also be nornied, on i 8-year-old trainees
in various locations in _Victoria.: By the mid- i9 5os, the ACER's
test norms were up to _dam With the help of other agencies, it also
prepared and conducted trial tests of a number of aptitude tests in
mechanical reasoning and in reading readiness for which there was
in that post-war_ period; a developing interest among Australian
educators: It adapted fOi Australian users about 20 overseas_ tests of
various kinds;:and it bUilt up -and catalogued the major test library in
Australia of about 1400 different tests.
In 1951 a second Conference of Test Users was_ organized at
which_ adviCe was ,eceived on the presentation of test _results; the
methOds of
need_ for more practice items with tests,
Priorities
for
future
test conscoring; and the effects of coaching,
level
group
in
a
lower
pr:stetiction were also suggested:
:clligence testi and
telligence test, a secondary le -,r1 non- : r;
were the most sought after by
teadineSs tests in reading and : ^t

1 S5
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the current users.1°

Advice was also received from F.M. Lord -of the Educational
Testing Service (ETS) in the USA, who spent about two months at
the ACER early_in 1952 and gave the test division the benefit of his
experience in test- theory and construction. Lord was accompanied
for part of the time by H. Chauncey, President of the ETS, who let
Cunningham and Dunn know that they had found that selling testing programs was a_better commercial venture and perhaps a better
professional approach than _selling tests separately." The effort to
follow_that advice; which accorded with the views they had already
formed, was to lead to an important_and lucrative innovation in
educational testing with the development of the New South Wales
Basic Skills Testing Program. But it was to be another ten years
before it was put into practice.
A memorandum in :1953 summed up the work of -the test division at that time and, in fact; for the whole of its first 15 years.
At present in this field, the ACER constructs new tests (either for
general or for the special use of some department or organization),
works on old tests to impro7c them; imports overseas :I. :ts,-publishes
tests I- ...-her Australia: workers, controlsthe issue of particalar tests
to ensure their correct use, gives an extensive advisory service to test
users, gives :assismnce to research workers-and test makers, provides
the principal Australian workers in the field with an up-to-date information service aliout new tests and other developments in Australia
and overseas:'2

Research on Test Theory
The finest example of research on test theory in the early post-war
years was that done by J.A. Keats, the statistician at the ACER; who
published_ a sma!1 monograph, A Statistical Theoty of Objective Test

Scores in October 1951. Keats organized thc data from the curriculum survey and the standardization of several intelligence tests
I° Conference of Test Users. August 195 1. ACER archives, series F4, item 331.
11 Report of the office,. it. charge of test division. July 19 5 2, ACER

54. item 333.

.;cries

12 Synopsis of memorandum on ACER services to education departments in test
construction and distribution, June 1953. ACER archives, series 49. item 1 58.
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and was interested in studying the distribution of the scores on the
various tests: His_aim was to_ produce a_ mathematical model for _a
distribution of true scores: _Existing _mocleis, he argued; were questio_nable; _and some of the _common statistical pi:ncrclo-z-s that were

used in connection with them; in constructi:ig ;IA !L.,nclarwzing
tests, were probably:invalid.: He pointed out t:
commonly used as the model for the distribwiel:
.cork:
an adequate representation when there was ret.Ziy:oi.f cozpc
between the items of the test. Current methods of
telligence and some other tests, however, were des:gnc;.:
the correlation between_items. :In the standardizing of t:
t,.
the type of frequency distribution which Keats found co _be -oos.
common was described by him as the beta function. It ,v; a
Modified binomial distribution, a model whose properties he pio7
ceededito explore in his monograph and apply to the distribution of
scores in several ACER tests.
Keats subsequently worked with Lord while proceeding to a dc.:torate at Princeton University; and he and Lord further pursued this
problem of estimating true measurements from fallible measurements
in a series of papers during the early 196os. Keats's 1951
monograph was one of the most thoughtful pieces of work produced

at tht ACER. It did not make a great stir and had little immediate
follow-up; yet, although it had a limited distribution, it was recognized by fellow psychometricians as a contribution' of note, and it
was one of the few ventures by the ACER staff into theoretical
research

Curriculum Survey
The ACER tried with reasonable effe...veness to keep in touch with
the directors of education in each of t,..e States and from time to time
was in communication with the combined directors at their biennial
conference. Most directors individually had matters on which their
departments consulted or requested information from the ACER;
but it was unusual for the group of directors to make a combined request.
At their 1942 conference, the directors resolved
that the ACER be aslccd to enquire into and report on the relative ex-

tent and difficulty of curricula and examinations in each of the

1 ,s
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Australian States in respect to children aged 1 r + , 1 z +, 13+, any

i4+ -H
This was the beginning of what_ came to be known as the currictilun

survey. To some extent it_ was it repetition andiextensionof th
work done in the early 19305 on the Australia-wide standardizatioi
of arithmetic and reading tests; and it was the forerunner of a serie
of Queensland studies and of the subsequent national survey o
literacy and numeracy in the 19705.
_During the remaining three years of World War IL_ little wort
was -done on the projece. A serious beginning was made in 1945
interim report.;

made in _1948 and 1949, and a final report wa

eventually :presented to the directors in 1950. A summary of th
project and its results was made by RadfOrd and was published- ii
1951 under the title; English and Arithmetic for the Australian Child.
A series of nine pamphlets followed in 1952 dealing with aspects o
primary education that appeared from the survey to need discussion
throughout the teaching profession.

Preliminary to the survey, it was necessary to define its aim
carefully,: to devise a battery of appropriate tests, and to select th
children in the sample to be tested. The directors conference
March 1946 agreed to restrict the survey to a study of arithmeti
and English, to the testing of children aged 1o.oto t 2 . 1 years; am
to seek answers to two questions: whether children of the same_ag
do the same work in the schools of the various States, and_ whethe
children of the same age and ability reach the same levels of attain
ment. The ACER added one further question: whether children ii
the same school grades in each State had the same levels of attain
ment. Throughout 1946 much of the effort of the ACER staff wa
put into drawing up an appropriate nationwide sample, corn
municating with the selected schools and developing the tests.
Eventually there were 34.238 children tested in 587 schools. Fif
teen tests were_devised: an arithmetic test in six parts similar to th
tests _sta_Idardized in 1931:;_ seven in aspects of English two ii
reading and one:eazh in spelling, word usage, sentence construction

vocabulary; and compositionone in handwriting, and one
general intelligence.
13

Minutes of fourteenth conference. .042. Directors of Educd:ion Conkrenc
records.
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The tests were administered on 13 27 October 1_946. The
teachers marked the test papers and sent to the ACER a random
sample of papers for checking together with the result sheets. Many
members of the Institutes were also considerably involved in the
marking. The tests with norms became available for sale and dig=

tribution by the end of 1946, but the manuals did not become
available_ till t 95o. They sold widely throughout the 1950s when
they were aniimportant segment of the test division's wares, and
some have continued in demand up AO the present time, more
3o years after their original construction.
After the tests were_administered_and results collected,-questionnaires were sent to ;8o- schools - seekinginformation about methods
of teaching and time allotments for-the various subjects. The
response was- _disappointing. There was much complaint about the
lengthiness Of the questionnaire, and even after the time limit had

been extended to 1 September 1948; only a 33 per cent response
was obtained.
The analysis of results_ conceintratcd on pupils_ aged i

months in primary school_Grades 4, S, and 6 (New
Victoria, South Australia_and Tasmania), and 3, 4, 5
and WeStern Australia). Interim reports were made

years

.

r,

.ctors

in t 948 and 1949 and a final report in April 190.
To the three basic questions the answers were uniformly No!
English and Arithmetic for the Australian Ch. ild began with the Summary:
Question

Answer
Question

Do children of ages lo, 1 1, and iz in the 8iic States
of Australia study comparable courses in English
and arithmetic?
No There is great variation in what is expected of
children of these ages in the various States:
Is there_ a 'reasonable' or 'generally agreed upon'
course of study in these subjects for children of
these ages?

Answer

Quest :on

There is no 'generally agreed upon' course; and
there is so much variation between the courses of
different States that, if one of them is a 'reasonable'
course, most of the others must be 'unreasonable'.
Have children of these ages comparable attainments
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in these subjects in -the various States?
Answer

No, There are striking variations in thr ' -eels 1

.1'
performance of children in comparA
of comparable ages."
In respect of the first question on the comparability ()I courses,
was found that; in each _area under examination; though there wei
broad similarities among_the_various States there_ were :considerab

differences in the age_and grade level at_ which topics were it
traduced and_ in_the total amount of work to be covered by d
_

papils:In the case of spelling there were extraordinary differences
in the various spelling lists used by the various States there we
5600 different words of which only boo were common to all tl
On the matter of whether the available courses could be descrihc
as reasonable oncs, the survey cast some doubt on the relevant,
utility of some of the material in the English and arithmetic courses
It pointed out also that when new syllabuses had been introduced r.
provision had ever been made to conduct evaluative studies on the
use and impact.
The survey report introduced the concept of mastery. What Icy
of effective mastery of basic processes was achieved by_rhe pupil
and what level was necessary? The tests revealed a considerab
range in the results. For example, for one question; !What fractic
of 0 is 9?' the percentage of r t -year-old pupils getting the corre
type of_sum was firstintroduce
answer, in the grade in whicl

ranged from Western Australia, the highest_ with 58 per cer
stca..ly down to New South Wales; the_ lowest with 19 per
The enormous amount of failure_" represented by this and oth
tables, it was pointed out affected performance in later grades, ar

bred lack of interest and apathy in the pupils. Clearly, too much w
being attempted too early with the kinds of teaching methods ca
rently in use. In designing curricula it was: suggested, more attei
tion should be paid to the inclusion and grade placement ofitems
a point where a reasonable level of mastery :i,,,r)ng the pupils eau
be expected:
14

11

Australian Council for Educational Research. English and Arithmetic for
Australian Child, Melbourne: 19 5 1. p. 3.
ibid., p. t 3.
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In _presenting comparisons between the States; each State was
rated high, average, or low relative to the others; on each testat each
of six age levels from to to to.5 years upwards by six_-monthly_ intervals tot a.6 to 12.11 years. On every test there were significant
differences betweer. the States but, with one exception; the
differences did not uniformly favour any one State. The one exception was Queensland. The report stated:
The- clearest overall finding is the superiority of the Queensland
children in arithmetic; but the fact that Queensland is also the weakest

State in reading suggests that relatively higher performance in one
sub',:ct may involve relatively lower standards in others."

The finding of the performance of Queensland_ children in the
arithmetic tests confirmed what had been recorded in thestandardization of arithmetic tests by the ACER in 1931. No clear
relationship could be found between performance and the data
altered from the teachers' answers to their questionnaire on time
Blotted to each subject, the extent of the courses, or the level of
iifficulty of the items. The report, therefore, fell back on the idea
laCit is- highly- probable that there are traditions in the various
;fates which affect the attitude of both teachers and children to the
atbjects'." The greater importance attached to- arithmetic skill in
ueensland over say, South Australia; might help to account for the
lifference in performance in arithmetic between the- two States: It
nr as an interesting hypothesis, but one hard to sustain in view of the
act that Queensland's primary school syllabus in operation since
930, and reprinted in 1948 during the course ofthe survey, firmly
sserted in its introduction, The syllabus regards English as prelominant and basic'." Perhaps_the teachers and inspectors were
levotees of a tradition different fro::: that of the wllabus makers.
Two other significant variations were found. There were wide
lifferences ere general ability and in performance between children in

he same ,Pr-k and in the same State, and therefore considerable
s ibid

ibid.. p.ao.
QUeenslanii

:

tion in Primal:"
p.viii.

nt or"
?ristructton, The Syllabus or Course of Instrucr
1vtermediate Schools; Brisbane: 1930 (Reprinted 1948),
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overlap between successive grades._ It was found, for example, that a

ncniber of pupils at the top of the fourth grade recorded performances on many of the tests as good as those of pupils in the _top half
the seventh grade. T"-.ere were also intriguing differences between
schools in the same St. . Even schools of the same size; in the same

city, with pupils of

arable general_ ability showed striking
differences in performance. When not equated_on the intelligence
test, the range of resii!rs between schools of comparable size was
even more strikinr, _Again; mere the differences to be attributed to
differences in tradition or esprit de corps? The report suggested that
attention shotdd_be paid to social and environmental factors, and to
ways in which schools might 'compensate for the relative poverty of
the out-of-school ienvironment'.19 _
The main implications drawn -from the findings of the survey
were summarized in the report. In developing curricula, attention
should be paid to the concept of :reasonable mastery' and an effort
should be made to set out the minimum essentials to be mastered by
almost ali :pupils. There was a need for a better understanding of the
as a conserelationship between mental maturity and learn
quence, for more individual attention to pupils a,N1 a :core careful
age and grade placement of items in it. : Arrictilrz;:l. Much of the
c unsuitable_ and should
material in existing syllabuses appea
'us need for an extensive
be removed. In general there was an
programme of evaluation research, and experimene:2°
Parker and Radford were appointed as _a sub-committee of the
Council to work out the 'practical implications of the survey'.21
They recommended the publication of a series of nine follow-up
pamphlets; underthe general title; Primary School Stales. Parker and
Radford_ designed the series;_ the state directors of education gave
their_ blessing _and; in the course of 195 2, _the short anonymous

pamphlets_ each with an accompanying discussion sheet were
published by the ACER, They dealt with aspects of primary school
teaching and organizatio:. and made reference to the findings of the
9 ACER. EngliSh and Arithmetic for the Australian

p. 2 3.

20 ibid. 0.28.

21 Council mirutes: W.C. Radford to D.J.A. Vera). t September 195o. ACER
archives. xrii-s 42. vol. r 29.
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survey. The authors came from education departments and teachers
colleges around Australia and their efforts did not produce much excitement.22 Initial sales were disappointing but the pamphlets continued to sell for the next few years.
It is not easy to estimate the impact of the curriculum survey,
which was one of the most extensive and relevant studies made by
the ACER. It provided pertinent information asked for by the state
education departments on a central part of their work. It drew their
attention to educational ideas, just then coming into currency, such
as mastery, readiness, essential learning, maturation, the influence of

social and environmental factors on educational opportunity and
learning; and the need for continuous evaluation and revision of
school curricula: The ACER, however, did nothing to try to establish standards for mastery; and did not initiate research that might
carefully document the social and environmental influences on the
schools. And it was not till 2_5 years later, in 1977, that the first attempt was made in Australia by IC: Piper of the ACER staff, at
Radford's suggestion; to establish what might be regarded as essential
learning in some subject of the curriculum:23
--- In 1949 Cunningham suggested to the Council that, as a followup to the curriculum survey, longitudinal studies on learning readiness, on the residual results of school learning in post-school years,
and on the attitudes, abilities; and interests of a representative satn22 The pamphlets were:
The Approach to Reading. by F.J. Schonell, Professor of Education, University
of Queensland.

2 Tht individual Child, by H.T. Parker. Research Branch. Education Depart me-nt. Tasmania.

3 End and Means in Arithmetic, by H.T. Parker.
4 The Appraisal of Results. by D.J.A. Verco. Research Branch, Department of
Education, NSW:
_Highways_ of Egression, by D.J. McLean. Headmaster. Darlinghurst Central
Schncil. NSW.
6 The Purposes of Teaching. by H.H. Penny, Principal. Adelaide Teachers College;
SA.
7 Power over Words, by A.P. Walker. Headmaster, Forest High School. Mt Law _
ley, WA.
8 Children in Groups. by W.C. Radford. Assistant Director. ACER.

Priorities in the Primary School, by L.J. Pryor. Principal, Bendigo Teachers College, Victoria.
23 K. Piper. Essential Learning about Society. Hawthorn; Vic: ACER, 1977:
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ple of pupils, might be undertaken if the Victorian Education
Department would co-operate. _Nothing came of the proposal. The
ACER did not manage to produce a solid plan of needed research
consequential on its survey which it did not seriously regard, as it
might well -have done, as a first step in a substantial program of
research. The survey had established the nature of the situation and
had indicated the areas which needed research. The ACER was
content to have done so much, and then have a group of people offer
opinions, often based on existing research, about what should be
done in the primary schools. The curriculum survey thus stimulated
discussion but did not generate solid and continuing research.
It is probable that it had a general and a longer-term rather than a
precise and immediate effect. There is no evidence that it had any
immediate and concrete impact on school syllabuses: The New
South Wales Curriculum for Primary Schools;_ for example, published

in 195 2 two years after the ACER had reported the results of the
survey to the directors of education; made no mention of it and did
not appear to have been affected by it In Queensland, however,
there was much discussion and revision of curricula throughout the
19 s os, which made use of the data_ of the survey. In any case,
whatever was done then to reform the teaching of arithmetic was
doomed to be_short-lived. The New Maths, being hatched overseas
in the early 19 sos; was to begin seriously to affect Australian think-

ing- before the end of the decade, and to become a significant influence in the 196os.
The survey served to strengthen views already being expressed
about primary_ school curricula. The South Australian Course of Instruction for Primary Schools, for example, published during the survey

in 1947 offered much the same kind of advice as the ACER report.
Victoria in 19 so set up a Standing Committee for the Revision of
the Primary Curriculum whose job was to ensure that curricula were

kept continuously under revision, and in 1959, only seven years
after its previous revision, New South Wales produced a new prim,
ary school curriculum which incorporated the language and advice of
the survey report. The survey thus probably helped_ to_ bring the
States' curriculum development into line with advanced contemporary thinking but did not induce either the state education departments or the ACER to seek out by research the information that
would enable the ideas to be put most effectively into practice.
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University Investigation
Another long drawn-out survey took place at the same time as the
curriculum survey. During World War II, the science and technological facilities were declared reserved faculties from which students were not subject to call-up for military service. The ACER
was asked by the University of Melbourne and the Universities
Commission to test all entrants to the university in 1943 to try to
determine whether a better prediction of academic success could be
Made by incorporating various intelligence and aptitude tests into
their selection procedures. The tests were repeated in 1944 and a
follow-up study of the students was made. Bradshaw was responsible for planning the project and for the initial work; Hohne who
joined the staff of the ACER in 1943 was subsequently in charge of
it and worked on it until_ he resigned in t955.
Use of the psychological tests did not appear to increase si
candy the predictive value of the selection procedures for_ students

entering university from secondary _school, but for adult
matriculants, it was suggested, an_aptitude and_ verbal intelligence
test would be a u s e f u l substitute f o r the _normal_ matriculation examination. The 1943 7 44 students were followed through to 19 S 4 .

In 1.951 a report on the students in the Faculty of Arts was produced, and was followed in 1955 by one on students in the scientific
faculties. The principal feature_ of student performance that was
documented in the reports was the extraordinarily high failure rate
even among those highly selected students. In arts, by 195 t, only
68 per cent of the 1943 entrants had graduated, and in the scientific
faculties, by 1954, only 71 per cent, of whom those graduating in
minimum time ranged from a low of 25 per cent in engineering to a
high of 53 per cent in Medicine. Subsequent reports by various

authorities have provided evidence of a steady improvement in
graduation rates.24 The Hohne reports were a small and well-docuCommittee of- Inquiry into_ Education and 7f rainingMaation;
Trainingand 5n-filament. (Chairman: H.P. Williams). Canberra: AGPS, 1979,

24 Australia.

vol.!, pp. I 92-._ 3.
Among the first to undertake systematic research on university_problems was C.

Sanders.- His work on the_t947 intake to the University of _Western Australia
was published -by the ACER: C. Sanders, Psychokgical and rational &Ltd Of
Academic Performance, (ACER Research Series No. 74), Melbourne: ACER,
1961.
N
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mented section of the evidence accumulating for the first time in di
1950s about student selection and performance in Australia
universities; that was part of a_ movement towards an_ extensive re
appraisal of the finance and_ organization of universities. The move

ment led to the Murray Committee of 1957 and subsequently th
Martin Committee of 1961 64 and through them to a_widesgrea
reorganization of tertiary education in Australia. The ACER did nc

play a significant role in that movement but, with the Hohn
studies, it had shown, for the first time, an interest in thc area of ter
tiary education that it was to enlarge considerably during the ne)
2 5 years.

The Adjustment of Youth
World War II had involved the ACER with the training and place
ment of young people, after leaving school, in industry and variou
forms of national service. It turned the Council's attention to
range of educational problems outside the schools. Indirectly i

became involved in a further study of post-school youth. In 14
the Carnegie Corporation provided the funds for a study group c
four to make a survey of the agencies and facilities through whicl
the United Kingdom, Canada, and the USA provided guidance
education, employment, and welfare services for youth from 15 ti
about 20 years old. The proposal had been put forward to the_Cor
poradon by the Director of the Commonwealth Office of Educatioi
as the first part of a five -year study of problems asocial adjustmen
beyond the_ period_of formal schooling, and which would involv
studies of further education, job adjustment, delinquency, and prob
lems of old age. Only the first part of the program was completed.
The Commonwealth Office selected the team and advised then
from time to time throughout the study. The ACER was asked u
administer the funds. The group spent about six months abroad

1948-49 and found it difficult to co-operate with one another.
Their task was badly planned and the group personally incompat
ible. On their return, Cunningham stepped in at his tactful best u
chair several days of meetings of the group with the object of pro
ducing a joint report. The result was an ACER publication in 195
The Adjustment of Youth, written by the members of the group; ant
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edited, with his customary skill, by Cunningham:?'
The volume was the first of a number of studies on adolescence;

on school leavers, and on youth and employment in which the
ACER was subsequently to become interested.

The Work of a Research Assistant
The life of a research assistant at this period was a busy and a varied
one. In the period of his two-year secondment he might have a con-

siderable number of small jobs and perhaps one or two principal
ones. In addition he had to learn new skills for the tasks required of
him, and he would probably also work for a degree in education at
the University of Melbourne.
Rayner, a seconded teacher from Queensland, spent some of his
time at the ACER updating Cunningham's early survey of correspondence education with some assistance from the Commonwealth
Office of Education. He produced a more extensive and evaluative
study, and added a section on correspondence education in New
Zealand. He also completed a piece of very useful curriculum
research done for his BEd degree at the University of Melbourne.
He compiled a list of 41 common words significant for the understanding of current affairs. Patting them into a multiple-choice test
form; he tried them out on a small sample of Year 8 children with a
mean age of 13.5 years in a group of schools in a middle-class
Melbourne suburb. The average_ score of the whole group was less
than 23 points with a standard deviation of five and a half points.
Rayner justly remarked on 'the prevailing ignorance of very common social concepts and factual information'.26
The accompanying table is an abbreviated diary of Rayner's activity at the ACER, 1947 48. His tasks ranged from test construction to survey work with a short venture into comparative educa25 R.C. Mills to W.H. Shepardson; Carnegie Corporation, 19 September I947;
W.H. Shepardson to R.C. Mills, 7 April 1948; K.S. Cunningham to W.H.
Shepardson, 17 March 1949; and informal report on the youth adjustment
survey; draft by K.S. Cunningham, April 195o, ACER archives, series 42.
vol.112.
26 S.A.Rayner, The Special Vocabulary of Civics. (ACER Educational Research &cries

No.65), Melbourne: WM. 1951, p.68.
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tion, together with two years study and research training for
university_degree in education. His major jobs during this peric
were the development of two tests of general ability, the survey _1
correspondence education, and the research for his universii

degreethe investigation of the vocabulary of civicsand writir
the reports ready for subsequent publication.
Research Assistant 1947- 48
1947
February Read Lindquist, A First Course in Statistics
Ross, Measurement in Today's Schools
Indexed Scottish Educational Journal

March
April

May

Sorted files of achievement tests
Revised A Brief Guide to Universities
Prepared comments on university statistics for a Corr.
monwealth Office of Education conference
Prepared summary of Australian university matriculatio
requirements
Work on curriculum survey
Practice teaching for DipEd at University High Schoo
Given specifications; reading, and item types for Intel
mediate D (Grade 6 -NSW)
Preliminary drafts administered at St Kilda State Scho<

Continued work on Intermediate Dindexing
checked marking_on other tests
Estimated line of equivalence of Junior A and others

June

Read Helen Walker on statisticsindexing
Further work on Intermediate D

July

Intermediate D (3rd trial forms), and began B47 (Publi
Service Test)
Intermediate D sent to printer
Testing, marking, tabulating B47
Began writing up account of preparation of Intermediat

August

Indexing
September Seminar on school_ broadcasting

Writing up B47 report
Standardizing Intermediate D (now being prepared fa
general sale)

9s
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Estimated lines-- of equivalence, Intermediate D and
others _:
Ictober l-ritermcdiate D report, "
Secretary of Conference of Test Users
fovember Bulletin NO. i 6: Current Problems in English Education
Adult .matriculants; curriculum survey
Iecember Bulletin No. to
Work with Keats in tabulating division on curriculum
survey
Holiday in New Zealand
94- 8

muary Tabiilating diViSiOn
ebruary
larch
Aril

14me
AS(

Collating questionnaire on Correspondence Elul-at:on

Report on agegrade tables
Statistics for Review of Education
StatiStics for Review of Education
Begah revising Correspondence Education

Curriculum Survey, Spelling
Correspondence Education
Correspondence Education

-

Indexing
Helped Daphne Waddington in Grade 6 testing
.august

Correspondence Education

Checked Spearritt test items; B48
Testing for BEd investigation on vocabulary of civics
:ptember Correspondence Education

-

Checking university study for Hohne
Visited Tasmania
Ictober Correspondence Education and university study
fovember Item analysis, B_4-i

Correspondence Education and university study (factor
analysis, 1943 engineers)
Iecember 1943 engineeii (regression analysis) written up
Cori4Spondence Education finalized

,nswered miscellaneous letters in addition to the above.
By 198o, 2 000 000 copies of Rayner's intelligence test, Interinedi:ite D, had
been sold, and it was still selling well.
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Visit by H.C. Dent
In 1951, H.C. Dent, editor of the Times Educational_Supplement aru

later, a Professor of Education in the University of Leeds and Lor
don University was invited by the NEF to visit Australia on a le(
curing tour, -and asked by the ACER to spend an additional mont
to look at Australian education and write his impressions of it
was Cunningham's intention that Dent's report would be published
Dent, who wrote most of the report on shipboard during his vciyaE
back to England, preferred that the document be for private circulz
tion.
The report was a short statement of not more than 9000 word
and was by far the most devastatingly critical and eminently read
able_of all the reports sponsored by the ACER. He began by sayin
much of what I saw in the schools- perturbed and depressed me'
They were behind the _times and appeared_ not yet to have met th
basic criticisms that Cunningham had put forward in his ethical Ac
count in 1936. Australian primary and secondary education as
whole seemed to have little relevance to Australian culture.: H
wrote at a time when new social and economic pressures were bein
felt throughout the Australian culture, and he was disappointed Chi
education was not responding to them and did not seem to be in
condition to make an adequate response. Three reforms, he sug
gested, were necessary to the salvation of Australian education.

Promotion of teachers by merit must supplant promotion
seniority. Teachers must become convinced that they are not onll

free to experiment but actively encouraged to do so

.

.

Th

stranglehold of examinations on the schools must be broken.

He pointed out that Australia's comprehensive high schools were
dividing up into streams for various levels of intellectual ability jus
as if they were several different schools under the one roof. Thi:

was a sociological problem that seemed to have been ignored o:
unrecognized. The academic school or course had too much prestige
and the need for new methods and forms of education was not sufficiently recognized and encouraged. Especially was Australia lacking
in technical education for the middle-level occupations in industry

He heartily approved current moves in New South Wales anc
Queensland towards administrative decentralization, and at the same

time argued the need for an effective federal authority to put ar
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verall national policy into effect. `I believe', he concluded, 'that
uStralian education is lagging behind that of other English-speakig_countries, and that the gap is increasing.'
The report was circulated to ministers and directors of education;
rofessors of education, and heads of teachers_ colleges and teachers
riiOng. It was never published: There was a good deal of appreciave discussion of it among the senior officers of the New South
dales Department of EducatiorL It came at a_ time when New South
Vales was preparing for a review_ and reorganization of secondary
lucation; and its outspokenness may have effectively hastened the
rocess:28 Elsewhere there was little reaction. T.L. RObertson,

rector of Education in Western Australia suggested that Dent
iund what he was looking for, and Cunningham, with a surprising
ck of charity and appriCiation for the objectivity and per-ceptive:
ess of the report, agreed that
he has prObablY in hith a touch of the complacency which seems to
mark most English observers. Everything; as you imply; appears to
be judged by its conformity or otherwise to the English pattern."

.ssuiriptiOns Underlying Australian Education
F. BiittS, PrOfeSSOr of Education at Teachers College, Columbia

iniversity, visited Australia from May to December 1954 as a
Aright Scholar attached to the ACER. He was a distinguished
istorian of education and his task was to lecture in various centres
American education and learn what he could about Australian
iucation. It was his first extended professional visit to any country
.itside the USA. His children went to school in Melbourne zrid he
ecame- thoroughly immersed in his study of Australian educatiom_
owards the end of his visit, in October, Cunningham_ asked him_ to
rite about his reactions.3° In -the next two months before he lefi,
put together a short book that was to become one of the ACER's
rst sellers.
Interview with H.C. Dent. London, 8 January 1979.

H.C. Dent to K.S. Cunningham, r3 February 1952, and March 1952 consisting of his impressions of AuStralian education; K.S. Cunningham to-H.C. Dent;
February 1951, 7 February 1952, and 23 October 1912; K.S. Cunningham
to T.L. Robertson; 4 August 1952, ACER archives, series 45, vol. 126 (part 3).
Interview with R.F. Butts, Chicago, 28 October 1978.
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What Butts successfully tried to do was to bring to the surface
examination some of the fundamental assumptions underlying t]
goals, administration, content and methods of Australian educ,
tion'.31 His book was not meant to be a general critique or a set
recommendations; it was an essay solely 'designed to promote sel
examination': "
He began by stating _that the author's beliefs would inevitab

affect his judgment; and that the reader should be on his guar
against them. Then; briefly; he outlined what he believed CO be h

own - assumptions = reasonably progressive orientation whit
leaned towards the _development of a democratic non-selectil
system offering a wide _range of currictila, responsive to its cultu
and the community, and staffed by well-educated teachers. Havit
recently written a hook on the separation of church and state,33 I
affirmed strongly the primacy of state provided education.
He considered that the centralized administration of schools opei
ated on two assumptions: that a uniform policy for all schools in
state is _a good thing, and a uniform policy can be achieved on]
when the basic decisions are made by relatively few people. F

wondered whether in order to achieve equal educational oppo:
tunitics for all children it was necessary to insist on uniform star
dards of achievement and uniform curricular policies and teachir
methods. He argued for a more democratic process of decision mat
ing in which there was a wider base of discussion and involvemei
by those affected by the decisions. The government, the profcssioi
and the public might all be made effective parties in the making c
the kinds of educational decisions that are to serve the best interes,
of a democratic society. Another possible danger to democracy wi
the over-importance of private schools at the possible expense of th

state system: He wrote:
Australia should be on guard and take warning from what has haF
pened in such countries as Holland, Belgium, France and certain prc
R.F. Butts, Assumptions Underlying Australian Fjucation. Melbourne: ACER

!9$5. P.1.
32 ibid., 0.2.

33 R.F. Butts, Me American Tradition in Religion and Ediaation. Boston: Beacon
1950.

The three Directors of the ACER,_
(top

K.S. Cunningham, (top right) W,C. Radford; (bottom) J.P. Keeves.
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A
The original executive of the ACER, (top) F. Tate. (left) 1-1.T. Lovell. (right) A. Mad

:z

r

The original exteutir

Members of the staff of the ACER in the 19305. the first two secretaries, (top left) Mary
A. Campbell, (top centre) Wilma Knee, seconded staff, (tq right) W.T. Price, (middle and
bottom left to right) W. Wood, C.C. McShane, D.J.A. Verco, C.W. Branson, B.W. Ross,
J.J. Pratt.

Frank Tate; a 'ketch by Arthur Lismer during the 1937 NEF Conference.
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Overseas speakers in, Canberra at the 1-937 -NEF Conference, (1400

ish1) E. de-S. Brunner, _Pl. Dengler,

A. Limier, F. Debenham, A. Vedd, (milk) P. &vet, ft Kande!, E.G. Milherbe, RC. Hp-old, H.R. Ham10,
Y. Tsurumi, (bottom) W. _Boyd, at Rankin, E. Salter Davies, ...... Beatrice Ensor, L Zilliacus, Susan Isaacs,

C: %mod; P, Ado; F.W, Hart; (inset) F. Tate, K.S. Cunningham,

,r

I

On the occasion of the conferring of the_ degree of Doctor of haws hollori3

on-W.C. Radford; Monash

University, ij May 1972, (trft to right) SiS, Dunn, WIC. Radford, K.S. Cunningham.

NIL

hoop in the workroom and library destroying confidential papers during wartime.
(left to right) J.J. Pratt; R.R. Priestley, G.D. Bradshaw; K.S. Cunningham.

Conference on item banking in the early 1970s.
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it_93_o and tOtii, 044 the Original Madat Peacock calculating machine used at the ACER
in the 19305, (bottom) Wang word-processor which was used to prepare disks for direct
transfer to typesetting for this book, 1980.
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vinces of Canada where dual systems of schools have become embedded in the national life and tend to perpetuate differences that lead to
political, economic, class and religious conflicts."

Butts found that there was a general assumption that universal
education meant six years of primary school followed by two or
three more years, and that, beyond that point, increasingly rigid
selection was the !vie to weed out those who were thought to be
unable to profit from further education. Associated with this practice there was a hierarchy of schools and subjects in which the top
place was occupied by traditional academic subjects and institutions.
He deplored 'the widespread subordination of the social sciences.",

presumably on the grounds that they were inferior as intellectual
disciplines and therefore more suitable for less able students, or_ hat
they might lead undesirably to the study of controversial issues, or
that schools cannot really do much directly about citizenship education: These were assumptions; he thought; that should be seriously
contested
The goal of Australian primary education seemed to Butts to be
'the efficient expression of infirmation'. He wrote:
The educative process is usually subjected to three types of claims: the
claims of knowledge, the claims of the needs and interests of growing

and developing learners; and the claims of society. The primary
schools of Australia assume that the claims of the learners and the
claims of society are less important than the claims of knowledge . . .
In secondary education the claims of scholarly knowledge and information are even more paramount."

The teaching profession, he thought, was given security of tenure

but was not really trusted to act like competent professionals.
Teachers looked to central administrators for the authority upon
which to base their teaching. Their work was hedged in and controlled_by inspectors and external examiners to ensure efficiency, as
Randal had pointed out I7 years before. Their preparatory training
was short and unadventurous. Australian teachers, in consequence,
tended to be 'over-organized on matters of salary, security of tenure,
34 ibid., p.z z.

ibid.; p.37.
36 ibid., p.

2.

2
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but under-organized with_respect to_ professional stimulation, ex-change of ideas, and mutual ciiticisni',"
Butts was pleased with his bOOk and so was Cunningham. None
of his 'criticisms was new biii he put them into a framework of basic
assumptions that struck more deeply than his predecessors and provided a more solid basiS fOi discussion. He penetrated', one subsequent observer wrote, to the educational conscience of many edacators, '38
Butts's visit- was made at _a time when the reform of secondary
education was being widely discussed and planned in several States.

Between 1956 and 196o the number of students enrolled in
Australian kcOndary schools doubled. In the same_period commit-

tees of inquiry into secondary education reported in Western
AuStralia and New South Wales, and reforms were made in curriculum and organization in each of the other States. Butts's
Assiiinpriou was constantly in the background in all the discussions,
and its analyses were reference points for many years. Its currency
was greatly extended by its being -used as a text in education courses
in teachers colleges and universities, It was_regularly reprinted up to
i4 Yeart after its publication; and almost 26 000 copies of it were
Sold.

It was fiercely assailed by several reviewers who thought the
author did not understand the subtleties of Australian educational
administration and curriculum construction. The Catholic hierarchy

and press deplored 'a _dangerous Ainerican trend' in favour of
universal common education reflected in Butts's bOok.39 The Victorian Council-of Public Education at the direction of the Minister
of Education devoted most of their annual meeting in 1956 to a
consideration of the work. It defended the centralized system of
educational adminisitaiion and the existence of private schools but
concurred with Butts's Criticism of the hierarchy of schools and sub,
jects. On the whale it considered the book 'both stimulating and

37

ibid., p.79

38 W.E. Andersen, To see oursels .

.

..Australian education as viewed by over3 s.

seas Visitors, -Australian Journal of Education, 1966, to13), p.2
39

Report of an address by the Catholic ArchbishOp of Melbourne,
(Melbourne), t 5 December 195 5.
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timely'; but thought that Butts; because of his background = and
because 'he_ may_ Nave had too short a sojourn in this State'; did nu

really 'appreciate the trends shaping our policy in educatiod.4°
These views represented those of educational officials in all of the
States. They solaced themselves with the thought that Butts did not
spend_ much time in their particular State and that his criticisms,
therefore, might not apply to their work; nevertheless they sug-

gested that he had expressed some sound ideas that were worth
serious consideration. It was a book that could not be neglected.
One reviewer summed up the position nicely: 'Since the boots was

designed to promote self-examination among Australian educationalists, it must be said that Professor Butts has been singularly
successfur.41

The End of the Cunningham Era
At the end of 1914 Cunningham retired after 25 years of service as
Director of the ACER. The ACER was very much his creation. It
owed its continued existence partly to his stubbornness and unfailing
persistence but also to his own standing as -a man whose opinions
were valued among educators and social scientist&
The directions which the ACER's activities took were largely of
his determination: -He was personally interested in preparing and
usingrests of general ability and standardized achievement tests. He
conceived that education could be placed on a scientific basis by the
careful use of such tests, and he was convinced that the best service
the ACER could offer was that of distributingand, where necessary,
adapting and constructing, such tests. He did not have a highly
original mind, and the ACER, of which he was the central figure,
was not energized much to explore critical problems and to develop
into a research group that would stimulate educational thinking and
practice.

The work of the ACER did not become systematic

research in the sense that the findings of one project would lead to
further investigation of the educational problems thrown up by it.
The work done in the course of the test standardizations or the curriculum survey was systematically and thoroughly undertaken, and
40 Victoria, Council of Public Education, Report
P.7.
41

.

.

., Melbourne: Govt Pr, Ig56,

As others see us, Edficational Magazine, 195 5, 12(7), p.3 zg.
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the productthe completed test with its norms, or the report on the

performance of Australian children in arithmetic and Englishduly
appeared. The ACER's research task ended at that point. An interesting and useful range of literature for the stimulation of teachers
might then be forthcoming, but little further research on the important problems_and inadeqUacies that the projects had unearthed:
His other principal interest was that of opening up Australian
education to the influence of the more vital ideas and practices from
overseas and to the judgment of overseas educators of repute: This
he carried off with considerable flair and discernment. The reports
which the ACER published under his editorship were impressive
and sometimes exciting documents. He himself wrote very well,
and he managed to Select Other writers, such as Cramer; Kandel, and
Butts, who siinilarly talented, made a distinct impression on their
readers. His conception and organization of the NEE Conference
was superb. It Was his biggest and most successful effort to bring
Australian educators into the orbit of the more advanced thinking of
contemporary Europe and America.
The ACER remained small partly because of Cunningham's cau=

doh, a trait which he shared with his executive and Council, but
partly also because, until it began its wartime services to federal
governinent departments,, it had few contracts to fill from other

educational authorities except for some important orders from New
South Wales. It therefore did not begin to build up a permanent
research staff until after the beginning of World War II. McIntyre,
who left in 194o, had been apart from the Executive Officer the
only pre-war permanent member of the research staff.
Cunningham was the central influence in the ACER from 195o
to 1954; but one man is seldom solely responsible for the way in
institution develops. He operates in a context which both
which
offers opportunity and exercises restraint. For the ACER and Cunningham the Main elements in the context were the staff; the Council; the education departments with their teachers and administra,
tors, and the current state of education and climate of educational
thinking.
Over the selection of his research staff Cunningham initially did
not have much control. Until the end of the war they were sent to
him by the several education departments and he had little influence
On the departmental choice: He was able, however, to retain sec=
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onded people, such as McIntyre and Bradshaw, beyond their secondments for permanent employment in order to give the ACER
some much needed statistical sophistication which he, though he
taught some educational measurement at the university, lacked at
anything much more than an elementary level. In the post-war
period he had more opportunity to advertise for and select the members of his slowly growing permanent staff. He also adopted from
the beginning the enlightened practice of encouraging them to take
further academic work in education at the University of Melbourne,
and later, at overseas universities, thereby immensely strengthening
the capacity of the institution. The staff affected the development of
the ACER considerably. Once a project had been agreed upon by
the executive and its main outlines determined, what it essentially

becamewhat; in effect; was seen as the action of the ACERwas
the responsibility of the research staff_ under its senior member.
Cunningham's role tended to be a supervisory and editorial one
rather than one_ of direction and detailed decision - making. During
the war and subsequently with the establishment of the test division,

as test construction became more varied and specialized, the test
developers on the staff became involved in much of the outside consultation with clients and were largely responsible for proposing the

test programs that the ACER undertook.

The quality of the

ACER's work and its research and service interests were then dependent on the full-time research staff rather than on the Director or
the Council. The ACER to the test users of Australia in the early
fifties was Dunn, Keats, Spearritt and their assistants. They were
following a line that Cunningham had originally introduced and
fostered, but it was on their skill, knowledge, and enthusiasm that
the reputation of the ACER rested. Of great importance, too, in
Cunningham's later years, was the work of Radford; the Assistant
Director. Cunningham relied a great deal on his judgment and gave
him substantial authbrity. He was the one who had the responsibility for planning and organizing with the staff almost all the
research that was undertaken; and it was to him rather than to the
Director that the research assistants reported and looked fOr advice
and guidance.
Another support for and constraint on the Director's exercise of
authority was the Council of the ACER an& in particular, its executive. Throughout the 19.3os the dominating figure was Tate, but

.
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other Council members such as Lovell, Cole, Parker, and Cameral
were not ciphers. They had ideas ahout what the ACER should 131
doing, they expressed their views with vigour, and they sometime,
managed to carry the day as Cole did with his three publications oi
primary, secondary, and rural education. Cunningham, however
was careful always to have the ear of the Council's president and
consequently, to maintain control over the main direction of thi
program. When Lovell succeeded Tate in 1939, and Medley suc.
ceeded Lovell in 1948, Cunningham had no difficulty in _maintain.
ing a central and determining role_ in the making of the ACER':
policy and program. Council and executive meetings were un,
eventful and sometimes infrequent. Cole; for example; complainec
in 1943:
It must be the better part of a- ear since we had a full executive meet.

ing in connection with the ACER, and under these conditions thi
practice of our Melbourne office may easily become too greatly inde
pendent of the Council.42

The Council, though seldom inclined to be cantankerous, from tirm

to timehad .ts watchdogs, Cole and Cameron in the 193os anc
1940s, Wyeth in the 195os, and Wood and Webster in the 196o:
and 19705. The executive was a useful sounding board for Cun.
ningham. Its three members were always men of experience and in
fluence in Australian education. They could be relied on for well.
considered advice, and Cunningham constantly availed himself

this facility. He wrote frequently to each member. He informec
the-, of actions he had taken, asked advice on decisions he had lc
make, and consulted them thoroughly on appropriate aspects of du
publications that he had in hand. The _executive, through its experience, to some extent helped to interpret the rest of the educational world to the ACER:
An institution such as the_ACER. if it was to remain viable; hat
to be seen to be useful by those who made decisions on educationa
policy in the States. Primarily; these were the educational administrators in the various head offices. They were the ACER's ke)
clients. Cunningham in directing the ACER had to have three questions in mind.
42 P.R. Cole to H.T. Lovell z3 March 1943. ACER archives, series 3 1, vol.4o.
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First; if he was to satisfy his own and his institution's aspirations;
he_had to ask what aspects ofresearch_ and service could the ACER
provide_ in which his own inclinations and the needs of Australian
education_coincidech The need was in extensive; the field so wide,

and: his own tastes sufficiently catholic, that he had no great
difCtilty_in developing programs that satisfied that kind of question.
Secondly, he had to trim or to expand -his views according to the
capabilities and ambitions of his staff. What was the kind of project
that they were capable of undertaking, would be interested in, and
could complete at a high level of quality within a reasonable time?

Again he had no difficulty with this question. The research programs, though sometimes complex, did not require unusual skill and

as the qualifications of his staff increased, more sophisticated
research within their interest and capacity was developed.
Thirdly, he had to consider the wider context represented by his
clients. What kind of program would they see some value in? Their
wants, the state of their educational thinking, their openness to new
ideas, their readiness to see the value of research, and their ability to
imderstand the nature and requirements of research were constrain-

ing factors that had to be taken into account in designing the
ACER's program. By and large Cunningham succeeded in satisfying his departmental clienm If they did not make very great_irse of
the ACER; the directors at their conferences kept reiterating their
'chef_ in- the _value of it;_ Cunningham could-be seen to be _a very
solid sort of person- He did not make radical proposals: In an effort
:o promote change; he did offer critical comments from time to time
Ind sponsor fOreign educators who made rash and ill,considered
;tatements. But he did not agitate; he argued in a sensible manner.
He was, in their view; sincere and completely trustworthy, and he
abviously was interested in helping to improve the States' educajorial systems.
In the long run, Cunningham's success was achieved not by the
lemonstration of striking intellectual talent, research skill, or educational wisdom. He had a sufficiency of each of these but was not
)utstanding in any of them. Given his own professional competence
ind the willing support of his colleagues, the success he achieved was
fiery largely due to two traits of character which he constantly demmstrated. He was scrupulously honest and fair-minded, and he was
!xtraordinarily persistenta man of integrity and determination; He
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was widely respected for these characteristics, and they helped

provide the ACER with a reputation for trustworthiness
reliability
These two_ personal traits constantly evident in Cunningham a:

his work were wdl brought out in letters written to mark the occ
sion_of his retirement in 1954. F.J. Schonell then Professor
Education at the University of Queensland, wrote of _him as a m
who atill times would show absolute integrity's': and the preside
of the Carnegie Corporation, Charles D011ard, singled out his do
ged persistence:
I know that a lot of g66d men have invested their blood in the ACI
but you were the one who sat up with the baby during all its chills a
fevers and enabled it to survive all the diseases of childhood."

45 F.J. Schonell to W.C. Radford 8 December 1954. in Australian Council f
Educational Research, In Appreciation, K.S. Cunningham, Direct
1930 1954, presented to K.S. Cunningham and in the possession of Lest
Cunningham.

44 C. Dollard to K.S. Cunningham, 27 April 1954, Australian Council for Educ
tional Research, loc. cit.
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RESEARCH IN EDUCATION:
ITS FUNCTION AND ORGANIZATION
The New Director
The new Director froth the beginning of 1955 was _W.C. Radford
who since 1946_ had been Cunningham's Assistant Director.
Radford was 41 years old at the time of his appointment, had had
career very similar to Cunningham's, and was very much of the

same mould. He was brought up in the western part of Victoria;
joined_ the Victorian Education Department; -and taught for several
years from 1929 as a junior teacher at _Horsham High School: -He
then attended the University _of _Melbourne_ _and_ .the Melbourne
Teachers College; and taught at Bairnsdale;_ another. country high
awl; from__1936 to 1937_: He was seconded _ to the__ACER as a
research_assistant;_from__19 38 tal 939; served briefly on the staff of
the Preston. Technical School and the recently formed Cunetilliiiii
xnd Research Branch;. and in_ July 194o volunteered for_serViee in
he Australiariarmy_ He served with the artillery in the_Middle &Si
ind NewiGuinea; and held Various staff appointments, being closely
msociated _for some time with Major-General Ramsay who becarne

Director -General of Education in Victoria and President of the
ACER. Radford was awarded an MBE for his services, reached the
rank of major, and finally _became a staff officer in London._ He re=
mined in the army until his appointment to the assistant director=
diip_of the ACER immediately after_the war in 1946._
His career at the University of Melbourne was a distinguished
me. He obtained his BA degree in :1934 with first class honours in
combined honours school of English and French and his MA in

too. He was awarded first class honours and the Hugh Childers
rite in the Diploma of Education course, obtained his -BEd degree

with one of the best theses of the year in 1936_and:his MEd in
£939. In recommending him for a Carnegie Corporation Fellows
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ship at the University of London in 1937, the Professor of Educa
tion at the University of Melbourne, G.S. Browne; wrote:
Radford is an outstanding man of grcat mental ability, marke
enthusiasm and skill as a teacher, and well qualified as a research stu
Radford has aline literary style, and would impress all whot
dent
he met by his personal qualities.'

HiS BEd thesis was developed more thoroughly into a piece
research for his MEd degree and was published by the ACER i
1939.
While he was on war service, the position of Assistant Director c

the ACER was advertised. Out of an impressive field of t8 appli
cants, W.M. O'Neil was chosen by the executive in 1944; but th
Council, thinking that sufficient opportunity had not been given_t
persons overseas on active service to apply; decided to defer a deci
sion for t2 months and canvass -the forces_overseas,2 In the follow
ing year; before the Council could make up its _mind; O'Neil becam
Professor of Psychology at the University of Sydney.
RadforcI;_then amajor in the Australian army stationed in Lon
don; applied_ during the extended period and was duly appointed.
He had; he confessed, by then 'for over five .._ . years . . . been out
side even the fringes of education'. Cunningham Was not SlOW i
_

directing Radford's mind to the job. As soon as he received Rad
ford's cable of acceptance, he wrote suggesting that the new ASSiS
tint Director_ while winding up his work in the army, might in
Vestigate H.C. Dent as a speaker and possible invitee to Australk
talk_ to the Director of the National Institute of Industrial Psy
etiology about_mutual use of tests and materials, see a liaison office

at Australia House concerning the supply of HMSO publication:
inform himself on courses offered at the London Institute of Educa
tion, give his (K.S. Cunningham's) warm regards to Hamley_ani
Clarke there, and think about returning via the USA and visiting th
new Carnegie Corporation president in New York; John Russell i:
the Pentagon, and Segal in the American Educational Research As
sociation (AERA). 'I may think of other things later'; Cunninghar
1 GS. Browne; February 937 ACER archives, series $ 3, item $ 8.

2 ACER executive minutes, July 1944. and Council minutes. August i-044
ACER archives, series 32, vol.44.
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concluded, but this is enough for a first letter.' The next one suggested that he make himself 'familiar with modern statistical technique'_ in the six weeks before he was due to leave England. In that
way Radford was launched on his future career of work, constant
and indefatigable, on behalf of the ACER.3

His principal educational research before his appointment had
been done during his two years at the ACER, 1938- 39, and during
his BE and MEd work at the University of Melbourne which had
resulted in the publication of The Ewherational Needs of a Kurai Com,

muni: In this study; he surveyed the cultural facilities of the dis-

trict of Bairnsdale in eastern Victoria; an area of 2000 square
kilometres with a population of 8000_. He found the schools to be
little attuned to the needs of the community, and argued that they
should accept as one of their necessary functions the task of working
to raise the cultural level of the community both by radically revising their curricula and by_providing adult education. The survey
was admirably written and was judged by Hamley in 1944, when
he had to give an opinion on Radford's eligibility to become a PhD
candidate at the University of London, as 'very good indeed'.4
He enrolled for his doctorate during his military service in London, worked on his thesis back at the ACER in Melbourne, and
eventually completed it in 1954 when he returned briefly to the
university during his overseas trip on a Carnegie grant. His thesis,
Consolidation: An Appraisal of the Effects of a Scheme of Consolidation of Schools in a Rural Area in Australia, demonstrated his
continuing interest in rural education. It was a useful and comprehensive study of the establishment of a consolidated _primary
school in a mixed farming area of western Victoria. -In 1948; before
they were closed, Radford made a study--with an extensive testing
program and questionnaire on social; economic-, _and educational
items--of the 14 small one-and two- teacher schools that were to
provide pupils for -a consolidated school in the local township. To
this he added a study of a similar group of schools elsewhere in Vic5 KS. Cunningham to Major Radford. 18 August 1945; W.C. Radford to K.S.
Cunningham, zo August 1945, and K.S. Cunningham to W.C. Rmdford, 21
August 1945 and 17 September 1945, ACER archives, series 32, vol.4,
H.R. Hamley, Professor of Education to the Registrar, 22 July 1944, University
of London, Institute of Education, files on higher degree students.
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toria that were to continue in existence. Later, two years alter con
solidation, he made a follow-up study of the consolidated and con
trol schools. Radford found both. gains and losses for the childre
but concluded that, on balance, the consolidation had been of benef
to them.
Another major study was completed shortly before he became th
Director. In 195z he was responsible for a factual survey of th
non-government schools in Australia based on a questionnaire and
study of official material provided by state and non-state authorities

It was the first time that such a comprehensive account of non
government schools had been put together, and it was the beginnin

of the ACER's interest in the independent schools.

The boo

became an important source of reference in the discussions on stat
aid to non -state schools during the 195os and 196os.'
When the directorship became vacant with Cunningham's retire
mcnt_in 1.954; there was little competition for the post.: There wer
four applicants; and none of the other three could match Radford
record summarized in the selection committee's papers:
As editor, joint editor or author has been responsible for eight ACE1
publications. Has exercised detailed supervision over almost a

ACER research since 1946: His initiated a good deal of the wor
carried out.6

Planning the ACER's Program
For the Council's annual meeting in 1949, Cunningham and Rad
ford were requested to draw up a forecast of the ACER's forthcom
ing activities. In putting forward a three-year plan, about 3o pc

cent of which actually went into operation, they stated that the
thought the ACER had four main functions and that a due balanc
should be maintained between them. The functions were:
to fll gaps in present information, e.g. technical education, non-suit
schools, and post-school adolescent;
to conduct large-scale or long-term investigations, such as the cur
riculum survey or developmental studies;
to examine the growing points of Australian education;
W.C. Radford. The Non-Government Schools in Australia: A Descriptive an
Statistical Account, Melbourne: MUP, 1953.
6 Applications for directorship, ACER archives, series 49, item 1 7
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to--secure effective understanding and application of the results of
research.

They were suggeSting; in other words, that the ACER Should be
well up with the latest educational movements, should look towards
research that could be seen to be of practical value, and should concentrate on brOad rather than narrow issues. A survey kind of
research was best Stilted to these kinds of aspirations. Apart from

test construction, survey research occupied most of the research
efforts of the ACER in the it 5 years following the war, from 1945
to 1966. That was the period of the curriculum survey;hcadiustiiieht of youth project, surveys on correspondence education; nonState schools, school leavers, the vocabulary of the pre-school_child;
school inspection, adolescents, aspirations of able children attitudes

towards characteristics of classrooms; and science in independent
schools.

These were at that time very much to Radford's taste. His own
researchhis Bairnsdale; his consolidated:schools; and his non-state
school studieshad been _educational and social surveys. = Like hiS
predecessor he had a- wide_ interest in all aspects of edifcatiOnal
research; but he did not_have any substantial training in edireatiOnal
psychology or psychometrics. He saw the value of continued_ work

by- the ACER in these areas; but he did not push it with the
enthbisiasm that an educational pscyhologist might have shown. He
had an _ambitious Mind that was Interested in broad problems and
wide contexts. - He was at home summarizing and syhtlieSiiihg a

wide range of data. He could happily sum up the main ideas expressed by participants in a week-end conference, or put together
the diVerSe currents running throughout the 1937 NEF Conference;
or assess the ediicational needs of a rural society, or select and draw
attention to the main trends of a nation -wide curriculum survey:
His interest and capacity were more sociological than psychological;
and helped to move the ACER's research in the 195os and 196os
into more sociological activity.
Radford's own principal concernthroughout his directorship was
with the general problem -of the nature and organization of educational research: As Assistant Director he had been responsible for
the conduct of much of the ACER's research program and general
administration: but not for the determination of research policy.
Once he became Director he had to face the responsibility of plan=
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ning research appropriate for a national body. With somewhat corn
plaisant presidents of the- Council;- Medley up to 1959, McRae fo
196o, Ramsay- front 1960 67-and Robertson 1967-, 69, the nature
of the ACER's program during that period was decided almost en
tirely by the Director and -his staff.
_For the whole of his z z cars in office, Radford thought anc
wrote about educational research in Australia. From time to time h
conducted surveys to ascertain what its condition was, and he incor
porated the results of his surveys in substantial papers addressed tc
governments, and to his Council and other responsible educators.

Early Exploration and Views on Educational Research
In 1954, he spent seven months overseas on a Carnegie grant and
on his return, wrote a general survey of educational research in the
USA, Canada, England, and Scotland: He was abroad again at the
beginning of 1956; attending a small international conference or
educational research in the USA at Atlantic City: This _led him tc
organize a survey of educational research in Australia since 195_o; foi
publication in the Review of Educational Restarch; a journal of the
AERA; in _1957- In that year he also wrote two articles for the

newly established Australian Journal of Education, one on educational research in Australia -l9 So 56, the other, with J.J. Pratt, on
educational research on problems of the primary school, 195o ;6.
In connection with the survey and resulting articles, institutions
throughout Australia were asked to provide abstracts of research
work completed since 195o, and subsequently each year, for filing
in the ACER library. The collection would complement the annual
list, Educational Research Thing Undertaken in Australia, published by

the Commonwealth Office of Education since 1950. The scheme
continued for a few years, but eventually lapsed because of the
unreliability of the returns from the various research centres.
In these articles, Radford began to explore the questions that were

to remain with him for the next zo years. They were; principally;
five:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

What is the nature of educational research?
What educational research is currently needed?
How can research be best encouraged and organized?
How can research workers be trained?

2
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What is the ACER's task in the conduct and organization of
research?

He did not answer them fully nor did he treat them together in
one speech; article; report; or pamphlet; _He kept worrying away at
them over the years; gradually modifying and clarifying his views.
In the first year of his directorship; Radford talked to the VIER
on his recent overseas visit to research institutions and on his views
concerning educational research. His talk was reported in a journal
recently established by_the VIER.' He confessed to being much im7
pressed hy the extent to which the_research attitude was found in all
the universities he visited and in the administration of education in
the USA. Clearly he_saw the development of a similar attitude in
Australia to be one of his main tasks and ambitions. Equally clearly,
he was convinced that the kind of research he wished to promote
was one which could be seen to have application to practical educational situations. It has no value', he stated, to me, unless it helps
to improve one of two thingseither the actual classroom process,
or the actual adminiStratiVe machinery:8
Three other observations that he made were further indications of

research policies that he was subsequently to be interested in
developing. The relationship between research and innovation in
education had always been a problem of considerable interest for the
ACER. It was part of its original charter; in James E Russell's
words, to keep the system alive and alert' through its activities. In
its first 2 5 years, many of its surveys had made educators aware of
deficiencies and had suggested possible changes; and its test development had provided instruments for improving diagnostic, guidance,
and selection _processes. But; fOr the most part; the ACER's conscious services to innovation in Australian education were separate
from its research functions; they were by way of advice to individuals or committees seeking opinions from the ACER staff, by
publication of considered views on many aspects of education, and
by the promotion of overseas visits by significant Australian educators or visits by overseas educators to Australia. The problems in7 W.C. Radford. Routine, revelation or revolutionthe function of research in
education; Journal of Education (VIER). 195 5, 2(2), 5 4 Go.
8

p.6o.
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volved in relating research to educational change had not yet bee
seriously faced. Radford was aware of this. He realized that his it
terest in seeing that research should aim to improve the practice
education tnade_it necessary for him to think about ways of ensurir
that practice would; in fact; be influenced by research, You mu
face the question'; he _wrote;_f haw to bring_ that change about;
The notion; that a change in any practice can be achieved most effi
ciently by involving the practitioners in the process of planning t1

change, had been widely discussed and operated on in

di

reconstruction period following World War II. Radford saw the ap
plication of it to the ACER's situation.
I believe there is enough evidence available now, to demonstrate quit
clearly that the most effective way is to involve the people responsibl
for effecting the change in the research and enquiry that leads up to it

He was to use this principle wherever it was feasible in developin
programs of collaborative research. Whatever other means of dis
semination were available should also be associated with it. He ap
proved, therefore, of reinforcing the process by, for example, a wid
distribution of discussion pamphlets and summaries of research, an
the use of summer schools, conferences, and workshops.' 0
A second matter attracted his attention during his overseas trip.
He found that the view was very strongly held in universities tha
the best research was done when go::dd researchers were encourage.
to work on their own interests. 'Pick a man and give him his heac
was the best strategy. A few of his consultants, however, thought i
more productive to develop an overall program for a departmen
into which individual talents might be carefully fitted. There was
danger that individuals and even departments might be tempted ti
accept a research project from a funding authority not_because_ the'
were convinced of its value but because funds_were available for it

He was to encounter this dilemma in his administration of th
ACER. He was attracted both ways towards encouraging in
dividual projects from his staff, and towards developing an overal
plan of research for the institution.
9 ibid., p.6o.
I° W.C._Radford,_ A _General Survey of Educational Reearch inihe United State

America, Canada, England, and Scanned, Melbourne: ACER, 1954, p.41.
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The third conclusion that he formed from his overseas visit was

that independent agencies such as the ACER, even more than
research branches in educational authorities or universities, needed a
clear statement of policy, to demonstrate their independence from
but willingness to co-operate with other agencies." The ACER's
research policy had grown up to serve, as far as resources allowed,
what the Director and Council saw to be the nation's current educational needs. There had been no sustained and fundamental thinking
about what might be the most comprehensive and useful program:
Radford was interested in trying to produce such a plan.
In his initial exploration in the mid-fifties, he found that the most
part of current research was being done in university departments of
education and psychology. Since World War II. the number_ of
centres in Australia where educational research was being organized
had multiplied well beyond the sittration of the _z 93os when it was
confined principally to two teachers colleges and universities, three
state education departments_and the ACER. In the 195os, all the
universities were contributing _a small_ but steadily growing quantity;

perhaps three or four teachers colleges were able to find some time
for research; the Commonwealth Office of Education had entered
the field mainly with a number of national surveys on universities
and selected aspects of education; the ACER contribution had
grown but, because it had to be careful of its finances, its research

had slowed down during the 1950s; and. finally, all the state
education departments had begun to add to the research total, some
in quite notable ways. New South Wales had continued since the
193os to produce useful studies and, since the war, Queensland had
blossomed by developing experimental studies in the teaching of
reading, by setting and comparing standards in basic subjects; by inquiring into guidance and selection procedures, by examining the

relative difficulty of learning various arithmetical facts and processes, and by constantly publishing bulletins and articles on this
work for all teachers to study. There was a trend - towards co-operative research both at an individual and institutional level. Two;

three, or four researchers with_ different skills and backgrounds
would join together on a single project to produce, it was hoped, a
more substantial and richer result: The ACER also had collaborated
I I ibid., p.4o
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on a readiness program with the Western Australian Educatioi
Department and a survey with the teachers colleges, and was hoping
to plan an extensive collaborative piece of research into secondary
education in Australia.

Much of the research was unpublished since much of it was it
higher degree theses or in state departmental papers. Nevertheless
there was a wide and growing variety of journals in Australia anc
overseas in which Australian researchers were currently publishing
their material: To cater for the growing demand and to encourage
further research of good quality; the ACER in 1957 established the
Australian Journal of Education:"
It was difficult to determine what the research needs were foi
Australian education. At least it could be seen that there_were growing interests in two areas. Sociological studies related to education,

of which the recent distinctive work of Oeser and others at the
University of Melbourne on Social Structure and Personality had produced useful basic material and original techniques of data collection
and analysis, and studies in_the history of Australian education were
both rapid growing-points in educational research. Radford thought

that areas in which work specially needed to be done in the near
future were those of secondary education, educational theory, and
the exploration of the educational demands of Australia's growing
technological society. It was of particular importance that more
research should be seen to be related to the needs of educational
practice. His attendance at the Atlantic City conference in 1956
developed his interest also in two matters that had been seriously
discussed thereco-operative international research studies, and the
selection and training of research workers. In both these areas Radford; during his directorship; was to_show considerable interest:
With a reasonable degree of consistency; he recommended to his
Council in 1.956 _that the ACER might be able_to make its 'maximum contribution to Australian education' by always having one
project in each of the following four fields:
the study of the community factors and goals detcrmining the content;
organization, and objectives of education;
the study of learning as it affects school situations;
12 Sec Chapter 8, under Publications.
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the evaluation of current practices in classroom activity and administration;
the development and trial of new techniques and methods based on
Australian or overseas research.

The four suggestions needed to be sharpened and more closely
defined before they could become the basis of a practical research
program: It wodd also have required a change and expansion of the
ACER's current staff."

A Field for Many Tillings
A more systematic effort to deal with the fundamental questions he
was facing in educational research was made in the early 19605. It

led up to the publication in 1964 of his main contribution to the
topic, A Field for Many Tillings. It had been requested by the Council at its annual meeting in 196z and was discussed at the next annual meeting in 1963 and at a special meeting in May 1964- before
its publication. A similar analysis was incorporated in aichapter on
Research in Education which Radford contributed in the same year
to a hook, EdlicatiOil for Australians; edited by the vice-president of

the ACER, R.W.T. Cowan.
A Field for Many Tillings was piecemeal; repetitive; and of varied
quality. Nevertheless it was a_first attempt_ by any educator to make
a serious statement about educational research in Australia, and it put
forward a research plan for the ACER which the Council found ac-

ceptable: It was the Director's own composition but had involved
discussions by the ACER staff and included current staff interests in
13 The above account is based principally on:

-

W.C. Radford, Routine, revelation or revolution, loc. -cit.
, The First International Conference on Educational Research, Atlantic Cio,,
cast Februol sy so-; (Information Bulletin No.34), Melbourne:
NJ;L: t
ACER, 1956.
, Educational research in Australia, 1950- 56: unpublished address to the
VIER, November 1956, ACER archives, series 54, item 138:
Educational research in Australia and New Zealand, Section A: Australia,
Review_of Educational Research, i 9 5 7, 27(1), 7-19:
, Educational research in Australia, 1950- 56, Australian Journal of Mica5_4;_
/ion, 195_7, 1(
and J.J. Pratt, Educational research on problems of the primary school,
1950-:56, Australian Journal of Education; 1957; 1(2); 124- 34;
Australian Council for Educational Research; Twenty -s :x:b Annual Report,
1976, Melbourne: 1956, pp.3o- 2, 3,8.
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its program.
_Research in education he defined rather baldly as 'asking questions about some aspect or aspects of the educational system and collecting facts to answer those questions'.'4 The definition was filled

out rather more in his earlier article in 1955:
I shall regard research as meaning recogning and defining a problem;
designing procedures co provide partial or complete answers to it;
collecting information by those procedures; collating and analysing
the information and interpreting its results; and checking and resting
the interpretations to be certain of their validity and general soundness:lf

This was a statement of the traditional view of scientific method.
How far it applied_and was actually used in educational research he
did not indicate. His own doctoral thesis on school consolidation
would have been a good example of its use. He did not dwell;
however, on the nature of educational research. He did not look at
what, if = anything, might distinguish research in education from
research in physics or psychology, nor did he use the work done by
the ACER to explore, through it, possible criteria for educational
research. His interests, rather, were in the organization and content
of educational research.
What were the priorities for Australia in educational research?
Various centres and research workers had selected major problem
areas and had made useful contributions. In A Field for Many Till=
ings and elsewhere, Radford cited six areas of note, with most of
which the ACER had had some connection. Success and failure in
university study had been well documented _by the work of Hohne,
Sanders; and the Commonwealth Office of Education; a body of
knowledge on Australian adolescents had been accumulated through
the_ studies made by Wheeler, Connell, and Spearritt; the history of
Australian education had been substantially developed in Sydney
and Melbourne universities; important aspects of ability and
achievement in schools had been carefully tested and surveyed in
14 W.C. Radford, A Fietd for Many Tillings, Melbourne:_ ACER, _1964. p.6. A
similar definition was given in R.W.T. Cowan (Ed.), Earuration for Australians,
Melbourne: Cheshire. p.255: 'Research in education is the systematic collection
of facts about some aspect of education which will help to answer a question'.
15 Radford. Routine, revelation or revolution. p.54.
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StUdieS by the ACER and by the Queensland and New South Wales
educatiOn departnientS; a longitudinal appraisal of primary school
standards had been undertaken by the ACER and by the Queensland
education department; and significant work on retardation and
backwardness had been done at the University of Queensland.

Were theSe the most important areas on which Australian
research should be concentrated? Some were central, but the choice
had been somewhat fortuitous. If the role of research was to provide
answers, as Radford suggested, on the kind of knowledge which was
essential for the efficient conduct of education;_and on the most important unsettled issues affecting current educational practice; then
research should be directed towards-building up basic knowledge on
the pupils' background; the learning - teaching process; the measurement of pupils' progress, the content of education; the organization
of schools; and the-current- issues of which he listed 12, ranging from
the _effects of various forms of pre-school programs, to- the charac=
teristics of successful teachers and the purposes and effects of eic.=
aminations. It was a wide-ranging program for research in which_ it
was difficult to distinguish the priorities. Radford acknowledged the
diffietilty and decided to analyse existing research resources and
coveral

of topics before trying to settle more explicitly on

prioriti s.
He estimated that the equivalent of the time of i $6 full-time
research persons with professional training, out of a total teaching
for-cc of about I oo 000, was currently being put into research in
education in Australia. They were supported by about 4 oo clerical
The total investment in research amounted -to about
staff.
.C5oo 000 per annum, o.2 per cent of what was spent on educa-

tion."
With these slender resources; educational research had Made no
great impact on educational_practice; In_view of the present scantiness of- research facilities; there was a great need to rationalize them.
Research during- the past seven or so years had been spread widely
and not very carefully directed. He picturesquely described it 'as a
patchwork with some spots of colour, a good deal of drabness, and a
great deal of virgin surface." The rationalization might proteed in
16 Radford; A Field fir Many Tillings, p.19, and Cowan, op. cit., p.266.
11 Radford; A Field fir Many Tillings, p.z 5.
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three ways, by co-ordinating the work of research wherever possible, by making a division in function between the different bodies
concerned with research, and by selecting critical research problems
appropriate to each of the bodies.
Radford_ suggested, for example, that the Commonwealth Office
of Education might work more closely with university researchers
on problems of tertiary education, that the state departments might

develop more joint projects, and that all bodies might develop
special interests=such as the ACER's long-established connection
with test constructionthat others should not impinge on
He was interested in the sequence of steps by which an improvement might be made in an educational process. One possible four,
step sequence was to begin with _basic scientific investigations that
might have some relevance for schooling; by scientific research, to
apply the basic ideas to controlled school situations; then to translate the results into a specific school program; and, finally, to disseminate the findings, with possibly some feedback from schools
into earlier parts of the process." It would be possible, Radford suggested, to divide the functions of the various research agencies in
Australia in a general way according to this pattern. Basic and ap-

plied scientific studiesthe first two stepswould be undertaken
by universities, teachers colleges, ACER, and the Commonwealth
Office of Education; the third and fourth stepstranslation into
practice and disseminationwould be the function of state educadon departments. The analysis was a very rough one and it is
doubtful_if any of the agencies approved the role that Radford was
interested in allotting to them. The attempt; however; was interesting inasmuch as it was the first time that the connection between
research and innovation had been seriously examined by the Direc,tor and Council of the ACER. The mechanism of the relationship
was not probed in any depth on this occasion. it was to be raised
more clearly within the next few years when the ACER began to
develop new curriculum materials and to become considerably in18

mid pp.3 z ff. Radford acknowledged. as the source of the pattern. D.L.
The function of the United States Office of Education and the state departments
of education in the dissemination and implemernation_of educational research. In
Phi Delta Kappa. Dissemination and Implementation: Third Annual Symposium on
Educational Research, Bloomington. In.: t962.
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tercsted in curriculum construction as a way of affecting ideas as well
as practices in the schools.

Four critical problems to which the attention of researchers
should be directed were given by Radford as examples rather than as
an exhaustive list: research into reading, primary school mathematics, individualized learning, and teacher training. There was much
to be done in each area, and he thought they were likely to receive a
great deal_ of attention in the next few years. The first three were

already pf considerable interest to the ACER and were to remain
importaht in its program. On reading research, he suggested the way
in which the work could be divided up. State departments could

concentrate on methods, materials and disseminationsteps three
and four of his previous analysis; universities and teachers colleges
could work on the analysis of the reading process and its_improve-

mcntsteps one and two: The Commonwealth Office could look
after all four steps in a special study on migrants: The ACER
could help ideas to crystallize by collating Australian research, suggesting ideas, preparing critical reviews, reporting on tryouts of new
material, and on modifications made before or after trial, and so on."

In the other critical projects too; he saw the ACER not as the producer of original research work; but _as an evaltator, critic; and
catalyst It_ was; in effect; a midwife's role that -the -ACER would
play_. It was largely_in_thatkind of role; to good effect; that Radford
acted_ towards educational research in Australia during his 22 years
asithe_ACER's Director. It _was an enabling rather than _a creative
role; and it was not the kind apart that was likely_ to satisfy talented
members of his staff nor; if it bccamc the ACER 's general research
role would it bc likcly to attract highly original research workers to
his staff.

Fortunately the research program he proposed to the Council
gave his staff rather wider scope. It divided the work into four main
areas:
(a)
(b)
(c)

19 ibid.;

p44

historical- comparativc critical descriptive in ormation;
experimental and survey studies in two divisions:
learning studi , and
and method studies;
organization,
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(d)

measurement and evaluation.'"

The program was in addition to the continuing work of the ACEF
test division, educational services department, and library.

The historicalcomparative division was to keep the ACEF
sources of information up to date; to prepare interpretative bulleiii
e.g. on school holding power; to prepare informational Statemer
on request; to undertake continuing research on Australia-wi
topics,_starting_with a study of the factors that have influenced t:

development of secondary education, e.g. music education ai
agricultural education; to prepare reviews of signifiCant develo1
ments in Australian education; and to prOduce a general review
Australian education every five years.
The experimental and survey divisions, though separate, wou
he expected tp co-operate closely. One division was to keep abrez
of learning theory; to analyse learning situations in classrooms;

to undertake research on selected areas of educational practit
beginning with a study of concepts of class and symbolization wi
reference to language skills in the infants department: The otli
division was concentrate on school organization; carricalum,_ai
method, conducting studies of school administration and classroc
orgiinizatiori such as streaming and grouping; and trying out ne
materials and new organizational procedures._
The division of measurement and evaluation was to be interest
in basic research such as the nature of abilities and new theories
testing and psychometrics; in the impact of testing on ethicatiOr
practice: in surve_ys of_attainment; and in in-depth studies of pa
ticular areas such as a continuance of the work of Spearritt and Di
on listening:
In his annual report for 1_964, Radford slightly readjusted his e
pression of the ACER's role in respect to the four-step process
relating research to educational change. He wrote that 'for the tit
being' the ACER ,eemed best fitted to work at the levels of ste
20 The division was_ almost identical with the grouping given in the well=kiiii
textbook C.V. Good, A.S. filet, and D.E. SCMCS; The Methodology of Educatto
Research, New York: Appleton, 1936, used for many years at the Universit)
Melbourne.
Cunningham used those categories in an address to the embryonic &w ;a1 icier

Research Council, but did hot attempt to plan the staff and work of the AC
by them, ACER archives, Series 49, item 183.
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two and three; i.e. applying scientific research and devising methods
and programs. There was more than a hint in this that the Council
might think of developing the ACER into an Australian equivalent
of the Research and Development (R and D) centres initially established in 1963 and widely discussed in the USA. In such a case; it
would have the task of working through a program of research by
which it might produce exemplary materials or methods for schools
and oversee their introduction and dissemination:_ The ACER's
work in test construction approximated to the R and D pattern.
There was need for more research on what kinds of tests were re
quired and on their effects; and this was to he part of the proposed
work of the new measurement and evaluation division.
The ACER; however; did not become anR and D centre, nor did
it concentrate on becoming the midwife of Australian educational
research: It took on something of bbth functions, and it continued
with much of its previous ad hoc approach to research, taking up interesting projects as they came to hand and developing others which
seemed at the time to be_ pertinent.
Radford's analyses and the discussions associated with them did
have a noticeable effect on the ACER's research activities. They
gave to the activities more sense of order and direction. The proposed reorganization into four divisions took place in 1964 and,
although there was only one research officer in each division, it was
possible to develop work in each area and subsequently to add to the
staff. Not all that was undertaken was new work, but several notable new projects were begun in each division. R.T. Fitzgerald; who
was the first appointment to the comparative historical division- in
1964, began work On a study of the factors and forces affecting
Australian secondary education; in the same division;_reviews of
music and agricultural education were started: Mary Nixon, also appointed in 1964, set studies in the learning division underway with
preliminary work on concept development in young children. J.P.

Keevesof the organiration;_curriculum, and method division
became involved in two new projects in the teaching of mathemat7
to; within the curriculum division, the organization of a national
conference in March 1964 on_mathematics in the primary school
and the preparation of a manual for teachers on mathematics teaching; and; within the measurement and evaluation division, an inter-

national study of educational achievement in secondary school
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mathematics it:the r3,year_-old and pre-university levels. During
1965; he attended conferences in Chicago and Hamburg in connection with the international study.
Establishing a Basis for a National Research Policy
In 1966, the Commonwealth Government established a Ministry
for Education and Science Which suPerseded the Commonwealth
Office of Education. Throughout 1967 its new secretary; Sir Hugh
Ennor, made it his business to talk at representative gatherings and
seek from a variety of individuals advice on suitable activities for his
ministry.

In May 1967, the ACER organized a five-day conference at

Melbourne Teachers College on _Research into Education: Improv-

ing its Value to the Practice of Education. There were 8o participants from the ACER, universities, teachers colleges, and federal
and state departments throughout Australia, together With_several
visitors from Canada; USA, New Zealand, and Papua New Guinea.
Twelve papers were presented by participantS, and the conference
was opened by Ennor who spoke of the need to raise the intellectual
level of educational research and of the importance of ensuring the
availability of research to the practice of education.
In some of the papers; there was the beginning of an effort at a
more thorough analysii of the nature of educational research, for ex-

ample in educational sociology; ..;eaching-, and school organitatiOn.

The establishment of a professional association for educational
research workers in 197o subsequently provided more opportunity
for serious discussion on the theory and practice of research but up
till that time, there had been little stimThlus to fundamental thinking
about the nature of educational research. At the 1967 conference,
the interest was almost exclusively in Organizational matters. There

were papers pointing out the inadequacy and fragmentation of
Australia's effort in educational research, the imporrince of an injec-

tioa of funds from the Commonwealth Goverhinent, the need to
train more research workers and posSible means Of training them;
various ways of applying educational research to educational practice, and the kinds of developments taking place in the organization
and funding of educational research overseas.. Radford summed up
the conference, and a resolution was passed affirming that a rapid
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expansion of research and a more efficient dissemination of results
were necessary. To achieve these ends, more funds and more
research workers were needed. The establishment of institutes for
research in education with a full -time research staff, collaborating
with schools and other educational bodies, would raise the quality of
research and provide opportunity for the internship training of more
research workers. Roth state and federal governments could increase
their funding, and the Commonwealth Department of Education
and Science might undertake a survey of 'the need for, desirable support for, and acceptable organization of research into Australian
education'.21

Later in 1967, Ennor gave the Theodore Fink Memorial Lecture
at the University of Melbourne in which he spoke of the need for
more research and for research of better quality on Australian education. He suggested that proposals for the expansion of educational
research should be brought forward to the Commonwealth Government As a- consequence of the lecture; Radford convened a -small
interstate working party to develop a proposal for submission to the
government It met first in May 1968 and during the following 12
months produced a substantial document. R.W-. McCulloch; from
Monash University, who had been a Tasmanian representative on
the Council of the ACER from 1961 to 1965 and had given a paper
tt the 1.967 Research into Education Conference; produced a working paper which the group accepted as a guideline for the final docu-

ment. The meeting decided to obtain information on the current
;tate of research by conducting a survey by questionnaire of all
research agencies in Australia.
In the course of the preparation of the document, T.L. Robertson,

who was president of the ACER from 1967 to 1969 and had for7
nerly been Assistant Director of -the Commonwealth Office of
Education and Director-General of Education in Western Australia,
lelivered the Frank Tate Memorial Lecture for 1968 at the Univer7
ity of Melbourne,- in which he dealt at length with educational
esearch: He pointed_out the acute needs of- research -and the inade,-

luacy of existing facilities; funds; and the supply of trained
esearchers: He suggested the establishment of a national advisory
I Australian Coundfor Educational Research, Research into Education, Hawthorn,

Vic.:

1967: p.148.
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committee on research in education, separate from but parallel to the
Australian Research Grants Committee which since 1965 had made
grants to research workers in all fields. The new body would advise

the federal and state governments on the needs of educational
research, would act as a co- ordinator; and make grants to research
agencies and individuals.22
Radford in an extensive report to the Council in i_968 took 4,-;
along similar lines, the idea of a national committee; and suggested
the establishment of state advisory committees to advise -the national
committee and to help distribute federal-funds- He :reiterated the
need for better training for research workers;_especially through an
internship process; but _was curiously _blind to the need to provide
more adequate training for__the internees on secondment to the
ACER: He drew attention again to the American Rand D centres,
and expressed less certainty about the most desirable functions of the
various agencies in Amstralia thin he had four years earlier in A Fidd
fir Many Tiliings: Any clear -cut separation of roles', he wrote, is
Any division of itileS among the various bodies could
illusory
simply_ be a matter of mutual agreement, and any of the bodies might
undertake any or all of the functions of research development and

dissemination. He Made a brief statement of his own long-term
priOrities for research but put them in very general terms: research
into stimulation of early childhood development, the relationship
between learning and teaching, and development at the preadolescent and adoleSeent periods. He summed up his wishes as an _in,

crease of funds for both commissioned and uncommissioned
research, expansion of training facilities for research workers, better
co= ordination of research agencies; and the development of new
units within them.
During this period; Radford Learnt much more about the R and D
centres in the USA; and became much more interested in the func-

tion of development. He had always been very conscious of the
need to relate- research to the practical requirements of the school
classroom; and -he saw in the idea Of development a useful contribii=

tion that research institutions could make to the improvement of
22 The speech was reported in Australian Council for Educational Research. Thirtyeighth Annual Report 1967- Ip68. HaWthcirn. Vic.: 14)68. pp. z s - 8.

23 ibid.. p.12.
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education. In 1969 he gave a talk; to the Newcastle Branch of the
NSWIER, concerned entirely with the work of American R and D
centres. He raised the question of their pertinence to Australian
education and answered by saying; believe we too need procedures
which seem to me well captured in the R and D centre [idca]`.24
the same year he addressed a_New Zealand College of Education
conference on the application of research. He emphasized both _the
desirability of involving in_ research those affected by it and the importance of involving the research organization in developmental activities; Development was _`a deliberate attempt to incorporate
knowledge into institutional structures, into technologies, into
materials and methods, and into_teaching and learning behaviour'.2'
He did not ever declare the ACER to be an R and D centre but, during the 1960s and continuing through the 1970s, he encouraged an
expansion of developmental activities in the ACER. The very considerable contribution by the ACER to a wide range of curriculum
development and its continuing program of test construction were
the leading_examples of this tendency.
By April 1969 the report of the as hoc working party had been
prepared, circulated to consultants, and put into its final form. A
meeting was sought with the Minister for Education and Science.26
Four intereSted parties had come together to produce the report: the
ACER, state departments, universities, and the Australian- College
Of Education. The College was an organization of professional
educators established in 1959 to bring together teachers from all
levels and from all kinds of institutions_ Radford had been greatly
interested in it since its inception and was its president from 1969 to
197 t. Currently the College was concerned in an effort to get a
National Foundation for Education established, one of whose functions would be the funding of educational research=1 tence its interest in the objectives of the working party.
24 W.C. RadfOrd. IleearCh and deVeliipment in education: address to NSWIER.
Newcastle Branch, 1969. ACER archives. series 54, item 137.
23 W.C. Radford. Involvement in the appliCation of research: address to the New
Zealand College of Education. 1969: ACER archives, series 14. item 141.

26 WC. Radford to M. Fraser zz May 1969 and _8 July 0969; M. Fraser to
W.C. Radford. i 3 June 1969 and 4 July i969: ACER archives. series 54, item
121.
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Led by Radford, a deputation consisting of a representative from
each of the four groups met the Minister and asmall group from the
Department of Education and Science to discuss the working party's
report. It was a somewhat rambling and repetitive document which
traversed the same ground covered in the 967 Conference and in
Ftadford's various reports and addresses. To its ten pages of recom,
mendations, it added a number of annexures on the present situation
in Australia and overseas, the functions of an advisory committee,
the establishment of priorities, dissemination, and possible patterns
for research units, together with a lengthy appendix with details of
the 1968 survey of current research in Australia. Pertinaciously, the

same matters were again hammered resourcm training, funding,
priorities, and the co-ordination of research. The group argued for
the establishment of a permanent national advisory committee; the
immediate grant of 5o three-year postgraduate fellowships and 5o
two-year internships for training in educational research; and substanrial annual grants to all educational agencies, which would approximately double the amount currently spent by them."
It was a successful political exercise. The Commonwealth
authorities were decidedly interested in the case for an expansion of
educational research and in the proposal for a national advisory and
funding committee. They were unwilling to become committed to
any of -the other activities proposed in the report until a national
committee had met and made recommendations.28
As a first step, the Department of Education and Science called
together a more widely representative group to consider-the matter
of the establishment of a national committee. The committee of
which Radford was a member met for_ two days in September, reexamined the same questions as the 1967 Conference and the work27 Australian Council for Educational Research et al. (ad hoc committee), A Submis-

sion to the Commonwealth Government of Australia on the Organization and
Funding of More Research into Australian Education; April 1969, unpublished;
ACER archives. series .14, item_ 181
The numbers of-the-delegation were T.L. Robertson, W.C. Radford, J.J.-P-ratt,
G.W. Bassett, all of whom had close connections with the ACER, and F.H.
Brooks, the Director-General of Education for Victoria, who later briefly joined
the Council.
28 Memorandum re deputation to federal Minister for Education and Science on
research in education. ACER archives, series 54. item 18z.
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ing party, using conference papers again and the working_party's repOrt.29 It recommended the creation of a National Advisory Committee on Research and Development in Education to keep educa,
tional research and development under constant review, advise on

priorities, suggest measures for the training of research workers;
make recommendations _about the collation and dissemination of
research, and recommend financial support for research submitted to

it or proposed by it. The committee was to have a chairman;
preferably full -time, and nine members representative_ of wide interests in education, and was to be supported by a full-time secretariat." In 197o the Australian Advisory Committee on Research
and Development in Education (AACRDE) came into being.
The campaign for federal funding and a national advisory committee produced valuable results by raising the level of resources
available for educational research. All parties were agreed that much
more research should_ be done, that other countries had been busily
encouraging it, and that it should be closely related to the schools

and their needs.

There was, however, a disappointing lack of

analysis of what should be done and how research workers should go
about it. The situation recalled the circumstances of the foundation
ofxhe -ACER in 193o when, with much enthusiasm and goodwill,
the_ organization was established to fill a need which no one then or
since had thought through intelligently and thoroughly. The consequence hadbeen that the ACER's research_program had mostly been
characterized by_ attention to what seemed -to be the interesting or
urgent_ matters:of the moment It was_essentially_an ahnr program;
Radford and his' colleagues'_ thinking had succeeded in providing a
better basic organization for the ACER's work and had been an essential stimulus in the political campaign. But, for all the analyses
that the Director had made up to that point; and all the discussions
_

that had been arranged, no research brief for Australia or for the
ACER had yet emerged except in the most general terms. It seemed
that nothing had yet been done to stimulate the professional mind of
Australia's educational research workers. The emphasis on organiza29 A.H. Ennor to W.C. Radford, 2 September t 969, ACER archives, series 54
item 121.
30 K.N. Jones to W.C. Radford, 9 October 1969, ACER archives, series 54, item
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tion rather than on research questions was well illustrated in the
composition of the committee called_together in September 197o by
the Commonwealth Department of Education and Science to discuss
research in education It had 16 members of whom probably two
were actively engaged in educational research, and another two involved in administering research programs. The remaining 12 were
administrators of note who had never been and would never be personally involved in educational research.
There had been a listing of general topics for research, but so far
no penetrating analysis of the fundamental research questions that
needed investigation.
In the case of the ACER, the existence of a strong test division
was in itself a challenge to research. The ACER had spent much of
its time constructing tests of general ability, aptitude, and achievement, and, as the Director stated, was 'regarded as a good maker of
tests'.31 It had used as far as possible the best available procedures in
such work. It had paused briefly to question some of the theory on

which the work was based, and it had produced reputable tests in
new areas. But it had not raised seriously and publicly two important sets of questions.
What kind of impact was the extensive production and sale of
tests having on Australian education? Was it possible that some
testing programs were educationally desirable and others not Did
their extensive use lead to a_ pseudo-scientism_ and emphasis on the
wrong elements in _educational_ practice? Was_the use made of the
tests in the selection and placement of students consistent_ with the
reforming attitude that had been a characteristic of the ACER from

the beginning of its history? The reconstruction which the ACER
had supported was to be a social as well as an educational one. Was
it possible that its test dissemination was counter-reconstructive? If
the content of sonic widely used tests had a social class bias, as
research on similar tests overseas had long been demonstrating, it
was possible that the ACER's influcnce was a socially conservative
one. Since many of the tests were specifically constructed on contract to meet the requirements of existing practices in the education
departments who ordered them, it was possible that, through them,
31 Australian Council for Educattonal__ Research. Thirty-fiurth Annual Report
1961-1964. Hawthorn. Vic.: ACER. 1964. p.16.
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the ACER's influence too was an educationally conservative one.
Studies on the Commonwealth Secondary Scholarship Examination

set by the ACER suggested that_ the awards tended to go overwhelmingly to- students_ not in need of financial assistance. Such
findings and their implications for the whole testing program pro-

voked discussion and caused concern among the staff in the test
research and development area. None of these basic questions;
however; was ever the subject of sustained research by the ACER.
They were all well-known queries that had been under discussion
overseas, and tolesser extent in Australia, and were clearly pertinent to the ACER's activities.
The second set of questions was of a different kind. L.J. Cronbach drew attention to Flexner's distinction between empiricism and
science.
The empiricist in education stops with the comparison of gross effects.

He asks whether curriculum A teaches more mathematics than curriculum B
But research that is no more than an empirical check on
the effectiveness of some educational package does not get to the heart

of the matter."
What is needed is a search for explanatory principles: There is also a
further step of significance_ It concerns Kahn's view of normal
science and research that leads to scientific revolutions. Normal
science follows a pattern of investigation into certain kinds of questions in certain acceptable ways_that have been established as important. Important information is built up in this way but no great advances_are made. What arc needed for substantial progress are the

new _ideas, and perspectives that jump into focus when a radical
mind asks a new question. 'In education', Cronbach wrote, 'as in
other fields, normal science is not enough. We must maximize the
likelihoOd of scientific revolutions',"
The ACER's test program for the most part was an exercise in
empiricism. It was of considerable service to the schools, but was it
educational research? Radford appeared to have doubts on the matter. Considering the work of test development after Dunn had left
2 L.J. Cronbach, The rolr of the university in improving education, Phi alter
Kappan, t 966, 67(14 P I43
33 ibid.
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the ACER, he remarked in his 1968 Annual Report that 'the continued creation of test qtieStions and the making of tests is not
enough for the kind of staff we wane." He wanted them to contribute to the methodology of testing and learning, but confessed
that it was difficult to find time for them to do so. If test construction was not sufficiently creative, what could be done about the matter? He had set up a measurement and evaluation division within
the general research department separate from the test division; but
with a limited general research staff it- was scarcely viable.
Was it possible within the ACER to nurture the kind_of research
that would lead to radical breakthroughs in educational thought _and
practice ? -It was the only institution in Australia with a bOdY of fulltime =starch workers with no obligation to serve a partictilar schoCil

system. Could it not_be expected; therefore, to make a SUbstantial
effort to lead Australia by the significance of its researCh? ItS
capacity for such a contribution was, in fact, a little illusory. It was
not free of responsibility to federal and state governmentS. They
provided a -substantial part of its income and there had been uh-e-r.7.
tainty until their support had been secured in 1946. Even until the
rind of the i 956S, the Council had felt uneasy each year at the
possibility that the various governments might decide not to renew
their annual grants or as inflatior mounted, might not raise the
amount of the grant to match the ACER's rising costs: Thereafter
government support was not in doubt though the amount of it re,
qUired negotiation, and the ACER had to be able to show that it was
responsive to the expressed needs of the variousi education departmentS. Sales from tests and materials, many of them produced by
the ACER, contributed a large part of the incomei_f and; consequently, absorbed a large part of the effort of the institution._ Apart
from the financial constraint; there was a staffing one. The best
research requires the best people._ As the universities and colleges of
advanced education expanded rapidly in_the two_clecades after 1955,
the ACER continually lost many of its best qualified staff to them.
S.S. Dunn and 14:: Clark managed to stay for about zo years before
i4

fir Educational Research, Thirty-eighth Annual Report
t967- 1968, Hawthorn. Vic.: 1968. p.33.
8, under PlibliCation and Saks Policies, and Chapter 9, Testing and
Research Programs t 960- 80.
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they succumbed_but many had much shorter periods. The traffic
was one way. The ACER did not manage to recruit anyone from
the staff of a university. With_such constraints, how far could the
ACER go adventuring in ideas?

Establishment of the Australian Association for Research in
Education
It was of great importance for the health of the educational research
communitythat an association of research workers came into being
in 19-ro. The Australian Association for Research into Education
(AARE), through its annual conferences and training sessions,
became an important medium for the maintenance of information,
ideas, and friendly relationships among the research profession, and
it provided, for the first time, an opportunity for the serious presentation and discussion of ideas on the nature and conduct of research.
The 1967 conference at Melbourne Teachers College was the
first occasion on which a conference had been convened specifically
for educational research _workers. Out of that meeting, the
possibility of a continuing association was developed and subsequently canvassed at the Victorian Institute of Educational Research.
The Institute's representative, G.D. Bradshaw, brought the idea to
the ACR's annual meeting in 1968, met with encouragement, and

was _asked, with the Director, to look into the matter more
thoroughly. They reported back to_ the 1969 annual meeting that
they had a number_ of informal discussions and intended soon to
convene a meeting of interested persons.
Accordingly Bradshaw and Radford circulated, to the heads of
most of the research agencies and several other persons, a well-_
developed outline of a proposal for an 'Australian Association of
Researchers in Education' and invited them to attend a meeting on
the matter at the ACER on 13 14 March 1970.36

The meeting, chaired by the president of thc ACER, P.H.
Partridge, who later in the year was to become the first chairman of
the AACRDE, was attended by 3z persons. After considerable
debate, a motion proposed by Connell and seconded by Keats 'that

an association of research workers in education in Australia be
36 G.D. Bradshaw and W.C. Radford, Proposed formation of an Australian Association of Researchers in Education ACER archives series i 4; item 210.
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formed' was passed. Some misgivings were expressed at the possible
ill effect on the Institutes of the formation of the new association,
but the desire for a national organization beyond the separate State
Institutes predominated. It was to be a forum for the genuine discussion of educational research, a meeting place for researchers in the
same fields and in various disciplines, and a possible pressure group

with governments on behalf of educational research. The usual
spirited discussion took place on the naming of the new child; in
which none of the seven proposed on the agenda was accepted; and
it was eventually declared to be the Australian Association- for
Research in Education. A provisional committee was then selected
to organize a founding_conference in Sydney in Nove.mber 97o.
Approximately coo persons attended the first conference in
Sydney; described in a brochure as being at Australia's leading motor
inn at Ne_wport:37 Radford; as one of the co-founders; gave an inaugural address; Old_ and new horizons: Hopes and fears, in which
he made a stocktalcing of educational research in_ Australia updated
from that presented to_the federal minister in 1969. The number of
ficIL-time research workers in Australia had risen from 136 in 1968
I0 2 20 in 197o, and in 197I was to be 27 I . Service to curriculum

bodies and research= in the curriculum area occupied the greatest
amount of research time. He had some misgivings about the sudden
expansion of staff and extension of activities:
In the euphoria of a climate of expectancy, much may be done that is

not related to problems of any magnitude, and before adequate
thought has been given to those areas where its relevance appears most
obvious. 18

It was as if he feared that the genie he had been busily conjuring up
was about to become some uncontrollable and rampaging dragon. In

the event, the monster did not materialize; though the genie of
37 The conference was organized by a group from Macquarie University. and at the
Dunkin, both
general_ meeting; _11 W.S..Philp, Professor of Education, and
from _that__university.. became respectively _first _president_and secretary of the

AARE. R.A. Dershimer_the Executive Officer of the American Educational
}Crews
Research Association (AERA) gave a paper at the meeting.-a-s-did
who was to succeed Radford in 197 7 as Director of the ACER.
38 W.C. Radford. Old and new hiiri7ons: Hopes and fears. p.9. ACER archives,
series 14. item 2 1 0,
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educational research did not always evaluate its own activities with
exacting intelligence and practical wisdom.

Research into Education in Australia x972
There was another flurry of activity two years later. In 1972, Radford again made a survey of educational research in Australia. He
was commissioned by AACRDE to report on the existing state, and
to venture a prediction about the future development, of research in
education and the training of research workers. In August 1972, he
presented a brief paper on his on-going work at the ANZAAS Congress in Sydney. His final report was presented early in 1973, and
was subsequently published as Research into Education in Australia
1972. In April 1973 he organized a seminar on the training of
research workers in education.
Radford's survey for AACRDE, in which he was assisted by R.
McDowell, was again a collection, by interviews and lengthy questionnaires, of information about the numbers of people involved in
research, the work they were doing, and the kind of training they
had had or were currently undergoing.
Radford wrote that what Fattu had called in 196o 'the formula of
innovation by accidental discovery' was being 'replaced_by_innova-

tion systematically developed from an increasing body of
knowledge': 39 Australian progress in this direction was slow but

noticeable.

Educational research and development were 'im-

measurably better off in 197 2 than in 1962, and 'far better off than
ever before in Australia'.4° But the research effort was still very
small in relation to the size of the educational enterprise in Australia
and =to the task that had to be done.
He found that the research agencies in Australia were steadily increasing. Besides the universities, state departments, Australian
College of Education, and the ACER, there were advanced education boards, examination boards, Catholic education offices, the
39 W.C. Radford, Research into Education in Australia 1972. (AACRDE Report
No.1), Canberra: AG PS. 1973, p.
For Fattu's remark, see N.A. Fattu: A survey of educational research at selected
universities. In Phi Delta Kappa, First Annual Symposium on Educational Research:
Bloomington, In.: 1960, p. 2

40 Radford, Research into &lucation in Australia 1972, p.116.
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Australian Vice-Chancellors Committee, Australian Universities
Commission; Australian Commission on Advanced Education, and
teachers unions which undertook or commissioned research relating
to their _interests, The universities nevertheless were still by far the
main contributors. The survey revealed; though it was not explicitly
stated, that, if it had not been for the universities' traditional interest
in undertaking research and their acceptance of education as one of
their fields of study, the Australian contribution to educational
research wrAild be a _somewhat meagre one. The other major contribute: ., the research branches of the state departments, were concerned principally with servicing curriculum committees and related
curriculum development, and with testing programs and test
development. Other reasonably important activities undertaken by
them were demographic studies to predict enrolments and related
matters on the building and siting of schools.
The report estimated that there were about the equivalent of 800
full-time research workers in Australia in 1972, a considerable increase over the t5o recorded for the year 1963 in A Field of Many
Tillings, and that, on existing recruiting policies, the number might
be expected to double within the next five years. Radford was unwilling to recommend priorities for research. He suggested instead
that the common sense and perceptiveness of the workers should be

backed''; and that there should be more communication between
workers in_ the same area and a closer association between them and
both the policy makers and the classroom teachers: _ Collaboration
between universities and centres_ for fall-time research; such as the
ACER, was recommended; not only in the interest of possibly producing some integrated research but also to provide internship experience for students training to become research workers.
More opportunity for full-time study and _internship experience
was desirable for trainee researchers. This might be brought about

by the provision of postgraduate research awards with high age
limits, and by encouraging employers to grant leave to graduate students o: devote more time to their studies. Radford suggested the
need for refresher courses and workshops for experienced research
workers, especially to develop competence in curriculum development, in the economics of education, and in research designthree
41 ibid.. p. 1 2 7.
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areas currcntly of increasing importance. Hc was intcrcstcd also in
thc possibility of dcvcloping morc opportunitics for full-timc carccrs
in rcscarch. Bcttcr salary scalcs and grcatcr permanence of cmploy-

mcnt in rcscarch branchcs would help to stabilize and raise the
quality of work in thc state education departments;- in addition; thc
establishment of mitres_ or institutes of educational rcsearch _in
universities or in conjunction with thc ACER; staffed by full-timc
researchers and specializing- in a particular arca, would give
Australian cducational research a powcrful thrust and grcatly increase opportunitics for carccrs in cducational rcscarch.

Redefining the ACER's Role
In 1977; thc raccoon and discussion on rcscarch that Radford
had pursued during thc wholc period of his directorate were continucd by thc new Director, J.P. Kccvcs. In thrcc successive annual
reports, 1977 to 1979, hc explored the state of current cducational
research and thc rolc of the ACER. The wholc of his rcscarch life
from 1962 had been spent with thc ACER, except for five years
studying for doctoral degrees at the Australian National Univcrsity
and thc Univcrsity of Stockholm. Hc was therefore intimately acquainted with thc ACER's activities and with Radford's ideas. His
doctoral work, undertaken in a rcscarch school of social sciences,
brought him into serious contact with the perspectives of a number
of social science disciplines other than education; and he applied this
experience n his thinking about the research_ tasks of the ACER.
Since 97o; educational research outsidc the ACER had grcatly
expanded: The Commonwealth Government had sct up thrcc new
bodies with strong interests in rcscarch and development:

AACRDE; renamcd_ thc Education Rcscarch and Development
Committee (ERDC) of which S.S. Dunn had bccomc thc full-timc
Read; the Curriculum Development Ccntrc (CDC) which had absorbed the ACER's curriculum interests; and thc Schools Commission which was interested in undcrtaking or supporting evaluation
studies of its own programs and dcvclopmcntal work by teachers.
Kccvcs saw thcsc national institutions and other state dcpart_

ments that had recently come into being, and for which Radford and

the ACER had helped to develop a climate, as a challenge to thc
ACER and a cause of uncertainty among thc ACER's staff as hc and
they sought to redefine thcir rolc and re- examine the balance of thcir
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research and service activities._ It might be that the ACER's interest

should move from pioneering in curriculum development to cur,
rictilum evaluation, and that a kssened interest in the promotion and
publication of research generally in Australia might be balanced by
greater produCtivity at the ACER's headquarters and the maintenance of strong informal links throughout the Australian research
community.
The ACER's two main areas of research activity had long been
those of measurement and evaluation, and learning and teaching. It
had touched on but not continued to pursue vigorously the area of
social foundations of education. Reeves suggested the need for
further work in this area Guidelines or policy statements for programs of research should be developed in each of the three areas, in-

dicating what needed to be done and how the work might -be financed. To assist in such a task; advisory committees -with a wide
internal and external membership should be established:
In the new area _asocial foundations 'one of considerable importance _where little quality research is currently being undertaken in
Australia'2; staff would be needed with training in a broad range of
social sciences who could ask and seek answers to critical questions
about educational and social policies, and the evaluation of formal
and informal institutional practices. In the learning and teaching
area the priorities should be the study of language learning, concept
development, (with bOth Of which the ACER had had a long connection), curriculum evaluation, and teaching for mastery learning.
The measurement and evaluation area would continue to produce
special purpose tests Which the ACER had contracted to supply; to
develop new tests in current areas of interest; to undertake a maintenance program to satisfy the urgent need to revise and renorm many
of the key educational and psychological tests which the Council is
currently marketing ; and to develop validation studies of the
ACER's tests of cognitive ability and scholastic aptitude. Four units
to provide services to each of the research areas and -to outside clients
were also desirable; they would consist of survey; statistical analysis
42 Australian Council for.:Educational Research. Forty-serenth Annual Report
/976 -77. Hawthorn, Vic.: 1977. p.14.
43

ibid.. p.16.
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and psychological measurement, library and information, and advisory- services.

The Council accepted Keeves's baic outline and the ACER was
restructured- into three broaddivisions with three service units; the
proposed survey and statistical units being combined into one. The
advisory committees in each area met and reported in time for inclusion in the annual report in 1979, Of particular = interest was the
statement of the social foundations committee which produced a rationale that it suggested, could have characterized all three divisions.
It distinguished between policy and discipline research. Policy
research originates in the world of action and its results are directed
towards use in practice. It is concerned with variables that can be
changed with appropriate resources and with the ways of changing
them. It may be policy-dictated research concerned essentially with
evaluating educational policies and programs, or policy-defining
research which aims to provide information on which policy deci-

sions not yet taken can be more confidently based.

Discipline

research is concerned with the advancement of knowledge and the
development of theory independent of educational action, though its

findings may have important implications for action. Policy
research is central to the social foundations area, but discipline
research may be related to it in important ways by sharing a common theoretical model or by further analyses of policy research data
aimed at interesting `subsamtive or methodological issues incidental
to the main purpose of the policy research%44
There was a_ strong suggestion here that the ACER 's work should
be characterized by policy,type research; with some attention where
convenient to related discipline research. This; however, had always
been the case. The position had never been expressed with as much
sophistication as the 1979 advisory committees were able to command, but it was precisely what the ACER had been trying to do for
the past 5o years.

44 Australian :Council for Educational Research; Forty -ninth Annual Report
1.978z9. Hawthorn, Vic.: 1979, p.3-2. The basic statement was prepared by

the head of the division, an Assistant Director of the ACER, T.H. Williams.
who made use of the distinction between policy and discipline research made in
J.S. Coleman. Polity Research in the Soria! Sciences; Morristown, NJ: General
Learning Press, 1972.
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INFORMATION, DEVELOPMENT, WD
ANALYSIS IN THE 196-os AND .rp 7os
Publications
In discharging its clearing-house function for Australian education,
the ACER's most notable medium of infOrmation and analysis was
the Review of Education in Australia, of which the first volume was

published in 1938 and the second in 1940. After the war, three
more volumes appeared each covering a span of six to eight years.

The first post-war volume, Review of Education in Australia
1940-1948, was put together mainly by Daphne Waddington
under Radford's direction. It was an extensive compilation of
detailed information about_ the Australian educational systems and
developments throughout Australia since 1940. Keats added to it a
careful and interpretative chapter on the variation in educational ex-

penditure by the six Australian States during the ten years
1936 46. The fourth and fifth volumes of the series were also produced under Radford's general direction, and followed much the
same pattern as the third. Review of Education in Australia
194 110-4 was compiled principally by R.M. McDonnell and
recorded mainly the administrative changes_ of the preceding six
years. The section on the costs of education; continuing Keats's
work in the preceding volume and covering a ten -year periOci,
1944 53; was done by the ACER's newly appointed accountant.
Phyllis Staurenghi was_ a lively arts and commerce graduate from the

University of Melbourne with a particular interest in mathematics,
and some years of experience in accountancy and statistical work.
She was appointed _in 1953 and has continued to the present to be
the ACER's main financial officer. For the fifth volume, Review of
Education in Australia 19/.17 1962, a considerable number of the
staff were involved. It recorded most of what Radford referred to as
the major currents of our time': a rapid expansion in secondary
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education and an interest in its_reform; a great increase in university
enrolments; and the diversification of facilities and curricula in
technical education.
No further volumes of the Review were published despite a Council decision in 1964 that it should henceforth appear every five years
and should be a more interpretative history of the period. The ten-

dency was to move into the publication of three new kinds of
periodical: a general one that would be more interpretative and
more frequent than the past Reviews; another general one that would
take articles of quality in educational research and scholarship; and
several specialized and general ones, that would provide news and
advice from the ACER to various kinds of clients and readers. The
96os, in particular, was a rime in which the journal mania spread.
The function of the Review of Education in Australia was taken

over in 1961 by a new ACER periodical, the Quarterly Review of
Australian Education. =The Quarterty, which professed 'the aim of
treating objectively and in some detail partictilaareas in which significant change has taken place'', was edited by Fitzgerald who contributed most of the material for the pilot edition and the four numbers in the first volume. It usually dealt with one topic, providing
substantial fact and interpretation. It developed from a slim, stapled,
multigraph quarto report of a single article, to a solid typeset booklet
containing an extended analysis of some topical question. In this
latter form, still under Fitzgerald's editorship, it changed its name in
1974 to Australian Education Review and was published about four
times a year.
Another attempt was made to present general educational news,
with the publication in 1968 of a small short-lived mimeographed
monthly. It was called Chronicle of AUStMlian Education and was also

edited by Fitzgerald. Much of its material was taken from daily
newspapers and official reports. It had little appeal and, after a
year's trial, -it was discontinued.

The Australian Journal of Education was started_ in 1957 as a
scholarly journal Intended to represent the best thought; scholarship; and research from all who arc _professionally interested in
education in Australia% and to provide opportunity for the disCircular_ enclosed with Quarterly Review of Australian Education. Pilot edition,
June 1967 .
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semination of information concerning significant developments in
educational practice and research'.? The New South Wales Institute
for Educational Research in 193 5 had discussed the possibility of its
establishing a quarterly magazine and; in 1938 raised the matter_ of
its publishing an Australian Journal of Educational Research with the
ACER's executive: In 1939; the ACER resolved that such a journal
should be published and that the ACER would subsidize it to the

extent of

oo a year.

The Institute agreed to undertake the

publication and, in that year, appointed H.S. Wyndham editor, and
C.A. Gibb_managing editor. The journal was stillbOrn. In 1940,
she NSWIER decided that in view of the national crisis, the
publication of the Journal of Educational Research be held over'.
When the matter was raised again in 1946 after the war. Gibb in=
vestigated possible prices for printing and the matter was deferred
indefinitely.; In 195o, the professors of education at their annual
conference expressed an interest in the establishment of a journal
and, subsequently, in 1953 commissioned F.J. Schonell, who was
then Professor of Education at the University of Queensland and had
been the principal advocate for a journal, to raise the matter with the
ACER and seek its support:4 The executive expressed support for

the proposal and offered a financial guarantee for the first three
issues but the journal did not eventuate. Meanwhile the Victorian
Institute of Educational Research resolved in _1954 to establish _a
Journal of Education: It appeared in 195 5 ander the editorship of

L:W. Shears, and the ACER agreed to underwrite it The journal
ran from July 1954 ta November 1956. The VIER was interested
that _the journal should have an Australian content and ciradation,
and approached the Council in 1955 with a request that the ACER
should establish an Australian Journal of Education incorporating the
Victorian publication. The Council agreed. and in 1956 appointed
W.F. Connell, ,Professor of Education at the University of Sydney,
2 Introduction, Australian Journal of Education, 1957, t(1),

1.

NSWIER, Minutes of Meetings, 29 April 193 5, t6 June 1939, 28 June 1940,
19 July 1946, I 2 September 1947; Meetings of Executive, 21 November 1938,
May 1939, 1 s September 1939: 13 June 1940; to July 1946, Mitchell
Library.

4 Minutes of Seventh Annual Conference of Professors of Education, August
1953 ACER archives, series 49. Item 144
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editor of the new journal With Radford as business manager.' The
first number appeared in April 1957 with an acknowledgment to
the pioneering work of the VIER. Connell continued as editor for
16 ycars, and was succeeded by R.L. Debus, his assistant editor at
the University of Sydney. The journal was strongly supported by
the Institutes, each of which supplied an assistant editor, and its cir-

culation grew steadily to 2000 in 196o, and 55oo in 1972. In
1975 the Australian College of Education, whose members_ were
subscribers to the Australian -Journal of Educatim started its own
periodical; and the circulation_ of the Journal was approximately
halved-_ Over the years; especially after the establishment of the
College's periodical; contributions tended to come mainly from
research workers and it became very largely a journal of educational
research in Australia.
The Educational Research Series, later renamed simply Research
Series, which froin the start had been the ACER's main publication
vehicle, continued throughOut its history though at a diminished
rate. Sixty titles had been published in the first io years to 194o;
during the following 4o years to 198o, only another 44 were added,
bringing the total to 104. Undoubtedly the selection policy was
more exacting and the quality of most of the books in the series was
much improved in the latter period. Spearritt's and Clark's work on
comprehension skills appeared in this series, as also did Keeves's
study of environment and achievement.6 K.F. Collis contributed a
perceptive study of Piagetian theory related to the learning and
teaching of elementary mathematics, and Jillian Maling-Keepes produced a seminal and, from the point of view of the ACER's: pro:
gram, timely volume in 1978 in which she endeavoured to describe

s Minutes of the ACER executive meeting 5 March 1954: Minutes of the ACER

Council meeting. z6 z7 August 1954. z6 z7 August 195 5, 23 24 August
1950.

Spearritt, L.uenireg Comprehension: A Factorial Analysis, (ACER Research
Series No.76):. Melbourne: ACE/L:196z .
iteLL.

Hiem rehied Structure ofamprehensirm Skills, 2 %rots; (ACER Research

Se-ries-No.9 t ;INo.94). Hawthorn. Vic.: ACER, r972; 1973J.P. Keeves. E.durational Environment and Student Achievement. (ACER Research

Series No.89), Hawthorn, Vic.: ACER, 1972.
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a framework for evaluation.' The series included two useful con
temporary sociological studies: R.T. Fitzgerald, P.W. Musgravg
and D.W. Pettit used five case studies of secondary schools in an in
vestigation of school- community relationships; and 13:M: Bullivar
wrote a detailed ethnographic _study of a small_ religious school!
Two-interesting-volumes on- the history of Australian education als
appeared: one by 12:T: Fitzgerald considered social and educationz
change betw_ern_the_194os and the 19705, the other by B.K. Flyarn
looked at teacher education from 18107- 191o.9
The Research Monograph series, started in 1978, was similar to th
-

Research Series but was confined to projects undertaken by th
ACER; which were reported in full technical detail for the benefit c
specialists- in the area. A similar kind of publication, the 1E;
Monograph Studies, reported the results of the work undertaken -r.
Australia by the ACER on the science project in connection wit:

the surveys carried out by the International Association for th
Evaluation of Educational Achievement (lEA). It was supple
mented by lEA (Australia) Report which began in 1972. This was
mimeographed occasional publication, each number of which con
tained a short technical or more general report on some aspect c
LEA work.

Another short specialized series was started in 1961 to catch th
contemporary interest in secondary education: Monographs on Sec
Connell; The Foun
ondag Education consisted of three books:
clarions of Secondary Eduration; 1961; K.S. Cunningham and D.J
Ross; An Australian School at Work; 1967; and S.S. Dunn; Measure
7 K:F: Gillis. A Study -of eonirete and Forma/ Operations in School Mathematics:
Pia,gettan Viewpoint. (ACER Research Series IN1().9$). Hawthorn. Vic.: ACER
1971.
Key _ChararterOtio. (ACM
Jilliars Maling Keeper.- Educational Evaluation:

Research Series No. toz). Hawthorn. Vic.: ACER. 1978.
8 R :T._ F itzgerald, P.W. Musgrave. and D.W. Pet t it __P_articipaithn in Schools
ACER. 1976.
(ACER Research Series No.98), Hawthorn.

B.M. Bullivant. The Way of Tradition. (ACER Research Series No.103:
Hawthorn. Vic.: ACER. 1978.
R.T. Fitzgerald. Th_rougka Rear Vision Mirror. (ACER Research Series No.97)
Hawthorn. Vic_.: ACER. 1971.
B.K. Hyams. Teacher Preparation- in Australa-- A History of its Divetojiment frau
11,1010 1910. (ACER Research Series No.104). Hawthorn. Vic.: ACER. 19.79
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ment and Evaluation in the Secondary Schtia, 1967. The first and the

third had very good publication records; yet the second was, in
many ways, the most interesting and original of the trio. It was an
account of a unique comprehensive school in Melbourne run by a
sensitive and talented headmistress, D.J. Ross, from 1939 to 1955.
It described in authentic detail one of Australia's few important
educational experiments, the conduct of a large school as a democratic community.
The remaining series and periodicals started by the ACER were
concerned with publicizing and explaining the ACER'sactivities A
start was made;- in 1945; with the issue of Information- Bulletins
usually on_aspects of the ACER's work that were of interest to a
limited audience;. Fifty Matins were issued in the following 23
years before the series came to an end. A start was made; in 1965,
with a Research Bulletin; by publishing Dependent Clauses in Latin by

H.A.K. Hunt and J.P. Keeves, which dealt with an experiment in
programmed learning applied to middle-school Latin. The bulletin
was unique. No further volume ever appeared in the series. In the
same year, a Memorandum Series made its appearance. Nine works
were published in the series which, if it was different from the Information Bulletin and Research Bulletin series, had such a fine margin of
difference as to be indistinguishable from them by anyone not privy

to the publisher's mind. In due course, the management, too, confessed in 1969 that it was becoming difficult to decide what went
into each series', and decided to consolidate the three series into a
new one to be called the Occasional Paper series. By 198o, the 15
numbers which had appeared were aimed primarily at research

workers and dealt with more restricted topics than those in the
Research Monograph series.

When the test division was established in 1947, it issued Test
News. This was an occasional publication which indicated the state
of current holdings and provided information about new test& It
was replaced in 1963 by a twice-yearly &Mean .fir Rythologists
which has continued. to the presenttime with a current circulation of
about ;coo. A sizable portion of the ACER's test sales was to psy-

chologists in universities; government departments; and private
practice: The new journal was part of the ACER's service to them,
informing them of new ttsts, providing normative data mentioning
the ACER's current activities, and including appropriate short ar-
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tides and reviews. Throughout its whole existence, it has been
edited by Diana Bradshaw who joined the ACER initially in 1944
as Diana Rees, a seconded teacher from New South Wales. She
worked with her future husband, G.D. Bradshaw, on test construction and did the research assistant's usual wide range of activities un-

til the end of 1946: She returned to the ACER part-time in 1961
and; when the ACER's advisory services became a small separate
unit in_ 1964, she became part of it to deal with the psychological
side. The service officers had to develop a depth of knowledge
abOut the capabilities of a wide variety_ of tests and to provide advice

to psychologists on tests relevant to the projects they might_ be interested in undertaking. Work in the psychological field was
matched in the educational area by an educational advisory service.

It, too, became responsible for a twice-yearly publication, set:
Research Information for Teachers, which began with a special issue in

August 1979. The object of set was to provide, in loose-leaf form, a

set of pamphlets of research news that would help teaches with
practical classroom problems. set was first published in New Zea-

.

land by the NZCER in 1974, and the ACER negotiated a joint production to commence regular publication in 1980.
A general ACER Newsletter was established in 1969. It has continued to be published about three times a year up to the present
time, with a current circulation of 13 000. It was designed to make
the ACER's activities more widely known and included information
on items such as major events at the ACER, staff appointments, new
curriculum materials, tests of interest to teachers, and aspects of
research and evaluation studies;
In addition to_the serials, the ACER has produced a substantial
list of general publ:cations. Some have been records of significant
speeches; such as the 1979 Radford Memorial Lecture of the AARE
by the ACER's president; P.H._Karmel; or reports of significant
conferences with which the ACER was associated. The earliest of
the conference reports was that on the NEE Conference in 1937,
Earucationfor Complete Living; a later widely read report was G.W.
Bassett, Each One Is Diffirent, an account of a conkrence on individual differences held in _1962. The general_ publications have

also included practical handbooks. A Word List for Australian
Schools, a small pamphlet listing the 7000 words most used by
Australian children aged 7 co 13, was put together by Radford and
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published in 196o to encourage individuals to improve their
vocabulary. It was intended for use by students, and about 7o 000
copies were sold. S.S. Dunn, Testing in the Prima* School was a sum-

mary, written in 1962, of a lecture course given to the VIER. J.A.
Richardson and J.A. Hart, Books for the Retarded Reader, first
published in 1959, was a teachers guide and annotated bibliography
which went through many editions with slight changes in authorship
and proved to be outstandingly popular. Several other publications
were reports for which anothrr agency had made a grant towards the
work and publication: for example; E.K. Hart; A Directory of
Philanthropic Trusts in Australia; 1968; sponsored by the Myer
Foundation.
Most of the ACER's book publications have had a print run of
000 copies or less. A few have had a considerably larger distribution. The most popular, with the approximate number of copies
sold, have been:
_

J.A. Richardson et al.. 13mik.qor the Retarded Reader
R.F. Butts, .---Liomptiow UnderlyingiAu.aralian Education
S.S. Dunn, Ti,sting to the Primaiy School
G.W. Bassett, had) One 1.1 Different
W.F. Connell, The houndations of Secomhuy Education
W.F. Connell et al.. Growing up in an Aiwralian City
S.S. Duni Measurement and Evaluation in Secondary Schools
R.W.B. Jackson, Emergent Need% in Australian Education

4; 000
16

000

9 000
6 000
1

4
4
4

000
000
000
000

Emergent Needs in Australian Education
[it 1960 the_ACRR tried once more but not again during the next
zo ye2;.s;_m_get a leading overseas educator to study and make a susained comment_ on_ Australian education: The Carnegie Corpora-7

ion provided a grant for a Canadian, R.W.B. Jackson; Professor of
Educational Research at the University of Toronto; to visit Australia
`or four months. The ACER was his headquarters_ and he managed
o visit all States during the course of his stay. His short report;
ainergent Needs in Australian Edncation; was published in Canada in
[961, and subsequcntly by the ACER in 1962.
He found that i'the system in vogue is more nearly attuned to
world and industrial needs of the beginning of the present century
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than to those of 1961 and the critical decades which lie ahead'.'°
There were too many large classes at all levels; too_ many ill-prepared teachers; too much_sub-standard accommodation and equipment; insufficient public interest and participation in education, toc
much centralization; and little evidence_ of ani agreed-on plan foi
future develoPment. He Was much exercised with the idea that Iasi
social and technological changes were in the offing, and that school!
were going to be subject to very considerable change in the heal
future. He suggested the need in educational research for 'imaginative long -term planning of studies of crucial significance'."
Research; he ihoug_ht, in Australia and elsewhere, had been 'bumbling along well to the rear,- Picking up stray problems to digest, anc
conducting sporadic and disconnected studies', instead of anticipating the_ important questions and devising means to solve them)
Australian research suffered, however, as also did Canadian; fron

chronic financial malnutrition and from inability to comniunicati
research findings to the classroom teacher.
One director-general was 'surprised and unhappy' to read
Jackson's criticism", but most of them; while remarking on his ex
aeration and lack of precise knowledge of Anstrahan education
accepted his report as a useful document._ The ACER _found i
enough in demand to justify a reprint; and Radfiird;_though not ac
cepting some of Jackson's ideas on educatiom found himself in basil
sympathy with his -views on educational research and was to cell(

them in his own statements for many years to come.

SRJV WARDS, and Peabody
Science Research AsStiCiates- _(SRA), a firm in Chicago whiel
marketed tests and educational materials and provided testing ant
guidance serVices de-veliiped kits for schools known as 'reading
laboratories'. Dunn, always on the lookout for educationally usefu
I° R.W.B. Jacks(11:1, Emergent Needs in Australian Edigation, Melbourne: ACER

1962, p.31.
I! ibid., p.27

ii ihid.. p.27.
E. Mande: Jones to W.C. RadfOrd, z o February 1961, ACER archives. serie
13. vol.i 70.
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and saleable articles, visited SRA headquarters in 1956; and became
attracted by their products. In mid-1961, a _three-year agreement
WAS reached with SRA for the ACER to print part of the elementary
and secondary reading laboratories and market them in Australia on
a royalty basis: The kits_were an immediate success. 'We at SRA',

the executive vice-president wrote a year later, 'have been very
pleased v, ith the excellent work you have done in distributing our
educational materials -to the schools in Australia% but he confessed to
only a slight knowledge of the ACER and asked for some 'literature

Information was
which describes your history, purposes,
sent and the association flourished. Within the next few years, the
ACER_addethseveral other items in reading, spelling, and reporting
to the list of SRA materials that it distributed.
There was from the beginning of the z 96os a noticeably increased
interest in attending to individual needs and capacities in education.
It was a movement felt in several western countries and was trans-

lated in various ways into educational thought and practice.

In

Australia, the ACER promoted it. Its Director and Assistant Director referred frequently to the need to individualize educational practices, and the ACER in 1962 sponsored a significant confer, nee on
individual differences between children and their implications for
primary education. The SRA reading laboratories in Dunn's view
would make 'an important contribution to our educational system
because of their emphasis on individual progress':"
An SRA reading laboratory contained three groups of items:
(a)

(b)
(C)

power builders, a.series of card:: containing interesting stories
with something of a social science content, and exercises graded
from lowest to highest reading levels, ten levels in
rate builders, a series of cards for reading in a restricted time,
containing short passages with comprehension exercises;
listening skill builders with a similar content, contained in the
teachers handbook, and read to the class by the teacher.

These were supplemented by a teachers handbook and student
14 j. hough to President, ACER, 15 November rg6z, ACER ar.

series 28,

vol.196, part 2.
" S.S. Dunn to J; Kough 17 December 106z, ACER archives, series a8, V61.106,
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record books: A course with the SRA laboratory was designed
last for _t a_ weeks and cover a total of 4o classroom periods.
Before the ACER made its distribution agreement with _SRA,
arranged for both_the elementary and secondary_sections of the real
ing laboratory to_be_tried out in three separate States. Evidence w

put togetheron the Western Australian and Victorian trials and, it
general brochure sent to all teachers colleges, the _ACER declare
concerning the materials, that it had 'no hesitation in recommendi,
them generally'. During the next few years, further evaluations we
made on the various other kits that the ACER handled for SRA
and in each State several teachers and research branches conducted
few minor research studies. The Western Australian Educatie
Department was at this time working on its own reading improv
ment scheme, adapted from the SRA secondary kit and subsequent
called Western Australian Reading Development Schen
(WARDS), which in 1961 it delivered to the ACER for publicatio
Dunn, slightly abashed when the delivery was made, wrote:
In order to save ai
'A wooden crate has arrived in my room .
possible embarrassment with SRA. I _propose to indicate that t:
.

.

material has been prepared by the Department of Education
Western Australia and is distributed by the ACEP rather than use tl

words 'published by the ACER'."

It soon became apparent that much of the m. erial of the _SR
laboratories was in the idiom and vocabulary of the United_ Stat
and needed adjusting for Australian audiences. Much exhilar.al

after a visit to SRA in Chicago early in

1963_. during_ whip

modification of the material for _Australiani schools seemed to_ I
agreed on; Dunn wrote to Radford, 'We are _in for b t g business. V
lave to be prepared to think in terms of sales rising rapidly to s;
000 000 in the near future'.18 But the hopes were premature
lo W.D. Neal to SS. Dunn, ACER archives. series 5, vo1,170; Brochuse fro!
M.L. Clark to all teachers colleges. 29 October 1919. ACER archives, series 11
J.P. Keeves, A Retort on certain New Educational Material
VOI. I 7 1. part

(Special Distribution Report No.4). Hawthorn, Vic.: ACER, 1963.
17 S.S. Dunn to W.D Neal. 30 June 1961. ACER archives, series 13. vol. 1 70.

18 Correspondence with S.S. Dunn overseas. 1963. ACER archives, series 54. kr'
72.
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For several years, Dunn negotiated with SRA to secure the right to
revise and print Australian editions of the laboratories. SRA, interestingly, read the ACER a mild cautionary lesson to the effect

that; in its experience, non-profit organizations that became involved in the production of tests and materials available from commercial houses found; after a time; that their:
original goals have shifted and the not-fOr-profit organization has
become a vested interest in one type of publication or services. As
soon as that happens, they lose part of their educational impact.19

Later in t963, SRA merged with IBM, and the relationship between the ACER and SRA began to change considerably.
A local publisher in New South Wales in -1963 produced pads of
record sheets suitable for use with the SRA laboratories and undercut
the ACER's market. The ACER took legal action against the in-

terloper and _managed to prcvent the infringement but; as the
Australian Department of _Customs and _Excise was proposing to
charge a_ heavy duty-on imported record boolcs; the ACER became
understandably anxious to gain the right _from SRA to print them in
Australia. However, throughout the ensuing, occasionally barbed
correspondence, SRA would grant only short-term rights fOr various
emergencies. Fortunately the Department_ of Customs agreed to
postpone the action until the 1966-67 financial year. During
'966, SRA set up its ownioffice in Sydney, and the ACER cease,1 to
be their distributor on 1 January 1967.
From the beginning, the SRA reading laboratories were popuhr
with teachers. The ACER reported in 196o that in Western
Australia and Victoria sales have been spectacular and we have 112.:i
difficulty in keeping up with supplies'.20 The other States were not
far. behind. By May 1906, the ACER estimated that reading
laboratories were in 6142 Australian primary schools. This meant
that they had supplied 61 per cent of all primary schools, and probably a similar proportion of secondary schools. The grand total

eventually sold was a little moic than 13 000 laboratories, with
close to two million consumable records books. The cash value of
19 J. Kough to S.S. Dunn. 3 May 1963, ACER archives, series 13, vol. 7o.

20 Australian Council for Educational Research, Thirtieth Annual Report
1919 ept1 o, Melbourne: ACER. 196o, p.20.
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the sales rose from S15 boo in 196o 61 to a peak of S356 000 in
1964 6 For the four years 1963 66; income from SRA, sales
was between 6o pc r cent and 69 per cent of the ACER's total sales
income. The Christmas edition of the ACER Bulletin under the
heading, Talks by Staff Members, reported that Miss O'Donnell in
educational services addressed a meeting on the topic, What SRA
Labs have Dunn for me,_and the Assistant Director spoke on What I

have Dunn for SRA Labs. There was no doubt that the SRA interlude from 1961 to 1966 did much for_ he ACER. It was a considerable and welcome boost to the ACER's finances that was continued at a much diminished rate with the initial ta:rketing of its
successor, WARDS.
Despite the contact in 1961 with the Western Australian scheme,
it took another six years of negotiations before the ACER became its
publisher. Agreement broke down in 1962 when the Wester.:

Australian educational authcrities thought that the ACER's proposed selling price was too high, and they did not take kindly to
proposals that its material needed substantial revision and might
even be linked, if possible, to SRA material. The scheme was
revised and published in 1964 by the Western Australian Education
Department, and for two years the ACER acted_ as a minor sales
agent. By 1967, an agreement had been reached that the ACER
should become the publisher of a further revision of the kit!' It was
a popular teaching aid but not all authorities were satisfied. When it
became known in New Zealand, it was reviewed by the education
department's national adviser on reading who severely criticized the
standard of the writing in it and the lack of challenge in its exercises,
compared it = unfavourably in price and_ quality_ with SRA, and
recommended against its adoption!' WARDS was a reading
scheme designed to cater for individual differences in reading among

9- to 12-year-old children. It was intended to be used not as a
complete course but supplementary to the school's reading program

in order to improve the reading skills of comprehension, word
knowledge, and speed of reading. The material was carefully graded
21 W.C. Radford to T.L. Rcthertson, at March 1966, ACER archives, series 4a,
V01.256, part 2.
22 Ruth Trcvor,_Report_on the Western Australian Reading Development Scheme,

Rev. ed., 1967, ACER archives, series 42, vol.256, part 2.
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to enable each child in find and progress from his own level.

Since 1967 WARDS has been reprinted eight times, again
revised, and to Soo kits have been sold. Interest in the program

was greatest between 1968 and 1973, and thereafter slowly
After 1975 even the Western Australian Education

declined.

Department made no significant order for the kits, and suggested
that-, with the development of audio-visual aids and an emphasis in
reading on the use of a wide range of materials, WARDS and similar
schemes had become outdated: The ACER's total income from the
sale of VT J2=13S was approximately $5oo 000, and this helped to
offset the drop in income when SRA sales were lost.
The other makeweight was the American Guidance Service Inc.

(AGS) which marketed Peabody Language Development Kits
(PLDK). In 1972 the ACER concluded an agreement with AGS.
This put the ACER in touch with another American publisher of
educational tests and materials who was willing, like SRA ten years
earlier, to accept the ACER as its sole distributor in Australia. The
relationship was consistently pkispri and profitable, and helped the
ACER's salts income once rrnre u, become buoyant. With its connection with SRA, the AC:Efi.

;

!1-"esun to enter the jingling world

of alphabetically labelled cAicati nal materials. AGS developed a
wide range beyond its c,
.zty popular PLDK, moving, with the
ACER, into the sale of DUSO (Developing Understanding of Self
and Others), TAD (Towards Affective Development), Keymath
Diagnostic Arithmetic Test, and STEP (Systematic Training for
Effective Parenting) which, the president of AGS i Tdicted, would

have the most positive grass-roots' effect in Australian STEP
brought the ACER into contact with parent,
....;tire, and
adult education groups, and cid prove to be a very r;:oot::::r item
among the materials sold by the ACER:
Publication and Sales Policies
Until about 196(::c sales by the ACER had consisted_mostly of tests
and serial publications and although test sales had considerably increased in the 19 5 os, link profit had as yet r'.sulted from either line
of merchandise. The SRA connection was tae beginning of a new
J.P. Yackel to P. Jeffery, 18 Arril 1977. ACER ce:respondence with American
Guidance Service.
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era.

With it, the ACER began extensively to sell curriculum

materials. The move was a very popular one. It proved not to be
difficult to interest teachers in sets of individualized programs_in
language and mathematics; and subsequently in other areas; At the
same time test policy changed; and the production of test programs
in addition to individual tests began to stimulate sales. In the 197os
the greater availability of money from the federal and state governments for school equipment helped to strengthen the established
trend.
The ACER was not an indiscriminate distributor of materials, but
was necessarily confined to those for which it was able to secure the

It made an effort to maintain its ideal of service to
Australian education, by trying out materials in classrooms in
agency.

various States before putting them on the Australian market: and it
maintained a vigorous educational advisory service which kept in
touch -both with teachers and with the publisher of the educational
materials it was distributing. The ACER's object was to find.out
what the teachers wanted and to try to check that what it was supplying was educationally sound. One important effect of its entry
into the materials market was to ensure that whatever influence it
had on education through its sales would be more evenly spread
throughout Australia. Sales of tests had not been evenly distributed:,
New South Wales had, out of proportion, been by far the biggest
customer. The newly developing market for educational materials
was more balanced, and the ACER's long- established- practice of
delivering goods to all parts of Australia at- the same_ cost price was
The
designed to encourage geographically - distant customers
ACER's officer_ in charge of distribution services; E. McIlroy; wrote
to one of his main suppliers in 197 5 that 'sales income from the separate :sates is N er y close to the ratio of population . . . On a commercial basis our influence is therefore evenly distributed'.24
How has _the publication and sales policy of the ACER fitted the
research and service function -of -the institution? A brief answer
would be, moderately well. Yet it has been characterized by ad hoc
activities as has the ACER's research work. Most of the books
published by the CEP. have been volumes nor planned or commis24 E. Mcllroy to J.P. Yackel. 19 December t 971. ACER correspondence with
American Guidance Service.
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sioned by the ACER but offered by authors because their work in_volved Some aspect of educational research. By publishing_ work
which it judged to be of good _standard, the ACER undoubtedly

provided a useful service to Australian educational writers and
researchers. -Its occasional attempts to give some direction to
Australian writers:did not prove_a success. Its secondary education
series, for example, was not
volumes. The ACER did,

able to:get beyond its first three

in its various series and its
general publications, manage continuously to make known the
results of its own research work.
Its book sales with a few exceptions have not reached large _numbers ()treaders, but they have probably reached many of the relevant
ones. From the beginning It adopted a generous policy of distributing large numbers of complimentary copies. Of the first volume in

the Educational Research Series, C. Fenner and A.G. Paull, Individual &incation, 365 copies were distributed free out of i 000
printed. In many others in the series, more than half the stock was
given away. For example, 800 out of 1000 copies of D.B.Copland,
Training Jr Buciness were complimentary copies and, in the case of
the reports on the three main research programs in the 1930s, the
standardization of arithmetic, reading, and intelligence tests, out of
printings of 75o, 501, and 500 respectively, 425, 279, and 286
were given away. In later years the number of recipients of complimentary copies settled down for_ most books at _about_ 200:__ The
practice ensured that; in each State;_the principal educational administrators-,_ _teacher_ educators; _organizers of research ; and all educa t Iona! _libraries regularly _received the ACER's publications. This
was; clearly;.:a significant service_ to Australian educators. The
widespread -sale of tests and; since about 1960, educational materials
w_as_s:milarly a useful service; providing for teachers good products

of the kinds of aids and instruments that they Felt they needed. In
selling materials__packaged by -other producers, however, the ACER
had little possibility to relate its own research to the materials it was
channelling into -the classrooms. A decided change occurred when it

began to research and design- its-own curriculum materials. A link
between research and dissemination, that Radford saw to be necessary in A Field fir Many Tillings, was then established. The degree of
effectiveness of the link was to be tested when the outcomes of programs such as the Individual Mathematics Programme, Junior Seca
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ondary Science Project and Australian Science Education Project
were bought and used by the schools.
In the dissemination of research information to professional colleagues, the ACER successfully used two channels. Its own
specialized serial publications effectively presented and discussed the
techniques and results of research in which the staff was involved;
and opportunity was taken by the staff at conferences, particularly

those of the AARE, the Australian Psychological Society, and the
State Institutes of Educational Research, to present appropriate
papers to their colleagues. These avenues were sometimes supplemented by ad hoc workshops or conferences in areas of particular
relevance held at the ACER or elsewhere with ACER staff in attendance,
_

From the time when the test division was established in 1947,

there was a_ continual debate_ on the respective roles and importance

of the commercial_ and academic sides_of the ACEln activities,
Cunningham thought that the test division should be self-_supporting. Dunn was inclined to think that it should also be independent,
Iti became apparent in the 196os that the commercial activities;
which then included the sale of tests; educational materials; and
books were not only self-supporting; they were needed to support
the ACER as a whole.
An important associated question came to the fore. Who were
the ACER's customers? Before World- War II, the ACER was interested in answering queries from individual schools and teachers,
but its publications and its main consultations were with educational
administrators in government departments.
The subsequent
development of the test division began slowly to change the distribution pattern. Individual psychologists and an increasing number of teachers became part of the list of customers for tests. When
in the 1960s the ACER began to sell educational materials, it increased its sales to government departments but it also multiplied its
contacts, through sales and consultation, with teachers. The question then arose: if the ACER were to continue its long-standing interek in educational reform and reconstruction, should it not cater
much more_deliherately for teachers' needs; and start to regard
teachers as its direct and_mostim_portant customers?
_
In- 1964 the Director published his tentative analysis of the process of innovation; moving from basic research through to eventual

2
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dissemination. He thought that the ACER's main function lay at
the originating end, and that of the state education departments with
the dissemination process. In his 1967 -68 annual report, consis-

tently with that view, he did not see the ACER's publication and
sales services as an integral part of an overall innovatory policy linking all of the ACER's activities. He could see no reason to vary the

policy that has guided the ACER publication in the past', and
thought that sales policy should essentially be that of providing
materials which appeared to meet a need and which other agents in
Australia did not supply. Tests, he hoped, would continue largely to
be an ACER monopoly.
As the ACER became more closely involved in the production as
well as the sale of educational materials; opinion about the nature of
innovation and dissemination was steadily revised in line_ with more
recent overseas thought. There was an inclination towards the view
that the development of innovatory practices and the dissemination

of them was not a sequential but art intimately linked process.
Teachers, consequently; were invited by the ACER to take part
more extensively than_ before in the whole process of planning,
developing; and _testing new materials. By the early 197os, there
was a beginning of a move towards the construction of school-based
curricula through which teachers in several States gained much more
influence over the content of what was taught in their schools. In
consequence, there was a need for them to learn much more about
curriculum construction and the evaluation and appropriate uses of
new materials. This was an educational change that the ACER
through its curriculum programs, its manuals that accompanied its
materials, its handbdoks for teachers, and its educational advisory
service had helped to create. To what extent was it prepared to
regard the new status of teachers as one to which it should make a
major response? Should it regard teachers seriously as its main
customers and adapt its work and its products to their grass-roots requirements? These remained unanswered questions.
Discussions took place, in 1977 and 197_8 at staff and executive
meetings, on the nature of dissemination and the ACER's _role init.
The question was raised as to what groups should be the key targets
of the ACER's dissemination efforts._ Was it possible to concentrate
on clients who would also become agents for the further dissemination of ideas and materials; and through whom a strong link could be

2 69
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built up between the ACER and the users of its products? If the
main clients and users were teachers, who were the most likely
agents of change among them and how were they to be selected? At

a staff meeting in 1978, the function within the ACER of the
publications, sales, and services sections was extensively discussed
with no resolution of the situation. The representative of the educational advisory services pointed out that teachers wanted readily un,

derstandabie and somewhat unsophisticated instruments and
materials, and that by producing such items the ACER could 'ease
the practitioners into improved practices'.2' It was argued that, if
classroom teachers were to be regarded as the ACER's main clients,
the thrust of research and production as well as publication and sales
would have to be noticeably altered. The development of set was a
move in the direction of linking research more closely with the interests of classroom teachers: If the commercial wing was to be more
than something which merely filled_the gaps, informed educators of
the ACER's activities; and made profits _to help finance research activities largely unconnected with it; if; in effect; it was to become 'a
legitimate, respectable, and worthwhile adjunct -to an organization

which includes among its aims the development of Australian
education', its work would have to be integrated more closely into

the ACER's fundamental objectives and the ACER's activities
would have to take more account of the changed nature of the clien-

tele it had built up by the end of the 19705.'6
Conferences on Primary School Teaching
The sale of materials packaged by other organizations such_as the
SRA reading laboratories was followed fairly promptly by efforts to
produce, through the ACER, Australian materials in areas of particular need.
An important preliminary to the ACER's entry into the world of

curriculum development was a small six-day conference held at
2S

26

Jeffery. Does ACER provide adequate services to the customer?
ACER Quarterly Staff Meeting. 8 September 1978.
ibid..

Paper at

Sec also P. _Jeffery: J.K. Matthews, and K.J. Piper. Dissemination of ACER
research. -ACER Executive Meeting, 18 January 1978. Attachment 6.J.P. Keeves. The diffusion of useful knowledge in educational research. paper at

ACER Quarterly Staff Meeting t; March 1980.
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Trinity College in the University of Melbourne in 1962 on Individual Differences between Children and their Implications_ for
Primary school Organization. The conference was timely. `Ih=
dividualized instruction', a contributor to the Victorian Teachers
journal wrote, is moving into the primary_ schools here an SRA
laboratory, there Cuisenairc and Dienes number teaching aids, somewhere else spelling wheels and programmed instruction.'"
The 3o participants at the conference included lecturers from
universities and teachers colleges, departmental administratc,:s, and
teachers from state, Catholic, and other independent schools: It was
directed by G.W. Bassett, Professor of Education at the University
of Queensland; who put together -the report that was published in
1964 underthe title Each One_ is Different:
The participants_ suggested_ that primary school grades be
abolished and_ be replaced by classes based_ on age; in which each
child would_ be taught his basic subjects individually and a wide
the
range _of performance would be expected and accepted.
implications of that approach for curriculum development; teaching
methods ; testing; recording, and research were briefly analysed.
One of the emphases at the conference was on the desirability of
producing teaching materials that were sequential, carefully graded,
and self-instructional. That was the kind of material that was to be
found in the SRA laboratories. The report was widely read during
the next 10 years and helped to strengthen the individualizing trend
of the 196os.
Two years after the Trinity College conference, in March 1964,
at the request of the state directors-general of education, a small
group of curriculum officers from each of the state education departments and New Zealand met for four days at the ACER to consider
the reform of mathematics in the primary school. It had been preceded by a conference of curriculum officers in Sydney in 1963,
from which the ACER was asked to prepare an analysis of existing

aims and practices in the teaching of mathematics throughout
Australia.

The submission was used as a basic discussion paper.

Radford, who chaired the 1964 meeting, pointed out that the
ACER was interested in fostering new developments, in furthering
21 H. Sweete, Review of Each On
47(9).

Diffirent, Teachers Journal (Victoria), 1964,
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research conneLted with them, and in evaluating outcomes. The
conference studied five topics:i the auras of primary school mathematics, the implications of the introduction of decimal currency, the
use of structured curriculum materials, the provision of concrete and
other experiences, and an outline
topics to be included in a course
of study. There was a general agreement that it prtmary school
course of study should be known not as arithmetic but as mathemat7
ics, and that it should be concerned with beginning the mathematical
education of the child. The principal outcome of the conference was
a resolve by the curriculum officers to write a manual which would
prepare primary school teachers for the changes in ideas, methods,
and materials that they were beginning to emounter. J.P. Keeves
from the ACER and R.W. Rawlinson from the New.South Wales
Department of Education prepared the basic outline for it and, with
the other curriculum officers at the conference, completed the writing during the following year The guidebook; Background in Mathematics was published by the education departments in New South
Wales and Victoria in 1967,28 In the revision of mathematics curieula that took place in all Suites in the late 196os and early 1970s,
it became it standard source of referencei
The Individual Mathematics Programme

It was not surprising, in view of the conferences on primary school
mathematics in:which the ACER was involved; that its first undertaking in materials production was in primary mathematics and that
it led to:the development of a program of individualized teaching in
that subject. In the restructuring of the ACER in 1964; a test and
materials depanment _was created. The primary mathematics program was its first major venture in materials development.
Three groups of teachers in Victoria had for a few years_ been
developing individualized materials for primary children at Year 3
to 4 level. The ACER called them together at_the end of 1904 and,
on Dunn's initiative, proposed that they pool their resources into the
construction of a kit suitable for all Australian primary school
children, commencing with one at the Year 3 to 4 level. One of the
28 Correspondence relating to a review and revision of primary school mathematics
and curriculum; ACER_arciiives. series 4 2 . d: 2 z Papers relating a conference

on primary school mathematics. ACER archives. series S4. item 357.
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teachers. J.F. Izard, was seconded to the ACER and remained for
three years on the project. He was to return after a year for a further
two years on another project, and eventually, in 1978hecame an
Assistant Director with responsibility for the ACER's_ program in
rc:..!su-enirnt and evaluation: bard had considerable experience as a
s,hool teacher and before his permanent appointment to the
had been a head of department at the State College of Vica at Coburg
The Individual Mathematics Programme4MP) was directed by a
committee chaired by Dunn and supported by curriculum consak
tants From each State. Several author~- were involved; with hard
plaNing the central role_ as executive officer.
This_ kit consisted of a number of cards and booklets presenting
material in which there was an emphasis on understanding pupil ac-

tivity. self-correction, and progress at an individuals own pace.
Children had first to master ideas of pure number, and then took a
mastery test on the results _of which they proceeded further: to
enrichment work and_the application of number concepts:to) practical

situations,ifor example with money, time, length, capacity. or they
were required to tackle exercises on remedial cards in the areas that
they had not yet mastered.
The first kit. IMP Kit B, was published by Rigby of Adelaide,
who had helped to plan and finance it. in April 1966. Within the
first two years of publication more than 3000 sets were sold. In
July of t 966. another conference of curriculum officers was held at

the ACER, which took into account the ideas of the 1964 conference and subsequent events, to plan a kit covering Years 5 and 6;

to he known as IMP Kit C. Five authors worked part-time on the
project for the next three years. Their trial materials were extensively tested on small samples in Queensland, New South Wales,
and Victoria, and eventually the material was prepared in three_parts
for sale between 1969 and 1971. Kit B was revised and metrication
packs were introduced subsequently for each set: Kit A for infants
some time but was never comclasses was under consideratior
pleted 29

al success. Both Kit _B and Kit
The IMP exercise _was a su;
C were widely sold and the royal:les were shared by the ACER and
29 Correspondence relating to the IMP, ACER archives, series 42. vol. 2
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the authors. IMP was an important venture. It was the ACER'S
first sustained attempt to produce curriculum materials and it demonstrated both positive and negative features. It started from an expressed need and effort by teachers and it continued to use teachers
in its construction and trial programs, a procedure important in establishing its credibility and acceptability with the teaching profession. The original teachers' viewpoint was widened by the ad, ition
of the ACER's resources and interstate consultants from the curriculum branches of the education departments. This ensured that
educational administrators throughout Australia would be likely to
be sympathetic to the use of the materials. The kits appeared at a
time when there was much interest in indivic.ualizing education, in
using recently packaged materials, and in refor:ning the mathematics
curriculum with the current upsurge of new ideas on- mathematics
teaching_ and the_ introduction of the metric system into Australia._
They incorporated_ what they_tho_ught_to_be useful and feasible in the
new_practices and they managed to make a sequential and systematic

presentation Of mathematical ideas.
The production was economical but slow. It reliCd mostly on
part-time workers and in the end was overtaken by other commercial programs. Though it had guidance from curriculum officers, it

was not built on previous study of the nature:of curriculum con,
struction. In reviewing the IMP project in 1968, the ACER annual
report made_ the point that major curriculum changes needed to be
accompanied by a generous_supply ofnew and relevant material. To
produce such material, much time and thbught had to be put into_the
construction process. Any further ACER move into the curriculum
materials field should be based on the employment of an adequate
full-time staff.3() Since. by the late 190os, considerable quantities of
new curriculum materials were being commercially marketed in
Australia and used by teachers, an evaluation of them would be an
appropriate t.1,-,k for the ACER and a necessary service to the
Australian teaching profession. To undertake such an evaluation or
to begin any further program of materials production, the staff had
realized that there was a need to fit activities 'int.) a better theoretical
framework in curriculum theory, the theory and practice of school
30 Australian Council_ for Educational Research, Thirty-eighth Annual Re-port
1967-1968. Hawthorn, Vic.: 1968, pp.72 3
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organiw..1 ion. and theorie,
:nstruction and Icarning,.."
A f!artlirr contemn( r: was t.ld at the ACER in i
to revieW
develorn.wrns ;in..? the ;964 zonference. It was attended iigion
_

representative!, itt..:; the ,tate departments, and also by 0,irticipatits
From ivaciou.,
{...,,,ve:nrnent educational authorities :aid a
special vn..
-.he Educational Testing Service, Princeton, NJ.
The rep
;'_;c
Primal-) School Mathematics in Australia:
Review and irecast; was published by the ACER in 1976 and
became a useful reference work in teacher education courses for priMary_ Sehoiirs. The principal outcome of_the conference was the

decision to produce, jointly by the ACER and the Curriculum
Development Centre (CDC), materials to help in the pre-service
and in=Service education of teachers. The project was_ ti) be called
;hid the _ACER's role was that _Of evaluating the process
anti the Materials that were to be produced by teams difected by the
CDC in various parts of Australia.

The Contribution of S.S. Dunn
The negotiation and initial organization of the ACER's part in IMP
and ;n the Commonwealth Secondary Scholarship Examination
(CSSE)that led to the fruitful sequence of the CSSE, the Tertiary
Edu ation Entrance Project (TEEP), and the Australian Scholastic
Aptitud,-: Test (ASAT)52were the last important tasks which
Dunn :indertook at the ACER. in his 20 years of continuous set-vice.
He resigned at the end of 1965 to become K.S. Cunningham Professor of Education at Monash University. Ten years later, in 1976, he
became the full-time chairman of the federal government'. Educa=
don Research and Development Committee.
Dunn was _a spirited and imaginative person with a ready mind,
quick to grasp and analyse new ideas and propositions. He was

stimulating in discussion; capable of opening up new lines of
development and suggesting fresh tasks to be undertaken. He was an

administrator and promoter of research rather than an active
researcher. He took a substantial part, especially in his earlier years,
31 A

rlian Council for Educational

Research.

Forolirst Annual Report

1970 1971. Hawthorn; Vic.: i971 . p.34.
32 See Chapter 9. under Tests for the Award of Scholarships.
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in the- development of tests at the ACLR: but his research activities
were few and his publication record was mod..-st. He became veil
knowledgeable in educational and psychoiogical testing and his Brea
achievement was to consolidate and expand the ACER's role in thu
area. He shared the interest of his forme' Director, Cunningham, it

this field ;tad, like him; was to become, in 9962, chairman of chi
Australian Branch of the British Psychological Society.
Dunn's energy and drive saw to it that the ACER both cUltiVateL
and responded to the need of the Australian educationallsystems
a wide range of intelligence, achievement, and diagnostic tests. Ai
the same time,_ individual psychologists, psychological services, sine

university departments were canvassed!, advised, and supplies
through_ the ACER with the requisite testing materials for gu;i4knce
teaching, and research. He had an alert perception of what the
clients needed and could he persuaded to adopt. For 20 years Iron.
1947 to 1966; he built up the test and sales divisions into the
mainstay of the ACER. It was Dunn's efforts which more than any-

thing else; ensured that, from: about 195o on, the ACER came
popularly to be regarded by educators as an institution principally
concerned with the development and salt: of tests. Nevertheless
was Dunn wino, by sponsoring SRA and IMP, initiated the ACER':
move in the development and sale of curriculum materials. The
move- was characteristic of him in two ways. He was a pragmatic
individual quick to see possibilities and turn an opportunity to -advantage. He simply assessed overseas trends in the development o
new materials, and applied them t Icical needs and the ACER';
in the educational effects o
benefit. He was, too, more into
and:in
their diagnostic value
tests than in their technical perfecnon;
rather than their use as sorting devices. He sought, therefore, u
build a closer relationship between testing aid ways of improvini
the content of education and the performance of:students. Lvaluation was more to his taste than assessment and, in that context, -he
strongly supported the practice of formative rather than summativi
evaluation:
He was out-going and sociable in personality,_ and able readily u
react with his colleagues at home and overseas. His staff, neverthe
less: found him somewhat dominating at times, and his rclationshii
with Radford was a little uneasy, though always congenial. Radforc

needed his drive; :Tentless, and vision, and their partnership was ;
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very_ sticcessrul_one. : Between them, in the first t o years:of Radford's directorship, they managed to assemble a sound and capable
staff whose work was respected by educational administrators and

other research workers, to establish almost a monopoly in the
development and side of educationid
psychological, tests in
Australia, to frister the first substantial progrinn in Australia for the
development of educational materials, and to earn the Ntelport and
confidence of their governmental clients:throughout, the: whole of
Australia Who, while not yet Willing to increase their direct griint
substantially, had begun to request the ACER to perform for diem a
growing number of tasks under separate contract.

Curriculum Materials for Science
Junior Secondary Science Project

In the early 196os, the ACER was much involved with the revision
of curricula in mathematics and science. Some members of the staff,
not-ably M.L. Turner and J.P. Keeves, were active in the Australian
Science Teachers Association and helped to cultivate an interest in
recent American projects.. such as those of the Physical Sciences
Study_ Committee:.. Chem Study, and the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study _Turner-, who_ had.cormiderable strength in measurement ..1.1,1 statistics, joined the staff in 19.58,. After Dunn. left,. he
was: ziroointed Assistant to the Director in _I 966:__ He resigned in

1969 to become a reader in the School of Education at La Trobe

Univers4.
The- Victorian Universities and Schools Examinations Board in

I

1965:invited the ACER to join with it in a program to prepare
materials for a new secondary school course in general science
designed for Victoria, the Junior Secondary Science Project (ISSN._

Grants were made by three local philanthropic- trusts and several
large firms, support was given by a local publisher, and the work
began at the ACER early in 1966. The Exe ve Officer was L.G.
Dale.
he iginal team- consisted of two
ers seconded, one
full-time and the other half -time, from
ictorian Education
Department and one teacher part-time fror
mdent school.
Several part-time writers, clerical assistant;, and Reid officers were
added in the following years. They concentrated initially
producing materials for Year 7 pupils and tried them out in st.iools in
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Victoria, South Australia; and Tasmania. At the beginning of th
work; a formative evaluation panel was set up to provide suggestion
giiidance during the project. Throughout the work, a close con
..;:ction was maintained:with the schools. Trial materials were testes
M them_ rewritten, and testeLi again. Conferences were held ti
the staff of the_ co-operating schools :lied. after_ the materials

published, workshops for teachers were started cm the use of th
materials in general science courses. Materials on nine topics wer
produced for Year 7 students with titles such as The Sky througl
the Year, When Substances :ire Mme.'. Energy for Life, and Ho's
Hot is It The _product had characteristics similar to those of th
IMP. It was described in many reports and in the advertisin
brochure as having seven_ features: opportunity for students to pro
eeed at their own rate, a basic learning sequence for all students, ad
ditional enrichment material, remedial activities, laboratory and Celt
experience as an integral part of the learning sequence. frequent test
ing of progress, and flexibility in structure."
Clearly, through their own major curriculum projects, IMP ant
JSSP, the message that the ACER tried to convey to teachers wa
that education should be individualized; should be spiced_ with mss

tery tests, should provide adequate remedial work; and should
wherever possible, be related to the practical_ concerns of_ life.
A complete_set of units for Year 7- was_ published by Cheshire bi

the end of 1968, and a start was made on Year 8 materials whici
began _to appear in mid h-1969. In 1 97 2 a revision of the publishec

JSSP material was begun and new versions became available
197

it

S.

Australian Science Education Project

mid-J967 Radford invited representatives_ of the three south.
eastern States,i where trial test : had taken place, to _consider thi
future of the J_SSP and the possibility of obtaining_ federal govern
ment support for it The South Australians were critical of both tht
content and writing of the units, but thought the project worth supporting and agreed_ to attend a meeting with the representatives o;
the other States. At a five-da conference in November 1967 or
33 lunar Secondary Sciencc Project. J.s.sP General Information. Melbourne:
Cheshire. 1969.
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the feasibility of a joint project, the three States decided to ask-the
Commonwealth Government to provide funds for the ACER to
develop materials for Years 7 to to suitable for use in all three States.
Their case was submitted in March 1968: and the Colomonwealth
agreed to the proposition."
At the meeting of the state ministers of education iii the
Australian Education Council e:irly in r 969, the Commonwealth
invited_the other three States to participate: During the course of the
year; i11 States indicated their willingness to join in the project. and

the origin:d JSSP was transformed in November 1969 into the
Australian Science Education Project (ASEP). A management committer wars set up to represent:Ill the States: the Commonwealth,
and the ACER. and a central advisory committee and state_committes were selected. The Project Director was H.O. Howard, and t he_
Dale, formerly LExecutive Officer of
Assistant! Directors were
ISSP. and G.A. Ramsey, who has been .t_nrmbr of the canine-dot
the ACER since 1973. Th c project was housed at thC ACIiR,
time staff %vat._ appointed to it. and work began on an expanded program in October 1969._
In August 197o the_project, which had accumulated .t large staff,
rrovetd into _the budding itirmely occupied bv the Techruc.il

Te:tchers College Anit- three kilometres, away, :Ind the ACER,
while remaining responsible, for its financial management :Ind con
cetsed to 1,:tve any
ti nut ng on the general committee of iii:
further professional connection with the day-to-day work.
ASEP was the first curriculum project on a national scale and, until that time. the, largest producer of curriculum materials. It was a
centr.dly directed concern. The work of designing, writing, rewriting after extensive testing throughout Australi.t. and producing the
materials was done in its Melbourne he.tdquarters. In this matter it
differed from the next national curriculum project, Social Education
(SEMP) which operated through teams of seMaterials
ettmdcd teachers in each State:
,

The initial planning conference of the Central Advisori Corn34 Australian Sden'e Education Project. Report of the Guidelines Conti-retire; Mo...a.ch
University, January 197o. Hawthorn. Vic.: 1970.
1972.
. Position Documents: A Summary. Hawthorn. Vie

--. Correspondence files, ACER archives. series 42, vols 25 3
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mute.: in January

97o._organized by Radford and held at Moms]

University. set the pattern_ for the development_ of the ASE]
materials. :They were arranged around it series of problems whici
:ncouraged _students to carry through :an inquiry to try to sol_v_

Intellectual skills were givenia high priority. and an effor
was inade to arrange the units in a Piagtian sequence of cognitiv
development. The materials were_ written and arranged toienabL
each :individual to move through them at his own pace. and: mud
practical activiv: vas incorporated into- them. Their orientation, ii
effect followed closely that of:the JSSP.
Th.: project was completed in March 1974 after four and a hal
years of work and the expenditure of S, .4 million by the federal anc
all state governments. Its materials in 47 units:were published b
the Victorian Government- Printer in 1974 and, by the beginning o
1976, some 7o per cent of secondary schools throughout Australia
were using some of the materials.
In t 975 J;M: Owen was seconded from Melbourne State Collegt
ti :he ACt.1R and was funded by the CDC to undertake an evaluation of ASEP's dissemination in 1975 and 1976. His report wa:
published in 1978." It emphasized the importance of advocac)
them.

groups_and teacher involvement for the successful dissemination 01
innovations:: Inspectors, curriculum advisers, and teacher educators

if knowledgeable about and convinced of the importance of an innovation. could prove to be influential advocates of it in face-w-face
contact with teachers: Extensive trials in schools .and in- service
workshops on the materials were also essential: These were the vita]
ways of getting teachers involved in using the innovation and in try-

ing to understand it, rationale and the style of its materials.

The ACER and the Social Science Curriculum
An ambitious project :was started in 1966 to construct a set of
materials on study skills' for_a-.sroom use in :the primary school.
They were to be designed to help_pupils to study and learn independently, and it was intended that the materials would make the max-

31

j, NI.

The Impact qt. the Awn-allan _Science Educannn Protect
Sa1001.i..Cati
Ret.let. nike.tear-d,
livratian .5-clente
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by rra: CDC:. I 9 7 8-:
alm) B.J.
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imam possible provision for individual difiCrences'.
A start_ was
made on the analyses of two kinds of skills: graph skills. mainly in
geography and social science, 'involving the comprehension and: interpretation of those graphs which were likely to be met by pupils at
the upper primary and lower secondary levels :- and reference skills

for securing information through the use of aids such as encyclopaedias. catalogues, directories, card indexes, and the like. For
a period of three years, the Western Australian Education Department seconded teachers to the ACER to work mainly on this project:

An effort was made to establish a general rationale for the project
by fitting the analysis of skills into the kinds of learning hierarchies
associated with the work of R.M. Gagnc: whose analysis of cognitive
__

processes was then popular." Work was undertaken on some
aspects of a reference skills kit, but it did not progress very far.
More effort was concentrated on a graph skills kit which, confidently:promised for 1967: took another seven years. It was coin pletedbyit974 butinever published. It had been spoken of as a project which had 'broken new ground with its careful analysis of skills
in ascending order: the attainment of the later and higher ones depending on a mastery of the earlier :ones."
1967 the Australian Unesco Education Committee, of which

Radford was a member and past chairman, held: a seminar at the
Burwood Teachers:College in Victoria, for social science teachers,
administrators, teacher educators, and:academics._ Its purpose:was to
consider ways of improving the teaching of social science at the secondary school level. For the conle:Tnce,_I).M,:fiennett and K.J.
Piper canvassed all secondary school, :n Australia and produced a
substantial document analysing the courses, time allotments, and
textbooks in history, geography. social studies, and commerce m all
to Memorandum on the ACER Primarc. Study Skill% Project; r.
series 42, Vn1.21 .

^aU

ACER archives,

2.

R.M. Gagm', The Condi twit% of 1,eartung, New York: Holt. Rinehart. &
Winston, 1965. A later concise and simplified statement was: R.M. Gagnc:,
Aential3 of Learnirrg kr nitm-tion , i;mdal, I!; i
74.
'8

Australian_ Council_ for Educatior_
I 9P
H919, Hawthorn, Vic.: 196
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States. Its main findings with comments on the current situation i

social science teaching were published in an issue of the Quarten
Review of Australian FAhdatron in 1968 by D.M. Bennett as Th
Study of S<rcrety in Secondary Schools. The Unesco seminar was th
beginning of an extensive campaign, in which the ACER took par
for the reconstruction of the teaching of social science. It led to di
establishment by the Commonwealth Government in 197o of a Na

tional Committee for Social Science Teaching (NCSST) on whit
the ACER was represented first by Fitzgerald and later, in succes
sion, by the Director and Piper, and also to the establishment of ad
visoryicommittees in most of the States. During the next few year
the national committee organized national and regional workshop:
in some_ of which the ACER_ took part, and was iresponsible fc
sevend publications and the funding_of a substantial number c
research and development_ projects_ in schools._ In_197-4 it sponsores

a national Social Education Materials Project (SEMP), which wa
undertaken through the newly established CDC. and did for th
social sciences, in its own way :and with its own emphases. wha
ASEP_had done for the physical and biological sciences.
Following si.a Unesco ser iinar,: the ACER :undertook two pro
,s.,irns in the social science area. It established a clearing house is
1969 called the -National Information Centre :for Social Scienc
Education (NICSSE). The centre collected materials, reports, books
:sal articles :from Australia and overseas on social science teaching

endeavoured to evaluate new ma.enals and ideas, and, from th

beginning of 197o, published a bulletin from time to time.
NICSSE's information service: was expensive to run, did not receiv

much encouragement from the !.:aching profession, and therefor
closed down in 1972. The second of the ACER's programs was
materials project. With financial assistance from the Myer Founda
don in 1969 and 197o, an effort was made to pr.pare, for the earlie
secondary years, materials on urban redevelopment in Carlton, at
inner-city area of- Melbourne, ai.d on social development frost
culture contact in Bougainville, New Guinea. The materials were t(
help develop the students' reference skills, ability to compreh.enk
complicated social data, and capacity to make relevant deciisit-n:
about social situations. A third materials kit was started in 1971 at
Social Change and_ the Aboriginal Child; The Carlton prrject was
not completed and the Aboriginal one resulted in two classroom
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films produced by Film Australia and a trial booklet. The Bougainville kit was published in 1975, sold poorly, and was remaindered.
In 1972, the NCSST commissioned Piper t!pough the ACER tc
produce for teachers a handbook on how to eva;u. to in the social
sciences. The evaluation -guide was:a useful- introduc qr, to c-,a1u.
tion In general, and a unique exposition, with a
f
examples, on methods of testing the cognitive and
.1.: .f
social science teaching. The project was complete,i :,
published in 1976. It was the first of four important into,
contributions made by Piper to the teaching of social science
The second- was begun in 1974 and was a project fund-i3 by
AACRDE on Essential Learning about Society. The aim Ira., tr.
to establish the essential vocabulary and knowledge that student,
should possess about society before they leave school, and to t. y to
estimate the extent of agreement on these essentials among various
groups_in Australian society: The work was based on a wide survey
of academics; educators; parents; pupils; and community groups:
The study was published by the ACER in 1977 and proved to be a
very valuable and widely used addition_to Australian literature on
social science teaching. it provided a carefully researched framework of key items of knowledge and essential skills of_ fundamental
importance for the design and development of curricula in social
!7,

.r

science.

The third of Piper's contributions began in 1977 under a grant
from ERIC and led to an ACER Research Monograph, Curriculum
Style and Social Learning, which appeared in 1979. This publication
was the first section of a two-part study of the impact of innovation
on teaching and learning in the social sciences based on an investigation of the work of 2o- schools in New South Wales and Victoria.
The work focused on the curriculum of the junior secondary school
for Years 7 to lo. Piper made a classifi don of the different cur-

riculum styles _that he found and related each to- the kinds of
emphases that they gave to different social and educational aims. He

compared the perspectives : of the teachers, students, and -the
researcher on the impact of the various styles. His fourth contribution, not yet published, was a follow-up of the curriculum analysis.
Using the same schools, he looked at the impact and use of SEMP
materials in them. His work paralleled the earlier study of ASEP by

Owen; but was a more intimate study of the impact on selected
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schools of an extensive innovation in social education."'

History and Social Responsibility in Education
Out of the same_ stable that pro_duced the Chronicle and the Quarterly

and worked on the social science programs, came two books by R.T
Fitzgerald on recent educittional history.'" The Seconelat) School a
Sixes and Sevens was a readable and industrious: synthesis of the
development of secondary education in ;Australia dt..ring the I96os.
Secondary educatit-1, t17,.: author reported, was the great debate o
thAt decade. The ACER showed_ its interest in the 196os in severs
Lilzistantial ways: for example, by starting its Secondaty Education
Series: by acceptir.,; responsibility for improving examinations;

preptifing the tests for the annual Commonwealth Secondar
Scholarship Examination. the Tertiary Education Entrance Projrct
and the Co-operative Scholarship Testing Program for independen
schools; by its interest in curriculum _development through till
Junior Secondary Science and Australian Science Education Projects
and by the extensive service by the Director on official committee
of inquiry into aspects of secondary education. Fi-.zgerald's bool

documented the growth in the number of students ineducation and the increased holding power of the schools. He ex
amined the problems of financing the expansion and providing well.
trained teachers for the schools. He described the reorganization th-a
had occurred in each State and the general tendency to develop com
prehensive high schools, and he speculated on the beginnings_ o.
reform in secondary curricula and the system of examinations; Hi
presented a picture of educators throughout Australia., mewl)
awakened to the reality of a rapidly increasing secondary education

and a little uncertain as yet of the directions in which it shoulc
move.
39 K.J:LPiper. Evaluation in the Social Science.; fir Secondary Schools, z vols, Canberra:

AGPS. 1976:- 1977.

Essential Learning about Society. Hawthorn. Vic.: ACER, 1977.
Learning. (ACER Research Monhgraish No.41,

Curriculum St yle -and

Hawthorn, Vic.: ACER. t 979.
40 R:TiTiugerald; The Secondary School at Sixes .:r.

S,ven.c.

mi. Vic.:

ACER. -1 97o.
, 'Through a Rear Vision Mirror. (AC ER Rest-;!rch SeriS N0.97 J, Hawthorn,
Vic.: 197$.
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The second hook Through a Rear Vision Mirror, published in
197

took over where the first left off. It was an attempt to explain
the interesting and exciting educational changes of the early 1970s.
In this book, Fitzgerald looked at possibilities in Australian education in the 197os in comparison with the 1940s. 'The early seventies';_ he_ wrote in his opening sentence, 'were strikingly similar in
some WaYsito the early forties.'41 He examined the forces of inertia
and _resistance in Australian school systems, culture, and society in
the posNw_ar years_ of 1945 5o and the new forces for change that

had been generated by the war: He compared the absence of any
substantial change at that time _with _the possibilities in the I 97os,
and saw the later period _as_more dynamic and better prepared to accept and implement progressive educational ideas: His analysis was

sup-ported by a :description of the new policies and educational
bodies of the early 197os which were rapidly _reforming the educational Systems. -The larger part of fitzgerald7s_book was written as .1
thesis for a PhD degree at La Trobc University. During the course
of his work on his thesis he was seconded in I 9.7_3_part-i'. :-rom
the ACER to serve as the educational commissioner on z
.nal
Commission of Inquiry into Poverty and was the officer
le
for a substantial report on Poverty and Education in Austrc.:i. ;.; he
.

stated firmly that 'the structural inequalities in our

are

nowhere more evident than in our school systems
Education
cannot serve :as a panacea for poverty'. Th.,: first _step in reducing
.

educational disadvantage -and improvin;.;, educatibrial facilities for the

poor must be the provision of a guar;oiteed minimum income.":_
The social concern cxpressedin Fitzgerald's books was not usually
expressed so, clearly and publicly in other activities of the ACER.
The establishment in 1964 of a comparative historical research
divi ;ion provided an opportunity to recruit a small staff who could
begin to combine research in the sociology and history of education.
limas, however, a short-lived effort. The division appears to have
fader} within a few years indistinguishably into the general research
department Although on an organization chart published by the
4i Fitzgerald. Through a Rear Vision Mirror. p. t.
42 R.T. Fitzgerald. Poverty and Eetiadtion in Alatidlia: Fifth Main Report. to the
Austialian Government Commission of Inquiry into Poverty. Canberra: ALPS.

1976. p.227
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Director in 1973 Fitzgerald was shown as a Chief Research Office

in charge of reviews and comparative studies, there was then n
identifiable group. Fitzgerald, too, left the ACER ir.
t
post at the State College_of Victoria; Burwood. and
inbe
commission report was published after he had ceased to)
of the ACER staff: It was an uncomfortable group to foster. Som
members of the executive_ thought its work was over-critical an
somewhat prone to_ sweeping statements. It was the one grou
which could most readily offend educational authorities and govern
menu:
The Director; with his strong background of social service and hi
interest in socio-educational surveys, was, nevertheless, conscious c
the need for educational_ and social reform. He favoured a more co
operative style and, in the 12 years between 196o and _1972, mad
a sustained contribution on a succession of governmental committee
to the analysis of current educational problems.

Service on Public Bodies by W.C. Radford
Radford was a- member of _committees to inquire into aspects o
education in Victoria in 196o and 1963, to report on education ii
South Australia in 1969 and 197o, and to recommend a structur
for a Commonwealth _teaching service in the ACT and Norther,
Territory in 1972. He visited and advised the government o
Tasmania on its system of secondary school examinations in 1965
chaired 2 committee for the same purpose in Queensland in 196(

and 197o, and, in 1963, lee.

Unesco team to report on th

development of education in Northern Rhodesia (Zambia). Durim
this pt:, iod he was also treasurer and, from 1969 to I 971 , presidcn
of the Australian College of Education, a member and. for a fev
years, chairman of the Australian Unesco Education_ Committee
chairman of the council of the Melbourne Kindergarten Teach.:r
College, and a part -time member of the Australian Broadcastinj
Control Board from 1961. to 19_72: He served on the Victoria(
selection _committee of the Churchill Memorial Trust, and on th,
research committee_of the Commonwealth Auvisc,ry Cornmiicee_oi
Advanced Education; and he was continually involved in welfar

work as a member and; subsequently, president of Melbourn,
Legacy. In all these substantial public contributions, he consistentl'
argued and acted to iry to secure three educational improvements:
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greater equality of educational opportunity, more individualization
in learning .and teaching, and more Involvement by teachers in the
processes of assessment and school organization.
This line of thought- was not new at the ACER. --lt was very
much the platform on which Cunningham had stood. His prime In.,
terest as an educational psychologist had been-in the measurement of
individual differences and the ways in which they might be more
adequately catered_ for. His experience in rural primary schools and,
later, in diagnosing and teaching sub-normal children had made ihim
highly conscious of the existence of educational disadvantage and ine(ivality throughout the educational system. His sympathy with the
progressives of the NEF led him to adv-cate more freedom and
responsibility for the classroom teacher ;LA a reduction in the Flower
of the central bureaucracy. Radford, too, came from if rural bitckground and; in .his early years, had helped to get the NEF established
in Australia. Because of his extensive involvement in governmental
committees, he_ had more opportunity than Cunningham to get his
views expressed in public documents, to see them the subject of formal recommendations; and; in some cases; to have them translated
into. action:
Radford . was not a_ systematic. educational phi losop_her; .but __was _a
good expressive _writer; able_ to set_ out_ his main ideas in .a readable
.

.

and common -sense way.. His best _expression of them came in the
chapter; on_the purposes of the educational system; for which he was

mainly_ responsible in the 197o report on education in South
Australia, iTheitwo great purposes; he wrote; were first; to provide
every child with an opportunity for an Cducation that would enable
him to make the most-of his abilities and interests, and secondly to
ensure -that each individual to whom this opportunity was granted
could- develop-himself to the maximum.-- To achieve the first aim
equi/lty
educational opportunityRadford, in the report and
elsev' "r Lrgued the case for more community interest and partici-7

ducation to ensure that the community's educational
need:, in;gfit become better known and more substantially catered
'Dation

for. :)n :tie second aim- *Tic individualizing of the process of
educated:.,
which he V'AS much exercised at all timesbe con)hree i c. .!s of development.
sistently

He
could proceed

V.) designed that, in mos-. of it students
different rates and to different levels according to
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their own individual capacity. SRA reading laboratories and th
IMP were moves in the right direction. He was interested in Navin,

the ACER develop and disseminate such individually pace,
materials, and he evaluated progress in curriculum design and teach
ing t.,..thods mainly by : e touchstone of individualization.
He was also much

--ned with the reform of examinatio,

procedures in secondary %ch,.)ols which, in Australia, had been tradi

tionally locked into a system cf external public examining. He say
the system _as distrustful of teacher initiative, restrictive of studen

choice; and inadequate as a judge of a wide range of individua
abilities and interests. The solution, which he proposed to the
educational authorities in Tasmania and Queensland and which the,
adopted_ in _part, was to rely on a form of teacher assessment
which groups of schools would try to arrive at common standards bl
moderating each other's_ examining procedures_. This freedom unde:
moderation should _enable _schools_ to adjust their- curricula anc
methods of teaching much more readily__ the needs_of their_owt
particular pupils and community. Some five_ years after his Quee_ns,
land report had been :accepted; an investigation in t9}"., conclude(
that teachers had -not been able to measure up to the A.ciaimments
the reform, and that the Radford scheme :. '.!
NV' op to expcc:
tations'.43 Clearly the innovation requie tim. mature; anc

more in-service education and admin:...a.: support to make ii
work more effectively. Radford's interest :in examination- reform
was reflected over many years in the work of the ACER. Thi
development by the ACER of tests for the:CSSE and for tertiary en-

try, that evaluated skills and understanding in important areas of
knowledge not tied Ito prescribed syllabuses, and t:ie production of
item banks to provide test material for classroom teachers and others
concerned in moderating v;ere projects during the 196os and 19705
that made a considerable impact on the practice of assessment in
Australian schools.
Changes in school organ;-ation, which would give teachers more
responsibility in determining a school's program and waild provide
students with more opportunity to make progress at their own pace,
were a further significant part of the program that would achieve the
43 W.J.- Campbell et al., Some Cow..equence3 of the RAIfiml_S,h,rut fin. School,: _Teachers;
ilml Studeut3
Queen.dand, (AACRDE Report No.7): ',...".!-ierya: AGES, 1976.
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school's central purposes as Radford saw them. The ungraded
school, supported by the ACER's conferences on individual
differences in 1962; and the greater flexibility in school time-tabling

and general organization to allow for more individual work suggested in the South Australian report were very_ much to his taste.
Probably the most innovative set of recommendations of that kind
were those contained in the report on the proposed Commonwealth
teaching service in 197z. The Commonwealth Department of
Education and Science commissioned the ACER to prepare the report, and the Council invited W.D. Neal, then a senior administra-

tor on the staff of the University of Alberta and formerly in the
Western Australian Education Department, to share the task with
Radford. Together they recommended the development of a new
teaching service in which 'considerable authority and responsibility
should he delegated to the school for the conduct of its affairs'.44
Teachers were to be included on boards of school government and
on any other governing structure for education, and the headmaster
and school staff were to determine the school's staffing organintion
and expenditure of funds within broad guidelines set by the educa,
tional authority. They suggested- the development of differentiated

staffing with various kinds of- teachers and teacher aides and a
variety of positions of responsibility _within schools: The teachers'
professional development was to be carefully planned and co-ordi,
nated, and would include regular study leave; in-serviceicourses, and
the establishment of teachers centres. Teachers should be represented on any promotion board. The report established a style fix
the teaching service.'
Detailed arrangements with the service were subsequently_built
up which were not covered by the report or; in some cases; differed
from it. But the general tenor was within the spirit of the report. Its
44 W:D. _Neal _and Vst.C: Radford. Teachers_ kr Commonwealth Schools:

A_ Report

from the ACER to the Ca immonwealth Department of Education and Science.

Canberra: ALPS. 1972. p.82.
4 A description of the establishment of :tn. independent educational authority for
the Aust r.dian Capital Territory and_ its_early activities relating to schools and _I he

new teaching service k given in an ACER publication: P.W. Hughes and W.R.
MulfordiEds). The DerelOpment °ran Independint Education Authority--Rdrospect

aud Prospect in the Australian Capital Territory. (Australian Education Review
No. t o). Hawthorn. Vic.: ACER. 1978.
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general effect was to establish a teaching service of a kind which R.1
Butts had earlier sought in vain in Australia, one which consisted

teachers who were 'trusted to carry on their tasks independently
full-fledged professional workers'.4')

46 R.F. Butts. Anumption. Underling u.stralidin !:duration. Melbourne: ACER

'95$. p.63.
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In 1960 a new era intestingbegan for the ACER with the development and sale of packages of tests to its governmental clients. The
first of these was the New South Wales Basic Skills Testing Pro-_
gram. It was closely followed by programs in the other States and
Territories, and subsequently by the Commonwealthi Secondary
Scholarship Examination (CSSE). Tertiary Education Entrance Project (TEED); and Australian Scholastic _ Aptitude Test (ASAT)- It
was a _profitable enterprise._ Saks revenue began to rise spectacularly
in 1960, was soon boosted by SRA sales, dropped temporarily_ when
the SRA _agency was no longer available, and again shot _up rapidly

after 1968 with a marked increase in the distribution of both tests
and curriculum materials.'
Basic Skills Tests
Dunn, _during the course of a visit to the United States on a grant

from the Carnegie Corporation in 19 6, met and was impressed
with E.F. Lindquist who with A.N. Hieronymus, had developed a
package of tests at the University of Iowa, known as the Iowa Tests
of Basic Skills. They had first been published in 1940, were widely
used in the USA, and covered communication and numerical skills
for Years 3 to 9. For older students, from Years 9 to 13. Iowa Tests
of Educational Development were av:iilable. which covered a wider
range of underst:inding and skills. On his return he managed to in-

the New South Wiles Department of Education in the
possibility of a package, similar to the Iowa Tests, to be produced by
terest

the ACER. In 1919. a formal proposal was put to the New South

I See the graph. The ACER's Income. Profit and Loss. 195 3 86. In Chapter t o.
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Wales ztuthorities and copies sent to the other State. suggesting_ a
battery of tests based on the local curriculum and using, with Lindquist s permission, the Iowa techniques and material where applicable. New South Wales accepted the _proposition_ and the ACER
bel4:in the work of building the tests. Trials were carried Out in 196o
and 1961 in close co-operation with the department's research and
the curriculum branches; and the _tests were put into oper.ttion in
1962 On a simnel- scale,_a bzutcr of guidance tests was designed
for New South Wales and put into Use in 1_960: and; With the help
of teachers in infants schools; lower grades achievement tests_ in
arithmetic, reading; and reading readiness were developed and a
testing program started in 1962.
In_ 1962, the first _year o} the New South Wales Bittile Skills Test-

ing _Program, tests in reading, arithmetic, and _spelling were ad
ministered to 100 000 students in 597 schools. They_ were marked
by teachers, sent to the ACER for processing, and the analysis of
results returned fairly promptly to the schools. For its services in
preparing the tests and processing the results, the ACER charged
2/7 per _student. In 1963 the numbers rose to 16o 000. In May
1963, Dunn addressed it large gathering of teachers from Catholic
schools in Sydney and, in consequence, a number of New South
Wales Catholic schools joined in the tests.. In that year, too, thL
Department of Education of the Territory of Papua New Guinea,
whose schools for children of Australian expatriates followed the
New South Wales syllabus, showed considerable interest, and 33 of
these schools joined in the testing program.' Dunn visited _New
Guinea twice in 1964 and 1965 to consult on general problems of
testing in the primary schools; and_cstablished the basic skills program firmly in that country. Thsmania, too; had_ shown considerable
interest throughout the_course of the project; and decided in 1967 to
use some of the tests in the program.
_Some of the NSW bask skills tests -were _also used in_a Victorian
battery. In 1963; a large sample of pupils in_ Victorian primary
schools were -given a modified version of some of the reading tests in
the basic skills battery. During the following four year up to 1967,

2

K.R. McKinnon to W.C. Radford. iz lone 1963. ACER archive!, s(TICS 4),
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similar surveys_ were carried out in spelling, mathematics, English
usage and grammar._ The Victorian Primary School Testing Program:, as it was known,. Wati resumed in1970.with agroup of tests in
social studies and listening comprehension; and in. 197 5 with reading _fend _spelling tests from the basic skills battery previously used in

1967. The Victorian program was not. a reguiar.yearly monitoring
like the New South Wales one. It was an occasional assessment with
the repetition of some of the:tests from earlier administrations,. tin
that comparisons could he made, for example, between the standards
of work at the time of the 1946 curriculum survey and the standards
of various -years in the 196os and I 9705.:
The basic skills project was a tailor-made_package for New South
Wales primary schools._ It involved_ the ACER's staff in extensive
discussion with the curriculum branch of the Department of Education, in an effort to arrive at precise statements of the aims and content of the curriculum and its use in schools, and in extensive consultation with the research branch to determine the most useful ways
of designing, administering, scoring, and analys:ng the tests. By
1968 the idea had emerged from these discussions that an annual
testing program which made an assessment of standards reached at a
set time each year might he of considerable use to an administrator,
but was of less value to a teacher who would he better served by a
more flexible program which he could use at various times according
to his own judgment and the requirements of his own teaching pattern. The Basic Skills Testing Program, accordingly, was gradually
converted into a New South Wales Primary Evaluation Program.
In 1971 the mathematics tests were replaced by new ones, each
of.which tested understanding of a single topic in the_ curriculum,
-

and_thase and. the other tests in the.battery could.be. used by teachers
at any time .during_ the. _year: A. new reading test, _based on Clark's
research into the structure of reading abilities.; was added to.the bat.,

tery in 1976. By that year; all the basic tests had been revised; and
were issued_ to schools finr their own use in testing mastery of concepts and skills from time to time As well as in establishing more
general norms of achievement. In that year too.: the ACER ceased

to have a direct concern in the program. The New South Wales
Department of Education assumed responsibility for its further
development, and agreed to pay a small royalty for the use of tests
that had been developed by the ACER.
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Tests for the Award of Scholarships
The tests in basic skills were designed to help teachers ensure that
their students achieved competence in a number of essential pro cesses and skills. A different kind of task, that of selecting a small
-

number of students of high achievement for financial support during

their secondary or tertiary education, was also requested of the
ACER's test developers:

Since 194o, the ACER had annually provided the New South
Wales Public_Scrvice Board withA test_ to help select its recruits. It

was a_ test of general ability 'at the superior adult level'; and was
thought by Cunningham; _when the practice _began, to be 'the first
time in Australia that_a governmental agency has employed such
tests in the selection of personnel'.' The contract continued for z6
years until 1966. A similar service was provided for the Common,
wealth Public Service Board from 1960. This was; however: a more
extensive task, and included a number of tests of :achievement in
basic skills, measures of comprehension and critical thinking: and;
subsequently. a test for the selection of graduates. Other government departments and several private firms during the 196os and
197os requested and received some .ssistance with their selection
-

problems.

In the mid-195os. several experiments were started with the use
of tests of scholastic aptitude and skills in reasoning in the selection
of students for entry to various tertiary institutions. The residential
colleges of the University of Melbourne administered a scholastic
aptitude test in conjunction with their usual academic examination
for the award of entrance scholarships in 1956. In the same year,
the Facultv of Law at the University of Melbourne used the same
experimental approach and. subsequently. the Faculty of Engineering at the University of Melbourne. and the Faculty of Economics at
Monash_Universtty joined in: The law schools have continued with
the ACER to explore various methods of selecting students to the
present day. The residential colleges also continued with the_program and, when the Australian Scholastic Aptitude Test (ASAT)
became available in 1970, they added it to their testing program.
Atiqr.than Council

11)r

Edw. at mnal Re,cardi, Herenth Annual Report

I 940 I 94/. IN,Ielbourne: ACER, p. t 7.
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Another selection program in which the ACER was involved was
the_ examination for Victorian junior Scholarships awarded for sec-

ondary school courses. From 1945 to 196o the ACER developed
or modified existing tests of general ability for students of I 2 to
years of age who sat for that scholarship examination.
1

Co-operative Scholarship Testing Program

do 1962, a number of independent schools in Victoria who offered
scholarships at a similar age level requested the ACER to supply
them with a test package, which included tests of English; mathematics, and general ability, for use at a common examination. _The
ACER marked the papers and provided all schools with a list of students in order of merit. lit the following year; several independent
schools in New South _Wales joined the group and the program soon
spread w all States: In 1972 the tests were substantially revised in
an_effort_to make them more a measure of scholastic aptitUde. They
were_offered at two levels; one for scholarships at entrance to sey
ondary school, the other for continuation beyond Year 8 or 9, and

they contained tests in the humanities, written expression, and
mathematics- science, as a somewhat junior version of the CSSE for
Which_tli ACER had also been responsible for the past eight years.

The Co-operative Scholarship Testing Program (CSTP) has continued to the present time and, throughout the 1 97os, has regularly
involved more than 1 oo independent secondary schools in all States
and approximately t o 000 students each year.
Commonwealth Secondary Sthblarship Examination

Before the general election in 1963, the then Prime Minister promised that the Commonwealth Government would award to 000
scholarships tenable by students in Years it and tz; the_ last two
years of_secondary school. 'I believe', he said, when formally an-_
nouncing the scheme in the following May; that many children of
ability will be encouraged by this scheme to stay on at school for a
longer period than they might otherwise have done; to their own
benefit and that of the nation:'

4 Ministerial statement b_y_ R.G.Men7ies. House of Representatives. Commonwealth Parliament. 19 May 1964.
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The Commonwealth Government insisted that the scholarships
be awarded on the basis of a competitive examination and left it to
the state education departments to organize the:details. In Victoria
there was, at that time, no completely external examination:at the
end of Year t o which could be used for the purpose. Accordingly;

in March 1964, the Victorian Director of Education visited the
ACER to discuss the possibility of an examination in several subject
areas. not associated with the content of a set syllabus, on which the
new set of scholarships might he awarded.

The ACER agreed to undertake the project and the administration of it was placed largely in Dunn's Bands. In a memorandum
which he circulated in May to the test constructors, he explained
that papers would he required in four areas: Written Expression,
Quantitative Thinking, Comprehension and Interpretation
(Sciences); and Comprehension and Interpretation (Humanities).
These were;:m his and Radford's view. the central areas of secondary

education. By examining the intellectual skills in all our of them.
the project would be testing whether students had a grasp of the
basic skills and. it was hoped; had the potential to complete successiiilly the intellectual tasks that a sound secondary education
should impose on them. Though not consciously expressed as such

the examination was an attempt to define and test the core curriculum of secondary education. Radford. in writing to explain the
tests to the public servant responsible for the negotiations; made the

point clear. He affirmed (if the tests:
The abilities which they would test are those which Should be
developed in any good broadly based course of study, irrespective of
its specific content . . . They would test.: as a whole:; the range of
abilities which we think a soundly educated child should have at this

level, i.e. [the child' should have a good background in literature,
social studies; mathematics; and science (a background which has produced abilities which arc not restricted to knowing or applying a par-

ticular content of a particular course, and which are transferable to
new and different courses), should be able to write well, and should
know something of the mechanits of expression: These are abilities
which should he developed in any kind of school.'

5 W.0 Radfiird
F. Lawley. h April 1964. ACER archives. series 4 2 V01.322.
For noire details concerning the iihjectives of each segment of the tests. see
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Radford's remarks were an expression of the relationship between
testing and curriculum construction._
The preparation of the tests for the first year, 1 964 was done
with little time to spare: The schedule allowed only 13 weeks for
collecting a small group from Victorian schools; writing trial items,
testing them, and rewriting the final version. Once the work got
under way; New South _Wales and Western Australia also decided to

adopt the ACER's_ tests for their scholarship awards._ Before the
items were completed_; they had to be submitted to referees in each
of the three States. Subsequently Tasmania in 1961 and Queensland
and South Australia in 1966_joined in. So that the questions would
not become known_to candidates as a result of the trials, the ACER
arranged for the New Zealand Department of Education and the
NZCER to organize the- trial testing quietly on a sample of high
school students in New Zealand.
The preparation of the tests was an exciting venture. There was
some previous experience to help the constructors, in the work that
had been done by the ACER for the entrance scholarships for independent schools, but the new work was pitched at a higher level and
covered a wider range. It was a ten-year project. At the end of
1964, the ACER signed a three-year contract with the Common-

wealth Government, which was renewed until 1974 when the
scholarship scheme was discontinued. During the course of that
time, the test unit responsible for constructing the ESSE papers
recruited a team described by one of their secretaries as a 'tremendous, innovative, dedicated, hard-working; arid intelligent group of
people. There was much to justify the - description: Initially there
were two individuals, T.L. Whitford and L. D. Blazely; proficient in
educational measurement; assisted by a number of talented cLissroom
teachers: Within a_ few years -the balance had changed_and the core
of _the team was a_group of teachers who hau some skill in _measure,
meet but whose_ principal interest 1;ty in analysing the educational

content of the subject areas with which:they were de;iling.

B.

Rechter; a science teacher who subsequently lectured in the educational measurement course ;it the University of Melbourne, became
Australian Councilifor Educatii>n:il Research. Ethiearibfraf Objei-tireN being 'revert in
the Commonwealth Secondary St-botarilup hramination. Canberra: Comnumw:ilth

Government Printer. 1967.
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the leader of the team and head of the ACER's section on test
research and development for seven years until he left in 1974 for
the post of Director of the Lincoln Institute of Health Sciences, a
college of advanced education in Melbourne. Rechter and his group
developed interesting and provocative tests that were designed to
probe in a thoughtful way the students' understanding and grasp of
skills and principles, and their ability to analyse, use, :find interpret
the information presented to them. The information presented in
the tests was drawn
from literature. historical documents; social studies tables cartoons
geographical naps, photographs and diagrams from scientific :and
psychological experiments. as well as from mathematical patterns that
include numbers; algebraic symbols and line drawings:6

An extensive use was made of objective tests and great care was
taken in the construction of them. The tests were subject to close
scrutiny by teachers and other !educational research workers. The
team consequently spent much time 'on refining the material and the
questions so that they would stand up to criticism from such
sources.: We feel', Clark wrote to Ennor in:197o, 'a special responsibi14y in this area as the producers of a major objective test battery
which functions as a model for Australian education:7

The group was not an easy one for the rest of the ACER to live
with. They developed great solidarity,: they were housed in their
own separate premises, revelled in their independence, and were
ready to question any administrative direction given to them. Undoubtedly their work was stimulating to the teaching profession." It
is probable that the teaching and examining in English during the
t 97os was affected by their test papers in written expression and the
humanities, which were widely studied by Australian educators. In

1969 the ACER was asked by the Victorian Universities and
Schools Examinations Board to investigate the reliability and consis6

!lei-liter. Death of cramming. The Age (mdbournc). 3 July i 973. p.

7 M.I. Clark to A.H. Ennor. 21 July 1970. ACER archives, Writ'', 42, V01.327.
8 A:Grant and G.P. Withers, From Te.Itingto Teaching in theThananities: Ideas and
Resources for Use at the Upper Secondary School Level drawn from the Commonwealth Secondary Scholarship Examination 1971. Hawthorn. Vic.: ACER,
1973.
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tency of the examination marks in the paper on English Expression
taken by all candidates at the examination in the final year of secondary school, the Higher School Certificate examination, and to
evaluate the use_of English Expression as a compulsory requirement
of the examination. The report was made by two members of the
CSSE team, B. Rechter and Phan Maling Keepes.9 They concluded
that the English Expression course did not satisfactorily achieve its
aims for many students, and suggested several ways of improving it.

Their recommendations were taken up by the examining body
which, while not accepting all of them, did restate the aims of the
subject and modify its examining and marking procedures.
Similarly, teaching and curriculum construction in social science
reflected their attack on the essentials of learning and was directly
applied by one of the team, Piper, in his handbook on Essential
Learning about Society: Some of the test material was a little controversiaL They were accused_of blasphemy on one occasion when
art unusual translation of the Bible was used in a question, of immorality for using reproductions of nude paintings; and of subversive communism when another question featured Man Tsetung._
The technical competence in some of the test construction was also
queried.

When the ACER agreed in 1964 to undertake the construction
and marking of the CSSE tests, the Commonwealth Government
was initially unwilling to pay for any research associated with the
project. Eventually, after repeated pleas by Radford, it grudgingly
agreed to pay half the cost, provided that the research was confined
to an analysis of ways in which the tests might be technically improved. Any other matters which the Director had mentioned as
desirable, such as the attitudes of teachers and pupils, and comparisons of subsequent school performance, were to be financed independently by the ACER.10 In the contract for 1965-67, £2000
per annum was provided by the Commonwealth Government on
the same terms.
9 jillian Maling Kccpcs and B. Rcchtcr, Engtish and its Assessment. Hawthorn. V ic

ACER, 1972.

I° W.C. Radford to J.G.-Gorton. 27 May and 5 Gctober 1964: J.G. Gorton to
W.C. Radford-, 2 5 September; 2 3 October. and 13 November 1964; ACER
archives, series 42. vol.3 2 2.
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Research was undertaken, by the ACER and several other RI=
the validity of the scholarship awards as predictors
vestigators.
of the students' finure schcilastic success. The results were ihdecisive. Ii_WaS dear that most scholarship winners succeeded in the
lasi_Years of secondary education; it was not so clear that they were
likely to succeed at university, or that the CSSE would predict their
future success any better than some other form of assessment such as
the usual external examination. It was doubtful. too. whether it
would predict success any better than a battery of the ACEW,s startdardized general ability and achievement tests: The CSSE programs
were examined, too, in respect to the validity of _their structure. It
was difficult by statistical analysis to find _a coherent structure

throughout each test, and therefore impossible by that means to
assess the extent to which the content was adequate to the purposes
of the test.
The great political purpose of the CSSE had been to make awards
which would encourage more students of outstanding ability_ to
complete their secondary education. It appeared doubtful whether
this was the case: In an ACER study on the matter in 1971, it was
found that parents of 28o award:winners in a sample_of 300 students from Brisbane; Sydney. and _Melbourne stated that while it
was a big_financial help; their children would have completed Sec:

ondary education even without a scholarship." Several of the
studies_ showed that students from independent non-Catholic

schools _gained more scholarships than students from any other kind
of_school and that their success_ rate_ was well above what might be
expected of the numbers attending those schools. This finding lent
some force to -the complaint that the scholarship scheme had a social
claSs bias in that it _favoured children from better equipped schools,
and _Wealthier and better educated families. The matter was raised
by the ViCtOrian Teachers Union and was the occasion of a question

in the federal parliament in 1964. The ACER was asked to corntheant on the matter, and the Director, though confessing that he
I I R.E. Wilkes T.E. Noble. and W.T. Renehan. Some Effects of Winninga CommonSeCondary Scholarship Award,(AC ER Research Series, No.87 ): Hawthorn.
in
Vic LACER. 1971. p.3o. A summary of the research on the CSSE Was
J.D. Thomson and J.P.iKeeves, Some Studies in the Validity of the CSSE
The PredicHawthorn, Vic.: _ACER. 1974; and J.D, Thomson and C.W.

tive Value of the CSSE Tests. Hawthorn. Vie.: ACER; 1971.
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could not be sure Of the answer, ended by stating that those responz
sible for _preparing the examination believed it will favour those
who are intellectually able irrespective of their background', a reply
which the prime minister duly relayed to the parliament." The
Director's test construction team, however, was not at all confident
that their competitive_ examination would not favour the students
who already had the greater social and educational advantages, but

there was no contract money available for serious and sustained
research on the question.
Tertiary Education Entrance Project and
Australian Scholastic Aptitude Test

In 1967 the Secretary of the Commonwealth Department of Education arid Science; A.H. Ennor; wrote to his senior assistant secretary;
W.J. Weeden; suggesting that he look into the possibility of evolving an 'ACER-type' test that is CSSE type, as a university entrance
examination._ It should be_ possible', he wrote, to "upgrade" the test
and use it as an index of possible success at the tertiary level.'" Radford;_when _consulted; was doubtful, and proposed the funding of a
substantial experimental and developmental program.
The ACER, at that time, was helping the AuStraliari Natibnal
University (ANU) with tests-to distinguish between studentS apply=
ing for entry from different States, and was also involved in prepar:
ing _entrance tests for the residential_ colleges at the University of
Melbourne. RadfOrd, therefore, _professed the ACER's WillingneSS
to prepare some tests that the ANU could use and compare With the
Ordinary inatriculatiOn examinations. C.A. Gibb, Professor of Psy=
chOlOgy at ANU, suggested that the university administer in mid-

year a test of the CSSE type to potential students who would be
guaranteed admiSSion, on the basis of the test and their school's
assessment of them, provided they satisfactorily completed that year
Of schooling._ The university agreed to the proposal and the CornmonWealth Department of Education and Science commissioned the
12

Notes on question asked of the Prime Minister 12/8/64 sent by W.C. Radford
13/8/64; and extract frOm Hansard, Answers to questuins. t September 1964,
ACER archives. series 42. vol 322

13 Memo of A.H. _Ennor to W.J. Weeden, 1 S June 1967, Australian archives,

Department of Education. Tertiary Education Entrance ProjectPolicy and
Development, File no.77/10
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ACER, in the first instance, to undertake a two-year investigation
using CSSE -type tests. TEEP was thus launched towards the end of
1967, and had, in Ennor's words, 'as its general aim the assessment
of various methods of assessment for tertiary education with a view
to improving such selection'."
The University of Western Australia and the Tasmanian Educa-

tion Department joined the ANU in the initial program, and in
December 1967 a conference was held of representatives from the

three users, the ACER, and the Department of Education and
Science, to consider the approach to be taken. The ACER was required to prepare five papers on the CSSE model for use in 1968:
one essay-type paper on written expression, and four papers of objective multiple-choice questions on quantitative thinking, comprehension and reasoning in the physical and biological sciences,
comprehension and_reasoning in the social sciences, and understanding and interpretation_in_the arts and humanities_. It was the expectation of the test constructors that the tests_would he good predictors
of_success in tertiary education and would have sound educational
value in directing teachers' attention to the kinds of questions they
should be asking -their students.''
Three series of test batteries were prepared, the first two for 1968
and 1969, and a third i compiled from_ the_other two with the addition of a paper on the interpretation of verbal an-d pictorial material;

for 1970.

In- a summary of research forthe Commonwealth

Department of Education and Science on TEEP Series A, it was reported that it proved to be 'less successful than conventional
matriculation in predicting university performance in 1969;
although in fairness it must be- admitted that neither of these
measures gave much cause for satisfaction'.16
14 Memo of A.H. Ennor to Minister. t 7 December 1969. Australian archives, loc.

cit. File no.77/ to I $ Part 4.
15 An account of the_const ruction of t _TEEP battery is given_ in B-Rechter. Admission to Tertiary Studies. (Otcasional Paper 2), Hawthorn. Vic.: ACER. 197o.
A summary and discussion of current university entrance examinations was com-

piled in ti968: B. Rechter and N.L. Wilson. Examining for university entrance
in Australia: Current practices. Quarterly Rtirlige of Australian Education, 1968.
2(2).
z6.
36 J:EN Sutherland, Tertiary Education Entrance Project:

3r
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In 1969 the ACER was commissioned, as the second stage of the
project, to prepare a different kind of test, a three-hour multiplechoice test of scholastic aptitude; for experimental use in _1970.
ASAT was administered in all_States except Victoria at the end of
1970: The TEEP tests _were also used in that year in various States.
The Commonwealth Government_continuect to fund the_production
of ASAT until_ 1974; at which stage three States were using the test.
Further versions of the test have been paid for by its users.
ASAT was an attempt to assess a range of intellectual skills that

were thought to be important for students in tertiary-level work.
Like the_CSSE and TEEP tests; it was composed around diverse
kinds of stimulus material not taken from prescribed school
syllabuses. It was_hop_ed that; when it was combined with an assessment of a student's school work made by _teachers at the school, the
combination would predict success in tertiary studies at least as well
as the traditional external examination could. In its first version, it

was a three-hour test;

later a four-hour one became available,
divided into two two-hour _sections. The production of ASAT has
continued to the present time. After the first few experimental

years, ASAT was regularly used only in Queensland, Western
Australia, the Australian Capital Territory, and Northern Territory.
From 1973 special forms of ASAT were produced for institutions
which wished to select among candidates who did not fit into the
normal entry categories.
Conferences of ASAT users were held in 1976, 1977, and 1978
at which a report on the previous year's testing and proposals for the
coming year were discussed. At the 1978 meeting there was a
serious debate on its basic function. Should it be regarded as a means
of predicting success in tertiary work and therefore be seen primarily
as a tertiary selection device? Or should it be regarded as a scaling
device for the better comparison of students_from different schools at
the end of their secondary schooling? Undoubtedly the intention of
the first experimental_ use of it was that it _should be a useful and
_

direct means of selecting students for tertiary work.

Research,

however; at the universities where any of the TEEP series or ASAT
had been used; indicated that they were 'not suitable as the main criEvaluation of the TEEP Serie3 A Tot Battery, Canberra: Department of Education and Scicncc. 1971.
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teria of selection for a_university course'." As the users and con,
structors of ASAT became more familiar with it both its educational
possibilities and its use in scaling became more apparent. From
1973 on; several research studi,:s were undertaken similar to those
previously done in connection with CSSE, from which it was possible to make continuous improvements in the structure of the various

forms of the test."
Item Banks
The CSSE, TEEP, and ASAT tests produced items designed to make
teachers and students think carefully about the educational purposes

of their work, and use to the full the intellectual skills that the
school's educational program was supposed to have developed. A
corollary to such tests was the development for ordinary school use
of a supply of questions which would assist teachers to incorporate
that approach into their daily work. In 1964, the Schools Council
in England had published a bulletin suggesting the collection of examination questions of known technical value that could be used in
the construction of examination papers. During the next few years,
collections of questions, known as item banks, were started and were
seen, when carefully constructed, to be a useful resource which
teachers could use for individual testing, for continuous assessment;

and in their more formal examinations. A widely read study in
1969 described item banking in the sub-title as 'a method for producing school-based examinations and nationally comparable
grades'.19 By 197o the movement was well established in the

United Kingdom and the USA; and was seen by a number of local
administrators as an innovation worth trying in Australia.

17

18

19

A Literature
Review. liawdiorn_. Vic.z ACER, _1975. p.63.
Sec ASO J.E.N. Sutherland. -Prediction of academic performance at two
Australian universities. Australian University, 1974. 12(2), z 2- 70.

W. McDonell, Testing fir Student Selection at Tertiary Level:

Australian Council for Educational Research, Research Papers -Re-bung to the
Australian =Scholastic Aptitude Tot: Papers presented at the 1978 annual conference. Hawthorn. _Vic.: 1978.
L. Lees, Research Relating to the Australiim Schobstic Apra-nide Teat A Selected
ACER. 1979.
Annotated Bibliography. Hawthorn,
R. Wood and L.S. Skurnik, Item Banking, Slough. Bucks: NFER, 1969.
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In October 1972, the ACER held a two-day conference of representatives of state education departments and examining boards to
consider priorities in the testing field. The conference strongly
recommended 'the development and use of item banks at Grades i o
and 12 levels'.2° Consequently, the ACER began a five-year program from 1973 to 1977 in the development of item banks on an
Australia-wide basis. It was one of the ACER's largest activities.
The recently established federal Schools Commission provided
$t o 000 towards the cost of a feasibility study of an Australian item
bank, and large numbers of teachers from each State were involved
either as secondments to the ACER or as participants in the many
workshops that were organized. It was a useful .xercise in action
research, putting together the work of specialists in educational
measurement and the experience of classroom teachers in a productive combination.

Over the five-year period, 7000 items; each one a multiple,.
choice question, were put together in mathematics; science; and
social science for students mainly at Year 10 level. To do that work;
-19 teachers were seconded for short periods at varying times from
Queensland, Victoria, South Australia; Western Australia, and the
Northern Territory educational systems. They worked with a group
of test developers at the ACER and the team was involved in a considerable number of workshops with teachers throughout Australia.
The ACER staff edited the items _produced at the workshops, wrote
fresh ones; supervised trials of them in various high schools, and
prepared them for publication together with appropriate handbooks
for teachers.21 This process was neatly exemplified in a special project undertaken, subsequent to the main program, in 1979. In that
year the Victorian Education Department seconded a chemistry
teacher to the ACER to help develop an item collection for Year 12
chemistry. Each item was written by a practising chemistry teacher,
and reviewed by a panel of chemistry teachers and measurement ex-

,

20 Minutes of ACER Executive Meeting. 2 November 1972.
21 Australian Council for Educational Research, _Australian_ Item Bank Program:
Mathematto Item Bank. z vols, HaridbOok, Hawthorn. _Vic.: 197_8.
, Australian Item Bank Program: Science Item Bank. 3 'Ms. Handbook,
Hawthorn. Vic.: 1978.
_ ._Australian Item Bank Program: Social Selena Item Bank. 1 vol.. Handbook.
Hawthorn. Vic.: 1978.
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pert.s who checi-7cd for mistakesin content, plausibility of distractors;

uniformity of tcrrein-,togy, and consistency of format. The items
were tested in :t baiarc'A sale of Victorian high schools, re-written. re-te:.ed, and a first colkction published in 1980."
The_itert collecticils met
educational need in the_197os, at a
time

many groups of scioqils had become involved in the proand equating the _assessment of one another's
pupils, and had begun also to take much more interest in developing
school-based curricula. The item collections provided teachers with
an agreed and well-tested set of questions which directed their at-

cess: o: r'

tention to essentials in the curriculum, helped them to build their
school programs, facilitated their diagnosis of students' weaknesses
and made inter-school comparisons more feasible._ By 1980 the
ACER had _sold 2000 full sets and about an equal number in the
separate subjects, a number sufficient for some part of the item banks
to be placed in every secondary school in Australia.

Tests for Primary and Secondary Schools
Much of the work done by the ACER in test development, from the
mid-195os on, was done under contract. The NSW basic skills
tests, CSSE, TEEP, and ASAT were some of the more substantial
ones. There were, however, many less conspicuous examples: The
tests provided for government departments and public service
boards were a useful and_ continuing service:_ There were also -some

helpful achievement and diagnostic tests prepared for education
departments and examining boards:
In 1954; for example; the ACER was asked to prepare objective
tests _ax part _of _the leaving certificate examination in English in
Western Australia, Two_ years later, it undertook a general evaluation of the whole of the English examination in which it was_ found
that the objective test was closer than any other section of the_examination to teachers' estimates of their students' performance. The
ACER continued to provide a test of English comprehension for this
examination until 1970 when, with some guidance from the ACER,
a local team took over the work.
There were also several notable projects financed largely from the
22

Australian Council inr Educational Research., rICER Chemiattl Test Item Collec-

tion (ACER CHEMTIC YEAR 1 z), Hawthorn, Vic.: 1980, p.z.
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ACER's own resources. From 19'57 through to the present time,
diagnostic and achievement tests for the senior years in physics,
chemistry, and biology have been prepared and sold in large quantities in all Australian States. General ability tests, for children aged
seven to nine years in lower primary classes, were first constructed
in 1958, and Intermediate D for t0- to 4-year-olds, developed in
1947, was still selling to education departments in the 197os at a
rate of too 000 each year. These tests were further developed and
were supplemented by itchievement_ tests in number, reading, and
reading readiness. Throughout the preparation of the tests; which
were mainly_ the responsibility of NU: Clark, there was close co,
operation with_classroom teachers in all States; Clark; a teacherfrom

Western Australia; had joined the ACER at the end of 1955 to
supervise the sale of tests and advise customers on tests and
materials. He transferred to research and became_ involved_ in the
New South Wales Basic Skills Testing Program. :After Dunn left, i he
became one of the two Assistants to the Director in charge of admin-

istration and services. He completed a PhD at the University of
Western Australia in 197o and, in 1972, with J.P. Keeves, became
an Associate Director in charge of measurement and advisory services. He resigned in 1975 to return to Western Australia as a viceprincipal with responsibility for research at Churcldands College of
Advanced Education in Perth. His 20 years at the ACER covered
almost exactly the period of Radford's directorship and, during the

last ten years of it, he played a substantial part in the general
organization of the institution, and at the same time made a fundamental contribution to research.
In 1968, a complete overhaul of primary school tests was begun
under Clark's general direction. R. Warry, who later became Direc-

tor of Planning and Services in the Queensland Department of
Education, was seconded from that department for 12 months and
spent most of his time working on the primary school reading tests.
He came to the ACER without previous research experience and
was brought into contact with a wide range of activities. He worked
with Clark on the revision of the reading tests assisted Fitzgerald
with the Qnarterly Review of Australian Eduration attended discus,
sion groups run by Turner on aspects of educational statistics; and
travelled interstate with Turner and Radford to various meetings. It
was a program from which he could learn much; but he found it dis-
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jointed and unto-ordinated. It appeared that the training of apprentice researchers had not changed much in the zo years since Rayner's
secondment."
Sbme of the new primary school reading tests were ready by
1970, and the full range became available in 1972. By 197 5, the
ACER had developed and made available a comprehensive range of
tests which systematically covered the fundamental education of the
primary school: a set of reading tests for junior. middle, and upper
grades; 12 tests covering most of the processes of contemporary primary school mathematics; and a series of tests of learning ability
(TOLA) for Years 4, 5, and 6, and the early years of secondary
school. The secondary school years were covered by a range of in,
telligence tests with norms somewhat out of date; by a set of_reading
comprehension tests, and by tests at the senior level in biology;
physics; and chemistry:
Towards the end of the 196os_; the ACER's Council and executive were growing restive about the state of many of the long-established tests that were still being sold. Those who worked in the
research branches of _state education departments, such as: Webster
and Wood; thought that the ACER was starting to lose the confidence of its clients by not putting more effi)rt into keeping the tests
up to date. There had been an &On to re,..-norm many of the tests in
the mid-1950s but little had been subsequently done to them. The
test division during the 196os was concerned primarily with fulfill7
ing contracts such as the NSW bask skills tests, CSSE, TEEP, and
ASAT. Its numbers rose considerably by the employment of shortterm seconded teachers to ensure that the deadlines for the contracts

were met, and there appeared to belittle time or thought for the
maintenance and improvement of existing tests.
By 1970 items, norms, and manuals of many of the older tests
were obviously out-moded, and for many overseas tests the ACER
had never provided local norms. If they were to remain on sale,
they needed a revision that would be costly and time-consuming. In
Clark's view, much of the material was questionable and should have
been discarded. Nevertheless the Council decided that the task 'had

23 interView With R. Warry. 3 July 1979.
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a high priority' and should be undertaken promptly." Accordingly,
a test-norming program became the ACER's 'major activity' for the
financial year 1970 7 12' and, over a three-year period, the sum of
$110 000 was spent on it. The project involved 70 000 children

from Year 3 to Year to, and covered mainly mathematics and
language tests together with some study skills and intelligence tests.

The program was continued in 1972-73 with more reading and
mathematics tests. Two features of the program were the improved
and more economical sampling procedures that came partly from the
ACER's current experience in the LEA program and, in the analysis,
from the use -of a computer, programmed to take account of Keats's
and Lord's earlier theoretical work on the distribution of scores;26
Beginning in 1977, another less ambitious effort was -commenced to
provide for the continuing revision and maintenance of the educational and psychological tests both by collecting data from test users
and by specific exercises in norming. Despite_ the progress that had
been made with the ACER's limited resources; criticism surfaced
again in_ a paper and discussion at the Australian Psychological
Society conference in 1979.

Psychological Tests
The ACER had always been interested in supplying and adapting
psychological as well as educational tests. During World War II. its
interest and experience with them expanded and, when Dunn came
to the test division in 1947, he began a considerable expansion in
the marketing of psychological tests. In that year, the ACER entered into an agreement with the National Foundation for Educational Research INFER), recently established in England, and with
the largest test producer in the USA, the Psychological Corporation.

Since that date, agreements have been made with many other test
producers, and the ACER managed to establish agencies or trading
agreements with almost every major publisher of psychological
24 Minutes of Meeting of the ACER Council: 23 24 October 1969.

2' Australian Council for Educational
1970 1971, Hawthorn, Vic.: 1971

Research,
p. s.

Forty-first

Annual Report

26 SCC Chapter 6 under Establishment of the Test Division, and Research on Test
ThetirSr.
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materials in the UK and the USA. In effect, from the 1950s on, the
ACER became, in Australia, almost the sole source of supply for
psychological tests.
In 198o, its catalogue listed t 7o separate tests currently available

for sale. Four have been by far the most popular during the last 20
years. For the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC), and
its Australian revision in 1974, WISC(R), sufficient kits and record
forms have been sold to test t 000 000 children between 196o and
198o; and its advanced version, the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale (WAIS), has reached Soo 000 people. The Revised Standard
Binet Intelligence Scale has been purchased in sufficient quantities to
test boo 000, and the most popular of all, Raven's Standard
Progressive Matrices, has been used with approximately 2 000 000
children:
The ACER's income from the sale of tests far outstripped that
from the sale ofits_other productsmaterials and books: In 197a;
65_ per cent of its income from sales came from the sale_ of tests; 30
per cent from materials; and 5 per cent from books: In 1980 the
proportion was a little more in favour of test sales: 75 per cent tests;
2o per cent materials; and 5 per cent books. The income during the
1_97os from the sale of psychological tests, including tests of general

ability such as_ TOLA and Intermediate D; was approximately the
same as that From educational tests. Both were, in _1979, about
S500 000, providing fir the ACER a total income of St 000 000
from the sale of tests.
Evaluation Studies
One of the seconded teachers who worked at the ACER in 1973 de,
scribed it as 'really a big evaluation factory'. Evaluation was a word
that had become popular in Australia and overseas during the 1960s,
and interest in it had grown considerably at the ACER as its involvement in curriculum development work increased. In the
1970s, evaluation and its near relative, survey research, occupied a
considerable part of the ACER's research activities. In addition to
the evaluation projects associated with the development of curriculum materials in the PSSC, ASEP, IMP, and SEMP programs27,
the two most substantial ventures into evaluation were the work in
27 Sce Chapter 8.

31 o
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the inathematics and science projects of the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA), and that
on literacy and numeracy in the Australian Studies in School Performance (ASSP).
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement
Since the end of the Second World War, there has been an increasing
realization that educational research and comparative education could
be greatly strengthened if cross-national studies with a component of
objective measurement could be carried out thus bringing to bear the
experience of national educational research on international educational comparison.

ThiS Statement from the Unesco Institute for Education, Hamburg,

summarized what was in the minds of a group of educational
research workers who met at the Institute in 1960 to plan a series of
long:term studies on a cross - national - basis. A number of leading
educators from research establishments in ten countries were attracted to the project, and they conducted a small international_pilot
study with I 3-year-old children in several school subjects. They
met again in 1962 and planned to begin their substantial investigation with an evaluation of the_ attainments of students between the
ages of 15 and 18 in mathematics. Tests were constructed and samples drawn of students in the ten PartiCipating countries in preparation for a testing program in 1964.
In 1963; research organizations in countries other than the original ten were invited to participate. The ACER responded favourably to the invitation to become the Australian representative in the
enlarged group which became known as the International Associ:
ation _for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement. Radford and
Keeves were the two members of the staff most interested in the
project and, from the beginning, carried the main responsibility for
negotiating and organizing it. After 1967, when he joined the staff;
M. Rosier too was deeply involved in the project. The ACER had
always wished to be regarded as a significant point of contact with
overseas educators, and Cunningham had recorded with pride in
1934 the recognition of the ACER as a central bureau for Australian
education by the League of Nations Committee on Intellectual Cooperation. When in 1946, the Commonwealth Office of Education
became the main centre for formal international contacts, the ACER
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kept alive as many of its old connections as possible, and in the succeeding years built up a network of relationship~ _with the educational research organizations of Other countries. The new LEA link
helped to widen and deepen these contact.. It was the first substantial piece of international research in education and It was an enduring effort that, zo years and ten major reports later, was still in
being:
When the ACER received an invitation to join the IEA mathematics study _Radford thought it might be costly and not particularly useful _to participate; He consulted with G.W. Parkyn, the
Director of the NZCER who had also received an invitation and was
similarly wary28 and wrote back to the Hamburg Institute that it
was unlikely that the ACER would join the project. At the annual
meeting; however in August 1963; the Council 'after considerable
discussion of the value of such a project" decided to participate, and
in 1964, with five Australian States_co-operating, the international
tests were admini,tered. Data were gathered on the performance in
mathematics of students in government schools at the age of 13 and
in their pre-university year. It was supplemented with information
on the backgrounds of each student and teacher, on the content and
circumstances of mathematics teaching in secondary schools, and on
current social and economic conditions in Australia: More than

6000 pupils were tested, and zoo schools with 70o teachers of
mathematics were involved.
The analysis of results provided comparisons between different
countries in student achievement, in the effect of school:organization
on achievement, in the content of school curricula, and in_the relationship of social and economic development to school performance,
The project also provided data for each country separately on each of
those items. The international study was reported in 190 in two
substantial volumes edited oy the Director of the project, T. Huse'n,
and the report on Australia was completed by Keeves in 1968.30
28 r. im

Parkyn to W.C. Radford. is February 1963. ACER archives, series 42,

29 Minutes of the ACER Annual General Meeting, 29- 3o August 1963.
It)

T. Hun (Ed.). international Study ni Achievement in Mathematic,.

2

VOIS,

StockhOlm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1967; J.P. Keeves, Variation in Mathematics-

Education in Australia. Hawthorn, Vic.: ACER; 1968
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Keeves 's report was never published. _It was submitted to the five
state education departrneats which had co- operated in the project;
and as the Director-General for New South Wales was unwilling to
approve its general release, it remained a confidential document. An
abbreviated version with no reference to differences between the
States was compiled by Radford and Keeves and published in the
ACER Research Series.3' The full report was a careful study of the
differences between the States in organization, curriculum, and student achievement in mathematics. It found that, of the factors
studied which had an influence on achievement by Year 8 students
in mathematics, the student's interest in mathematics, his age, the
hours spent in homework, and his father's occupation were the most
important. Another finding of considerable interest was that it was
possible to predict with reasonable accuracy the average scores for
each State by studying the amount of time given to the subject in
school up to Year 8. Queensland and Victoria, which had out-performed the other States in arithmetic in the curriculum survey of the
1940s, were again the two with the highest averages and also the
highest number of hours per week spent in class on mathematics;
while Western Australia, New South Wales; and Tasmania were
near the bottom on both counts.
In 1965 the IEA began a six-subject survey; which made a study
of science; reading comprehension;_literature; English and French as
foreign languages and _civic education. Between t 973 and 1976, a
series of nine reports appeared. They dealt with each of the subjects
and_ with_the data that had been collected on the educational systems

of the now zi participants and their social and economic background_ Keeves was them- author of the report in 1973 on science.

The ACER helped in the developmental work of most of the six
areas but decided to participate fully only in the science survey.
Radford was still tentative about involvement in IEA work, and the
ACER's test staff were highly critical of the tests proposed for all
areas, even including the science project which they eventually ac-

cepted."
31 LP. Keeves and W.C. Radford, Some Aipects of Performance in Mathematics in
Australian Schools; (ACER Research Series No.85), Hawthorn, Vic.:ACER, 1969.

32 M.J. Rosier to LC:Comber, Chairman, International Science Committee, 21
January 1969, ACER archives, series 42. vol.2 5 2.
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A battery of science tests, questionnaires, and attitude scales wet(

tried out on 14-year ,old and matriculation students in

a_ smal]

sample of Australian schools in 1.968 7 69, Rosier attended a technical meeting in Hamburg in 1968, and preparations were made for a
feasibility study in 1969, preparatory to the actual survey which
took place in 197o. In 1971, a substantial amount of data was collected on Australian education in general for IEA case studies which
were being made on each of the participating nations.
Radford found that the sampling technique devised for the IEA
project was efficient and economical and thought it a valuable spinoff from the work that might be used by the ACER and the state

education departments for other studies. He passed on the instruments recently used to the New South Wales Science Evaluation
Committee to help them in their researches. He was in effect, finding that the lEA program was developing into a useful resource, and
he began-to be more attracted to its activities and to the network of
international contacts that had been developed through it.
Beginning in 1973, a number of short reports on the science project ;ma later on other IBA activities in Australia were produced in
an lEA (Australia) Report series: Australian students came up well
in the international_ comparisons for their performance in the science
tests. At both age levels; they were among the highest scoring
groups. As with mathematics; there was considerable variation between States. South Australia stood out at both age levels and again,
there appeared to be a strong relationship between the level of performance and the time spent by students on the study of science in

school. Male students in both age groups were superior in performance to female students in both mathematics and science; they had
more favourable attitudes towards those subjects, and they had better opportunities to study_ them and better facilities to use
A follow-up study of the 14-year-old students in the Australian

science study was funded by AACRDE and carried out by the
ACER in 1972 on the then 16-year-olds, and the matriculation
students in the 197o sample were also sent a follow-up question-.
naire. The study of 16-year-olds was done by Rosier and published
in 1978 as Early School Leavers in Australia. In 1975 the data bank
from all the six subject areas was deposited with the ACER and at
the Australian- National University. It was a valuable collection of

data on which additional analyses of international or solely

3
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Australian material could he made, In the following yeat% two such
studies of the Australian data were made and published in the IEA
(Australia) Report Series _Subsequently many more studies were
made on a useful diversity of topics; such as the leisure-time occupations -and interests oladolescents, the problems of the transition from
school to work; and student attitudes towards school." At_meetings
held in 1976_; a second mathematics project was planned which took
place in 1978. The first part replicated the 1964 study and used essentially the same instruments: the second, designed to examine influences at work in the course of a full year's work by testing at the
beginning and end of the year, was indefinitely postponed.
The IEA program received a considerable amount of attention at
the- ACER,_from the time when the first tentative connection was
made in 1963, and the staff was not always sure that it was a worthwhile expenditure of time, It_ was interesting to have carefully
measured comparisons of educational achievement with other coun-

But it was hardly surprising to learn that there was little
difference in performance among the students of the developed
tries.

countries:
Given broadly comparable material to work with, the school systems
of the various more developed countries are; in general, turning out
students of broadly comparable competence in the subjects tested."

Australian educators, however, had something to learn from the expert curriculum analysis on which the testing program was based,
and research workers, from the sophisticated technique of sampling
and analysis that characterized the project. But some of the staff,
seeing the program as essentially one of monitoring student performance, wished for some more creative research that would investigate processes and not merely results. If the IEA did hot do that, it
did at least make a solid contribution to an understanding of the con33 U. Ozolins and J.R Kee_ves, Concerning Leisure, (IEA (Australia) Report 19.71 :3),
Hawthorn, Vic.: ACER.- 197 S: R. Lewis, Transition from Schoolinkat Year_12_to

Work in Australia, (IEA (Australia) Rcport, 1273:3), Hawthorn, Vic.: ACER,
1977; J. Anderson and J. Steinle, Studint Attrtudis and Motivations towards
School: Profile of Secondary School Students in South Australia and Queensland,
(IEA (Australia), Report 1978:1), Hawthorn, Vic.: ACER 1978:
34 A. Inkeles, The International Evaluation of Educational Achievement: [extensive review of the program]. Proceedings of the National Academy of Education

(USA), 1977, 4. p.171.
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ditions of learning. it took up the_task of explaining the influence
which had important effects on _a student's score and, in panicida
sought evidence, through its questionnaires on students and teacher

on the currently vexed problem of the extent to which schix

circumstances affected performance. _Iviuch_ of what produce
differences in performance could not be_explained, but it could b

shown that the cultural and economic circumstances of the horn
background and the condition and organization of the school wee
two important influences. Despite recent views that school circum
stances were not of great significance. studies of the LEA material it
general, and special studies of the material on the Australian tests ii
science, were able to show that they were of considerable importatic
and to indicate the particular aspects of schooling that needed atten
titan if students performances were to be improved."
Australian Studies in School Performance

This study was commissioned in 1975 by the House of Representa
tives Select Committee on Specific Learning Difficulties and wa:
largely funded by the ERDC. The ACER undertook the study at
short notice-, collected the data in October 197 5, and reported it
three volumes in 1976 and 1977.36
The principal researchers were Keeves and S.F. Bourke. whC
joined_ the ACER _for the occasion on secondment from the army
and subsequently remained as a permanent member of staff. Keeves's
long experience with the LEA was put to good effect in using the
33 M.J. Rosier. Variation between Australian States in Science Achievement, (IEA
(Australia) Report. 1973:5), Hawthorn, Vic.: ACER, 1973.
J.P. Reeves; The Effects of the Conditions of Learning in the Schools on Educational

Achievement, (IEA Australia) Report. 1974:2), Hawthorn, Vic.: ACER. 1974.
M.J. Rosier, Factors_ Associated with Learning Science in Australian Secondary
Sehtkoli-, (IEA (Australia) Report, 1974:5). Hawthorn, Vic.: ACER, 1974.

J.M. Owen, The Effects of Schools on Achievement in Science, (IEA (Australia) Re-

port, 1975:1). Hawthorn. Vic.: ACER. 1975.
Alison F. Wilson; The Effects of Sehoots in Victoria on the Science Achievement of

Junior Secondary Students, (IEA (Australia) Report. 1975:2). Hawthorn. Vic.:

ACER, 1975.

36 J.P. Keeves and S.F. Bourke, Australian Studies in School Performance, Volume I:

Literacy and Numeracy in Australian Schools: A First Report, (ERDC Report
No.B). Canberra: ALPS; 1976.
S.F. Bourke and R. Lewis. Australian Studies in School Performance, Volume Il.
Literary and NUMcrag in Australian Schools: Item Report, (ERDC Report No.9).

Canberra: AGPS. 1976.
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IEA sampling technique andits practice_of giving personal questionnaires to students and teachers, and by borrowing some of the items
from the IEA language studies not conducted in Australia. The samr

plc included 6600 c o-year-olds, and 6200 14-year-olds in 600
schools drawn from every Australian State and the two_mainland

territories and from government, Catholic, and independent
schools. The task of the research team was to identify the language
and number tasks that students would be expected to master on their

-way to becoming competent members of .Australian society, to
devise suitable tests of them, to determine the level of competence
required in the tests and indicate the proportion of students who did

not reach that level, and to explore the factors such as home environment, ethnic origin, sex, or specific learning disabilities that
might affect the students' performance.
The process of evaluation was interestingly different in several
ways from previous ACER work. The tests were not selective ones
designed like CSTP and CSSE to pick out a- number of students for
scholarships, nor did they aim, like the curriculum survey and basic
skills programs, to establish what the norm of the students' performance might be. They were criterion referenced. The tests had to
indicate whether individual students could master a number of tasks
set for them by examiners who were making a judgment of what
they thought the students ought to be able to do at the ages of i o and
14 respectively. The question of a cutting point or level of competence was an interesting one. At what level of performance can a
student be regarded as having performed satisfactorily? Does mastery_mean perfection on every item, or can something less exacting
be accepted? it was_a problem well known to teachers. The ACER
research group approached it by_making, first, a careful definition of
each task that was to be assessed, and then working out a precise
behavioural statement of a sub-task for which they devised the actual test item. The examiners had to make an estimate of what they
S.F. Bourke and J.P. Keeves, Australian Studies in School gerfirrmance, Volume III:

The Mastery of_Literary and Niimerary: Final Report, (ERIC Report No.13),

Canberra: AGPS, 1977
A shorter report on the project and its implications was published by the ACER:
J.P. Keeves, Jennifer K.. Mathews, and S.F. Bourke, Wicating for Literary and
Numeracy in_ Australian Schools, (Australian Education Review No.11),

Hawthorn, Vic.: ACER, 1978.
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would regard as a competent performance in each area, and adjust
the cutting point by applying corrections for guessing and carelessOess.31

The study found that 1.4 year -olds were reassuringly superior tc
io-year-olds in performance hut, not unexpectedly, that there was;:
considerable_ range of achievement. For most items in reading; writing, and arithmetic, between 8 5 per cent and 90 per cent of childrer
attained the requisite level of mastery. In reading, about 3_ per cent

of to-year-olds could not read simple sentences correctly and
although most 14-year-olds could read newspapers effectively; o.E
per cent had not mastered the simplest reading skills: In writing; 2.;
per cent of io-year-olds and I z per cent of _t 4- year -olds could not
meet the requirement of recording the essential points:of a telephone
message and, while the writing of a personal letter did not present
great difficulty, 50 per _cent of the 4-year-olds could not meet al
the requirements of writing a formal letter of appplicationfor a job.
In number work; the students were less proficient than in reading
tnd writing: Nearly all were competent with whole numbers anc
simple money sums; but:4 per cent of t4-year-olds could not manage some straightforwardtasks such as the multiplication of seven b)
six~ and 8 per cent could not manage some simple division tasks.

Substantially larger proportions had not mastered slightly more
complicated calculations. The researchers reported that the teacher:
thought= that zo per cent of I o-year-olds and 5 per cent of 14.
year-olds_ needed remedial teaching in number, and that probably
less than half were receiving it.
1

When Australian students were compared with those of other
English - speaking caiuntries in reading comprehension. they differec
little in performance from students of comparable age in Britain anc

the _United States, and were marginally inferior to those in Nevi
Zealand. The researchers reported:
The unequivocal conclusion to be drawn from the evidence concern
ing the achievement of mastery on the tests developed for this in
vestigation is that a large majority of students in Australian schools art
well able to read, to write. and to calculate satisfactorily so that thel

37

A detailed discussion of procedures was reported in Burke and Keeves,
Australian Studies in School Performance; Vol. III. Chapter 3 and Appendix t.

1k
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can learn from hooks ,ind are not handicapped in the transactions of

daily lite."

Nevertheless there appeared to be about 2 5 per cent of the 14 - year,
olds who lacked mastery of some of the fundamental tests. A small
proportion of them were children with physical and mental handicaps. Most of these children, however, were to be found in disad-

vantaged groups within the community, such as Aborigines,
migrants, families in economically deprived inner-city and rural
areas.

The research team suggested that, in order to determine whether
the standard of performance in schools was changing or remaining
steady some form of regular monitoring in the basic skills of literacy
and numeracy was needed. It was this aspect of the study that ere-7
ated_the most interest among educators and politicians and converted
what had set out to be an examination of the extent and nature of
some specific learning difficulties into an exercise in accountability.
Late_ in the 196os an accountability movement gathered strength
overseas; particularly_in the USA;,_ Its_advocates;_critical_of existing
standards ofschooling; _held that_schools should_ be made.io account
to_their communities forthe satisfactory_progress by their students in

what were held to be fundamental aspects of education, _To account
in an understandable and acceptable way involveci_the administration of tests of achievement in the basic areas in which an evaluation
was thought to be desirable. One important outcome of the movement in the United States was the establishment of a national assessment program which, after four years of preparation; began an annual nation-wide testing of ten subject-matter areas in 1969 at four
age_ levels,_9, 13_, 17, and young adult.
In 1976 the Commonwealth Government,_ responding to criticisms fuelled by the ACER's report, that schools were not maintaining traditional standards, established through the ERDC a committee chaired initially by Radford and subsequently by Webster, to examine the question of a possible monitoring program. The committee recommended that there should not be an Australian equivalent
to the national assessment program of the United States, but that the
ACER should be invited to undertake a national program of literacy
38 !freers._ Matthews. and Bourke, Educating for Literary and Numerary in
Australian Stimuli. p.28.
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and numeracy testing at regular intervals. The recommendatibn was
accepted by the Commonwealth Government and the state ministers

of education, and in 1979 the ACER began to prepare for a
monitoring project.
Four other interesting kinds offollow-up studies were undertaken

ne project was designed to improve the
by the ACER'S staff.
identification of socially disadvantaged schools for the receipt of
SchoOlS _Commission support. This was carried out by linking
deScriptionS of living conditions in census collectors districts with
the performance of students in the 1975 evaluation of literacy and
numeracy.

The second was an investigation of the effects of

unemployment on Australian youth by studying the job history,
personal and educational characteristics, and exposure to vocational
guidance of the 17-year-olds who as 14-year-olds took part in the
national survey. The third was an assessment of oracy to determine
the essential listening and speaking tasks and the performance on
them of io- and 14-year-old students in Australian schools The
fourth was an effort to identify zo-year-old students who succeed in
reading but have not mastered numeration; and to provide an experimental program for them. The development of basic compe,

tente testsSchool Achievement Tests (SAT)in a wide range of
primary and junior secondary schools; which began in 1978, also
came out of the climate of thinking that produced the evaluation
survey. The project involved teachers and researchers from several
state education departments and the ACER in devising progress tests
for diagnostic work and review tests for summative evaluation by
teachers; in the first instance, in reading, mathematics, and inquiry
skills:

Other Evaluation Studies

A considerable number of evaluations were undertaken towards the
end of the 1960s and throughout the 197os. Several have already
been mentioned in connection with social science, English studies,
and ASEP. As its commitment to curriculum development and the
construction of materials was phased out with the establishment of
the federal Curriculum Development Centre, the ACER increased
its interest in curriculum evaluation. In the 1970s, it was endeavouring to shape an image of itself as the leading test construction, evaluation, and survey research centre for education in
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Australia. The ACER's evaluation services touched the whole range
of educational activities.

Teacher education came under scrutiny with two studies, one
done in conjunction with Monash University on in-service teacher

education in Victoria, 1973 76, and the other, on the teacher
development program of the Schools Commission, reported in
1979." Certain educational institutions were studied and their
work evaluated. Colleges of advanced education in Australia were
reported on in 197o; Swinburne Community School, a venture in
progressive education, was examined in 1972 73; and, beginning
in 1977, staff development programs and pre-vocational education
were the subject of two studies in the area of Technical and Further
Education (TAFE). Several educational programs undertaken by
government departments and statutory bodies have been assessed.
In 1973, at the request of the Schools Commission, the ACER submitted a working paper to it and sent a representative to a conference
on methods of evaluating its programs on disadvantaged schools and
innovations. The teacher development program of the Schools
Commission; as already mentioned; was evaluated by the ACER,
1976 -_79: For the Commonwealth Department of Education, an
appraisal of the government's Education Program for Unemployed
Youth was begun in_1978and in the same year an evaluation of the
adult migrant education program was undertaken for the federal
Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs. The evaluation of
migrant education was designed to produce a handbook on evalua9 Australian Council for_EducationallResearch and Monash University. Faculty of
Education, In-service Ediication for Teachers A Review of the Literature. prepared
Margaret Batten, Melbourne. Vic.: Victorian In-Service Education Committee (VISEC). 1974.
, Questionnaire to Teachers: Section of Final Report: Victorian In-Service
Education Evaluation Project [ VISEEK prepared by Margaret Batten.

Melbourne: VISEC. 1975.

, Detailed Studies of In-Service Education Programs: Section of the Report

VISEEPI, Melbourne: VISEC, ;976.

,_School-based _Teacher DiTelontent [ VISEEPI Report. prepared by Law-

rence Ingvarson, Melbourne: VISEC. 1976.

Administration of In-Service Education in Victoria 1973 I 975.[VISEEN
Report, prepared by Lawrence Ingvarson. John Fyfield. Margaret Batten,
Melbourne: VISEC. 1976.

Schools Commission.-National Evaluation of the Development Program, prepared

by Margaret Batten. Canberra: 1979.
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tion methods that could be used both by teachers of migrants and by
teachers and teacher educators in general. The studies of TAPE programs had a sirnilar airri.49 In that_ way the staff of the ACER, by
adding practical experience to its general knowledge of evaluation
techniques, was rapidly building -up a body of knowledge; skills,
routines; and ideas that, it was hoped; would make it recognizably
expert in the field of educational evaluation.
Educational facilities and resources also came into the ACER's
evaluation program. Science facilities in Australian secondary
schools were investigated in 1975 76 by questionnaires, school
visits; discussions_ with teachers; and the use of the 1E1 data hank for
information on the students' performance. In 1978, in close collaboration with officers of the education departments, an extensive

study of the staffing and resources of all _government schools in
Australia was commissioned by the AEC. The New Zealand
Department of Education also joined the project, which included a
study of policies as well as practices in the allocation and use of staff

and resources. The analysis of educational policy is obviously inseparable from a thorough analysis of educational practice, but this
was the first occasion on which the analysis of policies was to be a
central part of the task. It marked a further stage in the ACER's involvement in educational evaluation.

Studies of Various Age and Social Groups
The ACER had a long - standing interest in the study of adolescents
and their problems, and in particular those of the school leaven A
substantial study; 'involving most of the time of the general research
stafF, began in 1957 of adolescents_ in _f_alLtime and_ part -time

education, and of the occupations _and occupational mobility of
adolescents aged 14 to zo; Some of the results were published by
Spearritt and Oddie in mimeographs d Form; and other aspects appeared in a volume_by Radford of statistical infOrmation on I 1 4 000

school leavers:" Ten years later, the directors-general at the 1969
sce particularly, J. _Ainlry.and A._Fordham Between School and Adult

An

Approach to the Evaluation of Pre-vocational -Education in TAFE, (ACER
Research Monograph No.5), Hawthorn, Vic.: ACER, 1979.
41 W.C. Radford, School Leavers in Australia ipfp 6u, (ACER Educational
Research Series No.75); Hawthorn; Vic.: ACER, 1962.
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conference decided to suggest topics _for research by the ACER:
Their first proposal was 'school_ leavers':_ Radford, in clue course,
returned to the subject to study those who left_school in 1971-72,
and a second: volume on the topic was published in the Research
Series.42 With the growth of unemployment in the _middle and late
1970s, an increasing number of studies were made on the problems
and conditions of adolescent 'transition from school to work. Two
were based_oridata_from the lEA project"; one other; already men=
tioned, looked at the effects of unemployment on the unemployed

17-year-olds who had_ taken part in the survey of literacy_ and
numeracy, and a fourth, in 1979, reviewed and evaluated_ the
Australian research that had recently been done on the transition
from school to work, as a preliminary to more comprehensive surveys of several of the problem areas of the transition."
Several studies were made of the educational achievements of
various sub-groups in the Australian community. Marion de Lemos
was responsible for a survey, completed in 1975, of migrant
children in primary schools. and for a series of studies on the primary and secondary school population of Aboriginal children,
beginning in 1971 in Victoria. She made another lengthy survey
which commenced with a study of the language and conceptual
abilities of pre-school children and moved into an investigation of
differences in_ school readiness and achievement in the lower primary

school, which_ demonstrated the importance of the children's
language background and their socio-economic status. For the
Catholic Education Office in Victoria, a survey was made of the
42 W.C. Radford and R.E. Wilkes. School Leavers in Australia 1971 72. (ACER
Research Series No.96), Hawthorn, Vic.: ACER, 1975.
43 R. Lewis, Transition from Schooling at _Year 12_k_ Work in Australia, (IEA
(Australia) Report 1976:3), Hawthorn, Vic.: ACER, 1_97T, and MA. Rosier,
Early School Leavers in Australia: Family. School and Personal Determinants of
the Decision of 16-year-old Australians to Remain at School or to Leave, (IEA
Monograph Studies No.7), Hawthorn, Vic.: ACER, 1978.
44 J_P= Keeves andj.K. Matthews_Transition from school to woriv--an emerging
problem, In J.V. D'Cruz and P.J. Sheehan (Eds), The Renewal of Australian
Schools: A Changing: Perspective in Educational Planning, Hawthorn, Vic.:

ACER. 19_78; 242-6t.
The ACER also printed_ the report of another independent study, for the Vic-

torian Department of Youth, Sport, and Recreation: A.F. Wright and F.
Headlam, Youth Needs and Public Policies, Hawthorn, Vic.: ACER, 1976.
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performance and general adjustment of children in Catholic primary
schools.

Various ways of improving techniques in teaching special groups
or in using new kinds of educational apparatus were the subject of
research from time to time. One of the most notable was an experiment in closed-circuit television conducted jointly by the ACER
and the De La Salle Brothers. Known. as the Malvern Project, it involved several secondary Catholic and government schools, and ran.
from 1969 to 1971. An imaginatively conceived kit for teachers of
English to migrant students was constructed by a small team at the
ACER _on behalf of the Commonwealth Department of Education
and was distributed to schools in 1977.45 Programmed_ learning was
the subject of a small. amount of research in the 196os, and the
possibilities of- the -use of the telecommunication facilities of the
Australian Post Office__ were explored in a project which began in
1969 and led to a report in 1972:

4

Australian Council for Educational Research. Tests of Engla for Migrant Students

ITEMS): Hawthorn. Vic.:
Education. 1977.

ACER for the Commonwealth Department of
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THE PROBLEMS OF GROWTH IN THE 1.9 7 os

A Period of Change
A considerable .change_ began for the ACER towards _the end of the

/96os. There had been intimations of it in the reorganization that
Radford had made in 1964 in the internal organization; but there
was little noticeable change until abOut five years later:
The upward growth in sales that had accompanied the ACER's
association with SRA had dropped away since 1966; and _the
ACER's finances in 1968 and 1969 sustained one of their rare
losses. Sales started to revive speedily in 1969. From 1970 on; the
ACER was again solvent, and was to remain handsomely so, though
with considerable fluctuations in profit, throughout the 197os. As
the sales position improved, so too did the income from government
grants, which began annually to take an upward turn in 1968, and
by _1972 was almost double that of 1968.

By 1970, there had been a marked increase in the amount of
work which the ACER did on contract for government departments
and various other institutions. In 1960, income from contracts had

been only $3400, by 1965 it had risen to $102 370, and in the
next five years, by 1970, had more than trebled to $349 200. It
reached $751.000 in 1974, and thereafter continued at a somewhat

lower level to $5o8 000 in 1980: The onset of the contract era
brought several problems;
__ There was a question of_discrimination._ As the ACER became
known as an institution interested in contract work and requests to it
increased, Radford found it difficult_to refuse an offer. But there was

a real danger that the growth of such work would distort she
ACER's proper activities. The_contracts were mostly for she construction of tests of which the CSSE series was the most substantial;
and for Undertaking surveys and evaluations. Some; such as the

jod
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telecommunications investigation for the Australian Post Office,
were thought by some members of the executive and at least one
director - general_ to be of marginal value.' But were they, as a whole,

a move in the right direction? As the dependence on contracts increased in the latter part of the 196os, the ACER appeared to be in
danger of losing some control over the determination of its own program. If its main energies were to be absorbed by contract work
offered in a somewhat unplanned way, it would be difficult for the

ACER to plan the program of research and service it wished toundertake. Another difficulty accompanying the growth in contracts was a budgeting one. From its beginning, thhthe ACER;
when asked to prepare special tests for an education or other government department, had always done the work at minimum cost to the
client on the ground that the general Carnegie or; later; government
grant, made annually to it; was a part payment for the service and

the means of maintaining the ACER by meeting its general expenses. The approach _was continued with the contracts in the
19605: in consequence; the ACER under-estimated costs and
sometimes found itself out of pocket. Staffing, too, became something of a problem_ Additional staff had to be engaged temporarily
to fulfil contracts and, since there was no guarantee that they could
be transferred to another contract when the one on which they were
working was completed, there was much movement and uncertainty
among the staff. The position did not make for the best quality
work or for the prompt_dispatch of the contract work.
By the end of the 196os, there was clearly a need to examine the
activities of the ACER and rationalize its program and its finances.
A beginning was made on this task when P.H. Partridge became
president of the Council in 1969. Partridge was a distinguished
social scientist at ANU who subsequently became the first chairman
of the AACRDE and the chancellor of Macquarie University. He
brought to the. ACER's situation practical intelligence, clarity of
mind, and an extensive experience of negotiation with public servants and politicians. He was the first of three very able and lively
-

presidentsP.H. Partridge, S.A. Rayner, and P.H. Karmelwho
headed the Council throughout the 19705: Partridge saw the need
I Memorandum. z z July 1971. Australian
ACER. General File No.77/ t

archives.

Department of Education.
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to char's: the relationship between the Director and the executive.
From that point the ACER's executive, which for the past zo years
had concerned itself mainly mith administrative matters and left the

development of the ACER very much to the Director, began
seriously and continuously to discuss broad matters of policy and-

finance and the general organization of the ACER's work. 2
Moreover Partridge saw the importance of reaching a closer understanding with the Commonwealth Government and ensuring its support for the ACER's future development._
Steps were taken by the executive in 1969 to firm up the ACER's
program. They carefully scrutinized appointments and tried to get
clearer and more systematic statements of progress on each project. ,

They recognized that the ACER was moving into the study and
evaluation of educational policy and into more socially related
research without having recruited the appropriate staff for it Rad-

ford, although a Fellow of the Academy of_ Social Sciences in
Australia, was not at ease in the company of academic social scientists. If the new areas were to develop satisfactorily; he needed ad,
vice on possible lines of advance and the kind of qualifications to
Karmel was co,opted to the Council at
look for in new -staff
the end of X968 as a person who, with Partridge; could bring sub,

stantial knowledge and experience to bear both on a _number of
aspects of the social science area: and_on relations_ with _state and
federal governments. Karmel; then Vice-Chancellor of Flinders
University, had been a professor of :economics, and was to become
chairman of the Australian Universities Commission and, later, of
the Tertiary Education Commission. In 1979 he succeeded Rayner
as Rresident of the ACER.
The executive began in 1969 to review
the ways in which ACER research programs originated, how the
Council could ensure that its projects were important ones; how the
overall program could be surveyed to ascertain major gaps in it and
what information about progress of projects and control over their
time-span should be available to the Council.'

2 Interview with P.H. Partridge. z November 1979.
Minutes of ACER Executive Meeting. 4 September 1969.
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They agreed that there should be an annual review by the executive,
and regular consultation on the program between the ACER and the
directors-general. To assist in the consultation, the executive
recommended that, in response to their request, a representative of
the directors-general of education and, in addition, a representative
of the Commonwealth Department of Education and Science should
be added to the Council.

They also began a series of approaches both to the Commonwealth Department of Education and Science and to the directors,
general. Partridge, with the Director and executive; conceived a
planned core program that should be able to depend on government
&ants for its continuance; independent of income from sales_or con,
tract work This would assure regularity and continuity of work
along the basic lines chosen by the ACER. They planned and costed
such a core program, and argued the case for it with the federal and
state authorities.
In March 1970; Ennor, Secretary of the Department of Education and Science, met the executive at the ACER and listened sympathetically to their _proposals. Partridge reinforced the approach by
talking with Ennor's assistant in- Canberra. In July, Radford and
Partridge addressed a meeting of the directors-general and submitted
a memorandum which explained that 'an adequate planned program'

would require a core staff of 26 and would cost not the current
amount of the grant of $8o 000, but an estimated $3 3 7 25o per annum.4 It was, they explained, a goal they would wish to achieve in

the reasonably near future; scarcely expecting that in 198o they
would still be well short of their target. The conference agreed to
recommend an increase of 25 per cent over the present grant and
asked the ACER to reconsider its case. In the following year, 1971,
a revised case was put to the AEC which agreed to recommend to
the state treasuries an increase of 40 per cent in the grant. Subsequent discussions by Partridge and Radford with the first assistant

secretary of the Commonwealth Department of Education and
Science, and then with the first assistant secretary and a representative of the directors-general together led to a substantial submission
cderal government. The campaign managed to
by the ACER to t
4 Annual grants from governments, ACER memorandum to the Conference of
Directors - General of Education. Brisbane, 30 July t97o.
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gain an additional S40 000;_raising the government grant for the
ACER for 1971 72 CO SL40 000; and it remained at that level for
the following year The federal government _which contributed 5o
per cent of _the money_ did not surrender easily.

With a change of government, however, the new Minister for
Education proved to be very favourably disposed and the grant for
1973'7 74 was almost double:that of the previous year. By that
stage; several other federal bodies interested in educational research
had come into being. Their presence and the inbred caution of treasury officers causedithe federal Treasury to express concern about the
grant to the ACER.
At a discussion on the grant with members of the Department of
Education, the representatives of the Treasury raised several
difficulties.' They were worried about the lack of demarcation between the areas of activity of the ACER and national bodies such as
the AACRDE, Schools Commission, and CDC. On another occasion the Australian Universities Commission, Australian Commission of Advanced Education, the ACT Schools Authority, Technical
and Further Education Council and the Pre-Schools Commission
were also mentioned as bodies with powers to_make research grants.
The Treasury would have liked to see some co,ordinating body to
_

establish priorities and clear lines of demarcation. On a similar
theme, the Treasury saw_ problerns_in the ACER's claim to independence, while it relied heavily_on government funds. The fact that it
was not subject to governrnent scrutiny meant a possible wastage of
resources; they suggested, if it shoUld indUlge in activities of little
priority or_duplicate the work of other_ bodies. On the question of
the actual grant; the Treasury was firmly of the opinion that it was
simply a grant-in-aid and should not be regarded as funding tied to
whatever the operational costs of a core program might amount to.

In any case, the Treasury stated, there was not enough money
available to meet the amount of the requested grant. From 1974 on,
with a tightening of the federal budget, the need to limit increases 'in
peripheral areas of expenditure' was continually urged by treasury
/ Australian Council for Educational Research, Commonwealth Grant 1965, discussion wi7.11 Treasury,-14 February 1_974, Australian archives. CRS A t642
Item 74/3797 P.m 2, Department of Edukation, Central Office Correspondence
Files, Single number series 1967.
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officials. The grant to the ACER, however, did rise noticeably each

year, except for 1976, from $z67 (318 in 1973 to $590 000 in
x979. The Treasury did not appreciate the prodding it received
from the AEC. From the first matched grants in 1946 made jointly
by the federal and state governments, it had been the federal govern-

ment that had determined the amount. Although the AEC might
suggest what it thought to be an appropriate grant, it should not
assume that the federal government would agree with its thinking.
In_1976 the then _Prime Minister; J.M. Fraser; who had previously
been a Minister of Education; put the position more forcibly to the
Premiers of Victoria and_ Queensland who had been urging the
ACER's case. He firmly stated that the level of the Commonwealth
grant was not determined by any other bOdy; and that the States; if
they so_wished, could always provide additional funds.° _
When Rayner succeeded Partridge as president of the Council in
1973, he continued the vigorous policies that his predecessor had
initiated. He and Radford received solid support from the directors,

general of education, from the Commonwealth Department of
Education, and from the ERDC in a continuing battle with the
federal Treasury to raise the grants to a level which would give the
ACER a substantial core- of staff and enable it to cope with continually increasing costs. Throughout the long period of argument, it
was urged that the 'ACER core staff should in fact be regarded as a
special research unit providing services nowhere else available in
Australia'.' During the 197os the ACER had been trying to consolidate into just such a unit. It was a unit, moreover, used by both the
Commonwealth and the States in various projects of importance to

them, and its funding was, in the view of the Premier of Queensland; 'an excellent example of government collaboration in a federal
system%8 In 1970 an officer of the Commonwealth Department of
6

Memorandum, 15 December 1976, Australian archives. Department of Educa-

tion. ACER Commonwealth Grant-in-aid '965 . File No.74/3797 Part 4.
7 Memorandum, Department of Education, '3 November .1975, Australian

Department of Education, ACER Commonwealth Grant-in-aid
1965. File No.74/3797 Part 3.

archives,

8 J.B. Petersen to J.M. Fraser, 19 November t976,_Australian archives, Department of Education. ACER, Commonwealth Grant-in-aid 1965 -, File

No.74/3797 Pan 4.
v
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Education and Science, when asked for an opinion on the ACER by

a member of the Department of Immigration which was contemplating some financial support for an ACER project; let him
know that he could have confidence in the work they did', and that
they were already involved in a number of projects under federal
grants.9

The directors-general at their conference in 1967 had expressed
concern at a proposal from the ACER for increased financial assistance and in 1968 stated their reluctance to recommend increases for
the next- three years.") Gradually, however, they became more
amenable to an increase in the grant, and by 1974 agreed, and persuaded their Ministers to agree, that governments should commit
themselves to a steady increase in the ACER's core professional staff
and the grant to support it." 'There was, nevertheless, a constant
niggling concern that the ACER's work was not as relevant to the
interests of government schools as they would like it to be. In 1959,

their conference passed a resolution asking the ACER to give
reasonable priority' to tests requested for use by state education
departments. Ten years later, in 1969, they had an extensive discussion on the relevance of the ACER's research, sparked off by a
paper prepared for them by the Queensland Department of Education. They resolved that, to ensure_ that relevant research was undertaken, they should suggest research topics to the ACER, and, as a
first item, proposed a survey of school leavers. The discussion also
led them to agree that they should have direct representation on the
ACER Council. When the ACER in 1956 had proposed that they
be formally represented, they had declined and expressed satisfaction

with the arrangement, operating since 1949 for them and the then
Commonwealth Office of Education, by which they merely sent an
observer to attend the annual meetings of the Council. Their first
representative, A.V. Gough, at the annual meeting of the Council in
9 Memorandum, 9 April 1970, Australian archives, Department of Education and
Science, ACER, Role in Australian Education; File No.7o/ i 128.
I° Conference of Directors - General of_ Education, Sydney, 1967, Minutes p.7;
-

Melbourne 16 2 2 OCtOber I 968, Minutes p.3.

II Minutes of Conference of Standing Committee of the. Australian Education
ua 1974, p.8; Minutes, AEC Meeting, Hobart,
Council, Hobart_, 21-22 Febrry

z8 FebruaryMarch 1974; p7.
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1972, complained that much of what the ACER was doing was not
relevant to many of the problems on which he and his fellow directors-general needed help, and that better and more frequent communication was necessary between the ACER and the state education departments.
Despite occasional expressions of dissatisfaction the directorsgeneral, by the mid- t 97os, had come to value the ACER, to entrust
it more and more with surveys and evaluations in which they were
interested; and even to take a somewhat propriecorial view of it At
their 1975 conference; for example, they 'spoke strongly in favour
of retaining their share in funding ACER activities'; and they were

ready to encourage their ministers to chide the Commonwealth
Government when it did not agree to raise the ACER's grant in
1976 12

The Contribution of W.C. Radford
The_ years of unease in the early 197os and the annual
prolonged
battle for an adequate government grant took their toll of the Direc7

tor. He died in November 1976, seven months before his intended
retirement.
For, 20_ years RadfOrd had been a man of note in Australian
educational circles. He was a wise' person whose ideas and advice
were valued by other educators. Throughout his directorship. he
carried quietly and conscientiously the tough, and sometimes
punishing, three-fold job of developing the work of the ACER. of
analysing and promoting Australian educational research, and of acting as an interested but independent commentator on and contributor to Australian education.
He made the ACER sensitive to the needs of Australian education to an extent that it had not previously achieved; he encouraged
it to develop a wider range of research and service, he consolidated
its reputation in Australia, and _he gave it an international dimensiorh
He was able to initiate_strategic research in the ACER; research that

fitted the thinking of the time and could; it was hoped; be seen by
12 Resolutions of Conference of Directors of Education; Brisbane. June 19$9:

Minutes of Conference of _Directors,General of Education. Adelaide, to 16
September, 1969. p.8 9; Minutes of Annual Meeting of ACER Council, 2- 3
November 1972; Minutes of Conference of Directors-General of Education.
Sydney. 20- 26 September, 1973. p.3.
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education departments to be of significant value to them at that stage
of their thinking and planning. The ACER's clients did not always
agree that its work was relevant to their interests or sufficiently per,
tinent for the classroom teacher, but they continued to support It and
commission work by it.

The ACER, from its beginning in 1930, had built up a small
reputation as an organization for promoting and publishing worthwhile research. The reputation grew during the war years and in the
immediate aftermath. It was during Radford's period as Director
that its reputation was consolidated. The ACER became sufficiently
large to command attention; it became expert in a range of research
fields; and it was generally reliable in its production schedules and
competent in its research undertakings. By the 197os it had become
well established as a consultant and research organization in
Australia:

....In educational research; Radford's. main strength lay in research
management. rather_ than in the conduct.of research itself: His own
research. -was sound. but __ not _memorable: The contribution of the
ACER _under_his _ management was_;..however; considerable__ and it
_

_

was fitting _that; in 1964; . the _institution that he directed and in
1 97 2 ; h_e _himselfshould have -been aw_ard_ed_ the Mackie M.edal.by

the Australian and New Zealand Association for thr Advancement
of Science for their 'notable contribution to _education in AUstralia'.
Radford's work was further acknowledged by the conferring of the
honorary_ degree of Doctor of Laws at Monash University in i1972;
and by his admission as an_Officer of the Order of Australia (AO) in
1976. His unique contribution,_ however, to the management of
research was in the sustained analysis he made of the current state
and needs of ed-ucational research in Atistrali;ian analysis which
contributed to the establishment of the research grants committee,
AACRDE (ERDC), and the professional association, AARE. It was
a piece of research statesmanship which he shared with others such
as Dunn and Bradshaw, but which had the mark of his own tenacity
and breadth of outlook.
Like his predecessor, Cunningham, he was a cautious person, but
had a sufficiently progressive view of education to keep -him ahead of
current __educational practice:. _.He .observed _and digested. local. and
overseas innovations __with. great .interest .and thoroughness._ _In._ his

many writings and speeches; he argued the need for educational
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reform and suggested its direction in a way that was widely accept,
able because it represented a modest and feasible advance and
lkcause it was _expressed with obvious sincerity. A fellow member

of the Committee of Enquiry into Education in South Australia
found him 'down to earth, very solid, and very gOod value', and his
fellow director in the Scottish Council for Research in Education,
who saw much of him on committees overseas, remembered him
with a high opinion as a person who said little but it was very much
to the point') 3 He worked hard and thoughtfully at whatever task
he took in hand. A fellow member of a charitable organization
which he had served for almost 3o years wrote aptly of this sensitive
compassionate nature, his exceptional intellectual ability and breadth
of vision, his strong sense of personal service, and. his unsparing
devotion to duty'. 14
Radford's career was fundamentally one of service to the educational community. It was shown in his membership and sometimes
chairmanship of committees of inquiry in Victoria, South Australia,
Queensland, Tasmania, ACT, and Zambia; bat more often in consultations in person and by letter with many individuals: His educational advice was asked in many places by governments and persons:
It was offered temperately; judiciously; and responsibly.

The Changing Requirements of the ACER's Staff
Besides the directors-general; and the governments and teachers they

represented, the ACER had two other important constituencies to
consider, its own staff and the Institutes.
The ACER began in two rooms in the T & G Building in the
central business district of Melbourne in 1930. During its first zo
years, it gradually acquired a little more space in the same building
and an area for sales, storage, and dispatch nearby in Flinders Street.

In 1958 it moved to another part of central Melbourne into what
was known as the University Building in Lonsdale Street. In the
same year the Council was formally incorporated under the Victorian Companies Act, and henceforth was to be known as the
Australian Council for Educational Research (Incorporated) until
13 These remarks were made in personal interviews.

14 teary BOHM, 7 December 1976.
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1976. when a revision in fvlemorandurn and Articles of Incorpora7
Lion. made necessary to enable a member of staff to become a voting
member of the Council. changed its name formally to The
Australian Council for Educational Research LimitCd.: The stay in
Lansdale Street was short. It moved again in 11963 eight kilometres
mu of Melbourne to a site in Frederick Street, Hawthorn, beside the
Glenlerri_ railway station. There it built its own two - store office
block and acquired three small cottages next door as an overflow. In

the 193os the Council had decided that when the time was appropriate it would consider moving its headquarters to Canberra. In
the 1970s, with the necessity to negotiate frequently with the Commonwealth Government and its various educational instrumentalities, the move had much to commend it. An opportunity pre-

sented itself in 1972 to move into a proposed national education
centre in Canberra, but after serious consideration by the executive
was turned down." As the staff expanded still further, the ACER
hired additional premises for its test division in an old drapery store
nearby in Glenferrie Road. In 1979 the main building was enlarged
and formally named Radford House, and the whole staff was consolidated on the one site.
The shift and variation in premises was in a minor way symbolic
coinof the internal life of the institution. At the _beginning.
pact.and intimate, it began to spread and divide as the test group

was formed and increased in importance: A short-lived effort
brought them together again. and then. once more. as the staff increased in the 196os and short -term appointments multiplieW it
began to fragment: The varying interests were_ brought hack
together by _the mid-.19705 and given a framework under a new
Director. but it remained to be seen whether there was also a community of intellectual purpose.

There is an inner life to an instivition which shows itself in
The atmosphere within the ACER_ was charac-

various _ways.

teristically warm and pleasant throughout most of its history. Occasionally some members of staff were not much liked, but the benign
and encouraging attitude adopted by both Cunningham and Radford
and the generally agreeable contacts among the staff made the in1

Minutes of ACER Executive Meeting in Canberra, i 6 February 1962; Minutes

of ACER Annual Meeting of Council 2 3 November, 1972.
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stitution a very humane and pleasant one for all its employees_of_evcry level. The ease of relationships_ was demonstrated in the episode;
in the post-war period; of the packer at the FlindersStreet store who
occasionally used to entertain_ the research_staff lavishly. His efforts
were much appreciated until it was discovered that he was not send,
ing the items out to_the clients but pocketing the postage money and
'tsing it for the entertainment:
Personal and professional contact was encouraged by _ morning
and_afternoon tea breaks in a common staff room presided over by
Margaret Palmer; the friend and confidant of every member of staff;

from the time the Council moved to Hawthorn until the present
day. A staff association was established in 1972 and in its early
years it promoted some lively discussion. It was mostly concerned
with:staff welfare and staff participation in the organization of the
ACER; but it did sponsor regular meetings for the discussion of the
ACER's policies and practices. Among the research groups it was
unusual, however, to find the development of an approach distinctive of any group or of the ACER as a whole for any appreciable
length of time. Three periods in which it did become apparent were
with the wartime group who had a strong orientation towards gui7
dance and psychometrics, with the early test construction group of
the 195os, and with the later group who worked on the CSSE and
related tests towards the end of the 196os and early 197os. It is interesting that all three were test development groups, and were interested in examining and encouraging_ individual differences in
children, and in using tests not only for selection purposes but also to
influence educational programs in what they conceived to be desirable directions. Perhaps the promotion of the _individualization _of
teaching and the use of testing to improve the teaching and learning
process was as close as the ACER; as an_institution; came to the for,
mulation of an agreed approach_to education _Certainly it would be
possible in each_ generation to name many members of staff in much
of whose work these two ideas were prominent. Characteristic
representatives of this line of thinking among the research officers on
the staff of the ACER mould be D.J.A. Verco in the 193_os_, G.D.
Bradshaw:in the 194os; D. Spearritt in the 195os, and L.D. Blazely
in the _196os.: Verco was skilled in psychometrics and guidance, was
seconded to the ACER for two years, and subsequently served as a
member of the Council and became Director-General of Education
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for New South Wales; Bradshaw and Spearrat, who have already
been mentioned, subsequently taught educational measurement in
A_ustralian_universities and became members of the Council; Blaze ly,

also statistically _sophisticated; was on the ACER's research staff
from t962 to 1966._ took part in the beginning of the CSSE, and
was subsequentlyin charge of the research branch of the Tasmanian
Education Department. _Each_was a person with an active mind, an
enlightened view of educational measurement; and an interest in improving each individual's chance in education: They are exemplars
of the ACER's past.
Others such as Fitzgerald and Bennett were certainly not typical._
They were not trained in educational measurement and they were
interested in the play of-social forces on education. Their breed did
not flourish at the ACER, and the institution always lacked any
well-developed social philosophy or any solid commitment to an
educational philosophy grounded in social analysis._ The pattern for
the 197os was_less clear. It was certain only that the long-standing
model was under considerable question.
Though existence may -have been congenial, it was never placid in

the 196os and 1970s. An institution which was involved in contract work always had deadlines to meet. Deadlines produce tension. So, too, does uncertainty. The changes through which the
ACER moved in this period induced both financial and professional
uncertainty. Blazely, in describing his experience, said, 'It was never
a sort of very safe existence. The word was always around that we
were on our last dollar. But we always got through'.16 Financially

the ACER was nearly always in reasonable shape but the annual
wrangle for an increase in government funds helped to produce un7
certainty, Without adequate and continuing government grants; it
was impossible_ to build up a core of permanent _research workers to

cover the desired program. The__core_ supported_by_ government
grants; in fact; was always very small. and prospects _of promotion
too were therefore small. The estimate of an adequateicore staff;
made in 1970; had been z6. in 1973 the number was 91;_ in 1974
it was :131 and in 1975; 17; and there it remained till I980.
Around that nucleus was a group of semi - permanent - researchers
engaged to work on the various contracts that the ACER had ac16 Interview with L.D. Blazely. September 1977

Jas
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cepted. At the end of the contracL the researcher might move w

another contract for which he was more or less suitable or have to
leave the ACER_ if there was no contract work available. Some of
the contract gaff were able to remain through several contracts for
many years. The same situation applied to the clerical and technical
staff. Around the contract staff there was a further group _of non-.
permanent staff,_ those on secondment from schools or colleges of
advanced education. According to the task for which they were
employed, they might stay for a few months only or sometimes for
two or three years.
It was no wonder that, as universities and colleges of advanced
education expanded, particularly in the early 1970s, the ACER lost
a significant number of valuable members of staff to the greater
security and attractiveness in the positions offered by those institutions.
In effect, the ACER had grown, for most of its existence, without

enough consideration for the financing and employment of an adequate full-time permanent staff. It had a tendency to take on too
many projects and -try to meet its commitments by using short-term
and temporary gal.( For the most part. it managed to maintain good
quality work largely because it had persons of good quality in key
positions. But by the 1970s. it had become apparent to Partridge
and his successors. Rayner and Karmel. and to the Directors. Radford and subsequently Keeves,_..that. stability and quality could be
best achieved and maintained. by_ making a concentrated effort to
build up a core staff of sufficient size and merit to manage efficiently
and expeditiously the _research and services judged to be central. to
each of the areas in_ which _the ACER wished to make it significant
and continuing contribution.

The Functions of the Institutes and the Changing Administrative
Structure
Baton after Ritdford became Director. a meeting of representatives of
all the Stine Institutes of Educational Research was held prior to the
ACER's annual meeting in 916. From the conference came a
statement which. with minor adjustments by each Institute. was
subsequently used as a definition of the functions of the Institutes:
The object of the Institute is to act as a learned body .devoted to the
promotion of study and research in education. emphasizing the scien-
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tific _study of educational problems. by means of the following actiViiieS:
disseminating
(i)
research: either
(a)
the results of specific pieces of research done by
members, or
(b)
reports on the collection of research informa-

(A)

(B)

tion:
opinion and accounts of practice in education:
participating in
(i)
the discussion, planning and criticism of research projects;

(ii)

(C)

the active carrying out of research projects:
establishing areas of contact with other educational groups.

The Institutes never_became :vigorous centres for the pursuit of
educational research.

Cunningham had pointed this out, a little

sadly, in 1939, and the Queensland Institute which, in the I95os;
had been the most, productive, confessed in 1961 to 'our relative inactivity in this field', and suggested the possibility of a joint project

with other Institutes who, however, had also been inactive in
research. The project which did not eventuate was, interestingly, to
be an evaluation of secondary school curricula. It neatly hit the
three emerging interests of the r96os: secondary education, curriculum studies, and a trend in educational research towards evaluation: The latter two, curriculum and evaluation, were to strike a
responsive _chord in all the Institutes, and a reasonable amount of
their activities throughout the 19605 and 1970s was to be concerned

with them.
They worked mainly in three_ways, They had_ regular meetings
-

for lectures and discussions on topics of research or general educational interest, and some of them established annual_memorial lectures and prizes for_ the encouragement of student research workers

and to honour earlier members of distinction. Thus three of the
ACER's Victorian pioneers were commemorated when the Victorian Institute became responsible for a Frank Tate and a John
Smyth memorial lecture, and a G.S. Browne prize for educational
research.
Several Institutes ran more ambitious study groups;
workshops, and public lecture series on topics of current significance.
For the most part, these were very successful enterprises. Scime of
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the workshops were training sessions designed to bring members of
the Institute, classroom teachers. or other interested persons up_ to
date -in specified research techniques. The Western Australian Intwo-day workshop in 1978 on
stitute._ or example: organized
sampling in survey research run by a me_mber of the ACER's staff:
:end New _South Wdes. fi)r its jubilee celebrations in 1 978 . organized
a series of lectures on research its a b.tsis for educanomd policy-mak

ing which were published by the ACER." The Institutes also acted
:ts commentators on ACER policies and programs that were submitted to them-from time to time_ for advice. They received the
n acACER's publications. and they disseminated news off the ir
tivities and ideas through small bulletins or journals in which lec-

tures given to the Institute and other topical information were
published.

The Institutes maintained a formal link with the ACER through
the annual meeting:to which each sent a representative initially on a
three-year term and. shire 1 96 t , a fou-year term. It was not avcry
significant link. Most representatO, es of the Institutes did not appear to have a sufficiently close knowledge of the ACER's activities

to mike a very viduable contribution at the meeting._ The real
governing body of the ACER had always been the Councils executive, dominated in its first ten years by its first president: Tate: and
afterwards for nearly 3o years by its Directors: fri the 197osi with
strong presidents and knowledge:tble members of the: executive to
giv support. the executive was an important force. Throughout_ its
history. the executive had seldom had a representative of the InStitUreS among its members:,

_The_Council from the beginning consisted of six elected Institute
representatives and threc: co-opted members. The co-opted members.. who :were usually. but not necessarily. members of Institutes,
were not elected representatives of the Institutes. In 196o the number olco-opted members grew to four. and in 1966 there was a considerable discussion on enlarging their number still farther.- Fundamentally it was argued that the ACER h:td grown to such a stage
that :it needed to be able to select its Council and particularly its executive. from a range of persons with wider educational interests.
17

Shcllard (Ed.). Ecinexional Research for Polity Making, in Australia.
Hawthorn. Vic.: ACER. 1979.

J.S.
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With skills in management; finance; and social and educational
policy, as well as in educational research. The Victorian Institute

protested vigorously, but in vain, that the elected representatives
Should always outnumber the co-opted ones so that the institution
Should not become a self-perpetuating one and that control should
rest

with__ persons professionally connected with educational
research. The Council at its meeting in 1966 agreed to eblarge_itself
by co-opting another four to six members, and in 1970 added two
further members, representative of the directors-general of education
and of the Commonwealth Department of Education and Science. In
1977 a staff representative was added.
By 1970, there were on the Council six representatives of the In-

stitutes and, including the Director, ten other persons of whom
seven had been co-opted. In 1980 the Institute representatives had
been reduced to five with the disappearance of the Tasmanian Institute. the number of co-options had risen to nine, and there were
the four other official representatives. The Institutes were outnumbered more than two to one. Rayner, in 1973, became the first Institute representative to become president and when his term as In
stitate_representative ran out he was co-opted. Thus in 198o the
executive again contained no person elected by the Institutes.
The Institutes, though performing useful functions within their
States and; in a limited way; in respect to the work of the ACER;
were clearly_ not; _and never had been; of central importance in the
ACER's organization and work. In the 196os and 197os; their influence within the ACER had declined still_ further, They did not
have a significant role in the government of the institution and there
Was no convincing argument put forward why they should. But was
it possible for them to- perform other important roles? It was this
question that agitated the committees of the four more vigorous InStitutes during the 1970s. During that period; they worked out a
Variety of programs each of which had some promise of holding
them_ together. in_ some measure they became sounding boards for
the ACER's policies, they tried_ their hand_ at evaluation and_ informed discussion of educational issues, and they acted as disseminators and teachers for the ACER's ideas and products. None of these
was the kind of creative role that had been envisaged when they
were established, but each was a usefully judgmental_ role Which
might give good value to Australian education and bring satisfaction
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to the Institutes' members.

The Task of the Third Director. J.P. Keeves
In -July 1977, a special general meeting of the Council appointed
field nt i i :tppplic:unts. to he the third Director

J.P. KCCVeN, OM Of

ail the ACER in succession 0) W.C. Radford,. Keeves %S.:is 5 2 ye:ts

science of the University of Adelaide, with
old, a gradtuit
postgraduate qualifications from Oxford. Melbourne, ANU, :Ind
Stockholm umyersities. His gradiate work was marked with sever:d
honours and distinctions. and he obtained a doctorate degree from

both ANU and the University of Stockholm.

In 1977, lie w;

elected a Fellow of the Academy of the Social Sciences in Australia.
He had it:night, principally science :Ind mathematics. for about
years before joining the staff of the ACER in:1962. Iii .1967 he _left
the ACER to become a research fellow in the Research School. of
Social Sciences at ANU and to work for his doctorate,. He returned
to the ACER in I 97 2 AS . Associate_ Director.. Research and Cur-

riculum, and retained that position until his appointment as Director.
Keeves, in his first..period_at the ACER, became deeply invoked

in. the_lEA_project and .:htended a number-of mcting,s on it with
leading educators overseas. This was a broadening experience_whieh
developed in him an interest in studying the_ impact of selected social

factors on education. At ANUhe_pursued the interest further and
became closely involved not in a school of education but in a wider
school of social science. OUt of this experience, he produced .1 major
Environment and Student Adnevement. He
poNication, Er.
has -been a productiverese:trcher, betteriequipped with the statistical
and other skills of social research_ than either iif his predecessors, :Ind
possessed of consider:tble administrative drive._

On his succession to the directorship he faced three principal
tasks. !The ACF.R had clearly started to shift from a situation in
which it was dominated by test sales and test construction to one in
which a wider and more balanced program of research was becoming
its main concern. The executive had stated in 1969:
The Council should aim to get the ACER-to the stage where it is
recogni/ed

.1(untral part_in the structure ot cducationid research and

is supported accordingly."
18 Minutes Of ACER annual miming. 25 24 October 1969.
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The new Director had to rake steps to confirm the movement am
ensure its continuance.
The ACER's interest in surveys and evaluation in the 1970s wa
the main alternative to its earlier predilection for testing. Bu
evaluation studies could be, fundamentally, testing programs. It
such cases, there was virtually no shift in the researchiprogram. Th
Director's problem was to try _to ensure that evaluation was s.mic.
thing more substantial. His task was to try to see that evaluation was
not merely a process of measuring and reporting educational data ac.
curately, but that the evaluator saw the data as part of a wider socia
and cultural context which it was his job to improve. The ACER':

task was still as it was in '930 to keep education 'alive and alert'
but the intervening half century had given research in it the riche;
context that Kceves_ had experienced in his lEA studies and in the
school of social science at ANU:
_

The new Director had; too; the_task of securing increased suppon
for the ACER to build up and maintain_ its core of research staff: VI(
came to office in a bleak financial climate. In his first year of the annual battle for government grants. he was informed that there was ar
interdepartmental committee of the federal public service about tc
undertake a review of all grants -in -aid. 1_`9 The committee recommended _nu increase: in the grant for the 1_977.778 year and. also.
ominously suggested a phased abolition of the grant. In a spirited
defence of the ACER, an officer of the Commonwealth Department
_

of Education write:
The recommendation for phased abolition runs counter to the establishment of ACER as a
nnonweakIi- States
at es research agency. ignores the role of the AEC. and in doing so repudiates the principles of
1-ederalism.'"

Dunn: the chairman of the ERDC. also came to the support of the
ACER for an increased grant, urging, in vain, that it be financed on
a triennial basis: The federal government eventually did not act on
the committees recommendations: it agreed _to raise its grant by
S44 oc-) and has continued up to 1980 to raise its grant by small
_

j.tntwy 1977. Australian archives. Dcpartmcnt of
Education. ACER Commonwealth Grant-in-aid. 1965 -:
No.74/ ;797

'9 LCIICr If) J.P. Kccves.

Part 4.
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emorandum. i o June 1977. Australian archives.
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amounts to keep in step with inflation.
There were, however, several other less obvious but nonetheless
vital problems that the Director had to ponder, They were products
of the ACER's 5o years of history, perennial difficulties that had
emerged more urgently in the more volatile climate of the 1970s.

The Crucial Problems of the ACER
The ACER throughout its history struggled continually_ with three
fundamental and interrelated problems. They were the problems of
viability, credibility, and identity. To be viable, the ACER; once it

ceased to be supported by American philanthropy; had to have
clientsclients who would buy its_products and find it supportive
of their work. The most feasible clients were governments.
During World War II, the ACER provided tests for the Commonwealth Government and was a considerable support to the war
effort. The Commonwealth reciprocated by financially supporting
the ACER. The States with some hesitation also decided it was
worth supporting, and New South Wales, and later Victoria, began
to buy large quantities of its tests. It remained viable during the
195os and 196os by
more tests and packaged materials,
though the country's growing inflation caused difficulties in its finances from time to time. In the 197os special research projects,
commissioned and paid for by various authorities, helped to keep the
ACER's staff at work. It was a tricky businessfirst, to ensure a
continuing supply of projects and to see that project income at least
matched project expenses; and secondly, to recruit competent staff at
a time when commonwealth- and state research branches, universities; and colleges of advanced education were all expanding their
staffs,

Viability depended very largely on the extent to which the
ACER could maintain credibility with in clients. Two factors were
particularly important inthe matter of credibility: the Director and

staff, and the nature of the program.

The two Directors who

covered most of the ACER's first 5o years were solid reliable men.
They could be trusted to offer sober and well-considered advice. At
the same time they could be seen to be up to date. _They knew and

could be consulted about the latest educational developments in
Australia and overseas. They might at times introduce w:comfortable ideas and critical persons by organizing a New Education
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Fellowship Conference or widely publishing the unflattering views
of some American educators on Australian education; but, funda-

mentally, they understood Australian education and Australian
society and had the kinds of judicious and forward-looking ideas
that made them acceptable members of review committees. They
and their staff could also be seen to be competent and to be closely in
touch with the practical world of the schools. The_ program which

the staff operated; by and large; was acceptable to and could beunderstood by the clients. The staff could produce to order efficient
and acceptable tests they could organize and analyse Australia-wide
surveys; they could produce useful curriculum materials; and they
could readily organize interstate projects when called upon to do so,
A varying proportion of the full-time staff, for much of the ACER's
history, were teachers seconded temporarily from various education
departments. The figure was about 5o per cent in Lg4o, it per cent

in 1950 and 1960, and 3o per cent in 1970. The secondments
could be relied on to see that the interests of practising teachers were
kept in mind, and they would bring back useful skills to their respective education departments at no cost to their employers. For credibility, the ACER had to maintain its image of reliability,
knowledgeableness, competence, practicality, and Australia-wide
interest. It started to work on this from the very beginning in 1930,
and it sustained its part with remarkable consistency.
But what part was it really playing? Beneath the image there
was, presumably, an identity. The ACER's most crucial problem
was that of deciding upon and convincing itself what its job really
was. Viability was a concern for Cunningham once the Carnegie
grant ran out and for Radford who, for most of his term, was considerably worried by it; but financially the institution, though it encountered several tight periods, remained solvent and for the most

part expansive. What was it really trying to do?
There was- a reasonably clear task for it during its first two
decades; though it _made little effort_to state its role precisely: It took
ag_thesesearch that its Director and executive thought from time to
time _to be useful for Australian education;_ it: published all the
research that the Director thought to be reasonably:well done; it
_

tried to encourage more educational research: and it acted as a
general stimulus to Australian education. It was unselfconscious
atiOut these activities. It considered careftilly before it took on any
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task, but it did not agonize over its place in Australia's educational
research pattern.
In the mid- i9sos when the second Director took over, educational research facilities throughout Australia had shown considerable_ development: _The university schools of education had expanded_ and become very much interested in research, the state
education _departments _had established research branches some of
which were reasonably_productive,_-and the Commonwealth had set
up an Office of Education _with _a well- staffed research section.
Could not all the ACER's functions be_performed by some or all of
these bOtlies? The ACER's response was three-fold: It developed a
powerful_ specialization; the test division; whose resources were unmatched by any other Australian agency; it argued the need for an
independent research body uncommitted to_teaching_or to government_ policies and day-to-day practical service; and it became;
mainly-- through its Director; a monitor of educational_ research _in
Australia, surveying, assessing; organizing conferences; and making
recommendations about the state of the discipline. These developments forced it to look_more closely atits own role; and to reorganize its own activities. After 1970, with the establishment of impor_

tant new federal agencies, it became _remarkably_self-conscious.

Being responsive was part of the business of being credible. To
maintain credibility, the ACER had to respond to the needs or fancied needs of teachers and administrators, but it had to respond -in a
superior way. It had to he able to demonstrate that it understood the
need, that it had technical competence beyond that of the teachers
and administrators to handle the situation. and that it could bring to
hear the best and latest information and techniques. It had. in effect.
to be responsive both to the problems of the local clients. and to the
movements in educational practice and ideas, and in educational
testing and research throughout the world. It needed, too, the skill
to apply its wider perspective to the problems at home, and to educate its clients to accept and sec the worthwhileness of its new ap:
proachesi. In the 196os and 9705; there were many_ examples of
this level of responsiveness. Radford. for example, in 1968, wrote,
'In test development we are at a turning point'.2! The ACER was
21 Australian Council for Educational Research. Thrrty-eightl, Annual Report
107 ION, Hawthorn, Vic.: 1968, p.39.
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moving away from standardized achievement tests, and was- considering a greater emphasis on entry tests before pupils begin_a partictilar study, on diagnostic tests and appropriate remedial material,
and on graded mastery tests in content areas and intellectual skills.
The change in thrust eventually picked up; _in 1973_, the recent
North American interest in item banks _to_ provide test _material
class

teachers for grading and diagnostic purposes and for L.

moderation of the standards of achievement between schools. Tlir
ACER endeavoured to spread_ its involvement_ in item banking by
recruiting a considerable number of seconded teachers to work on
the development of items and by organizing a number of workshop:.
for teachers
A responsiveness that would both meet the -current management
needs of schools and_help them move beyond their present perspectives was an important characteristic of die ACER. It was some-

thing that had to be continually worked on and built into the
ACER's identity._ The ACER's staff had to keep in touch with the
schools; with current educational and research literature, and with
movements of thought and practice overseas. In its early years, this
presented very few problems. With a staff of three or four of whom
one or two were seconded teachers, it was enough if the Director
maintained touch with each State and kept up to date by reading,
consultation with visitors, and occasional overseas trips. In the
t 96os and 197os, the growth of the full-time research and test

development staff, involved in core and contract work, to 20 in
_1965,42 in 1975, and 35 in I980, changed the nature of the problem. The Director was still of great importance, but the ACER's
work was no longer _identified with him and his particular skills.
The presence of the Assistant Director, Dunn, an _enterprising; rest-

less, driving force, helped to strengthen the image: But measures
had to be taken, too, to ensure that the staff as a whole :naintained
the desirable characteristics. A decision by the Council in 1953 to
grant six months study leave after seven _years service_ was an early
recognition of the importance of professional refreshment. The
Director in 1956 emphasized the growing need. There is a danger.;
he wrote, in our travelling in a rut of daily activities, and not seeing
the constantly expanding horizon.", and he proposed to arrange the
22 Australian Council for Educational Research. Trileno-sath Annual Report;
'pit :90; Melbourne: 1916. p.12.
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staff time-table so that there would he more opportunity for reading,
discussion, and visits to schools. In 1970, one senior member of
staff accepted another position during his study leave and did not

return to_ the ACER. The Director and the Council were greatly
perturbed by this event and during the course of the next year. suhstantially_revised the conditions of study leave to try to ensure that it
would bring benefit to the institution as well as to the individual.
During the 1960s and 1 97os. the IEA projects provided opp

tunity for several members of staff to travel overseas. each year
otherstiended conferences overseas or travelled on study_leave, and
the ACER became a regular stopping place and centre of consultation for interesting overseas visitors. In 197-9 2 5 such visitors were
listed, several of whom stayed for extended periods.
The ACER managed to establish- and maintain itself as a
knowledgeable research institution which mediated new ideas and

their practical applications to the Australian educational system
through its research and related activities. Nevertheless there was
always the problem of having to decide how long to pursue one line
before moving to another. The ACER had to he ahead. but -it had a
reputation to maintain as a sound and sensible institution. To what
extent should it function as an initiating agency, trying out and promoting new ideas and, when they had taken on. moving to a fresh
area? How far could it maintain an identity as a progressive leader
without becoming a sort of will-o'-the-wisp? There was a danger

that by seizing on some current fancy

it

would promote an

ephemeral activity of little value. It tended therefore to develop the
device of evaluation. Instead, for example. 4 promoting what
looked like a- promising new reading program (SRA). it first undertook an evaluation of it in conjunction with the Victorian Education
Department and subsequently proceeded, for the next seven or eight
years. to boost its finances by the widespread sale of what could then
he seen to he a well- attested learning aid. Similarly, when_programmed learning appeared in the early 196os. the ACER's first reaction
was to make a critical survey and evaluation of the movement. and
then design a number of experimental and evaluative programs in
various subjects.
Thus, from the early 196os. evaluation came to be built into the

normal approach by the ACER to new activities. Evaluation was
seen as a characteristic of the ACER's work, and its staff were

3o
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regarded as specialists in evaluation. Evaluation of .1 completed activity such is a student's achievement or a set_of learning materials
was valuable and essential but not creativ. Formative evaluation
that took place during the course of an activity, a situation in which
the evaluator was able both to Judge and advise, was :t promisingly
constructive tool. As the ACER moved further into the production
of educational materials in the 1960S and early 197os, formativc
evaluation became more popular. It raised again the perennial problem which appeared in various forms as service versus innovation.
development versus fundamental research, and explanation versus
invention. Service, development, explanation were activities supportive of an already established system, activity, or set id:ideas.
They might elucidate them through research, make their realization
easier in practice, or translate them into more effective and attractive

forms of action: They did not radically change them. They were
the bread-and-rbutter processes of service institutions. They might
make education more 'alive and alert',Lbut would not give it a new
direction. The ACER throughout its history was,:like its first two
Directors. usually a cautious institution._ It tended to play safe, tc
supply the tests and services of the kind that were wanted by educational authorities.: and to survey and evaluate existing situations in
education_rather than move to create new ones. It was on the side of
progress, but the advance was not likely to he a bold one. The NEF
Conference of 1937 and _the CSSE program of the I 96os were its
two aberrant high spots. On_those two occasions it broke the mould,
and fur a short time excited the educational imagination of its clients.
They did:not represent, however. us usual or its main contributions
to Australian education,
The ACER was an institution between two worlds. the universities and the state education departments. The Council hoped its

stall would he of the intellectual calibre of the staff of a leading
university. From the beginning it paid its Director a professorial sal,
ary and subsequently added another Is per cent to it. In :19 so_ and
I 911 it moved to equate the positions and salaries of the rest of the
staff to those of the University of Melbourne: The practice has continued to the present time:: The ACER, however, had service
obligations that university staff did not necessarily accept and its
staff members were seldom able to undertake research unconnected

with educational service, or to research further into problems
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thrown up by the methods or content of their normal research.
When they-did so, it was done mainly in pursuit of a higher degree
at a university for which they had been granted study leave. In that
way, Spearritt's _fundamental work on the analysis of abilities in
listening comprehension and Clark's extension of it to reading and
listening abilities were done; and Kecves's pioneering effort_on the

relationship of environment and achievement, published by the

ACER, was undertaken after he had resigned to study at the
Australian National University. A number of the staff maintained
contact with various universities in Victoria by becoming part-time
lecturers in graduate courses on aspects of educational research.
On the other hand. having something of a university's remoteness
from_ immediate involvement in schools while lacking its freedom of
choice; the ACER performed many tasks similar in kind to, though
frequently wider in scope -than; those_of research branches in state
education _departments. It was_ related closely_ to_ the_ state departments by financial - necessity and also by the composition of its executive. Two of_the most prominent members_of the ACER's_ executive in the 196os and_197os were A.W. Websterand W.Wood_._
_

Webster joined the Council in 1918 and except for two years_has
remained a member continuously to the present time; his member,
ship of the executive began in 1968. Wood was a Council member
from 1954 to t- 977; -and a member of the executive_from 1964 to
1977.

uch of the_ period of their membership of the executive;

both were in charge of the research branches respectively_ in New
Stith Wales and Queensland. Webster was a pleasant, thorough;
and persistent individual; Wood, highly competent and determined.
&At were committed to the ACER's welfare which they identified
with servic;ableness and practicality. They both were determined to
keep the Director's feet on the ground, and try to _ensure that the
program was geared to the current needs of Australian schools. It
WiiN not always easy to live on the edge of these two worlds.
The situation generated three problems. They were solvable
problems, but th... tensions to which they gave rise made life sometimes rather uncomfortable for the Director, executive, and staff, and
led to near-breakdowns in the organization. The first problem was
that of trying, along an uncertain continuum from maintenance to
innovation, to achieve_a balance between maintaining earlier work
such as renorming long-established tests, continuing developmental
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example in crriculuater1:11s),
u
concentrating more
work (for exam
effort on :valuation, undertaking fresh survey work, and trying to
open up promising new lines t,f research. The institution needed :1
very high morale and consciously accepted sense of purpose to
achieve a satisfying balance and
success in Al these arc,(S.
:I
adminismitive one. It IN:1N not is
The second prob lem w:ts
feasible, in 1970 as in 1950: for the Director_to have command of
all the ACER 's activities: and to dispkly the_public presence th:it

demaded of :him. Cunningham, during his last eight years, had
surrendered _the intern:(1 :direction of affairs to his dputy : and had
concentrated largely on the AC'ER'spubliciumige. RadfOrd found it
difficult to deviilve :responsibility, The wider program A..alled
wider range Of advice through advisory committees and more hivolvement from, die Staff_andexecutive in planning. Reorganization

accordirtgly took place, but it was not easy to achieve without a
thorough re-examination of purpiiss._ A beginning of such a re-ex WaS Made When the third Director was appointed.

The third probkm was associ:ited with the question of the
ACER'S purposes. Did it, :sash educational research agency, express
consciously or unconsciously sini theory of education:. It was quite
piiSSibl for die ACER to onr:ite as :in organiz:ition unaware of its
dikational purposes ,ind effects: But it was hardly possible for it to
be an institution leading the way in mime educational direction, if it
WAS itself educationally directionless. -If its staff were not aware :of
its unexpressed purpose, or were umcble to justify its activities by
reference to some beliefs held in common about educatio-n, it would
bt hard to see the ACER as an institution with a recognizable identity: It might be identified with its kading personalities but if the
staff and executive were not very much of the same mind with thein,

the institution would be educ:itionally shapeless. One Of the first
tasks undertaken by the new Director with his staff and adViSiiry
committees From 1977 to_1979_ was that of working out fundamental lines of policyiand redesigning appropriate research and Seri/jet.

areas for the ACER. Ii was a substantial move to build greater
coherence, and t-o develop a new shape and a new set of relationships

in the life and Work of the so-year-old institution.
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APPENDIX I
MEMBERS OF ACER COUNCIL AND STAFF

Presidents
F. Tate
H.T. Lovell
J-D.G. Medley
C.R. McRae
A.H. Ramsay
T.L. Robertson
P.H. Partridge
S.A. Rayner
P:H: Karmel

1930-39
1939-48
1948-39
1959-60
1960 67
1967 69
1969-73
1973-79

1979

Vice-Presidents
H.T. Lovell
A. Mackie
J.D.G. Medley
H.T. Lovell
C.R._McRar
F.J. Rhone II

W Wood
J.A.-L. Matheson
A.H. _Webster
R. Selby Smith
D. Spearritt

1930-39
1939-49
1949 48
1948-51
1931-59

t959-68
1964 77

108 69
1971-77
1977-79

1979

Council 93o 8o
Adam, R.S.

Alford, ND.
Anderson, A.P.
Angus, M.J.
Barton, J.H.
Bassett, G.W.

Behrens, N.L.
Reitz, C.L.
Berndt, K.L.
Bradshaw, G.D.
Brooks, F.H. (acting)
Browne, G.S.

Cameron, R.G.
Clark, M.L. (acting)
Coggins, R.S.
Cole, P.R.
Cowan, R.W.T.
Debus, R.L.
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Dodson, H.L.
Edwards; L.D.
Ellwood, W.H.
Fenner. C.
Fletcher, C.E.
Fowler, H.L. (acting)
Gilchrist, R.J
Glastonbury, J.O.G.
Gough; A.V.
Hughes. P.W. (acting)
Johnsor4 J.A.
Keats, Daphne M.
_

Keats-, J.A._

McRae, J.

Meldrum, H.J.
Morris; J.
Morrison. D.M.
Mossenson, D.H.
Neal, W.D.
Parker, H.T.
Penny. H.H.
Peter; R.G.
Phillips, G.E.
Piddington, L.S.
Piper, K J.
Priest, T.A. (acting)

Liddelow,
McCulloch:_R.W.
MCDonell, A.
McGaw: B.
McKellar. S.J. (acting)

Ramsey, G.
Renehan, W.T.

McKinty. W.M.

Schultz, A.J.

Roberts, TT.
Robinson, J.A.

Shears, L.W.
Stanhope, R.W.
Sten; T.
Traylen, N.G.
Turner, I.S.

\fere°, D.J.A.
Walker, J.H.N. (acting)
Watson, W.C.
Webber, B.J,..
Wheeler, D.K._(acting)
Whitethead, G.J.
Whitford_ R.L.
Winder, -R.B.
Woods; S.W.

Wrigley, U.
Wyeth;
Wyndham, H.S.

Rooney. C._

Directors
K.S. Cunningham
W.C. Radfind
J.P. Keeves

1930- 14
195S-76
1977-

Assisunt and Associate Directors
1946-54
1919-66

WC._ Radford
S.S. Dunn

M.L. Turner

1966 -69

M I.., Clark
J.P. Keeves

1972-76

966-7;
1978

J.F. hard

1978-

T.H. Williams

Staff 193o-8o
AbbOrt J.
Adams, G.
Ahearn. _S.

Ainley, J.&
Atkin; isiLL
Alford, N.D.
Alfred; I.

Allanson. P.L.
Allen, G.
Allen, N.
Allen, Y.
Allison, R.E.
Ambrose, R.
Anderson, B.
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irison, M.
Anchen-. N.
Arne D.J.
Arnold;_ P.L.

Aston, R.
Ayres, M.
Baines, L.
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Baker:LG.

Burrage. G.M.
Bush; J.

Bald, J.

Cable, -D.J.

Baldwin,- J.

Calcralt, C.

Balloch. M.
Barclay. B.

Calcutt. -C.

Baird. A.W.

Barlow. J.
Barnard. C.
Barnes, J.A.
Barraclough. R.
Batten. M. _
Bauchmann.
Bayley. C.
Beaumont. M.
-

_

Becker; ..R:

R.C.
Bellamy; D._

_

Bennett. D.M.
Bennett; L.A.
Ilesemeres. H.
Blazcly;

&ireham. J.
Botham._ L.

Bourke, S.F.
Bourne. M.
Boyce, W.E.
BOyes. B.J.

Bradley. J.
Bradshaw.
Bradshaw; G.D.
Braid. R.
Branson; C.W.
Brazenor. -P.

Bretherton; C.
Broug_ham, J.

Brown; C.A.
Brown. P.
Browning; J.
Brown less, V.T.
Bruce, D.W.
Bryce. J.
_

Buc-kman. N.-L.

B.M.
Burdaii. P.P.E.
Burley ,Z:M.
Burns, P

Campbell, M.A.
Campbell, R.
Candler. W.J.
Car. I
Carrick. M.P.
Cassidy. J.
Castelle. S.
Caulfield. S.
Chris. B.
Christeson, B._
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Cunningham. L.E.
Currie. P.M.
Dabke, RI.
Dale. E.C.
Dale. L.G._
Darmiidy,
Davey. R.W.
DiiVieS. G.

Davis. A.W.
Davy.-C.
De Limos; M:M.
Di-Leo. P.
Dineen;_ 1.. K

P.C.
Dohell _G.

Chynoweth. A.

DiidS, R.

C iglu; _F.B.

Dodson; H.L.
Domini. C.
Dowsett. C.

Clark. J.
Clark; M.L.
Clarke. J.
Clarke. M.E.
Clayton. I:.
Clutterbiick. R.
Coleman. G.A.
Coleman. T.
Commons. C.
Connell. J.
Considine, T.NI.A.
Cook. C.J.
Cook;
Conk. D.M.
Cooke; A.D.
Cooper. E.D.
Corle; M._
Curless, M.
Cornish; G.B.
Couper. D.

Cowan, 0.
Crabber C.
Craig, R.
Crilley,_T.J.
Crisp, B.
Crisp, M._

Cropley. M.C.
Crosher.J.
Cunningham, K.S.

Drummond. J .M .
Duff. T.&
Duncan. J.I.
Dunn. S.S.

Dunstan: M.
Dymond, S.
Earl; L.M.
Eisterbrook. S.
Eiby; I.
Ellemor. G.
E:liot; L.
Emmins. J.
Engcllenner. P.
Eppinger. J.
garish, S.
Farquhar, R.
Findlay, M.A.
Finger. H.
Fitzgerald, R.T
Fitzpatrick. M.
Flinn. B.
Fordham. AIM:
Fordham. L.
Fox; D:W.
Fox. _J.

Foyster; J..M.
Fraser, I.C.
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Fulton;_ B.

Gadd, I.
Gaffney, J.
Gale, P.L.
Gale; S.A.
Gay, S.P.
Geddes; M.
George, M.
Gibson; R,
Gigante, C.
Gilbert; R.
Gilder. J.
cirling7Butcher, S.
Gloster, M.V.
Godfrey, R.
Goodger. D.
GiicidlUek,- K.

Gorman; J.A.
Gorwell, M.A.
Gosling, G.W.H.
Graafmans, C.

Gram S.

_

_

Graham, M.
Grant, A.
Gredden, G.
Green; M.
Gregory, J.
Griffiths; C.A.
Grose, B.

Gundry, N.J.
Gunn, J.P.
Ha ILL G.

i

Humbly, J.
Hamerston, M.
Hamilton.: R. _
Hammond, S.B.
Handley. B.F.
Hanna,-R.J.
Harding, J:
Harold, L.M.
Harrigan, N.
Hart, E.K.
Hartung;_L.D.C.
Harvey, -F.A.
Hawkesiord; G.J.
Hawkins, B.
_

Hay, B.E.
Haynes, S.
Headlam, F.
Heath, G.K.
Hegarty, R.
Heggen, M.
Henderson; L.
Hengeveld, M.
Henry; V.
Herschell, R.
Hoare; E.
Hobbs, G.
Hodgkins On, J.

Hohne, H.H.
Holbrook, A.
Holmes, j.

Jupp, R.R._

Jupp, R.W.
Kawenoka; M.
Keats, J.A.
Kee, K,
Keep, A.G.
Keeves, J.P.
Kenna, J.C.
Kent, L.
Kilkenny, LM.
Kimpton, J.
King. J,V,_
Kings, C.B.
Kline, L._

_

Knee, W.J.

Holzer, F.
Hopkins, H.W.
Horne, B.C.
Horne; _M:

Hort,- Y.M.
Houghton._S.
Howard, H.O.
Howard; K.__
Flubbert, G.D.
Hudson; M.J.
Hughes, R.
Hulme; D.E.
Hy lands, A.
Ils ley, J.M.

bard, J.F.
Jagger, Q.M.
Jakobsen, N.
James, M.E.
Jamieson, D.B.
Jeffrey, P.
Jenkinson, J.C.
Jennings, M.
Johnson, BIC
Johnson, G.
Johnson; L,R,
Johnston, D.M.
Jones; E.
Jones, P.
Jones, S.E.
Jones, W.B.
_

Koch. D._
Kocotsi, J.
Kosky, M._
Kre-uzer, M.
Krizos; E.

Kumm, A.
Lacey, A.M.

Lade, DI.
Lademann, O.C.

Uisman, H.
Lamb, A.E._
Lancashire, B.

Ltne, M.E.
Lannan, C.
Lannan, D.
Lansdell, P.
Larkin, S.R.

Irsen, P.M.
Lee, M.
Lees. L.
Leith, S.
Leman._M._

Lewis, M.B.
Lewis, R._

_

Liddell, D.A.
Lim, M.
Little, J.M.
Lloyd, G.
Lloyd, _V.

Lloyd-Smith, J.
Locke. M.P.

C. Inca and Staff
Locock._G._

Meadows. J.C.

Logan. I.M.
Lokan, C.

/vIedlicott.-P.
Menne IL E.

Lokan. -J.J.

Meredith, S.G.
Metcalf, E.
Miller. E.

_

Longman; M.L.
Lord, J.A.
Lowe. S.C.
Loye. J.
Lublin. J.
Lumbers. J.
Lynch. J.
Lyons. I.
Maas. F.
Mackay. L.D.
Mackay, L.E.
NlacKinnon..NI.
NlaeMillan. M.B.
Maddock._M.A:
Maguire. D.
Maling. J_Isil.

Manley .:G.

Martin. P.
Mason. J.
Matthews.J.K.
Maunder. J.
Maxwell; M.
McBean.- N.
McComb.- S.

McDonald. C.K.
McDonald, P.
McDonnell. R.M.
McDowell. M.
McDowell, R.
McFerran. B.
McGeor:..;e. H.

McGregor. E.
McIlroy, E._
McIntyre, G.A.
McKenzie; P.A.
MCKey. G.
McLachlan. L.
McLean. P.
McMahon. P.M:
McPherson, F.E.
McShane. C.
Meacham. M.
_

_

M incr._ I.

Milk, J.M.
Milne. S.
Monagle. T.P.
Morey. E.A.
Morgan. G.
Moritz. K.W.
Morris. E.M.
Morris. V.L.
Nlorrow, G.
Mordock. I.
Moyle_ M.

Muir. R.M.
Nabbs. P. __
Nankervis, E.
Newby, J.H.
Nichols. P.
Nicol; L.
Nixon. H.

Nixon; M,C.
Noble. C.R.
Noble. T.E.

O'Connor. M.
ddie. N.M.
U_Dea. L,M.

O'Donnell, M.E.E.C.
O'Neill, 5: O'Shea. D.M.
O'Shea;J:
Oddie. N.M.
Oders. R.N.
Oeser. M.D.
_

_ _

Ols,on, M._
Ormesher. D.
Orr, E.
Osborn. M.

Owen. J.M.
Palmer, D.
Palmer. M.
Parkin. B.
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Parry. D. _
Pathmanatham. S.
Pawsey, M,
Peac(ick. R.W.M.
Peel, M.
Pe Ilegrini, P.G.
Pendrey, S.
Permit. M.
Perry; A:
Pettit, D.W.
Phillips; L.
.1

PhillipS. S.J.
Pierce; R.

Piper. K.J.
Powell. S.G.
Pratt, J.J.
Price. D.H.
Price, W::
Priest. R.A.
Priestley._ R._

Pringle. A.G.
Prior, J.E,
PSiliakaS. L.

Pullen, D.
Quick. L.
Rachjaibun; P.
Radford. W.C.
Raiola. B.
Ramsey. G.A.
Ramus. J.
Randall. B.
RaY. M._

Rayner, SA
Read, A.
Rechter; B.
Rees, K.
Renehan; W.T.
Reside. S.M.
Rignold; H.M.
Roberts. A.C.
Roberts. B.D.
Robertson. J.
Robin. P.I.
Robinson, M.C.
Robinson. M.E.
Rosh, N.E.
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Rosier_ MT
Ross. S.J.

Smith. G.A.
Smith. H.
Smith; J.D.
Smith. L.

Rowe; H:A;H;

Smith; R:F._

Rowe.-J.L.
Rowell. F. __
Rowlands. E.
Rowlands; -R.G.
Rumba II. F.M.
Russell; J.L.
Ryan. C.
Ryan; M.J.

Smith. -V.M.

Ross, B.W.
Ross. K.N.
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APPENDIX II
ACER RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ACTIVITIES: A SELECT LIST
Curriculum; Teaching Methods
Thc primary school curriculum in Australia. 1931- 3z.
Preparation and standarc:zation of spclling lists for Australian conditions.

1934' 36.
Survcy of statc curricula and cxaminations. 1941- 51.
Thc spoken and writtcn vocabulary of children: Carlton casc-study.

1949' 54.
Classroom

groupings, child dcvclopmcnt and children's attitudcs:

Carlton cax- ',cud y. 1950- 54
rion of words: a survcy of studcnt attitudcs. 1956- S 7.
Thc ;rt.:T
Sur: e' of A.:stralian rcscarch on rcading. 1960.
of programmed learning. 1962 -66.
Evaluation of structural aids in mathematics. 1962- 63:
Ncw approachcs to mathcmatics in thc primary school. 1962- 64.
Asscssmcnt of suitability of Sc e,

Research Associatcs cicmcntary rcading

matcrials for Australian use. 1963-64.
Agricultural cducation in Ac,66.
Individual mathematics pmgrarnrrir. 19e.: 71.
Mathcmatics in the primary school: r :1.4nual for tcad.crs. 1964- 67
Music cducation in primary and secondary schools. 1964- 67:
Survcy of matcrials availablc for thc tcaching of spelling. 1965.
Junior Secondary Scicncc Project. 1966- 7o:
Social .s,:ienccs in sccondary schools: a survcy. 1966- 67.

Study skills matcrials. 1966-70.
An analysis of writing nroduccd in response to aural stimuli (an

experimcntal broadcast; 1968- 69.
Criteria for writing ability: a pilot study. 1968- 69.
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Objective tests and mathematical learning. 1968- 69.
Social science_curriculum project; development of materialS concerning social

change. 1968- 77.

A study of the use of closed circuit television in schools (the Malvern

project). 1969- 71.

Survey of recent studies in oral and written communication. 1969- 70.
Telecommunications in education: the potential use of telecommunication
facilities by educators: 1970- 71.
Definition and measurement of reading and listening comprehension:

1972- 74.

From testing to teaching in the Humanities: resources for critical thinking
and judgment at the upper secondary school level. 197 2.
Revision of Junior Secondary Science Project materials. I 97 2 .^ 74.
Social sciences evaluation project: c 973- 75.
Communications media: classroom materials. 1975- 76.

Educating for leisure. 1974- 79.
Essential learning about society. 1975- 77.
Impact of the Australian Science Education Project materials on Australian

schools: 1975- 78.
Music evaluation project. 197 5- 77

Science facilities evaluation project. 197 5- 78.
Curriculum materials evaluation. 1976- .
The teaching and appraisal of reading. 1976- 79.
Social learning and the impact of innovation. 1977- 79.
The teaching of nu-nber work in primary schools. 1977- 78.
International Associltion for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement
teaching for learning study. ; 979-

Educational Policy and Administration; Educational Philosophy
Educational statistics if state education departments: an cvalua

1937-40.
Titining for educational administrators: a survey of practices. 1960 -6z.
The development of school course; in A ustralia a review. 1968 -6g.
Finance for education in Australia. 197 i 7 5.
Education policies of the Australian government and of the Liberal Party:

1975-76.
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Federal state relations in education. 1975-76.
The purposes of schooling in Australia. 1975 76.

Educational Systems and Institutions
Australian correspondence education. 193o 3 t.
Review of education in Australia t 938. 938 39.
Review of education in Australia I 939. t 939 4o.
Prediction of success of students at the University of Melbourne

1942 -55.
Review of education in Australia t 94o 1948. i 946 48.
Survey of correspondence education in Australia. 1946 48.
Non-government schools in Australia: a survey. I 95 i= 53.
Review of education in Australia 19467- t 954. t 953 55.
Science requirements of independent schools: a survey. i 957 5
Prediction of success of law school students. 1958 64.

Review of education 195 4 1962. 196o 63.
Current trends in vocational and technical education in Australia. 1964.
Review of secondary education ;n Australia. 1964
Learning and teaching in the colleges of advanced education. 967=. 7o.
Review of research in education in Australia. 197 2- 73.
A study of a community school (Swinburne). 1972= 7 s .

Community and school project. 1973 75.
Review of continuing education. 1973 74.
Parish primary school survey. 1976 77.
A history of the ACER. 1977 .
TAFE pre=vocational education evaluation. 1978 79.
TAFE staff development evaluation study. 1978 79

Pre-school EduCafion; Child Psychology
Age of admission to primary schools. 195 y y 7
Formation of concepts in young school children. 1964 -67.
The learning of Symmetry principles and their transfer to tests of spatial

ability. 1966 -67.
Performance of children in mathematics: research on conceptual

development. 1967 68.
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Some recent developments in pre-school education. 1_970- 7 I .
The language and conceptual development of pre-school children:

1971 -78.
Pre-school attendance in Victoria. 1972- 73.
Home start materials. s 9737 75.
Validation and description of children's behaviour. 973- 74.
Studies of children with perceptual motor problems. 1979- 80.

Social and Economic Foundations of Education
Destinations of pupils leaving Victorian elementary schools. 193o- 32:
Educational aspects of youth-adult employment. I 939- 4o.
Adjustment of youth: an international survey. 1947- 5o.
Vocabulary of the Australian child. 1950- 6o.
English expression of i o-year-olds: a socio-economic analysis. 1953- 54.
The educational needs of Ferntree Gully Shire: 1954- 56:
Characteristics of an ideal school class: a survey of citizens' attitudes.
1956 58;
The adolescent in schbol and society. 1957- 6 .
Choice of schools and of courses: a surqzy of parental and student attitudes.
958 - 63.
Destinations of 19 57 matriculants: a Atirvey. 958- 61.
Commonwealth Secondary Scholarship Examination winners: effects on
families' educational plans. 1968- 7o.
Cognitive abilities of Aboriginal children in primary schools. 1969- 71.
The role of the primary school in the community: a survey of attitudes.
197o- 721
School leavers in Australia: a survey.. i 97o- 74.
Social and political influences in relation to change and reform in education:
19713 -73
Educational achievement of migrant children: 197 I - 75:
The home environment and school study. 1973- 75.
Poverty; education and adolescents: an empirical study of educational
disadvantage among adolescents. 974- 75.
Social indicators of educational achievement. 976- .
The education of Aboriginal children in Victoria. 197 1 - 79.
Education Program for Unemployed Youth: an evaluation. i 978- 79.
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Studies of unemployed youth. 1978 .
Survey of school leavers. 1978
The employment of graduates and diplomates of colleges of advanced

education. 1979 Eio.

Student Assessment
The reliability of marking handwriting from scales. 1949 51.
Statistical methodology. 1949 53.
The use of objective tests in matriculation. '91 I 54.
Evaluation of the Western Australian Leaving English examination.

1956-59.
Stability of answer patterns in mtiltiple-choice tests. I 956 57.

Aural a...nprehension in the primary school: 1957 60:
General ability of upper secondary school students in Victoria: a survey.

1962 64.
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement

mathematics project: 1963 67.
Reliability of essay marking. 1964 66.
Inter-item correlations and phi coefficients. 1965 66.
Commonwealth Secondary Scholarship Examination: validity and
reliability studies. 197 2 - 74.
Performance of Commonwealth Secondary Scholarship Examination

winners: follow-up studies. 1966 7 r .
Eiamining for university entrance in Australia: a survey of current
practices. 1968.
International Association for the Evaluation o: Educational Achievement
science project: national analyses. 1968 73.
A statistical analysis of the generalizability of written e7pression.

1968-69.
Higher School Certificate English Expression examination: an evaluation.

199 -7i
Studies of the writing ability of secondary school students: a validity study
of the Commonwealth Secondary Scholarship Examination. 1969 7 t
Effects of coaching on Commonwealth Secondary Scholarship Examination

results. 1971 7 3.
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement

science studies: population 2 follow-up. 1971 7 8:
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International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement

science studies: population 4 follow-up. 1971 78.

Primary school language project (Grade 3). 197 I 73.
Structure of reading abilities: 197 t 72.
Study of marking for the written expression paper of the Commonwealth
Secondary Scholarship Examination. 197 t 7 3
Written expression in the primary school. 197 I.

A study of sampling errors. 1972 77.
Language of primary school children. t 973 78.
Assessment for Australian Capital Territory secondary schools. 1974.
Educational performance and specific learning difficulties (Australian studies

in school performance). 1975 77.
Response to the reading of fiction. 1975 77.
Second International Association for the Evaluation of Educational

Achievement mathematics project. 1976 80.
Studies of criterion-referenced measurement. 976 .
Assessment of oracy in Australian schools. 1977 79.
Studies in sample design. 1978 .
Australian Studies in Student Performance: 1979

Teachers; Teacher Education
Average length of teachers' professional lives. 193o 32.
National survey of Australian teachers. 1937 41.
Supply and recruitment of Australian teachers. 1943 45.
Inspection practices in state primary schools. t 955-6o.
Attitudes of students in teachers colleges. i 958-- 59.
Teacher pmmotion: a review of the literature. 196 2 63.
Teachers for Commonwealth schools. 1971 72.
Survey of educational counselling in Australia.

I 973 74.

Victorian In-service Education Evaluation Project. 1974-76.
Schools Commission Development Program: an evaluation. 1976-78.
Staffing and resources in Australian schools: 1979

Testing
Arhievement Tests
Preparation and standardization of tests in arithmetic. 193o 3 3.
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Oral reading tests. 1951 34.
Preparation and standardization of group tests in silent reading. 1931 3; .
Standardization of Stanhope chemistry test for secondary schools.

1934 36.
ACER Reading Readiness Test. 1946 5o.
English and arithmetic tests, for SA Department of &lucation. 1947 48.
Development of basic skills battery (primary level) for NSW apartment of

Education. 1959-63.
Development of lower grades achievement tests. 1960 62.
NSW basic skills testing program. 1959 67.
Victorian primary schools testing program. 1963 -7o.
Junior secondary school English tests. 1966 69.
Primary school reading and listening tests. 1967 7 I .
Tests of Reasoning in Mathematics (grades 7 to). 1967 1973.
Primary school mathematics tests. 1969
New South Wales Primary Evaluation Program 1971 76.
Progressive achievement tests in reading (Australian edition). 1971
Primary reading survey tests. 1971 7 3.
Australian Test for Advanced Music Studies (ATAMS). 197z 75.
Australian item bank program. 1973 77.
ACER Class Achievement Test in Mathematics (CATIM). 1974 76;
Paragraph reading test. 1974 77.
School achievement tests. 1978 .

Aptitude and Personality Tests
Development of psychological tests for personnel selection in the national

services. 1939 4 5.
Mechanical aptitude tests, for trainee munitions workers. 194o -42.
Testing of national service trainees 195 1 5 4.
Development of guidance battery for NSW Department of Education.

1959-62.
Australian Mutual Provident Satiety Salesman Aptitude Test. 1967 72.
California Personality Inventory, Australian edition. t 969 7o.
Career education and guidance instruments and report on trends.

1975 76.
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Diagnostic Tests
Victorian matriculation physics tests. 1966 -67.
Biology diagnostic and achievement tests. 1967 77:
Matriculation chemistry diagnostic tests. 1967 - 69.
Primary school mathematics tests (AM series). 1970 79.
Leaving chemistry diagnostic tests. 197 2- 74.
Secondary mathematics diagnostic tesu. 197z 77.
Migrant education (testing) project. 197 3-76.
Diagnostic and readiness tests for early primary school. 1974

Physics unit tests. 1975 78.
Chemistry unit tests. 1979
General Ability Tests
Preparation and standardization of non-verbal test of general ability for

Australian conditions. 1937 36.
Preparation of local norms for Otis self administering test of mental ability;

and non-verbal test of general ability. 1934 36.
Intelligence tests (grade 6) for NSW Department of Education. 1937-48.
Preparation of intelligence test (guide to further education after 12 years) for

NSW Department of Education. 1938 39.
Construction of intelligence tests for NSW Public Service Board.

1949 Szt
Examination of University of Melbourne students for admission under adult

matriculation scheme. 1940 55.
Personnel selection tests for Commonwealth government departments:

1940 44.
ACER Mechanical Comprehension Test. t 942 43.
Testing of applicants for entry to Melbourne Technical College. 1942 45.
Tests for the Vocational Guidance Bureau, Sydney. 1944 45.
General ability tests, prepared for Victorian Government scholarship
examinations. 1 945 63.

ACER intermediate D test. 1946 51:
ACER Junior A test (grade 4), for NSW Department of Education.

1946- 47.
ACER Junior B (verbal) general ability tests. 1947 51.
ACER Jenkins non-verbal test: modification and standardization.

1948 53.
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Raven's progressive matrices (1938) and general test M: standardization.

1948 49._
Revision of Otis intermediate intelligence tests. 1949 53.
ACER Mechanical Reasoning Test (I 3 14 years): 1950 5 1.
Testing of teachers college entrants. 195 5 - 59.
Development of general ability test for children aged 7 to 9. 1959 61.
Revision of lower grades general ability tests. 1959 61.
Development of selection tests for Commonwealth Public Service Board.

196o 1965.
Co-operative Scholarship Testing Program. 1962 .
Development ofigeneral ability tests for the NSW Department of Labour

and National Service. 1962 66.
Commonwealth Secondary Scholarship Examination. 1964 73.
Commonwealth Public Service Board: advanced level general ability test.

1965 -66.
NSW Department of LabOur and Industry: revision of higher tests RL and

RQ (tests SL and SO). 1966 67.
Australian revision of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC).
1967 7 5._

Tertiary Education Entrance Project (TEEM. 1968 69.
Australian Scholastic Aptitude Test. 1969 .
Commonwealth Banking Corporation selection test. 1969 7o.
Test of Learning Ability (TOLA). 1969 71.
Australian Scholastic Aptitude Test special testing programs. 1974 .
Australian Law Schools Entrance Test (ALSET). 1977 80.
Comparative studies -of WISC-R and WISC. 1977 79:
Revision of adtilt and higher level group ability tests. 1977 80.
Revision of intermediate level group ability tests. 1979 .

APPENDIX III
ACE/Z. PUBLICATIONS IN SELECTED BELIES

Australian Education Review
Previously Quarterly Review of Australian Education (title changed after
Volumed Number 4).
After Volume 7 Number 4; volume number no longer stated:
I& 2 School and _neighbourhood: a case study by R.T. Fitzgerald, P.W.

Musgrave and D.W. Pettit. 1974:
3

4
5

Religious studies in Australian public schools: an overview and
analysis by A.W. Black. 1975.
Educational policy and political platform: the Australian Lib-or
government by J.K. Matthews and R.T. Fitzgerald. 1975.
Finance for education in Australia: developments 1969 75 by D.

Tomlinson. 1976.

6

o

Australian perspectives on lifelong education by C. Duke. 1976.
Australia and international ;.clucation: some critical issues by J.
Cleverley and R !ones. 1976.
The Liberal Party: politics and education policy by D. Tomlinson.
1977.
Rights in education: the Australian conundrum by I.K.F. Birch.
1977.
The development of an independent education authority retrospect
and prospect in the Australian Capital Territory edited by P. Hughes

and W. Mulford. 1978.

12

Education for literacy and numeracy in Australian schools by J.P.
Keeves, J.K. Matthews, and S.F. Bourke. 1978.
Bearings in moral education: a critical review of recent work by B.

13

From school to work: a review of major research in Australia by A.

Crittenden. 1978:
Sturman. 1979:

Public tions

3

Eaucatio.,il Research Series
The Fiar;:ational Research Serics began publication in t 93_o, at the outset of
66
.ACER'5, publication program, and it is still continuing. Numbers
vic-eyublished in association with Melbourne University Press: From
Number 61 ( t 943) it has been called Rcscarch Series.

2

Individual education: being an accountoian experimcnt in_operation
at -the Thcbarton High School, SA by C. Fenner and A.G. Paull.
193o.
Some aspects of education in the USA by K.S. Cunningham and G.E.

Phillips. 1930.
3

4

7

8

9
io

Primary education by correspondence, being an account of the
methods and achievements of the Australian correspondence schools
in instructing children living in isolated areas by K.S. Cunningham.
'9'31.
Training for business: being a report of a committee of the Melbourne
Chamber of C)mmcrcc edited by D.B. Copland. 1931.
Induction or deduction? An experimental investigation in the
psychology of teaching by H.L. Fowler. 1931.
The young child: a series_of five lectures on child management given
under the auspices of the Victorian Council for Mcntal Hygiene,
November 193o by K.S. Cunningham and others. 1931:
The teaching of chemistry in the sccondary schools of New South
Wales, with special reference to the conditions existing in the United
States of America by R.W. Stanhope. 193 2.
The cast for curriculum _revision: being a report submitted to the
Director of Education, Victoria as the result of observations in Great
Britain and America by G.S. Brownc. c 93 2.
Class grouping in the primary school: a study of the nature and
validity of current mcthods of class grouping in Sydney primary
schools by H.S. Wyndham. 193 2.
Ckcupations in Victoria: an investigation into the normal annual
absorptive capacity of occupations in Victoria by G.R. Giles and J.R.

Lyall. 1932.
11

12

An advanced test of general intelligence by N.M. Halcs. 1932.
The growing child, a series of five lectures on child management by
M. Lush and others. 193z.
The psychology of literary appreciation: a study in psychology and
education by D.C. Griffiths. 193 z.

Publications
14

t5

t6
t7

t8

t9

20
21
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Australian Educational Studies (first series).- 1932. Includes:
Standardised tests of tcaching ability; by P.R. Colciand R.K:
Whatcly; The lcngth of thc teacher s proicssional lifc by ii..S.
Cunningham; Problem childrcn in Melbourne schools edited by K.S.
Cunningham; Thc story of an Australian nursery school by M.V.
Guttcridgc; An cxperiment in the teaching of rcadirg comprehension
by G. Limb and H.T. Parker; Cripplcd childrcn in Tasmania by H.T.
Parkci.
Drfccts_of speech in school children: results of an investigation inadc
in thc Tasmanian statc schools by H.T. Parkcr. 1932.
Thc primary school curriculum in Australia cditcd by P.R. Colc.
1932.
Intelligence and scholastic attainment:_ a_study "of the educational
proficiency of subnormal childrcn by H.T. Parker. 193 2.
Comments on cducation in the United States of America and
Victoria, Australia by J.G. Cannon. 1933.
English in Australia: taste and training in a modern community by
E.G. Biaggini. :1933.
An Australian looks at American schools by C.R. McRae. 1933.
Thc standardization of an Australian arithmetic test by K.S.

Cunningham and W.T. Price. 1934.
22

23

24

Three studies in th, Lomparativc intelligence of English, American
and Australian children. 1934. Includes: A comparison of the
intelligcncc_of Victorian and American school childrcn by R.D.
Collmann; The standardization of Professor Spcarman's Mcasure of
Intelligcnce by Al. Marshall; A standardization for Perth, WA of the
Sydney Teachcrs College Group Scale by R. Thomas.
Report on thc tcaching of history and civic, ,, Victorian secondary
schools, by a History Sub-Committee of th
_torian Institute of
Educational Rcscarch cditcd by A. Hoy. 1934.
Educational obscrvations and rcflcctions, being somc commcnts-on
prcscnt day education in Unitcd States, England; and Australia by

K.S. Cunningham. 1934.
An investigation into secondary school mathematics: an analysis of
thc results of Mathematics I paper, Intcrmcdiatc Certificate

26
27

Examination, Ncw South Wain, 1931 by H.J. Mcldrum. 1934.
Thc cducation of the reurded child by P.M. Bachclard. 1934.
The development of intelligence in subnormal children by H.T.
Parkcr. t 934:
Thc effect on racntion of diffcrcnt methods of rcvision by M. Bridgc.

1934

ti

Publications
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Scimc character traits -of delinquent and normal children in terms of

perseveration factor by G. Clarke. 1934.
The value of the prevention of error as a teaching device by D.K.

Wheeler. 1934.

34

Ability grouping: recent developments in methods of class-grouping
in the elementary schools of the United States by H.S. Wyndham.
1934.
The education of the adolescent in Australia: report of a committee.
Edited by P.R. Cooper. 193.5.
Education in Fiji by C.W. Mann. 1935.
Tle_background of American education; as an Australian sccs it by

35

Three studies in the prediction of scholastic success by R.D. Collmann

33

H.T. Parker. 1931.

36
37

38

39

41

and C. Jorgcnsen. 1935.
Adult education in America and England by B.H. Molcswonh.
1935.
The junior scholarship system of Victoria by J.A. Cole. 1935.
Secondary education in Ncw South Wales by W.J. Elliott. 1935.
The standardization of an Australian reading test by G.A. McIntyre
and W. Wood. 1935.
A history of Tasmanian education: state primary education by C.
Rezvcs. 193 5.
The duration of attention in young children by M.V. Guttcridgc.

1935
42
43

44
45

46
47

48

Australian schools through American eyes by J.F. Cramer. 1936.
Variability of examination- results: a study of the public examinations
in Victoria, 19 2 2 33 by J.A. Seitz. 1936.
Training to reason: an investigation- into the possibility of training in
seeing relations in evidence by M. Hill. 1936.
Education for industry and citizenship by F.G. Sublct. 1936.
Native education and -ulturc-contact in Ncw Guinea: a scientific
es. 1936.
approach by W.C. C
ration of mcntally_handicappcd children in
The classification ar
. Hill, edited by D.J.A. Vcrco. 1937.
various countriest
drools and classroom lessons by M.E.
The efficacy of br. :asts

Thomas. 1937.
49

The rural school in Australia edited h;

Colc. 1937.

Publications
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juvenile delinquency, with special reference to institutional treatment

!sy M.T. Woods. 1937.

54

establishment of a national system of education in New South
"i',.afes by C.C. Linz. 1938.
The relative efficiency of part and whole methoCis of presentation in
the development of concepts by M.M. Griffiths. 1938.
The nature of mathematical thinking by F.W. Mitchell. 1938.
The standardization of LI:elligence tests in Australia by G.A.

55

Victoria's first public educationist: Rev. James Forbes by E.

56

The educational needs of a rural community by W.C. Radford.
1939.
History of the MelbOurne Teachers College and its predecessors by E.

53

57

58

59

6o

McIntyre. 1938.
Swcctman. 1939.

Swcctman. 1939.
Thc educational activities in Victoria of the Rt Hon. H.C.E. Childers
by E. Swcctman. 1940:
Australian Educational Studies (second series). 194o
The constancy of the intelligence quotient in subnormal children by

G.E. Phillips. 194o.
Occasional Papers
This series replaced a number of different series previously published by the
ACER (Memoranda; Information Bulletins, and Research Bulletins).
Using an aural stimulus for a writing task: a report on the writing
i
produced in response to a nationwide experimental broadcast onl

August 1968 by J. Maling. 1969.

6

Admission to tertiary studies: an account of an experimental test
battery amd a proposal for its use by Rechter. 1970:
Closed circuit television in teachers colleges by B. Hawkins. 1970.
Controversy in pre-school education ay M.M. dc Lcmos. 1971.
Pre-school education in Australia: a review of recent developments
by R.T. Fitzgerald and J.A, Croshcr. 1971.
Recurrent education: a preliminary cost benefit analysis by K.

7

Gannicott. 1972.
Pre-school enrolments in Victoria by M.M. de Lemos. 1974:

3

4
5

8

Thc primary school in the community: a survey of teacher, student,
and parent attitudes by R.T. Fitzgerald: 1974:

356

9

Publications

Searching for uncertainty: an empirical investigation of sampling
errors in educational survey resear, by K.N. Ross. 1976.

Appendices. !976.

lo

The comparability of WISC and WISC-R by
Rowe. 1976.
Aspiration and attainment: the measurement of professional self
perception in student teachers by G.R. Elsworth and F. CoUlter.

1z

The demand for, and supply of, kindergarten teachers in Victoria

1977:

1977 84 by B: Derody and P:J: Sheehan: 1978:
A criterion - referenced- measurement -model with corrections fOr
i4

guessing and carelessness by G. Morgan. 1979:
Children's television behaviour: its antecedents and relationship to
school performance: a study of the television viewing behaviour of
children in arade 6 of state primarj schools in the metropolitan area of
Melbourne by K.J. Shaun:ill. 1979
Learning time and teaching for mastery by G. Ward. 1979.

Quarterly Review of Australian Education
The title of this series was changed to Australian Education Review
beginning with Volume 7 Number 1.
School administration, and tertiary education by R.T. Fitzgerald.
1967. (Pilot edition).
V61.1

2

Inv_estment in education: a study of recent trends in expenditure by
R.T. Fitzgerald.- 1967.
The new secondary school population in Australia: trends in student
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